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POLICY ESSAY

A NEW HORIZON FOR
CAMPAIGN FINANCE REFORM

REPRESENTATIVE HAROLD E. FORD, JR.*

JASON M. LEVIEN**

A generation has passed since the federal government implemented a
campaign finance reform initiative. In that time, the amount of money
needed to be a competitive candidate for any elected office has skyrock-
eted, and the maneuvers employed to assemble these funds have become,
accordingly, more sophisticated. The authors survey the history of cam-
paign finance reform efforts, including the Federal Election Campaign Act
of 1971 and the Buckley v. Valeo precedent, and examine recent judicial,
legislative, and political developments, including state-level legislative
efforts, the Supreme Court's holding in Nixon v. Shrink Missouri Gov-
emnment PAC, and early events in the 2000 presidential campaign. They
argue that changed political circumstances and improved economic con-
ditions have made the time ripe for new, comprehensive campaign finance
legislation, and they offer an outline for such legislation.

As the nineteenth century came to a close, former United
States Senator Mark Hanna (R-Ohio) noted that "[t]here are two
things that are important in politics. The first is money and I
can't remember what the second is."' A century later, money is
arguably an even more powerful force in American politics. In a
survey conducted after the 1996 presidential election, three in
four respondents expressed agreement with the statement that
"many public officials make or change policy decisions as a re-
sult of money they receive from major contributors." 2

Indeed, it is hard to find an American who thinks we should
not do something to reform the way we finance our political
campaigns. There is a growing consensus that significant
changes need to take place, as was demonstrated by the fact that
four out of five voters interviewed in exit polls at the New

* Member, House of Representatives (D-Tenn.); member, Committees on Government
Reform and Education and the Workforce. B.A., University of Pennsylvania, 1992;
J.D., University of Michigan, 1996.

°* Attorney, Williams & Connolly, Washington, D.C. B.A., Pomona College, 1993;
J.D., M.P.P., University of Michigan, 1997.

1 Helen Dewar, For Campaign Finance Reform, A Historically Uphill Fight, WASH.
POST, Oct. 7, 1997, at A5.

2Francis X. Clines, Most Doubt a Resolve to Change Campaign Financing, Poll
Finds, N.Y TIMEs, Apr. 8, 1997, at Al.
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Hampshire primaries earlier this year supported campaign
finance reform efforts.3 After years of being relegated to editorial
pages and traditional academic discourse, the finance issue has
leaped to the front pages during the current campaign season.4

To their credit, several members of both major political parties
have made a determined effort to unite behind campaign finance
reform. Recent federal legislative efforts5 have centered on
abolishing the use of "soft money"-spending by political par-
ties that can flow directly from corporate coffers and unions and
in unlimited amounts from wealthy individuals. This is a laud-
able goal, as the use of soft money creates a particularly egre-
gious appearance of corruption. Such large dollar amounts given
to political parties create concern that financial interests can buy
access to and influence with lawmakers.6

While abolishing soft money alone may be a terrific first step,
however, this will not by itself make our political system acces-
sible to and fair for all citizens. Our democratic system must en-
gage the public. We can accomplish this by eliminating the per-
ception that money-rather than ideas and leadership-governs,
and by working to change the unfortunate realities that give rise
to this perception. Such a lofty goal calls for a more comprehen-
sive approach.

There are several reasons that the current campaign finance
system must be reformed. First, campaigns are too expensive.
Over the past two decades, candidates for congressional seats
have spent more than $2 billion.7 As the cost of political contests
rises, voters come to view money, rather than issues and leader-
ship, as the driving force behind elections.8 The sheer amount

3 See Tom Baxter, New Hampshire Rewrites Battle Plans, ATLANTA J. & CONST., Feb.
2, 2000, at Al; Poll: Voters Support Campaign Finance Reform, ASSOCIATED PRESS,
Feb. 18, 2000.

4 See, e.g., Stephen Braun, Bradley, McCain Take On Reform, and Front-Runners,
L.A. TIMES, Dec. 17, 1999, at Al.

5 See, e.g., Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 1997, S. 25, 105th Cong. (1997).
6 See, e.g., Fred Wertheimer & Susan Weiss Manes, Campaign Finance Reform: A

Key to Restoring the Health of Our Democracy, 94 COLUM. L. REV. 1126, 1129-31
(1994) (identifying several studies documenting public concern with the degree of
influence wielded by generous donors and aggressive interest groups); H.R. REP. No.
93-1239, at 3 (1974) ("[u]nder the present law the impression persists that a candidate
can buy an election by simply spending large sums in a campaign").

7 See Kenneth N. Weine, THE FLOW OF MONEY IN CONGRESSIONAL ELECTIONS 7
(Brennan Center for Justice at New York University School of Law, Campaign Finance
Reform Series, 1997).8 Cf Clines, supra note 2.
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spent fuels speculation about the integrity of our democratic
processes. 9

Second, the increasingly exorbitant cost of running for public
office allows special interests to exert too much influence over
decisionmaking in government and, accordingly, hampers aver-
age citizens' ability to make their own views heard in a meaning-
ful and influential way. 0 Third, the current cost of campaigning
requires that politicians spend too much of their time raising the
requisite funding, thereby detracting from their ability to devote
as much time as they otherwise might to serving their constitu-
ency or mastering critical policy issues." Rather than being encour-
aged to conduct "town hall" meetings or to speak with community
leaders, for example, a candidate might instead be advised to at-
tend lucrative fundraising events. 2

As these various facts should make clear, our system in its
current state cries out for reform. 3 Yet there is a fourth, critical
reason that our campaign finance system must be reformed: we
need our most talented people to consider service in public
office. Currently, many potential (and potentially high-quality)
candidates believe they lack the personal wealth or financial
savvy that they think is necessary to compete for political office.
Consequently, many who might otherwise do so decline to make
the effort. As a recent news account noted with regard to the up-
coming 2000 elections: "[T]he candidate fields are being nar-
rowed early, often because the contenders are dumping their own
money into their campaigns and scaring off challengers."' 4 If we
truly want to persuade our most talented citizens to turn their
passion to public service, we must see to it that electoral out-

9 See, e.g., Wertheimer & Manes, supra note 6, at 1129-31.
10 See Jamin Raskin & John Bonifaz, Equal Protection and the Wealth Primary, 11

YALE L. & PoL'y REV. 273, 276 (1993).
" As Senator Frank Lautenberg (D-N.J.) stated when he opted not to run for reelec-

tion in 2000: "I do not want to sit there all these hours of each day asking for money
when in fact there is good solid work to be done. It would distract me from the job I
was sent to Washington to do." See Clean Money Campaign Reform (visited January 14,
2000) <http://publicampaign.org/cleanmoney.html>.

1 See Vincent Blasi, Free Speech and the Widening Gyre of Fundraising: Why Cam-
paign Spending Limits May Not Violate the First Amendment After All, 94 COLUM. L.
REV. 1281, 1282-83 (1994) ("[L]egislators continually concerned about re-election are
not able to spend the greater part of their workday on matters of constituent service,
information gathering, political and policy analysis... ").

13 See, e.g., Cass Sunstein, Political Equality and Unintended Consequences, 94 Co-
LUM. L. REV. 1390, 1399 (1994) (arguing that campaign finance reform promotes po-
litical equality).

14Susan Milligan, Candidates with Cash Narrow Field: Wealthy Congressional
Hopefuls Win Party Support, Unsettle Rivals, BOSTON GLOBE, Oct. 25, 1999, at Al.
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comes turn on the power of ideas rather than on candidates'
financial resources.

The momentum is clearly on the side of reformers. In light of
progressive state initiatives,15 apparent support for reform in re-
cent Supreme Court jurisprudence, 6 and the attention that cam-
paign finance reform has already received in the current election
news cycle,1 7 movement on this issue appears imminent.

I. A BRIEF HISTORY OF CAMPAIGN FINANCE REFORM

To assess properly current campaign finance issues one must
first understand the recent history of reform efforts. This Section
discusses the passage of the Federal Election Campaign Act and
the Supreme Court's ruling as to its constitutionality. It then ad-
dresses more recent congressional efforts.

A. The FECA and the Buckley Precedent

Almost three decades ago, in response to the rising cost of
campaigning for federal political office, Congress passed the
Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 (FECA).'8 In 1974, on
the heels of the Nixon Administration scandals, Congress
amended the law.'9 In overhauling the campaign finance system,
the House Committee Report noted that "[u]nder the present law
the impression persists that a candidate can buy an election by
simply spending large sums in a campaign." 20 As the Supreme
Court noted in 1976, FECA was clearly an attempt to quash the
appearance of corruption that was generated when candidates
received excessive sums in the form of private contributions. 2

In particular, the passage of FECA was a congressional re-
sponse to the increasing use of television by candidates. 22 In fact,

15 See infra notes 41-55 and accompanying text.
16 See infra notes 56-63 and accompanying text.
17 See infra notes 65-67 and accompanying text.
"8 Pub. L. No. 92-225, 86 Stat. 3 (1972) (codified as amended at 2 U.S.C. §§ 431-455

and in scattered sections of 18 & 47 U.S.C. (1994)).
,9 Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-443, 88 Stat.

1263 (1974) (codified as amended at 2 U.S.C. §§ 431-455 and in scattered sections of
18 & 47 U.S.C. (1994)).
20 H.R. REP. No. 93-1239, at 3 (1974).21 See Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 17 (1976).
22 See Jill E. Fisch, Frankenstein's Monster Hits the Campaign Trail: An Approach to

Regulation of Corporate Political Expenditures, 32 WM. & MARY L. REv. 587, 643
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FECA went so far as to place limits on how much a candidate
could spend on paid media when running for federal office. 23

Moreover, the 1974 amendments placed specific limits on total
spending by House and Senate candidates in primary and general
elections. 24 For the presidential election, FECA provided public
matching funds during the primary season and additional public
financing for the general election.2 Though the Supreme Court
struck down portions of FECA in Buckley v. Valeo,2 6 it is still the
legislative instrument that dictates the rules for federal elections.

Current and future reform efforts face a constitutional land-
scape shaped by the Buckley case, in which the Court found
mandatory spending limits to be an unconstitutional violation of
a candidate's First Amendment right of free speech.27 The Buck-
ley Court, however, did find contribution limits to be an accept-
able means of countering the appearance of corruption in the
campaign finance system. 28 The Court also held open the possi-
bility of public financing of presidential elections. 29

Perhaps the most profound part of the Buckley opinion was the
Court's determination that money was akin to speech for First
Amendment purposes. The Court stated that:

[V]irtually every means of communicating ideas in today's
mass society requires the expenditure of money. The distri-
bution of the humblest handbill or leaflet entails printing,
paper, and circulation costs .... The electorate's increasing
dependence on television, radio, and other mass media for
news and information has made these expensive modes of
communication indispensable instruments of effective po-
litical speech.30

Again, any effort to reform the campaign finance system must
consider the implications of Buckley.

(Spring 1991) (noting that "[c]ongressional concern about voter reactions to superficial
political advertising was one of the motivating factors behind the increase in the regu-
lation of campaign financing").

23 See Pub. L. No. 92-225 § 104, 86 Stat. 5 (1972) (codified at 47 U.S.C. § 803
(1972)) (repealed 1974).

24 See Pub. L. No. 93-443, 88 Stat. 1263, 1264-65 (1974) (not codified) (repealed
1976).

2See The Revenue Act of 1971, Pub. L. No. 92-178 § 801, 85 Stat. 562 (1971)
(codified as amended in scattered sections of 26 U.S.C. (1994)).
: 424 U.S. 1 (1976).
27 See id. at 48-49.
2 See id. at 20-38.
29 See id. at 57.301d. at 19.
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B. Recent Congressional Reform Efforts

Admirable attempts have been made over the past several
years to attain bipartisan consensus regarding the questions
raised by the current campaign finance system and the role of
money in politics more generally. Reform efforts such as those
led by Senators John McCain (R-Ariz.) and Russell Feingold (D-
Wis.) in the Senate, Christopher Shays (R-Conn.) and Martin
Meehan (D-Mass.) in the House, as well as by the Clinton Ad-
ministration have forced members of Congress to focus on this
issue and have brought needed national exposure. 3'

When Senator Feingold helped introduce the Bipartisan Cam-
paign Reform Act of 1997 (popularly known as the McCain-
Feingold Bill), 2 he noted that "[fjor years, campaign finance re-
form has stalled because of the inability of the two parties to join
together and craft a reform proposal that is fair to both sides."3

Senator McCain joined Senator Feingold, declaring that through
the proposed legislation "we can change the face of politics to-
day."34

The McCain-Feingold Bill was ambitious. It would have pro-
vided free and discounted television time and discounted postal
rates for congressional candidates willing to limit their total ex-
penditures. 35 Such candidates would not be allowed to spend
more than $250,000 in personal funds and would have to raise
the majority of their campaign money (in the form of $1,000-
maximum donations) from individuals within their home states 6.3

The legislation doubled the contribution limit to $2,000 for a
participating candidate whose opponent chose not to participate
in the voluntary system,37 and it provided additional public funds
to a participating candidate whose non-participating opponent

31 See S. 25, 105th Cong. (1997). "The rules governing our system of financing
[federal election campaigns are sorely out of date. Enacted more than two decades ago
when election campaigns were much less expensive, the rules have been overtaken by
dramatic changes in the nature and cost of campaigns and the accompanying flood of
money." President William J. Clinton as quoted by Jeremy Lehrer, The Reform Quan-
dry: As McCain-Feingold Awaits Final Judgment, the Debate Continues About the
Merits and Finer Points of Campaign Finance Reform, 25 HuM. RTs. J. 10, 10 (Winter
1998).

32 S. 25, 105th Cong. (1997).
33 Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 1997 (Jan. 21, 1997) (press release).
34 Id.
35 See S. 25, 105th Cong. § 503(a)(1)(B) (1997).
36 See id. § 105(3)(B).
37 See id. § 241(6).
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received independent expenditures on his own behalf.3 8 In addi-
tion, the legislation prohibited national parties from receiving
unregulated and unlimited soft money and tightened the rules for
political action committee (PAC) contributions to candidates. 39

Subsequent efforts to pass either the McCain-Feingold Bill in
the Senate or the legislation introduced by Representatives
Shays and Meehan in the House, however, have been thwarted
by procedural maneuvers. 4°

II. PosITIvE NEW DEVELOPMENTS

While legislative attempts to reform the campaign finance
system have been stymied in Congress, there has been positive
movement in various states, in the Supreme Court, and in the
current presidential campaign. These advances are cause for op-
timism among those passionate about reforming our system of
democratic elections, and, taken together, they provide a road-
map for Congress to follow in its own efforts.

A. The States as Laboratories of Reform

The states are the most fertile ground for significant campaign
finance reform efforts-truly "laboratories of reform."41 Voters in
such states as Maine, Massachusetts, and Arizona have passed

38 See id. § 503(d)(2).
39 See id. §§ 324, 325(a).
4 See, e.g., 144 CoNG. REc. S 1045 (daily ed. Feb. 26, 1998) (citing failed cloture

vote); 144 CONG. REc. S1046 (daily ed. Feb 26, 1998) (statement of Sen. John Glenn
(D-Ohio)) ("the majority did not prevail because of the cloture that we would have been
required to get to break a filibuster"). Ann McBride, President of Common Cause,
stated that "[a) minority of Senators today turned their backs on the American people
and used an obstructionist filibuster to thwart the will of the majority of Senators who
stand ready to pass campaign finance reform." Quoted in Samuel M. Walker, Note,
Campaign Finance Reform in the 105th Congress: The Failure to Address Self-
Financed Candidates, 27 HOFSTRA L. REv. 181, 195 n.98 (Fall 1998). See also Alison
Mitchell, G.O.P. Defections Delay House Vote on Campaign Bill, N.Y. TIMEs, Mar. 27,
1998, at Al (detailing the procedural maneuvers that permitted members of Congress to
avoid a vote). Unfortunately, McCain-Feingold's adversaries have blocked even the
simple proposal to ban soft money.

41 See, e.g., Dana Milbank, Campaign-Finance Reformers Pin Hopes on the States,
WALL ST. J., Dec. 26, 1997, at A10; Julia Malone, Election '98 Issues: Special Interests
Groups' Donations Fueled Races Nationwide, ATLANTA CONST., Nov. 5, 1998, at K4;
Herbert E. Alexander, Introduction: Rethinking Reform, in CAMPAIGN MONEY: REFORM
AND REALITY IN THE STATES, 1, 13 (Herbert E. Alexander ed., 1976) (paraphrasing
Justice Brandeis' dissenting opinion in New State Ice Co. v. Liebman, 285 U.S. 262,
311 (1932)).
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comprehensive ballot initiatives.42 Vermont, Minnesota, and Mis-
souri have also passed legislation aimed at eliminating the undue
influence of money in the political system. 43 These legislative
initiatives arose from concern that existing finance laws jeop-
ardize "the democratic principle of 'one person, one vote' by
allowing large contributors to have a disproportionate and there-
fore deleterious influence on the political process, and dimin-
ish[ ] the rights of citizens of all backgrounds to equal and
meaningful participation in the democratic process."44 Similar
efforts are underway this election season in other states.45

The Maine Clean Election Act,46 a ballot initiative that was
approved by a margin of more than ten percentage points47 and
will affect the 2000 election season, is one of the more ambi-
tious examples. The law, which has been challenged in federal
court, offers full public financing to candidates who limit them-
selves to soliciting two sorts of funds-$5 "qualifying contribu-
tions" from individuals in a candidate's district, and $100-
maximum "seed contributions'" which may only be used to
finance a candidate's efforts to obtain qualifying contributions.
Once a candidate obtains a certain number of qualifying contri-
butions, he may seek "Clean Election Act" status and thus be-
come eligible for public campaign financing and must accept no
further private contributions. 4

1

A similar initiative, recently passed in Massachusetts,4 9 elimi-
nates the transfer of unregulated soft money from national to

42 See Editorial, Campaign Reform Dead? Not According to Public, USA TODAY, Oct.

22, 1997, at 14A.
43 See Editorial, Vermont's Bid for Better Politics, BOSTON GLOBE, Apr. 6, 1997, at

D6; CAMPAIGN FINANCE REFORM: A SOURCEBOOK (Anthony Corrado et al. eds., 1997)
at 337-38 (noting the history of state campaign finance reform initiatives).

44See 1998 Mass. Acts 395 § l(a)(1).
45 In Akron, Ohio, for example, a comprehensive campaign finance reform initiative,

already endorsed by at least 33 elected state officials, will be on the November 2000
ballot. See Werner Lange, Don't Kid Yourself. Candidates Are Chosen by the Wealthy,
CINCINNATI POST, Mar. 17, 2000, at A22. In addition, while California's Proposition
25, a campaign finance reform measure, was defeated in March, state legislative leaders
plan an attempt to enact campaign reform this year. See Carl Ingram, California and the
West: Key Legislator Seeks Bipartisan Campaign Reform Bill, L.A. TiMES, Mar. 10,
2000, at A3.
46ME. REv. STAT. ANN. tit. 21-A, §§ 1121-1128 (West Supp. 1997).
47See Mainers Speak Out for Campaign Reform, PORTLAND PRESS HERALD, Nov. 8,

1996, at 10A.
48Id. § 1125; see Michael E. Campion, The Maine Clean Election Act: The Futture of

Campaign Finance Reform, 66 FORDHAM L. REv. 2391 (1998) (discussing the reforms
in the Maine initiative).
49 MASS. GEN. LAWs ch. 55A, §§ 2851-2856 (1998). See also Kevin Deeley, Recent

Legislation, Campaign Finance Reform, 36 HARV. J. ON LEGIs. 547 (1999).
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state political parties, requires electronic disclosure of campaign
contributions to candidates and to PACs, and gives public money
to candidates who comply with fixed spending limits and who
only accept contributions of $100 or less. 0 Prior to receiving
public funds, a candidate must demonstrate support by accumu-
lating "seed money" in contributions of between $5 and $100
from voters registered in his district.51

Likewise, the Vermont Campaign Finance Option 52 permits
statewide candidates to receive full public financing if they are
able to demonstrate support by gaining "seed money" and they
agree that they will neither take any other private contributions
nor make use of soft money in their state campaigns.53 Under the
Vermont statute, however, even non-complying candidates are
subject to relatively strict contribution limits 4 Moreover, the
law stands in direct opposition to Buckley in that it limits a can-
didate's total expenditures regardless of whether he accepts pub-
lic funds.55

B. The Supreme Court Weighs In

On January 24, 2000, the day that marked the official begin-
ning of the 2000 presidential campaign, the Supreme Court pro-
vided a boost to supporters of campaign finance reform. In
Nixon v. Shrink Missouri Government PAC,56 the Court upheld a
Missouri statute that limits campaign contributions for state
offices. While many had expected the Court to use the opportu-
nity to dilute (if not overturn) its previous holding in Buckley, in
which it had upheld a $1,000 limit on campaign contributions,
the Court instead reasserted its concern with the appearance of
corruption created by large donations to candidates. Justice
Souter, writing for the Court, said:

Leave the perception of impropriety unanswered, and the
cynical assumption that large donors call the tune could
jeopardize the willingness of voters to take part in demo-
cratic governance. Democracy works "only if the people

50See id.
5, See id.
52VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 17, §§ 2851-2856 (Lexis Supp. 1997).
53 See id.
54See id., § 2805.
55See id.; see also Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 48-49 (1976).56No. 98-963, 2000 WL 48424 (S. Ct. Jan. 24, 2000).
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have faith in those who govern, and that faith is bound to be
shattered when high officials and their appointees engage in
activities which arouse suspicions of malfeasance and cor-
ruption."

5 7

In a separate concurring opinion, Justice Stevens suggested
that certain further reforms of the campaign finance system
would pass constitutional muster, concluding that "[m]oney is
property; it is not speech. '58 Further:

Speech has the power to inspire volunteers to perform a
multitude of tasks on a campaign trail, on a battleground, or
even on a football field. Money, meanwhile, has the power to
pay hired laborers to perform the same tasks. It does not
follow, however, that the First Amendment provides the
same measure of protection to the use of money to accom-
plish such goals as it provides to the use of ideas to achieve
the same results.5 9

Justice Breyer largely agreed. While Breyer (joined by Gins-
burg) declared that "a decision to contribute money to a cam-
paign is a matter of First Amendment concern-not because
money is speech (it is not)[,] but because it enables speech," he
went on to say, "[o]n the other hand, restrictions upon the
amount any one individual can contribute to a particular candi-
date seek to protect the integrity of the electoral process-the
means through which a free society democratically translates
political speech into concrete governmental action." 61

Even Justice Kennedy, in his dissenting opinion, expressed
concern over the escalating costs of political campaigns and rec-
ognized that significant initiatives on the campaign finance re-
form front could survive First Amendment scrutiny. He declared,
first, that soft money "creates dangers" that are "confusing, if
not dispiriting, to the voter;"' 6' and, second, that he "would leave
open the possibility that Congress ... might devise a system in
which there are some limits on both expenditures and contribu-
tions, thus permitting officeholders to concentrate their time and
efforts on official duties rather than on fundraising ' 62 Such lan-
guage, from a justice who in the same opinion attacked the

57 Id. at *9 (quoting United States v. Mississippi Valley Generating Co., 364 U.S. 520,

562 (1961)).
58 Id. at *11 (Stevens, J., concurring).
59Id. at *12 (Stevens, J., concurring).
60 Id. at *13 (Breyer, J., Ginsburg, J., concurring).
61 Id. at *18 (Kennedy, J., dissenting).
621d. at *19 (Kennedy, J., dissenting).
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Buckley ruling as "inventing an artificial scheme" that "inter-
vene[s] in the dynamics of speech and expression," 63 is cause for
optimism as to the constitutional prospects of a comprehensive
reform effort.

C. The 2000 Presidential Campaign

The Nixon decision was not the only cause for optimism
among campaign finance reformers during the early moments of
the 2000 presidential campaign. The four leading contenders in
the Iowa and New Hampshire primaries 64 all voiced support for
some form of campaign finance reform efforts. 5 Three of these
four66 made the issue of banning soft money and other campaign
finance initiatives a centerpiece of their campaigns.67 Reformers
have reason to hope that this near-consensus among candidates
might provide the momentum needed to make reform efforts a
reality.

HI. DEVISING A FEDERAL REFORM EFFORT

A. A Proposal for Public Financing

The most comprehensive campaign finance reform efforts on
the federal level ought to include the public financing of con-
gressional elections. Policymakers may argue over the specifics
of such proposals, but public financing is ultimately the only
way, short of constitutional amendment, to prevent private
money from playing an overbearing role in such elections.

Public financing permits candidates to focus their own and
voters' attention on platforms and leadership rather than on
money. As First Amendment scholar Cass Sunstein pointed out
more than a decade ago, "what seems to be government regula-
tion of speech actually might promote free speech, and should

63 Id. at *18 (Kennedy, J., dissenting).
64 Vice President Al Gore, Senator John McCain (R-Ariz.), Governor George W. Bush

(R-Tex.), and former senator Bill Bradley (D-N.J.).
65 See, e.g., Elizabeth Shogren & Maria L. La Ganga, Finance Reform Gains a Con-

vert, L.A. TIMES, Feb. 16, 2000, at A16.
6 Vice President Gore, Senator McCain, and former senator Bradley. As of this writ-

ing, Senator McCain and former senator Bradley had withdrawn from the campaign.
67 See, e.g., Shogren & La Ganga, supra note 65, at A16.
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not be treated as an abridgement at all."68 Moreover, public
financing can level the playing field for candidates and encour-
age new and talented people to participate more fully in our de-
mocracy.

There should be limits, of course, to any public financing sys-
tem. A candidate should not get something for nothing; rather, a
candidate must earn public funding, not merely by declaring his
intent to participate in a public financing scheme, but by obtain-
ing a specified minimum amount of "seed money." Such money
could be raised, for example, in maximum contributions of $100.

Once a candidate has raised $20,000 in this manner, he would
be entitled to receive public funding up to the amount allowed
for that congressional district. The Federal Election Commission
(FEC) would set the amount after evaluating the size of the rele-
vant media market, the cost of media advertising, and the
amounts spent in previous campaigns in the district.69 If dis-
satisfied, a candidate could appeal the funding level determina-
tion, first to the FEC and then to the courts.

A "seed money" requirement would be a significant and sub-
stantive hurdle that could not be cleared without genuine grass-
roots support. Its inclusion in a reform plan should alleviate con-
cern that a congressional hopeful could simply take money from
the public coffers without first having demonstrated legitimacy
and viability. Under such a scheme, viability could be evaluated
by the degree of aggregate support a candidate generates rather
than by the size of the lump-sum contributions he is able to at-
tract.

A public financing system must also be voluntary, 0 as volun-
tary systems are the only sort that the Supreme Court has upheld
(on grounds that they promote free speech by presenting candi-
dates with an alternative means of raising funds).71 Such a sys-

68 Cass R. Sunstein, Free Speech Now, 59 U. CHI. L. REv. 255, 267 (1992).
69 However, a public financing scheme will not be successful if participating candi-

dates can continue to raise private funds while they are receiving public dollars. As has
been recently noted, "partial public financing schemes ... couple the most troubling
effect of private financing with the most problematic aspects of public financing.'
David Donnelly, Janice Fine, & Ellen Miller, Going Public, 22 BOSTON REV, 5, 5
(Apr./May 1997).

70 See Sue O'Brien, Editorial, Seduce When You Can't Compel, DENV. POST, Dec. 8,
1996, at G1.

71 See Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 92, 93 (1976) (noting that public financing is not
intended "to abridge, restrict, or censor speech, but rather to use public money to fa-
cilitate and enlarge public discussion and participation in the electoral process, goals
vital to a self-governing people.").
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tern, said the Court in Buckley, "furthers, [rather than] abridges,
pertinent First Amendment values?' 72

While making the system voluntary is necessary for it to pass
constitutional muster, a reformed financing scheme need not
leave the public without recourse when a candidate who opts out
of it raises significantly more money than those candidates who
choose to participate. One solution is to provide additional
matching funds to participating candidates, subject to a "trig-
gering" mechanism. If a privately financed candidate made the
decision to spend above the level established for a particular
district, the FEC could issue additional money to each of his
publicly financed opponents in an amount equal to the excess
spent by him.73

A "trigger" would encourage candidates to participate in the
public financing system without coercing such participation. It
would ensure that a participating candidate would not be ham-
strung if his non-participating rival chose to exceed the spending
level established for their district. Furthermore, it might also
discourage candidates from spending exorbitant amounts of
money on media campaigns designed to drown out opponents'
messages.

An effective public financing system must in addition account
for independent expenditures-the frequently large amounts
spent by private individuals on media campaigns without coor-
dination between the individual and the candidate(s) who is
benefited. Since the establishment of contribution limits in the
1970s, independent expenditures have allowed non-candidates
to, in effect, exceed vastly those limits.74 Deterred by Buckley,
however, campaign finance reformers thus far have shied away
from seeking regulation of independent expenditures.7 5

A "trigger" mechanism applicable to independent expendi-
tures, however, would pass constitutional muster and would pro-

72 Id. at 93.
73 The Maine Clean Election Act provides for just such a "triggering" mechanism

permitting candidates to receive additional public funds when appropriate. See ME.
REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 21-A, § 1125(9) (West Supp. 1997). Such a "trigger" of additional
public funds could also be attached to a requirement that the participating candidate
increase his level of "seed money."

74 Independent expenditures play a much larger role in campaigns than they did at the
time of the Buckley decision. See Campion, supra note 48, at 2399.
75 See, e.g., Buckley, 424 U.S. at 44-51 (holding that independent expenditures are

equivalent to candidate expenditures, and thus regulation of these expenditures is un-
constitutional on First Amendment grounds).
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vide additional encouragement for candidates to participate in a
public financing system.76 Those who did participate would not
have to worry that their messages would be overwhelmed by
media campaigns funded with private money. Without such a
provision, the prevalence of independent expenditures would
discourage otherwise willing candidates from participating in a
voluntary system.7"

Despite its many advantages, detractors argue that a public
funding system would be cost-prohibitive. 78 Not only do such
arguments often exaggerate the cost of publicly financing con-
gressional elections, but, more fundamentally, they ignore the
societal cost of not providing public funds.79 A system financed
purely by private funds causes a sense of frustration and skepti-
cism among the public concerning the responsiveness of gov-
ernment to public needs. It also breeds cynicism regarding the
role that private contributions play in the actions of elected
officials. While this cost may be difficult to quantify, such public
officials as Senator McCain have asserted that there are links
between specific pieces of legislation and increased prices for
American consumers-and that these links are attributable to the
influence of private contributions on the legislative process. As
Senator McCain stated, with regard to recent legislative action in
the telecommunications area, "[a]nybody who glances at the so-
called 1996 Telecommunications Reform Act and then looks at
the results-which are increases in cable rates, phone rates,
mergers, and lack of competition-clearly knows that the special
interests are protected in Washington and the public interest is
submerged. 80

76 See Kenneth N. Weine, Triggering the First Amendment: Why Campaign Finance

Systems that Include "Triggers" are Constitutional, 24 NOTRE DAME J. LEGiS. 223,
226-27 (1998).

7 See id.7 8 See, e.g., David J. Weidman, The Real Truth About Federal Campaign Finance:
Rejecting the Hysterical Call for Publicly Financed Congressional Campaigns, 63
TENN. L. REv. 775 (Spring 1996).

79See CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY, CONGRESSIONAL CAMPAIGN FINANCES 26 (Mary
W. Cohn ed., 1992); see also Marty Jezer, Randy Kehler, & Ben Senturia, A Proposal
for Democratically Financed Congressional Elections, 11 YALE L. & POL'Y REV. 333,
358-59 (1993) ("Because Democratically Financed Elections represents a new concept
of reforming campaign finance law, it is impossible to predict absolutely its cost to the
taxpayer. A generous estimate would place the cost of total public financing of both the
primary and general election at under $500 million a year, or less than five dollars for
each federal taxpayer. These figures are obviously rough estimates.").

80 George F Will, McCain Should Be Wary of New Limits on Speech, WASH. POST,
Oct. 8, 1999, at 23A (quoting Senator McCain).
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Furthermore, the total cost per election cycle for such a pro-
posal as that outlined above would be less than $1 billion."
"[C]ompared with the billions of dollars monied interests cur-
rently wrest from Congress in the form of corporate and industry
bailouts, tax breaks, subsidies, regulatory exemptions, and other
forms of special interest legislation, the cost to the taxpayer for
total public funding of all federal elections would represent real
savings.

82

Moreover, it was during hard economic times that Congress
passed the 1992 campaign finance bill providing for public
funding of congressional campaigns. President Bush's veto of
that bill was due in part to Congress's inability to establish
where funding for the measure would come from.83 In these more
prosperous economic times, restoring needed confidence in our
democracy should be a priority. Nothing indicates this need bet-
ter than the numerous studies showing the degree to which the
general public believes that politicians have been taken hostage
by aggressive lobbyists and monied interest groups. 4

B. Strengthening the FEC

The Public Voice Campaign Finance Reform Act of 1997
(PVCFRA), 5 introduced in the 105th Congress, was intended to
address several important campaign finance reform issues, in-
cluding the much-needed strengthening of the FEC. As the
agency responsible for enforcing campaign finance laws, the

"I See Jezer, Kehler, and Senturia, supra note 79, at 358-59.
82 Id. at 359.
8 See Frank J. Sorauf, Politics, Experience, and the First Amendment: The Case of

American Campaign Finance, 94 COLUM. L. REV. 1348, 1362 (1994) (noting that pro-
viding the necessary funding for this partial public funding of the bills in the 102d and
103d Congress stymied such legislation). The 102d Congress passed a campaign
finance reform measure that was vetoed by President Bush. The House and Senate of
the 103d Congress each passed bills that did not make it out of conference. Both bills
contained public financing provisions. The Senate bill was designed to provide congres-
sional candidates willing to adhere to spending limits with public funding if a non-
participating opponent spent above the established limit. While this bill received a good
amount of public attention, it was blocked in conference. See Adam Clymer, Campaign
Finance: The Lateral Pass, N.Y. TIMEs, Aug. 9, 1998, § 4, at 6.

8 See Wertheimer & Weiss Manes, supra note 6, at 1129-31 (identifying several such
polls and studies).

5 H.R. 2051, 105th Cong. (1997). The PVCFRA was introduced by the author; see
143 CONG. REc. E1327-01 (daily ed. June 25, 1997). It has not yet been reintroduced in
the 106th Congress. The author, however, intends to introduce in the 106th Congress
legislation that will incorporate a number of the proposals outlined infra Part III.A.
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FEC must have the power and resources necessary to fulfill its
institutional mission.

Three of the PVCFRA's provisions for strengthening the FEC
are particularly worthy of mention. First, the bill would allow
the FEC to charge a filing fee to candidates, political commit-
tees, and parties that meet minimum thresholds of financial ac-
tivity. This reform is particularly important, as it would give the
agency a degree of financial independence that Congress has
thus far refused to provide."6

Second, the bill would restore the FEC's ability to conduct
random audits of candidates and would allow the FEC to refer a
case to the Justice Department as soon as Commission members
believed that criminal activity might have taken place. This
would give "teeth" to the FEC's existing enforcement capabili-
ties.

Finally, the bill would require the president to appoint a sev-
enth FEC commissioner. This "independent" commissioner
would be recommended by the existing six members and would
serve as chairman. Such a reform measure would help break the
partisan dynamics of a commission whose membership is cur-
rently split evenly between Democrats and Republicans. 7

V. CONCLUSION

A generation has passed since the federal government imple-
mented a campaign finance reform initiative. It is time for the
next generation of congressional leaders to move the ball for-
ward and articulate an improved vision of what our system of
elections should look like in the twenty-first century. Since the
federal government's last attempt at comprehensive reform there
have been, not surprisingly, substantial changes in our system of
electing public officers, including a dramatically increased em-
phasis on fundraising and a rise in the use of paid media. Now is
the time for a new, modern framework for regulating our system
of elections.

' See id. Both Thomas Mann of the Brookings Institution and Norman Ornstein of
the American Enterprise Institute have endorsed this effort. See, e.g., David E. Rosen-
baum, Campaign Finance: The Hearings, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 24, 1997, at A24 (reporting
on Mr. Omstein's and Mr. Mann's testimony in Senate hearings on campaign finance
issues).

17 See 143 CONG. Rc. E1327-01.
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The amount of money needed to be a competitive candidate
for any elected office has skyrocketed, and the maneuvers em-
ployed to assemble those funds have become, accordingly, more
sophisticated. The devotion of such extraordinary energies to
raising money, however, tends to obfuscate the real goals of our
democracy, both in candidates' minds and in the public's per-
ceptions. Gaining the support of individuals and constituency
groups is critical when running for public office, but the current
campaign finance system places a premium on dollars rather
than on policy ideas and grassroots support. By addressing these
now endemic problems, true reform will encourage greater par-
ticipation in public service by our most talented citizens. Con-
gress now must turn the people's desire for reform into a reality.
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In this Essay, Senator Jon Kyl argues that the Senate's October 1999
rejection of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) was justified be-
cause it ivasflaived, ineffective, and if ratified, would have threatened the
security of the United States. Senator Kyl believes ratification of the CTBT
would have (1) jeopardized the safety and security of the United States
nuclear arsenal, (2) failed to curb nuclear proliferation, and (3) been
neither verifiable nor enforceable. He recommends that, rather than sign-
ing on to the CTBT, the United States ensure its security, and that of its
allies, through a strong military deterrent and better enforcement of ex-
isting agreements.

On the evening of October 13, 1999, the Comprehensive Test
Ban Treaty (CTBT) came before the United States Senate for a
vote. Ratification of the CTBT, signed by President Clinton in
1996, would have obligated the United States to give up forever
the option of testing the weapons in its nuclear stockpile. When
the votes were counted, however, the treaty failed to gain the
two-thirds majority required by the Constitution. It failed even to
win a simple majority, with only forty-eight members in favor of
ratification, fifty-one members against ratification, and one ab-
stention. For the first time since it rejected the Versailles Treaty
seventy-nine years before, the Senate turned down a major inter-
national treaty.

Though many Americans find the idea of phasing out nuclear
weapons appealing, a majority of senators believed the treaty
was fundamentally flawed. Close study of the treaty text and
consultation with those responsible for maintaining a strong
United States nuclear deterrent made it clear that "going with the
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flow" would have been irresponsible. Those who voted to reject
the treaty did so because (1) it would have jeopardized the safety
and reliability of our nuclear arsenal; (2) it would not have
curbed nuclear proliferation; and (3) it would be neither verifi-
able nor enforceable.

Contrary to the claims of treaty proponents, no previous presi-
dent had ever proposed a treaty to ban nuclear testing completely
and permanently. While President Clinton reacted bitterly to the
CTBT's defeat, the United States and those who depend on its
nuclear deterrent will be safer without United States participa-
tion in this agreement.

I. DETERRENCE TODAY

To see why a majority of the Senate voted against the CTBT, it
is important first to understand the significance most senators
attach to a strong nuclear deterrent.

Since the end of the Cold War, some have argued that nuclear
deterrence is an outdated concept and that the United States no
longer needs to retain a substantial nuclear weapons capability.
Deterrence, however, is not a product of the Cold War. It has
been around since the beginning of statecraft. Over 2,500 years
ago, the Chinese philosopher Sun Tzu confirmed the value of
deterrence, observing: "To win one hundred victories in one
hundred battles is not the acme of skill. To subdue the enemy
without fighting is the acme of skill."' In 1780, President Wash-
ington said: "There is nothing so likely to produce peace as to be
well prepared to meet an enemy.' 2 "Peace through Strength" was
not invented by Ronald Reagan. 3

The West's victory in the Cold War does not mean national se-
curity threats to the United States have evaporated. James Wool-
sey, President Clinton's first CIA director (and an opponent of
the CTBT), aptly described the current security environment
when he said: "[W]e have slain a large dragon [the Soviet Un-
ion], but we live now in a jungle filled with a bewildering variety

'SUN Tzu, ART OF WAR 184 (Ralph D. Sawyer trans., Westview Press 1994) (em-
phasis added).
2 THE BULLY PULPIT: QUOTATIONS FROM AMERICA'S PRESIDENTS (letter from Wash-

ington to Elbridge Gerry, Jan. 29, 1780) 153 (Elizabeth Frost ed., 1988).
3 PUB. PAPERS 668 (May 24, 1982).
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of poisonous snakes. ' 4 Rogue nations like North Korea, Iran, and
Iraq have programs to develop weapons of mass destruction and
are hostile to the United States. China is an emerging power
whose relationship with the United States is rocky at best. Fur-
thermore, Russia retains significant military capabilities, in-
cluding over 6000 strategic nuclear warheads, which former
Russian President Boris Yeltsin once ominously warned Presi-
dent Clinton that the United States should keep in mind.'

The Gulf War is a good example of the continuing importance
of nuclear deterrence in the post-Cold War world. In that
conflict, America's nuclear capability-coupled with the under-
standing that it might draw on that capability if allied troops
were attacked with other weapons of mass destruction-saved
lives. Saddam Hussein had a large arsenal of chemical weapons
at his disposal. The 1925 Geneva Protocol outlaws the use of
these weapons, but Saddam had violated this international proto-
col before, unleashing chemical agents against Iraq's Kurdish
population and against Iranian troops during the Iran-Iraq war in
the 1980s.1 In 1991, President Bush told the Iraqi leader: "The
United States will not tolerate the use of chemical or biological
weapons.... You and your country will pay a terrible price if
you order unconscionable acts of this sort."7 Iraqi Foreign Min-
ister Tariq Aziz acknowledged in 1995 that Iraq did not attack
the forces of the United States-led coalition with chemical
weapons during the Gulf War because Washington's threats of
devastating retaliation were interpreted as meaning nuclear re-
taliation.8

The credibility of the United States nuclear stockpile is a pre-
cious, if intangible, commodity. Our actions on the international
stage, and the obligations we take on, must be assessed in terms
of their effect on the credibility of our deterrent. This is espe-

4 Hearing Before the Senate Select Comm. on Intelligence, 103d Cong. 76 (1994)
(statement of R. James Woolsey, nominee for director of the Central Intelligence Agency).
5 Responding to President Clinton's criticism of Russia for civilian casualties in

Chechnya, Mr. Yeltsin said: "It seems Mr. Clinton has forgotten Russia is a great power
that possesses a nuclear arsenal." With China's Blessing, Yeltsin Scolds the U.S., CIN-
CINNATI POST, DEC. 10, 1999, AT 5A.
6 See Julia Johnson, U.S. Asserts Iraq Used Poison Gas Against the Kurds, N.Y.

TIMES, Sept. 9, 1988, at Al.
7 George Bush, President's Letter to Saddam Hussein, 2 U.S. DEP'T STATE DISPATCH

25, 25 (1991).
8 See KEITH B. PAYNE, DETERRENCE IN THE SECOND NUCLEAR AGE 84 (1996); R.

Jeffrey Smith, U.N. Says Iraqis Prepared Germ Weapons in Gulf War, WASH. POST,
Aug. 26, 1995, at Al.
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cially important given the failure of the United States thus far to
deploy a defense against missile-delivered weapons of mass de-
struction. Furthermore, it will remain critical because no missile-
defense system currently contemplated could defend against
(and, thus, deter) an attack of the kind that could be launched by
countries like Russia and China.

II. IMPACT OF A TEST BAN ON THE RELIABILITY AND SAFETY OF
THE U.S. STOCKPILE

America's nuclear weapons are the most sophisticated in the
world. Each one typically has thousands of parts. Some of their
materials, like plutonium, enriched uranium, and tritium, are ra-
dioactive materials that decay. As these materials decay, they
also change the properties of other materials within a weapon.9

We lack experience in predicting the effects of such aging on
the safety and reliability of our stockpile. The United States did
not design its weapons to last forever; their shelf life was ex-
pected to be about twenty years. New designs, intended to meet
ever-changing mission requirements, were introduced into the
stockpile every few years during the Cold War. Thus, in the past,
United States nuclear engineers did not encounter problems with
aging weapons because they were fielding new designs and re-
tiring older designs. If the United States joined a perpetual test
ban, we could not engage in the testing necessary to field new
designs to replace older weapons.

With no new designs in the offing, the United States would
have to rely exclusively on remanufacturing components of ex-
isting weapons that have deteriorated. Producing these replace-
ment parts without testing is problematic, however. Over time,
manufacturing processes and materials have changed. Some
chemicals previously used in the production of United States
weapons have been banned by environmental regulations. 0 Our
documentation of the technical characteristics of some of our
older weapons is incomplete. Furthermore, the plutonium pits in
some of our weapons are approaching the end of their life-span.
According to James Schlesinger, the former Defense and Energy

9 See Hearing on FY 2000 Appropriations Before the Energy and Water Development
Subcomm. of the Senate Comm. on Appropriations, 106th Cong. 7 (Mar. 11, 1999)
(statement of Victor H. Reis, Assistant Secretary of Energy for Defense Programs).

10 See id. at 8.
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Secretary who served in the Ford, Nixon, and Carter administra-
tions, one national laboratory estimates the pits used in some of
these weapons will last thirty-five years. 1 Since many of the pits
used in the current arsenal are about thirty years old, we will
soon need to replace them, but without testing, we cannot be
sure that these replacement parts will work as effectively as their
predecessors.1

2

The former director of the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, Dr. John Nuckolls, addressed the challenges of re-
manufacturing:

Periodic remanufacture is necessary, but may copy existing
defects and introduce additional defects. Some of the
remanufactured parts may differ significantly from the
original parts-due to loss of nuclear test validated person-
nel who manufactured the original parts, the use of new
material and fabrication processes, and inadequate
specification of original parts. There are significant risks of
reducing stockpile reliability when remanufactured parts are
involved in warhead processes where there are major gaps in
our scientific understanding. 13

Despite our technical expertise, there is much we still do not
understand about our own nuclear weapons. These gaps in our
knowledge do not merely present a theoretical problem. Ap-
proximately one-third of all weapons designs fielded by the
United States since 1958 have required testing to resolve diffi-
culties that arose after deployment. 14 According to a 1987 study
by the Livermore Laboratory, Report to Congress on Stockpile
Reliability, Weapon Remanufacture, and the Role of Nuclear
Testing, of the one-third of designs that required testing to fix,
"in three-quarters of [the tested] cases, the problems were

" See Hearings Before the Senate Comm. on Armed Services to Receive Testimony on
the National Security Implications of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, 106th Cong.
128 (Oct. 6, 1999) (statement of James Schlesinger, former Secretary of Energy and
Secretary of Defense).

12 See id. at 115.
13 Letter from Dr. John Nuckolls, former Director, Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory, to Sen. Jon Kyl, United States Senator, 2 (Sept. 2, 1999) (on file with the
author).

14See Safety and Reliability of the U.S. Nuclear Deterrent: Hearing Before the Sub-
comm. on Int'l Sec., Proliferation, and Fed. Servs. of the Senate Comm. on Govern-
mental Affairs, 105th Cong. 40 (1997) (President George Bush, REPORT TO THE COM-
MITTEES ON ARMED SERVICES AND APPROPRIATIONS OF THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF

REPRESENTATIVES ON NUCLEAR WEAPONS TESTING REQUIRED BY SECTION 507 OF THE

ENERGY AND WATER DEVELOPMENT APPROPRIATIONS AcT (1993)).
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identified as a result of nuclear testing.""' With only nine weapon
designs in our nuclear stockpile, each with different mission re-
quirements, a serious problem affecting even a couple of weapon
types would be a cause for great concern.' 6

The importance of operating a complex weapon or machine to
be assured that it works cannot be overstated. Before World War
II, the United States Navy lacked the funds needed to test its tor-
pedoes. 7 The results were disastrous, as hundreds of torpedoes
failed in the first two years of the war.' It is critical that both the
United States and our adversaries know that our nuclear deter-
rent will work.

III. THE STOCKPILE STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM

The Clinton administration hopes to replace actual nuclear
tests with computer simulations and scientific experiments called
the Stockpile Stewardship Program (SSP). 19 The Department of
Energy hopes that, by 2010, the SSP will have the "capabilities
that are necessary to provide continuing high confidence in the
annual certification of the stockpile without the necessity for nu-
clear testing."20 During the CTBT debate, proponents exagger-
ated the current capabilities of the still immature and untested
Stockpile Stewardship Program, declaring flatly that it has re-
placed testing.2' While the SSP may eventually provide valuable
information and improve our grasp of the complex (and to some
extent mysterious) workings of our own nuclear arms, it faces

15 Id. at 117 (George H. Miller, et al., REPORT TO CONGRESS ON STOCKPILE RELI-
ABILITY, WEAPON REMANUFACTURE, AND THE ROLE OF NUCLEAR TESTING (1987)).

16 See Hearings Before the Senate Comm. on Armed Services to Receive Testimony on
the National Security Implications of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, 106th Cong.
21 (Oct. 7, 1999) (statement of Robert B. Barker, Assistant to the Director, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory).

17 See EDWIN P. HOYT, SUBMARINES AT WAR: THE HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN SI-
LENT SERVICE 71 (1983).

I8 At the Battle of Midway in 1942, the crucial naval confrontation of the Pacific war,
none of the torpedoes launched from U.S. torpedo bombers damaged a single Japanese
ship. Without American dive bombers dropping bombs, the United States would have
been defeated at Midway. See 145 CONG. REC. S12,282 (daily ed. Oct. 8, 1999) (letter
from James R. Schlesinger, Frank C. Carlucci, Donald H. Rumsfeld, Richard B.
Cheney, Caspar W. Weinberger, and Melvin R. Laird, former Secretaries of Defense, to
Sens. Trent Lott (R-Miss.) and Tom Daschle (D-S. Dak.)).

19 See DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, FISCAL YEAR 2000 STOCKPILE STEWARDSHIP PLAN
EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW 17 (1999).

2°Id. at23.
21 See 145 CONG. REC. S12,274 (daily ed. Oct. 8, 1999) (statement of Sen. Carl Levin

(D-Mich.)).
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tremendous technical challenges and may never be an adequate
substitute for testing. It is a set of research projects, most of
which will not reach fruition for years, and which have suffered
setbacks already. The National Ignition Facility (NIF), the linch-
pin of the program, recently fell behind schedule and is over
budget.22 NIF still faces a critical technical uncertainty about a
major goal of its design: Will it be able to achieve thermonuclear
ignition?21

A careful look at the comments of current and former senior
officials at the Department of Energy and the national laborato-
ries shows that proponents of the test ban oversold the SSP.
While current laboratory employees typically say it is the best
approach to maintaining our weapons in the absence of testing,
they have been careful not to guarantee that the program will
succeed in replacing testing. As Dr. Siegfried Hecker, former
director of the Los Alamos National Laboratory, said in a 1997
letter to me, "We recognize there is no substitute for full-systems
testing in any complex technological enterprise. This is certainly
true for nuclear weapons. A robust nuclear testing program
would undoubtedly increase our confidence."2 4

The architect of the Stockpile Stewardship Program, Dr. Vic-
tor Reis, described the challenge ahead in stark terms. This pro-
gram, he said in a recent speech, is expected

to maintain forever, an incredibly complex device, no larger
than this podium, filled with exotic, radioactive materials,
that must create, albeit briefly, temperatures and pressures
only seen in nature at the center of stars; do it without an
integrating nuclear test, and without any reduction in ex-
traordinarily high standards of safety and reliability. And,
while you're at it, downsize the industrial complex that sup-
ports this enterprise by a factor of two .... This within an
industrial system that was structured to turn over new de-
signs every fifteen years, and for which nuclear explosive
testing was the major tool for demonstrating successY

Just as the reliability of the weapons would be in question if
the United States never again had the option of testing, weapon

22Waiter Pincus, U.S. Laser Program Faces Cost Overruns, WASH. POST, Sept. 1,
1999, at A8.

2 Bernadette Tansey, Costs of Livermore Lasers Predicted to Grow, S.F. CHRON., Jan.
11, 2000, at A3.

24 Letter from Dr. Siegfried Hecker, former Director, Los Alamos National Labora-
tory, to Sen. Jon Kyl, United States Senate (Sept. 9, 1997) (on file with author).

2 Dr. Victor Reis, Address at Sandia National Laboratory (Jan. 19, 1999).
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safety would also be in doubt. Nuclear weapon safety has always
been of paramount concern in the United States. Throughout the
history of our nuclear program, we have made every effort to
ensure that even in the most violent of accidents there would be
the minimum chance of an atomic explosion or radioactive con-
tamination. The results of such an accident would be cata-
strophic. Nuclear tests must be done in many cases to confirm
that, once safety features are incorporated, the weapons will still
function as intended.26 Participation in a test ban of unlimited
duration, called for by the CTBT, would have made it pointless
to invent better safety features because they could not be
adopted without nuclear testing. Even worse, the CTBT would
have halted the incorporation in current weapons of existing,
well understood safeguards-safeguards that can, for example,
prevent premature detonation or prevent the dispersal of radio-
active contamination should the plutonium inside a weapon be
damaged during a conflict or by an accidental fire.

The bottom line is that a ban on nuclear testing prevents us
from making our weapons as safe as we know how to make them
and discourages the search for ever-better safety measures.

IV. THE TREATY WILL NOT STOP PROLIFERATION

The CTBT's goals are announced in its preamble; its wording
demonstrates the international community's view that possess-
ing, proliferating, and testing nuclear weapons are closely inter-
related. What gave rise to this treaty, says the preamble, was the
recognition

that the cessation of all nuclear weapon test explosions and
all other nuclear explosions, by constraining the develop-
ment and qualitative improvement of nuclear weapons and
ending the development of advanced new types of nuclear
weapons, constitutes an effective measure of nuclear disar-
mament and non-proliferation in all its aspects.27

Clearly the treaty authors believed that outlawing tests would
strike a blow against the use, the proliferation-even the posses-

26 See Hearings supra note 16 at 21 (statement of Robert B. Barker, Assistant to the
Director, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

27 Comprehensive Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty. S. TREATY Doc. No. 105-28 at 122
(1997).
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sion-of nuclear arms. This equation does not withstand close
examination for two reasons.

First, banning tests adds nothing new to the effort to curb the
various activities involved in nuclear proliferation because we
already have a norm against proliferation: it is the Nuclear Non-
proliferation Treaty (NPT). The NPT, which came into force in
1970, already obliges the 182 countries that are party to it (ex-
cept the five participants that are declared nuclear powers, i.e.,
the United States, the United Kingdom, Russia, China, and
France) not to pursue nuclear weapons programs. North Korea
and Iraq are parties to the NPT, and we know they have violated
it.28 They have pursued nuclear weapons programs despite their
solemn international pledge never to do so. Any country (except
the five declared powers) that breaks the terms of the CTBT has
already broken the NPT. Violators of the CTBT would be vow-
ing not to test weapons they were never supposed to possess or
develop in the first place.

Second, even if rogue states were to join the CTBT and adhere
to its promise never to test, the world would not be safer. Al-
though testing is essential to maintaining the sophisticated nu-
clear weapons in the United States arsenal today, it is not re-
quired for those countries developing a relatively simple, first-
generation atomic device. The American bomb dropped on Hi-
roshima was never fully tested, and the nuclear arsenals of Is-
rael, Pakistan, and South Africa have been constructed without
testing.

29

The Clinton Administration does not dispute this point. As
CIA Director George Tenet told the Senate in 1997: "Nuclear
testing is not required for the acquisition of a basic nuclear
weapons capability (i.e., a bulky, first-generation device with
high reliability but low efficiency) .... Nuclear testing becomes
critical only when a program moves beyond basic designs to in-
corporate more advanced concepts."30 We cannot afford to under-
estimate the weapon described by Director Tenet. A "bulky, first
generation device with high reliability but low efficiency" is a
lot like the bomb we dropped on Hiroshima that changed world
history. It is a strategic weapon. If North Korea or Iran could

28 See John M. Deutsch, The New Nuclear Threat, FORGN. AFsRs., Fall 1992, at 120.
29 See id. at 123.
30 Current and Projected National Security Threats to the United States: Hearing

Before the Senate Select Comm. on Intelligence, 105th Cong. 87-88 (1997) (statement
of George Tenet, acting Director of Central Intelligence).
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credibly threaten to deploy such a weapon, they could severely
reduce our ability to protect our interests in East Asia or the Per-
sian Gulf.

In the end, no one could seriously claim that states like North
Korea, Iran, or Iraq would be deterred from pursuing their nu-
clear programs by ratification of the CTBT by the United States.
Thus treaty advocates fell back on the nostrum that at least
ratification by the United States would make a moral statement.
Is it not our duty, CTBT advocates asked, to take the lead on this
issue? They argued that, in declaring a halt to our own testing,
we would persuade others to follow our example. This could not
withstand scrutiny either, given that the United States has been
unilaterally observing-as is its right-a moratorium on nuclear
tests since 1992.31 Yet, since 1992, India, Pakistan, Russia,
China, and France have all conducted nuclear tests. 32 Nations test
their arsenals when it is in their self-interest to do so, and no
amount of moral posturing will change this.

V. EASY TO CHEAT

Another reason treaty proponents could never carry the argu-
ment that the CTBT would curb proliferation is because the
treaty is neither verifiable nor enforceable. For international
authorities to verify effectively that no atomic testing is occur-
ring, they would have to be highly confident that militarily
significant cheating could be detected in a timely manner.

No one in a position of authority could credibly make that
claim, however. Even with the treaty's new International Moni-
toring System in place, nations could conduct militarily significant
nuclear tests with little or no risk of detection. The problem is
that the treaty purports to ban all tests ("zero yield"), yet low
yield-tests are impossible to detect. Tests with yields below one
kiloton (one kiloton being roughly 500 times larger than the
blast that destroyed the Alfred P. Murrah Building in Oklahoma

31 Energy and Water Development Appropriations Act, 1993, Pub. L. No. 102-377,
Sec. 507, 106 Stat. 1315, 1343-44 (1992).

32 See Jonathan Karp, Questions Seen in the Guidance of India Foreign Policy, ASIAN
WALL ST. J., May 31, 1998, at Al; Dexter Filkins, Pakistan Explodes 5 Nuclear De-
vices in Response to India, L.A. TIMES, May 29, 1998, at Al; Steven Lee Myers, U.S.
Suspects Russia Set OffNuclear Test, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 29, 1997, at A7.
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City) can both escape detection and be militarily useful to the
nation that conducted them.33

Moreover, it is a fairly simple task for countries with nuclear
programs to obscure testing through well-known evasive tech-
niques. One of the best known means of evasion is detonating
the device in a cavity such as a salt dome or a room mined below
ground. Because it surrounds the explosion with empty space,
this technique-called decoupling-reduces the noise, or the
seismic signal, of the nuclear detonation. The signal of a decou-
pled test is so diminished-by as much as a factor of seventy-
that it will not be possible to detect it reliably. For example, a
1000-ton (one kiloton) hidden test could appear as small as an
overt test of fourteen tons. This puts the signal of the illicit test
well below the threshold of detection.34

There are also other means of cheating. For example, if a na-
tion hid a device on a small boat or barge, towed it into the
ocean, and detonated it anonymously, it would be extremely
difficult to link the test to the cheater. It has been argued that the
testing nation would not even need to monitor its own explosion;
alarmed international observers would immediately measure and
publicize the results of the test. While evasive techniques are
expensive and complex, the costs are relatively low compared to
the expense of a nuclear weapons program, and no more compli-
cated than weapons design. Established nuclear powers are well
positioned to conduct clandestine testing to assure reliability and
at least modestly upgrade their arsenals. It is likely that nations
have already begun to violate their pledges to refrain from test-
ing. Within the last year alone, Russia and China are believed to
have conducted tests. According to the Washington Times,
United States intelligence agencies believe that China conducted
a small underground nuclear test in June of 1999 and Russia is
believed to have conducted two nuclear tests in September of
that year.35 While neither country has ratified the CTBT, both

33 See The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and Nuclear Nonproliferation: Hearing
Before the Subcomm. on Int'l Sec., Proliferation, and Fed. Servs. of the Senate Comm.
on Governmental Affairs, 105th Cong. 24 (Mar. 18, 1998) (statement of Kathleen C.
Bailey, Senior Fellow, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory).

34 The United States demonstrated this technique in 1966 when we conducted nuclear
tests in salt domes in Chilton, Mississippi, in which a 380-ton test gave an apparent
seismic signal of only 5.3 tons. See id.

31 See Bill Gertz, Moscow, Beijing Balk at Monitors: Testing Sites Not Included in
Nuke Treaty, WASH. TIMEs, Oct. 12, 1999, at Al.
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have signed the treaty and claim to be observing a testing mora-
torium.3

6

CTBT proponents point out that if the United States needs ad-
ditional evidence to detect violations, on-site inspections could
be requested under the treaty. However, the treaty requires that
requests for on-site inspections be backed by specific evidence
(which could potentially disclose the sources and methods of
United States intelligence-gathering) and must be approved by at
least thirty affirmative votes from the CTBT's fifty-one-member
Executive Council. In other words, if the United States wanted to
request an inspection of another nation suspected of carrying out
a nuclear test, it could only get an inspection if twenty-nine
other nations concurred with the request. In addition, under the
terms of the treaty, a nation can declare a fifty-square kilometer
area of its territory off limits to any inspections that are ap-
proved.

Thus, a nation could develop its atomic weaponry while for-
mally participating in this agreement and receiving international
credit for supporting disarmament. The text of the treaty, the
nature of nuclear testing, and the state of seismic monitoring
make this scenario possible. The treaty text is problematic in
other ways, as well. The CTBT is weakest at its very foundation
because it actually fails to say what it bans. Nowhere in its sev-
enteen articles and two annexes are the terms "nuclear weapon
test explosion" or "nuclear explosion"-the terms used in the
first article, "Basic Obligations"--defined or quantified. Acting
Undersecretary of State for Arms Control and International Se-
curity John Holum admitted this to the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee. He wrote to the Committee on June 29, 1999, stat-
ing:

The U.S. decided at the outset of negotiations not to seek
international agreement on a definition of "nuclear weapon
test explosion" in the Treaty text. The course of negotiations
confirmed our judgement that it would have been extremely
difficult, and possibly counterproductive, to specify in tech-
nical terms what is prohibited by the Treaty.3

36 See Hearings on Department of Defense Appropriations for 1997 Before the Sub-
comm. on National Security of the House Comm. On Appropriations, 104th Cong. 90
(Mar. 7, 1996) (statement of Secretary of Defense William Perry).37Hearing Before the Senate Comm. on Foreign Relations on the Nomination of John
Holum to be Undersecretary of State for Arms Control and International Security,
106th Cong. 11 (June 28-29, 1999).
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If we were to imagine improvements in verification, we would
still face the question of punishing nations that were caught
violating the terms of this treaty. Astonishingly, the CTBT pro-
vides no effective mechanism for enforcement of its terms. Arti-
cle V recommends, in vague terms, that international sanctions
be imposed on violators. "If the case is urgent," it adds, the
CTBT Executive Council can bring the issue to the attention of
the United Nations 3 -- an ultimate enforcement mechanism that
is similarly vague, and therefore ineffectual. In addition, the
treaty provides no guidance as to how one might distinguish an
''urgent" violation from one that was merely "routine.'

Due to this and other deficiencies, Senator Richard Lugar (R-
Ind.) remarked during the treaty debate that this document was
not "of the same caliber as the arms-control treaties that have
come before the Senate in recent decades."39 Indeed, after the
vote in the Senate took place, former Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger said the CTBT's defeat means that "traditional arms
control agreements-especially of the toothless variety-may
have come to the end of the road."4 By rejecting this inferior
agreement, the Senate has strengthened the negotiating positions
of American diplomats. When future United States negotiators
insist on clearer and more effective provisions on matters such as
verification, citing the need to satisfy an exacting Senate, their
warnings will be credible.

VI. NOT EASY To PULL OUT

Supporters of the treaty were willing to concede that the
CTBT had flaws, but they argued that if participation harmed our
security, the United States could always withdraw from the
treaty in the future. This assurance provided little comfort to
senators who understood the political difficulties in doing so.
After all, the United States has never withdrawn from an arms-
control treaty, and this accord was not likely to break that pat-
tern. The Clinton administration, trying to reassure skeptical
members of the Senate on this and other points, announced six

31 Comprehensive Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty. S. TREATY Doc. No. 105-28, art. V (4), at
158 (1997).
39 145 CONG. REc. S12,380 (daily ed. Oct. 12, 1999) (statement of Sen. Lugar).
40 Henry H. Kissinger, Arms Control to Suit a New World, L.A. TimEs, Nov. 21, 1999,

at M2.
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conditions or "safeguards" for participation in the CTBT. 1 The
Administration's Condition 6 reaffirmed Article IX, the treaty's
escape clause,42 stating:

If the President determines that nuclear testing is necessary
to assure, with a high degree of confidence, the safety and
reliability of the United States nuclear weapons stockpile,
the President shall consult promptly with the Senate and
withdraw from the Treaty pursuant to Article IX(2) of the
Treaty in order to conduct whatever testing might be re-
quired.

43

Consider, however, the cost of withdrawing out of concern for
the safety and reliability of our stockpile. Withdrawal for such a
reason would, as some administration officials have been forced
to acknowledge, 44 send a message to the world that confidence in
the nuclear deterrent has eroded. Even if serious safety or reli-
ability problems arose, the United States would likely avoid
taking any diplomatic action-such as withdrawing from a major
international arms-control agreement like the CTBT-that might
raise doubts about America's nuclear arsenal, and embolden po-
tential adversaries. 45

4, See 145 CONG. RFc. S12,427, daily ed. Oct. 12, 1999. The Clinton Administra-
tion's conditions/safeguards were turned into Senate amendments to the treaty and
adopted by majority vote of the Senate before the final vote on the treaty.

42 States have the right to withdraw from the CTBT if "extraordinary events" arise
that jeopardize their "supreme interests!' Comprehensive Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty. S.
TREATY Doc. No. 105-28, art. IX (2), at 164 (1997).

43 145 CONG. REC. S12,427, supra note 41.
44 See Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Energy and Water Development of the Sen-

ate Comm. on Appropriations, 105th Cong. 59 (1997) (statement of Franklin C. Miller,
Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Policy, and statement
of Harold Smith, Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Atomic Energy).

43 A related condition, Condition 3, pledged that: "The United States shall maintain
the basic capability to resume nuclear test activities prohibited by the Treaty in the
event that the United States ceases to be obligated to adhere to the Treaty." 145 CONG.
REc. S12,427, supra note 25. This was similarly unrealistic. At present, the United
States is two years or more away from being able to conduct a nuclear test. "Merely
preserving facilities and support infrastructure at NTS [the Nevada Test Site] will not
provide readiness. In spite of our best efforts, some special skills such as test contain-
ment reside in only a few individuals today, and some of the special equipment is no
longer maintained or available from private industry." Letter from Siegfried Hecker to
Jon Kyl, supra note 24. This was precisely the concern voiced by President Kennedy
when he announced in 1962 that the United States would resume underground atomic
testing. In a March 2, 1962 radio and television address to the American people, Presi-
dent Kennedy explained the difficulties of participating in a test-ban agreement on the
"honor system' i.e., without proper arrangements for detection and verification, and the
difficulty of doing what Condition 3 suggests, namely, "maintain[ing] the basic capa-
bility to resume nuclear test activities.' As President Kennedy said:

On September first of last year, while the United States and the United King-
dom were negotiating in good faith at Geneva, the Soviet Union callously
broke its moratorium with a two-month series of tests of more than 40 nuclear
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The Administration was unable to overcome the general aware-
ness that, because arms-control agreements take on lives of their
own, membership in them is effectively irreversible. This is the
case no matter how our multilateral treaty partners behave. The
United States has often been reluctant to protest vigorously oth-
ers' treaty violations out of deference to the delicate diplomatic
balance. Many Soviet and more recent Russian violations of
arms-control treaties, most importantly the Biological Weapons
Convention and the ABM Treaty, did not lead to American with-
drawal from those agreements. 46 Actually withdrawing from the
CTBT in protest over violations, or in response to weapons ad-
vances made by a potential aggressor, would depend on the po-
litical courage of the officials in question and the willingness of
a future president to make a potentially unpopular decision on
the basis of evidence that may not be conclusive and recommen-
dations that may not be unanimous.

The Clinton administration offers a recent example of this
problem. In order to strengthen the Missile Technology Control
Regime (MTCR), a voluntary arrangement among supplier na-
tions not to sell long-range rockets to less advanced nations, the
United States Congress passed legislation in 1990 requiring a
president to implement sanctions against violators. United States
law requires that sanctions be imposed on any entity that trans-
fers missile systems controlled by the MTCR. In the early 1990s,
China transferred M-11 missiles to Pakistan. In response, the
Clinton administration simply declared that the evidence pre-
sented by the intelligence community failed to prove that the
missiles had been transferred. Dr. Gordon Oehler who, at the
time of the missile sale, was director of the CIA's Nonprolifera-
tion Center, testified to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee:

weapons. Preparations for these tests had been secretly underway for many
months.. .Some may urge us to try it [an "uninspected moratorium"] again,
keeping our preparations to test in a constant state of readiness. But in actual
practice, particularly in a society of free choice, we cannot keep top-flight sci-
entists concentrating on the preparation of an experiment which may or may
not take place on an uncertain date in the undefined future. Nor can large tech-
nical laboratories be kept fully alert on a stand-by basis waiting for some other
nation to break an agreement. This is not merely difficult or inconvenient-we
have explored this alternative thoroughly, and found it impossible of execu-
tion.

PUB. PAPERS 186, 191 (Mar. 2, 1962).
46See Sue Lackey, Russia Violates Bio-Chem Treaties, JANE'S INTEL. REV., Oct. 1,

1999, at 10.
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Senior intelligence officials knew why the Administration
took the position that they did, that the imposition of sanc-
tions would have a very ... great impact on its relationship
with China, and any measure, almost any measure needed to
be found to continue their negotiating flexibility .... One of
the easier outs on this is to say that the intelligence infor-
mation doesn't quite meet their high standards. I must say
that the intelligence analysts in the community were very
concerned by this. And, they were very discouraged to see
that fairly regularly, their work was, in their view, summa-
rily dismissed by the policy community, with the statement
that "it is not good enough, it is not good enough."47

That politics can affect enforcement-related decisions is an en-
during feature of political life. In view of the high degree of in-
tegrity and political will required to check nuclear proliferation
activities overseas, we should only enter into agreements with
other nations that we can and will enforce. Diplomatic obliga-
tions that erode the value of United States intelligence-gathering
by creating a cynical need to look the other way are best
avoided.

VII. A NEw, PRAGMATIC APPROACH TO ARMs CONTROL

While some have said rejection of the CTBT was an opportu-
nity foreclosed, I believe that history will show that it marks the
beginning of a new, pragmatic approach to arms control.

Disarmament proposals have long drawn upon a reservoir of
support in America and Western Europe. There is an enduring
and understandable tendency of peace-loving peoples to believe
that they can lay aside preparations for war. Whenever disarma-
ment sentiment gained the upper hand in the past, however, the
consequences were disastrous. The emotional power of such
sentiments has caused many democracies to ignore what
Winston Churchill called the "iron realities" of international
politics. 48 Disarmament policies pursued in the 1920s and 1930s,
wrote Samuel Eliot Morison, "merely served to lull the democ-
racies into a false feeling of security, while giving the militarists
elsewhere a chance to plot, plan, and prepare for a war that

4 Proliferation of Chinese Missiles: Hearing Before the Senate Comm. on Foreign
Relations, 105th Cong. 29 (1998) (statement of Gordon Oehler, former special assistant
to the Director of Central Intelligence for Nonproliferation).

48 WINSTON S. CHURCHILL, WHILE ENGLAND SLEPT: A SURVEY OF WORLD AFFAIRS,
1932-1938 24 (1938).
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would enable them to divide the world?' 49 Efforts to stave off
conflict by appeasing ambitious powers did not stop the aggres-
sion of Germany, Japan, or the Soviet Union during this century.

The siren song of "disarmament"--a word that occurs seven
times in the preamble of the CTBT-originated in the twentieth
century. As the technology for waging war became more fright-
ening and more destructive, well-meaning intellectual and politi-
cal leaders began to preach that war could be not only avoided
but made obsolete by a new species of diplomatic agreement that
would transcend political conflicts and make all nations disarm.50

The Kellogg-Briand Pact of 1928, for example, sought to outlaw
war for all time.

The first major agreement to be infused with this lib-
eral/pacifist view was the peace treaty that ended the First World
War, the Treaty of Versailles. Its guiding spirit, President
Woodrow Wilson, incorporated into the treaty a charter for a
League of Nations. He pledged that this new forum would ac-
cord Germany, the defeated aggressor in the late war, "a place of
equality among the peoples of the world."51 His aim, he said, was
"peace without victory. 52 The positions taken by President Wil-
son and his congressional opponents are especially pertinent be-
cause, upon the defeat of the CTBT, its advocates took to com-
paring the Senate's action in 1999 to the Senate's disapproval, in
1920, of the Treaty of Versailles and the League of Nations.

However, while there are points of congruence, the test-ban
advocates have mischaracterized them. What united Senate Re-
publicans against the Treaty of Versailles was not, as disap-
pointed CTBT supporters have claimed, isolationism. The most
influential Republican senators during the 1919-1920 debates-
Majority Leader Henry Cabot Lodge (R-Mass.), Irvine Lenroot
(R-Wis.), and Frank B. Kellogg (R-Minn.)-were not isolation-
ists but mainstream Republicans. Senator Lodge, for example,

49 SAMUEL ELIOT MORISON, OXFORD HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE 922 (1965).
50 See PATRICK GLYNN, CLOSING PANDORA'S Box: ARs RACES, ARMS CONTROL,

AND THE HISTORY OF THE COLD WAR xi, 45-48 (1992). Glynn cites as the definitive
prewar manifesto of disarmament The Great Illusion, by British author Norman Angell,
which was a bestseller in 1912.

5' Woodrow Wilson, Address to Congress (Jan. 8, 1918), SUPPLEMENT TO THE MES-
SAGES AND PAPERS OF THE PRESIDENTS COVERING THE SECOND ADMINISTRATION OF

WOODROW WILSON 8412ff, reprinted in 2 DOCUMENTS OF AMERICAN HISTORY 137, 139
(Henry Steele Commager ed., 9th ed. 1973).

52 Woodrow Wilson, Address to the Senate (Jan. 22, 1917), S. Doc. No. 64-68S
(1917).
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favored a strong postwar alliance between England, France and
America, and, presciently, the dismemberment of Germany to
prevent it from threatening Europe again.53 These men had "ac-
cepted the fact that the United States must play an international
role but resisted what they saw as the compromise of American
sovereignty and freedom of action implicit in League of Nations
membership: ' 4

Today's Republicans-conservative and moderate alike-con-
cluded that it would be wrong to accept an unenforceable arms-
control treaty, especially when that treaty would inevitably re-
duce confidence in our own nuclear deterrent. It was treaty ad-
vocates, not critics, who took the radical position in this debate.
They argued that joining the international test ban would pro-
mote nuclear disarmament, and they were willing, in the inter-
ests of disarmament, to risk allowing the United States nuclear
deterrent to become inoperable. Our responsibility in the Senate
was to weigh soberly the chances, and the consequences, of
ending up with a disabled and/or unsafe nuclear arsenal. Since
there was so little prospect that the treaty could ever achieve its
goals, the risks of a perpetual, zero-yield treaty were simply not
worth it.

Rather than relinquishing the ability to test its nuclear weap-
ons forever, the United States must guarantee its own security
and that of its allies through the combination of a robust military
deterrent (including deployment of missile defenses to provide
options short of retaliation) and more serious enforcement of
existing agreements. The United States and other nations that are
parties to the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty should punish
violators of that treaty. Agreements must be enforced if they are
to be effective.

President Wilson was right about the need to appeal to Ameri-
cans' fundamental belief in democracy, and their aspirations to-

53 See HERBERT F. MARGULIES, THE MILD RESERVATIONISTS AND THE LEAGUE Or
NATIONS CONTROVERSY IN THE SENATE xii, 11, 27-28, 112, 178 (1989). See also
Glynn, supra note 50, at 54, 56; Fareed Zakaria, Fallout From the Test Ban Vote: An-
other Versailles? Yes, But... WALL ST. J., Oct. 18, 1999, at A48.

5 Glynn, supra note 50, at 54. Unhappiness with the terms of the Versailles Treaty
was bipartisan, but only Republicans went on record with reservations because "few
Democrats active in politics dared to incur [President Wilson's] wrath by opposing
him.' See ARTHUR S. LINK, WILSON THE DIPLOMATIST: A LOOK AT His MAJOR FOR-
EIGN POLICIES 135-39 (1957). One Democratic Senator, Thomas J. Walsh of Montana,
did comment in a private letter that "[t]he President has handled the thing most mala-
droitly and has evidenced a disposition to exclude the Senate from any real, active par-
ticipation in the making of the treaty." Margulies, supra note 53, at 9.
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ward what is just and right, in formulating United States foreign
policy. He was misguided, however, in severing morality from
the national interest. We cannot fulfill our moral responsibilities
as guarantor of the security of free nations if we do not defend
our interests. If Americans are to carry a message of peace and
freedom around the world, we must remain a powerful nation
able to protect ourselves and others. Our strategic security is the
very foundation of our national power. Binding the United States
to the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty would have compromised
our security, and approval of the treaty would have been an abdi-
cation of our moral responsibility to maintain the peace of the
world. We must hold, as President Reagan did, to the doctrine of
"peace through strength."





POLICY ESSAY

THE KYOTO PROTOCOL IS NOT THE
ANSWER TO CLIMATE CHANGE

SENATOR FRANK H. MURKOWSKI*

The Kyoto Protocol has been offered as a solution to the problem of
climate change. In this Policy Essay, Senator Murkowski argues that the
Kyoto Protocol would harm the United States economy and would fail to
stabilize concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. This Es-
say offers alternatives to the Kyoto Protocol that should be implemented
as part of a "no-regrets" approach to climate change that will provide in-
centives for innovation, support for new energy technologies, and invest-
ment in research to reduce the uncertainty surrounding climate change.

We must address responsibly the credible threat of climate
change caused by human-induced greenhouse gas emissions.
The Kyoto Protocol climate treaty,' often offered as the "cure"
for climate change, is actually bitter medicine that would weaken
the American economy and discourage the sustained long-term
effort needed to stabilize greenhouse gas concentrations and
protect the global environment.

Even the treaty's most ardent supporters admit that Kyoto
alone would not stabilize atmospheric greenhouse gas concen-
trations or result in any measurable difference in the climate.2

The explosive growth in emissions from China, India, South Ko-
rea, Mexico, and approximately 130 developing nations not
bound by emissions limits in the treaty would quickly over-
shadow any emissions reductions the United States and the 38
other nations subject to Kyoto's limits achieve.3

At the same time, the Kyoto treaty would harm the United
States economy. It requires us to reduce energy use by as much

* Member, United States Senate (R-Alaska). B.A., Seattle University, 1955. Senator
Murkowski has been a Member of the Senate since 1980. He serves as Chairman of the
Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee.

I Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change,
adopted Dec. 10, 1997, 37 I.L.M. 22.

2 See, e.g., Bert Bolin, The Kyoto Negotiations on Climate Change: A Science Per-
spective, 279 ScIENCE 330, 331 (1998); T.M.L. Wigley, The Kyoto Protocol: C02, CH4
and Climate Implications, 23 GEOPHYs. RES. LETT. 2285, 2285-88 (1998).

3 See Alan Manne & Richard Richels, The Kyoto Protocol: A Cost-Effective Strategy
for Meeting Environmental Objectives?, in THE ENERGY JOURNAL: THE COSTS OF THE

KYoTo PROTOCOL: A MULTIMODEL EVALUATION 1, 20 (John P. Weyant ed., 1999).
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as 40% below the levels otherwise expected in the year 201 0.4

The Energy Information Administration, an independent arm of
the Department of Energy, predicts that implementation of the
Kyoto Protocol could cause gasoline prices to rise by 53% and
electricity prices by 86% over the next decade.' The estimated
total cost of implementation is between 2% and 5% of the an-
nual United States Gross Domestic Product ("GDP"). Cost esti-
mates for other developed nations show similar impacts.6

In other words, the Kyoto Protocol climate treaty imposes
significant economic pain without measurable environmental
gain. It makes no sense for the United States to constrain its own
economic growth in an effort to minimize the uncertain impacts
of climate change. There are other actions we can take to reduce
this uncertainty while fostering the research and development of
clean and efficient energy sources. Instead of disrupting the
economy, we can leverage the power of technology and the mar-
ketplace to produce cleaner sources of energy. This Essay sum-
marizes some of the critical scientific, economic and policy is-
sues that will drive climate change debate within Congress in the
coming year, and suggests some sensible responses to climate
change that should be implemented in lieu of ratification of the
Kyoto Protocol.

I. UNCERTAINTY OF CLIMATE CHANGE

A number of scientists now believe that human activities,
which have increased atmospheric concentrations of carbon di-
oxide (CO2) by one-third over the past hundred years, may be
leading to an increase in global average temperatures.7 The basic
science involved is simple: without the greenhouse effect that
results naturally from CO2 and other greenhouse gases, the Earth
would be much cooler and thus hostile to life as we know it.

4 See ENERGY INFO. ADMIN., U.S. DEP'T OF ENERGY, IMPACTS OF THE KYOTO PROTO-
COL ON U.S. ENERGY MARKETS AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITY (1998) (reference case proj-
ects a 33% increase over 1990 levels in emissions to 2010, Kyoto target is 7% below
1990).

5 See id. at 15.
6 See, e.g., William Nordhaus & Joseph Boyer, Requiem for Kyoto: An Economic

Analysis of the Kyoto Protocol, in THE ENERGY JOURNAL: THE COSTS OF THE KYOTO
PROTOCOL: A MULTIMODEL EVALUATION 93, 120 (John P. Weyant ed., 1999).

7 See B.D. Santer et al., Detection of Climate Change and Attribution of Causes, in
CLIMATE CHANGE 1995: THE SCIENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE 407, 412 (J.T. Houghton
et al. eds., 1996).
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Carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases trap infrared radia-
tion that is emitted by the Earth; the atmosphere radiates this
trapped heat energy back towards the Earth's surface where
some of it is absorbed, increasing surface temperature. Concern
is growing among scientists and policymakers, however, that
human activities, such as the burning of fossil fuels, industrial
production, and certain land-use practices, are increasing atmos-
pheric concentrations of CO, and other trace gases such as
chlorofluorocarbons-CFCs, methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N20),
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs) and sulfur
hexafluoride (SF6).8 As concentrations of these greenhouse gases
increase, the greenhouse effect becomes larger, leading to a fur-
ther increase in surface temperature.

If the effects were uniform, we could clearly project the risks
of climate change and formulate policy options to address this
risk. Research in the past few decades, however, has greatly ex-
panded our understanding of the Earth and its complex climate
system. We now know that the effects of increased greenhouse
gases will likely be variable in space and time? We suspect that
changes in the chemical composition of the atmosphere could
impact rainfall patterns, cloud formation, ocean heating and cir-
culation, and changes in vegetation and soil moisture.10 Each of
these processes is linked to the atmosphere in a remarkably
complex, non-linear manner that will challenge earth systems
scientists for many years to come."

Despite numerous studies,1 2 the effects of greenhouse gases
remain uncertain. Building on the available scientific literature,

"These are the six gases subject to limits under the Kyoto Protocol. For evidence of
their documented increases, see D. Schimel et al., Radiative Forcing of Climate
Change, in CLIMATE CHANGE 1995: THE SCIENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE 65, 76-91 (J.T.
Houghton et al. eds., 1996).

9 See text and numerous works referenced in N. Nicholls et al., Observed Climate
Variability and Change, in CLIMATE CHANGE 1995: THE SCIENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE
141, 141-52 (J.T. Houghton et al. eds., 1996).

'0 See id. at 151-67.
"1 See text and numerous works referenced in K.E. Trenberth et al., The Climate Sys-

tem: An Overview, in CLIMATE CHANGE 1995: THE SCIENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE 51,
55-64 (J.T. Houghton et al. eds., 1996).

12 The World Meteorological Organization and the United Nations Environmental
Programme established the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change ("IPCC") in
1988 to study the threat of climate change from increases in greenhouse gases. The
IPCC was charged with assessing the scientific, socioeconomic and policy dimensions
related to climate change and its impact, and hundreds of scientists from around the
world are involved with this effort to provide technical advice to policymakers. Con-
gress formed the United States Global Change Research Program ("USGCRP") in 1989
with an initial appropriation of $133.9 million. Since then, the USGCRP budget has
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the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change ("IPCC") con-
cluded in its 1996 Second Assessment Report that the "balance
of evidence suggests a discernable human impact on the climate
system," even though that signal does not clearly emerge from
the background noise of natural climate variability. 3 The pro-
jected increase in atmospheric greenhouse gases could cause
global mean surface temperatures to rise between 1.6" and 6.30
Fahrenheit by the year 2100, with an associated sea level rise of
six to thirty-six inches. 4 These changes may result in an increase
in the incidence of extreme high temperature events, floods,
droughts, fires, and pest outbreaks. The IPCC report recognizes,
however, that the reliability of regional-scale climate predictions
is still low, and the degree to which climate variability may
change is uncertain. 5

Much of this uncertainty stems from our limited knowledge of
the global carbon cycle. Each year, 800 billion tons of carbon
from naturally occurring processes cycles through the biosphere
as CO2* Ice cores and other proxy climate data, which indicate
CO 2 concentrations in the atmosphere, show a relatively stable
global climate over the past ten thousand years, since the end of
the last ice age.16 Consequently, many scientists suggest that the
amount of carbon generated by natural processes balances the
amount of carbon absorbed and sequestered by natural proc-
esses.' 7 Human activity, however, primarily in the form of burn-
ing fossil fuels, is now generating an additional 24 billion tons
of CO2 each year.8 Available evidence shows that half of this

increased dramatically to nearly $2 billion, reflecting one-third of the national total for
federally funded environmental research. See text and numerous works referenced in
CLIMATE CHANGE 1995: THE SCIENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE (J.T. Houghton et al. eds.,
1996).

13 Id. at 39. But see INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, SPECIAL RE-
PORT ON EMISSIONS SCENARIOS (N. Nakicenovic et al. eds., forthcoming May 2000)
(Scientific uncertainties contrary to the IPCC's opinion were addressed in Chapter 8,
"Detection of Climate Changes and Attribution of Causes:' in the Science Working
Group Report.).

14 See supra note 12, at 39-40.
15 See id. at 6-7.
16 See Dominique Raynaud et al., Changes in Trace Gas Concentrations During the

Last 2000 Years and More Generally the Holocene, in CLIMATE VARIATIONS AND
FORCING MECHANISMS OF THE LAST 2000 YEARS 547, 551-54 (Philip D. Jones et al.
eds., 1996).

17 See generally Kim Holm~n, The Global Carbon Cycle, in GLOBAL BIOG EOCHEMI-
CAL CYCLES 239, 254 (Samuel S. Butcher et al. eds., 1992).

18 See supra note 8, at 79 (Table 2.1 indicates that total anthropogenic emissions are
7.1 GtC (7.1 billion tons of carbon), which translates to 26 billion tons of CO2 (using a
molecular weight ratio of 44/12)).
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additional amount is absorbed by natural processes on land and
in the ocean, and half enters the atmosphere to increase the CO2
concentration. 9 Some scientists suggest that a significant amount
of CO2 may be stored in northern latitude soils and in temperate
and tropical forests.20 Significant uncertainty remains, however,
with regard to exactly where the added carbon from human ac-
tivities goes (the so-called "missing sink" of carbon).21 We must

focus research efforts on the role of natural ecosystems and hu-
man-induced changes, such as forest management and land-use
practices, in order to better understand the carbon cycle and its
role in climate change.

Recent computer models of the Earth's climate project that if
greenhouse gases continue to accumulate in the atmosphere at
the current rate, the mean global temperature will increase by 3'
to 8' Fahrenheit.22 Based on these model simulations, many cli-
mate scientists predict that such a warming could shift tempera-
ture zones, rainfall patterns, agricultural belts and, under certain
scenarios, cause sea levels to rise and inundate low-lying coastal
areas.23 Further, they predict that global warming could affect
natural resources, ecosystems, food and fiber production, energy
supply and use, transportation, land use, water supply and con-
trol, and human health. 24

While the media focuses on those expected to experience
negative net benefits from climate change, climate change will
likely bring positive net benefits to some, particularly those in
richer nations who can easily adapt to or ameliorate the adverse

19 See C.D. Keeling et al., A Three-Dimensional Model of Atmospheric C02 Trans-
port Based on Observed Winds: 4. Mean Annual Gradients and Interannual Variations,
in ASPECTS OF CLIMATE VARIABILITY IN THE PACIFIC AND WESTERN AMERICAS, GEO-
PHYSICAL MONOGRAPH 55, 305-63 (David H. Peterson ed., 1989). See also C.D. Keel-
ing et al., Interannual Extremes in the Rate of Rise of Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide
Since 1980, 375 NATURE 666 (1995).

20 See, e.g., S. Fan et al., A Large Terrestrial Carbon Sink in North America Implied
by Atmospheric and Oceanic Carbon Dioxide Data and Models, 282 SCIENCE 442
(1998).

21 See supra note 18 (the "missing sink" is reflected in Table 2.1 as "Other Terrestrial
sinks").

22 See A. Kattenberg et al., Climate Models: Projections of Future Climate, in CLI-
MATE CHANGE 1995: THE SCIENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE 285, 289 (J.T. Houghton et al.
eds., 1996).

2 See, e.g., id. at 285-358; R.A. Warrick et al., Changes in Sea Level, in CLIMATE

CHANGE 1995: THE SCIENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE 359, 359-407 (J.T. Houghton et al.
eds., 1996).

24Specific impacts are discussed in INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE
CHANGE, CLIMATE CHANGE 1995: IMPACTS, ADAPTATION AND MITIGATION OF CLI-

MATE CHANGE (R.T. Watson et al. eds., 1996).
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impacts.21 The coarse grid resolution of current computer models
does not precisely predict climate changes on local or regional
scales,26 so an assessment of the true costs and benefits of cli-
mate change on a specific area or region is not possible.

Challengers of the global warming theory argue that the sci-
entific proof is incomplete or contradictory, and that too many
uncertainties about the nature and direction of the Earth's cli-
mate remain.27 Skeptics also question the reliability of climate
models used to make projections of future warming due to the
difficulty current climate models have reconstructing known
climates of the past utilizing only measurements from ice cores,
ocean sediments and other proxy data. For example, one ongoing
project, the Paleoclimate Modeling Intercomparison Project
("PMIP"), is currently studying these models' ability to replicate
the climate of the relatively warm Holocene period (nearly 6,000
years ago) and the relatively cold Last Glacial Maximum (about
21,000 years ago) s.2 A recent PMIP study found that differences
in model simulations of the Asian Monsoon (an event of great
importance to billions of people in today's climate) during the
Holocene were "related to differences in model formulation" and
"(d)espite qualitative agreement with paleoecological estimates
of biome shifts, the magnitude of the monsoon increases over
northern Africa are underestimated by all the models.' ' 29 These
studies highlight the limitations of our knowledge and provide
insight into where we can best target research efforts to reduce
uncertainty. They also demonstrate that our knowledge is in-
sufficient for sound policy decisions.

There is also disagreement as to whether the climate is getting
warmer. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
("NOAA") researchers report that the twelve warmest years

25 See id. (note particularly the positive agricultural benefits to Canada, northern parts
of the former Soviet Union, and Scandanavian countries).
26 See supra note 22, at 339 (Section 6.6 pertaining to regional simulations of climate

change indicates that "confidence in the regional scenarios ... remain low.").
27See, e.g., Carbon Dioxide: A Satanic Gas?, Hearings before the Subcomm. on Nat'l

Econ. Growth, Nat. Resources and Reg. Affairs of the House Comm. on Gov't Affairs,
106th Cong. (1999) (statement of Patrick J. Michaels). See also S. FRED SINGER, HOT
TALK COLD SCIENCE: GLOBAL WARMING'S UNFINISHED DEBATE (1999); S. Fred Singer,
Human Contribution to Climate Change Remains Questionable, 80 AM. GEOPHYs.
UNION 183 (Apr. 20, 1999).

28 See S. Joussaume et al., Monsoon Changes for 6000 Years Ago: Results of 18
Simulations from the Paleoclimate Modeling Intercomparison Project (PMIP), 26 GEo-
PHYS. REs. LET. 859, 859-62 (1999).

29 Id. at 859.
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(since historical records have been kept) occurred in the past two
decades, with 1990 and 1998 among the warmest 0 At least
some of this warming, they concluded, is human-induced. 3

1 On
the other hand, satellite instruments, which measure tempera-
tures of the atmosphere in a deep column above the surface, do
not demonstrate any positive trends over the past twenty years. 32

A recent report by the National Research Council ("NRC") notes
that the observed disparity between the two temperature meas-
ures is at least partially real and not an artifact of the measure-
ment method.33 The NRC report suggests that current climate
models do not include all fundamental climate processes needed
to simulate correctly this aspect of the climate system. 4

Since the natural climate is highly variable, even the record-
setting warmth and severe weather events in the 1980s and 1990s
do not convince a vast majority of knowledgeable scientists that
these extremes are attributable to human-induced global warm-
ing.35 The El Nino and La Nina phenomena suggest causal rela-
tionships between climate changes and present-day severe
weather events.3 6 Skeptics challenge that these extreme weather
events indicate long-term climate change, not global warming.

In any event, singular extreme weather events focus public at-
tention on possible outcomes of potential long-term climate
change and a need for a better understanding of regional cli-
mates. The United States Global Change Research Program is in
the process of assessing the consequences of climate change
through the use of two models,37 neither of which was a United
States climate model. The two models predict very different out-

30 See NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION, NOAA RE-
LEASES CENTURIES Top WEATHER, WATER AND CLIMATE EVENTS (last modified Dec.
13, 1999) <http://www.publicaffairs.noaa.gov/releases99/dec99/noaa99084.html>.

3 1 See id.
3 2 See NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, RECONCILING OBSERVATIONS OF GLOBAL TFM-

PERATURE CHANGE 41-49 (2000). For details on the Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU)
instrument, see R.W. Spencer & J.R. Christy, Precision Lower Stratospheric Tempera-
ture Monitoring With the MSU: Technique, Validation and Results 1979-1991, 6 J.
CLIMATE 1194 (1993).

33 See NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, supra note 32, at 22.
3 4See id. at 23.
35 See, e.g., supra note 9, at 168-73.3
6 See K.E. Trenberth & T.J. Hoar, El Nino and Climate Change, 24 GEOPHYS. RES.

LETT. 3057, 3057-60 (1997) (observing that changes in El Nino and La Nina patterns
are unlikely to be purely the result of natural variability).

3 7 See U.S. GLOBAL CHANGE RESEARCH PROGRAM, CLIMATE CHANGE AND AMERICA:

OVERVIEW DOCUMENT: A REPORT OF THE NAT'L ASSESSMENT SYNTHESIS TEAM (2000).
For more detailed information, see (visited May 2, 2000) <http://www.nacc.usgcrp.
gov.html>.
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comes for most regions of the United States,38 which is not sur-
prising when one considers the limitations of the current gen-
eration of climate models.39

Thus, the scientific questions remain: Can scientists now
confirm that humans are, at least in part, the cause of recent cli-
mate changes? If so, is the Earth committed to some degree of
future global warming? What might the consequences of that
warming be? What impacts of climate change can be prevented
through human intervention? Where will these impacts be felt,
and how quickly? Hoping to address many of these unresolved
issues, a third IPCC assessment of global climate change is ex-
pected late in 2001.40 In the meantime, scientists continue to in-
vestigate the core issues so that we may responsibly address the
risks associated with climate change.

IX. POLICY PERSPECTIVE

Despite uncertainty in the science of climate change, 155 na-
tions, including the United States, signed the Framework Con-
vention on Climate Change 4' ("FCCC") at the 1992 United Na-
tions Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil. The Rio Convention sets the goal of "stabiliza-
tion of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a
level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference
with the climate system."42 The FCCC was ratified by the Senate
and entered into force in March 1994 .4

The Clinton Administration later defined five fundamental
principles of any United States response to climate change:

that we be, one, guided by the science; two, that our ap-
proach be market-based and common sense; three, that we
should first look for the win-win, positive solutions that ex-
ist before us; four, that there must be global participation,
that this is a global problem that requires a global solution;

38 The data is available at (visited May 2, 2000) <http://www.cgd.ucar.edu/nacol
gcm/tmppt.html>.
39 See supra text accompanying note 28.
4 The schedule of IPCC activities is available at (visited May 2, 2000) <http:l/

www.ipcc.ch/activity/master-sch.html>.
41 United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, opened for signature

June 20, 1992, 31 I.L.M. 849.
42 1d. Art. n.
43 Signatories to the Framework Convention on Climate Change are listed at 1-4 (last

modified Dec. 10, 1999) <http://www.unfccc.de/resource/kpstats.pdf>.
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and fifth, recognizing the uncertainty in engaging on a long-
term we need to have common sense, economic and sci-
entific review periodically."

President Clinton expanded on the fourth principle shortly be-
fore the United States delegation departed to the Third Confer-
ence of the Parties in Kyoto, Japan in 1997: "The question be-
fore us is whether the nations of the world, both the developed
and the developing nations, can put their rhetoric aside and find
common ground in a way that enables us to make real progress
in reducing the danger of global warming."45

That question remains equally valid today. Unless developing
nations are included in the emissions control regime, many pre-
dict that uneven energy prices will spark a shift of industrial
production and jobs from industrialized nations to the develop-
ing world.46 Moreover, actual global emissions might increase
more rapidly from this production shift because industrial coun-
tries are generally more energy efficient than developing na-
tions.47 Even under business-as-usual scenarios, emissions from
developing nations are expected to exceed those from industrial
nations by 2015.48

The United States Senate quickly recognized the importance
of participation of developing nations. In July 1997, the Senate
adopted, by a vote of 95-0, Senate Resolution 98,49 commonly
known as the "Byrd-Hagel" resolution. The resolution was to
provide guidance to the Administration and its global climate
negotiating team as they entered negotiations in Kyoto. It stipu-
lates two conditions that must be met before the United States
can become a signatory to any international agreement on cli-
mate change: first, the agreement must include quantified emis-
sions limitations for developing countries; second, it cannot re-

44 
OFFICE OF THE PRESS SECRETARY, THE WHITE HOUSE, PRESS BRIEFING ON CLI-

MATE CHANGE (Oct. 22, 1997) (visited May 2, 2000) <http://www.pub.whitehouse.gov/
ori.res/12R?om:pdi://oma.eop.gov.us/1997/0130/9.text.l>.

45 
OFFICE OF THE PRESS SECRETARY, THE WHITE HOUSE, 1997 REMARKS BY THE

PRESIDENT IN PHOTO OPPORTUNITY BEFORE BUDGET MEETING, (Dec. 1, 1997) (visited
May 2, 2000) <http://www.pub.whitehouse.gov/uri-resI2R?urn:pdi:/oma.eop.gov.us/
1997/12/114.text.l>.
46 See, e.g., Warwick McKibbin et al., Emissions Trading, Capital Flows and the

Kyoto Protocol, in THE ENERGY JOURNAL: THE COSTS OF THE KYOTO PROTOCOL: A
MULTIMODEL EVALUATION 287 (John P. Weyant ed., 1999).

47 See Robert Engelman, Profiles in Carbon: An Update on Population, Consumption and
Carbon Dioxide Emissions (visited Apr. 27, 2000) <http://www.populationaction.org/
why-pop/carbon/carbonindex.htm>.
48 See supra note 3.
49 S. Res. 98, 105th Cong. (1997).
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sult in serious harm to the United States economy." Despite this
admonition from Congress, the Kyoto Protocol negotiated in
December 199751 did not require quantified emissions limits for
developing countries. The Kyoto Protocol would impose legally
binding emissions limits for greenhouse gases only on industri-
alized nations while setting forth vague mechanisms for compli-
ance, which the Parties to the FCCC will flesh out in subsequent
meetings. Most industrialized nations would be required to re-
duce emissions by 2008-2012 to levels that are 6% to 8% below
1990 emissions levels, and the United States would be required
to meet a 7% reduction.52

Although the Administration continues to pursue what it terms
"meaningful developing country participation,"53 the level of
participation required under Byrd-Hagel seems unachievable in
the short-term.M It is, therefore, safe to say that the first of the
Byrd-Hagel tests will not be met.

III. ECONOMIC IMPACT OF KYOTO

Economists differ in their assessment of whether the Kyoto
Protocol also fails to meet the second Byrd-Hagel test regarding
serious harm to the United States economy.5 Some economic
models predict a sharp fall in national GDP while others find
little or no economic impact. 56 Not surprisingly, results from
these models are sensitive to the economic assumptions implicit
in their design. For instance, if one presumes a large negative

50 See id.
51 Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change,

adopted Dec. 10, 1997, 37 I.L.M. 22.52 See id. Annex B.
53 

OFFICE OF THE PRESS SECRETARY, THE WHITE HOUSE, PRESIDENT CLINTON'S IN-
DIA TRIP: PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT, PROMOTING CLEAN ENERGY DEVELOPMENT
AND COMBATTING GLOBAL WARMING (Mar. 22, 2000) (visited May 2, 2000)
<http://www.pub.whitehouse.gov./uri-res/12R?um:pdi://oma.eop.gov.us/
1997/12/1/9.text.1>.

5 See supra note 49. Regarding the requirement of "new specific scheduled commit-
ments to limit or reduce greenhouse gas emissions for Developing Country Parties
within the same compliance period," only Kazakhstan has voluntarily taken on com-
mitments since the Kyoto Protocol was opened for signature. Report of the Conference
of the Parties on its Fifth Session, FCCC/CP/1999/6, at 25 (visited May 2, 2000)
<http://www.unfccc.de/resource/docs/cop5/06.pdf>.

55 This issue was the subject of a hearing held on March 25, 1999, by the Senate En-
ergy and Natural Resources Committee. See Economic Impacts of the Kyoto Protocol:
Hearing Before the Senate Comm. on Energy and Nat. Resources, 106th Cong. (1999).

56 See, e.g., THE ENERGY JOURNAL: THE COSTS OF THE KYOTO PROTOCOL: A MULTI-
MODEL EVALUATION (John P. Weyant ed., 1999).
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economic impact of climate change, the benefits of avoiding
damage from climate change will likely offset the costs of emis-
sion reductions." If the models assume, however, that imple-
mentation of the emissions reduction requirements in advanced
industrial economies will only result in a shift to emissions by
developing nations, there would be no net benefits to offset the
cost of emissions controls. 8

In a report released in July 1998, the President's Council of
Economic Advisors ("CEA") predicted that the emissions limi-
tations imposed by the Kyoto Protocol will have a "modest" im-
pact.59 CEA anticipated that implementation of the protocol
would generate total compliance costs between $7 billion and
$12 billion per year between 2008 and 2012.6 In terms of energy
costs, these estimates translate to between $14 and $23 per ton
of carbon, resulting in a projected increase in household elec-
tricity bills of between $70 and $110 per year.61 CEA's analysis
is at the low end of the range of economic cost studies that have
been conducted, 2 primarily due to its overly optimistic assump-
tions as to how the emissions reductions are achieved. CEA's
analysis assumes that (1) reductions are undertaken in an
efficient manner, (2) meaningful participation of developing
countries is secured (e.g., they too take on emissions limits),
(3) effective global international emissions trading is in place to
allow emissions reductions at the lowest cost, and (4) a well
functioning Clean Development Mechanism is in place that al-
lows developed countries to receive emissions reduction credit
for activities that foster clean energy use in developing coun-
tries. 63

57 See id.
58 See id.
59 See COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISORS, EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT, THE

KYOTO PROTOCOL AND THE PRESIDENT'S POLICIES TO ADDRESS CLIMATE CHANGE:

ADMINISTRATION ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 19 (1998) (visited Apr. 30, 2000) <http:/l
wwwrwhitehouse.gov/WHINew/html/kyoto.pdf.>.6 0See id. at 53.

61 See id.
62 See, e.g., The Impact of the Kyoto Protocol On Economic Growth: Tax Policies to

Promote Technology and Sequestration: Hearing Before the Senate Comm. on Energy
and Nat. Resources, 106th Cong. (2000) (statement of Margo Thorning, Senior Vice
President and Chief Economist, American Council for Capital Formation) (visited Apr.
30, 2000) <http://www.accf.org/ThorningTestimony.pdf>.

6 See supra note 59, at 50. The assumptions used are "overly optimistic" because
three of the four necessary conditions are not being met even at the current time: (1) an
efficient market for trading in emissions permits does not yet exist, (2) an effectively
functioning Clean Development Mechanism ("CDM") does not exist, and (3) there is
only one developing country that has made such a meaningful commitment. See Report
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Two often-cited economic studies project vastly different costs
than those predicted by the CEA. The Energy Information Ad-
ministration ("EIA"), an independent statistical and analytical
agency within the Department of Energy, prepared a report for
the United States House of Representatives Committee on Sci-
ence in October, 1998.4 EIA conducted case studies evaluating
six different emissions reduction scenarios, including the Kyoto
target of reducing emissions by 7% from 1990 levels by 2010.65
The EIA concluded that average delivered energy costs, as
measured in 1996 dollars, would likely increase between 17%
and 83% relative to the 2010 baseline projections if the Kyoto
targets are met via a market-based mechanism. 6 This would re-
sult in predictable decreases in economic growth and employ-
ment relative to the baseline forecast. 67

Another study, conducted by WEFA, Inc. (formerly Wharton
Econometric Forecasting Associates), found that implementing
the Kyoto Protocol would result in sharply higher energy and
electricity prices. 68 These higher prices would put the American
economy at a competitive disadvantage relative to developing
countries and would lead to a decline in the American standard
of living. WEFA estimates that successful implementation would
result in a loss of nearly 2.4 million jobs and a $300 billion an-
nual decline in GDP.69 The average income loss would amount to
$2,728 per family.70 The WEFA model, however, does not con-
sider the effect of emissions trading, a compliance mechanism in
the Kyoto Protocol that would allow emissions reductions to be
made at the lowest global cost.71 This exclusion is reasonable
given the doubts which have been raised since Kyoto as to
whether such a program will ever be implemented.7 2 In order for
the Kyoto Protocol to be successful, commitments form devel-
oping countries to reduce emissions would be necessary, but

of the Conference of the Parties on its Fifth Session, supra note 54.
(4See supra note 4.
6 See supra note 52.
6 See supra note 4, at 48 (summary of predicted changes in energy commodity

prices).
67 See id. at 131.
(s See WEFA, INC., GLOBAL WARMING: THE HIGH COST OF THE KYOTO PROTOCOL,

NATIONAL AND STATE IMPACTS EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 2 (1998) (visited Apr. 30, 2000)
<http:llwww.api.org/globalclimate/wefa/exec.pdf>.

69See id. at3.
70 See id.
71 See id. at 8.
72 See id.
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these countries will not accept these policies until there are vi-
able technological alternatives to fossil fuels.73

While these economic studies serve as rough estimates of the
costs of implementing the Kyoto Protocol, any potential dam-
ages from climate change are likely to depend on a complex cli-
matic response that scientists are still trying to understand.
Quantifying the costs avoided by preventing climate change is
difficult because the precise link between CO 2 emissions, atmos-
pheric concentrations, and climate response is unknown. Thus, a
quantity control on emissions (such as that mandated by Kyoto)
does not necessarily translate into a corresponding quantity con-
trol on climate change. Because both price (e.g., a carbon tax)
and quantity (e.g., emissions caps and tradable permits) controls
may lead to uncertain climate benefits, there is no reasonable
basis on which to carry out a cost/benefit analysis of the various
policy measures under consideration.74 Therefore, traditional
policy instruments for dealing with air pollution, such as price
and quantity controls, may not be applied easily to a global,
long-term problem such as climate change.

IV. A REALISTIC APPROACH TO CLIMATE CHANGE

Many proponents of action to address potential climate change
have suggested adopting a "precautionary principle," which
would be comprised of a number of anticipatory yet flexible
policy responses that might be likened to the purchase of an in-
surance policy to hedge against some risks of potential climate
change in the future.7 5 Broader national responses might include
engineering countermeasures (carbon sequestration), passive ad-
aptation, prevention, or the pursuit of an international law of the
atmosphere. In the early 1990s, President Bush advocated what
has been called a "no regrets" approach to national policy,
which, in theory, would not only reduce emissions of greenhouse
gases, but would provide other benefits to society as well. 76 Such

73 See id; see also supra note 56.
74 See W. Pizer, Choosing Price or Quantity Controls for Greehouse Gases, Climate

Issues Brief No. 17, in RESOURCES FOR THE FUTURE (1999) (RFF study on GHG eco-
nomics) (on file with author).

75 See, e.g., THE WORLD ENVIRONMENT 1972-1992: Two DECADES OF CHALLENGE
77 (UN Envir. Prog. ed. 1992) (Box 7.7).

76 See id. (President Bush's policies were categorized as "no regrets," defined as indi-
cating a policy in which a reduction in greenhouse gases can be justified on other
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policy options stress energy efficiency, conservation, renewable
energy, planting trees to enhance CO2 sequestration from the at-
mosphere, and substitution of fuels producing little or no CO2.
Many scientists suggest that such actions might buy time to gain
a better understanding of global climate change and perhaps re-
duce negative impacts attributable to human-induced climate
change.77

Because the United States might realize net positive benefits
from a warmer, C0 2-rich environment, 78 however, it is difficult
for politically attuned leaders to agree to risk America's eco-
nomic growth in an effort to minimize the uncertain impacts of
climate change. Even if it could be determined that action now
yields benefits later, the discounting of those benefits means that
the current willingness-to-pay for emissions reductions is quite
low relative to current costs.

The nature of the climate change issue, therefore, requires that
any policy response adhere to certain principles. First, any ac-
tions to address climate change must be voluntary and without
substantial economic cost. Expensive command-and-control ap-
proaches to regulating greenhouse gas emissions will not work,
nor will inflexible national policies that do not allow for firms
and individuals to seek the lowest possible costs involved.

Second, a policy response should not fall unfairly on certain
segments of the economy or countries of the world, especially
given the increasingly global economy driven by the principles
of free trade. Climate change knows no national or economic
boundaries; a molecule of greenhouse gas has no greater or
lesser impact depending on where it is emitted into the atmos-
phere. Given the projected population increase in developing
nations in the twenty-first century, even a modest increase in
greenhouse gas emissions per capita in those countries will ne-
gate any sort of action taken elsewhere under the Kyoto Protocol
or similar agreement. Thus, participation of all parties utilizing
the global "commons" of the atmosphere is essential.

grounds; see also President George Bush, Remarks to the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (Feb. 5, 1990) (visited May 2, 2000) <http://bushlibrary.tamu.edu/
papers/1990/90020502.html>.

77 See INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, IPCC SECOND ASSESS-
MENT: CLIMATE CHANGE 1995 46 (1996) (visited May 2, 2000) <http:llwww.ipcc.chl
pub/sa(E).pdf>78 See, e.g., K.E. Idso & S.B. Idso, Plant Responses to Atmospheric CO2 Enrichment
in the Face of Environmental Constraints: A Review of the Past 10 Years' Research, 69
AGRIC. AND FOREST METEOROLOGY 153 (1994).
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Third, we must recognize the limitations of our economy and
infrastructure to respond to significant policy shifts. The demand
for energy facing the world of the twenty-first century will be
enormous if we wish to sustain the current standard of living in
industrialized nations and extend it to developing countries. 79 We
will not be able to meet these energy demands without some use
of fossil fuels, and emerging renewable energy technology will
continue to require significant market subsidies to be cost com-
petitive. 0 Moreover, nations have invested trillions of dollars in
power generation and transmission infrastructure that would
need to be retired early if current energy sources are replaced.8 1

There are also issues of reliability and availability of energy
sources: the wind does not always blow, and the sun is not there
to provide solar energy at night when heating is needed. Further,
large production capacity for non-hydro renewable energy is not
yet available.8 2

Finally, given the physical and chemical nature of greenhouse
gases and the complexity of the Earth's system, any policy re-
sponse must be part of a long-term energy strategy rather than a
short-term response to a perceived catastrophe. Climate change
consequences depend on the total amount of greenhouse gases in
the atmosphere, not solely on the emissions rate, since green-
house gases emitted today linger in the atmosphere for years to
come. This suggests the need for a focus on controlling the stock
of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, rather than simply a fo-
cusing on emissions.

Given the principles listed above, we must adopt a new real-
ism about our energy options. The developing economies of the
twenty-first century, namely China and India, will require enor-
mous amounts of energy for their growing populations to
achieve the standard of living to which we have become accus-

79 See supra note 3.
90 See generally ENERGY INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION, INTERNATIONAL ENERGY

OUTLOOK 2000, DOE-EIA-0484, at 104 (2000) (visited May 2, 2000) <http:ll
www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/ieo/pdf/0484(2000).pdf>.

81 The International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis and the World Energy
Council have estimated 1990-2020 world capital infrastructure needs for the energy
sector to be $9.5 to $14.3 trillion measured in 1990 U.S. dollars. Similar estimates for
the 2021-2050 period range from $14.1 to $23.4 trillion measured in 1990 U.S. dollars.
See GLOBAL ENERGY PERSEPECTIVES 102 (N. Nakicenovic et al. eds., 1998) (Table 6.1).

12 See generally supra note 80.
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tomed.83 We must help these countries develop in a way that
makes environmental sense.

Unfortunately, many in the Clinton-Gore Administration and
most environmental groups are not advancing realistic solutions.
They want to advance low-emission power generation and trans-
portation systems,84 but they oppose the proven, emissions-free
sources of energy that are already making the largest contribu-
tion to emissions reductions."' For example, they oppose emis-
sions-free nuclear energy, which produces 19% of our electric-
ity.s6 They oppose emissions-free hydropower, which produces
about 9% of our electricity.17 They only seem to support non-
hydro renewable energy, which currently produces about 2% of
our electricity.88 While there is potential for growth in this area,
we would have to cover completely a number of southern and
western states with solar panels, blanket hillsides with wind-
mills, and put a great deal of arable land into the production of
biomass if we are to use these energy sources alone to fuel our
economy and its projected appetite for energy.89

The Administration's efforts to implement the flawed Kyoto
Protocol without Senate ratification have created distrust in
Congress and hindered a discussion that would otherwise lead to
workable solutions.9° What might those solutions be? Technol-

83 See supra note 3.
84See, e.g., U.S. DEP'T OF STATE, INTERNAT'L INFO. PROGRAMS, UNITED STATES: TAK-

ING ACTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE (1999) (visited May 2, 2000) <http:llusinfo.state.gov/
topical/global/environ/climate/main.htm>; OFFCE OF THE PRESS SECRETARY, THE WHITE
HousE, PRESIDENT CLINTON'S FY2001 CLIMATE CHANGE BUDGET (Feb. 3, 2000) (vis-
ited May 2, 2000) <http://www.whitehouse.gov/Initiatives/Climatelbudget.html>.

85 Examples of environmental groups against nuclear power can be found at the Safe
Energy Communication Council <http://www.safeenergy.org> and positions against
hydroelectric power can be found at the Columbia and Snake Rivers Campaign <http://
www.removedams.org>.86See ENERGY INFO. ADMIN., ANNUAL ENERGY REVIEW 1998, DOE-EIA-0384 213
(Table 8.3), 215 (Table 8.4) (1999).

87 See id.
H See id.
89 Using 30 million acres for production of biomass would result in production of 45-

50 billion gallons of ethanol, enough to meet one-quarter of U.S. transportation needs.
See Richard Lugar & James Woolsey, The New Petroleum, FOREIGN AFFAIRS, Jan./Feb.2
1999, at 88, 97. Also, low power densities for solar (0.3-0.6 kWh/m ; assuming a 10-
hour solar day) and wind (0.2-0.6 kWh/m2) would require large areas (400 kin) to
match the output of a medium-sized 800 MW coal-fired power plant. See ENERGY INF.
ADMIN., RENEWABLE ENERGY 19

0
S: ISSUES AND TRENDS 48 (Figures 1, 2) (1999).

90 See, e.g., Fiscal Year 2001 Climate Change Budget Authorization Request: Hearing
Before the Subcomm. on Energy and Evn't of the House Comm. on Science, 106th
Cong. (2000) (statement of Ken Calvert (R-Cal.), Chairman of Subcomm. on Energy
and Env't) (visited May 2, 2000) <http:llwww.house.gov/science/Calvert_
030900.htm>.
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ogy, applied globally, over the long-term, is a good place to start.
I have been joined by the bipartisan support of seventeen of my
colleagues in sponsoring the Energy and Climate Policy Act91

that would put long-term technology development-rather than
unrealistic international regulatory mandates-at the heart of our
efforts to stabilize greenhouse gas concentrations. The support-
ers of this measure understand that efforts to stabilize green-
house gas concentrations must be undertaken globally, over the
long-term. The nature of greenhouse gases (with chemical life-
times of decades to centuries), the complex physical nature of
the climate system, the nature of economic growth (including the
useable lifetime of physical plants) and other factors make this a
marathon effort rather than a sprint.

The time limits in the Kyoto Protocol, on the other hand, are
artificial, politically derived, short-term deadlines. 9

2 Moreover,
the Kyoto Protocol, in subjecting only some nations to emissions
limits,93 distinguishes between emissions from different nations.
The atmosphere makes no such distinction. This potential prob-
lem is global in scope. The solutions we encourage must be
global as well.

If we expect to achieve success, we must leverage the power
of technology and the marketplace. We must expand existing
emissions-free technologies, including nuclear and hydropower,
as well as solar, wind, and biomass. We must make nuclear and
hydro relicensing easier and solve the nuclear waste issue, which
is a political problem rather than a technical one. We must pro-
mote new technology to trap and store greenhouse gases from
emission into the atmosphere. And we must assist developing
nations with clean coal technology and other improvements in
energy efficiency.

Finally, we must remove existing regulatory barriers to vol-
untary reductions. For example, the Environmental Protection
Agency ("EPA"), through its "new source review" regulations, 94

actually acts as a barrier to the use of new technology. If an en-
ergy user wants to modify a plant or process to achieve greater
energy efficiency, the EPA requires a technology review 95 that is

91 S. 882, 106th Cong. (1999).
92 Signatories to the Kyoto Protocol must meet their Annex B reduction targets as an

average of emissions for the years 2008 through 2012. See supra note 51, Art. 3, § 1.
93 See supra note 51, Annex B.
442 U.S.C. § 7411(b) (1994).

95 See 42 U.S.C. § 7411(c) (1994).
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intrusive and prescriptive. This is a senseless regulatory barrier
that hinders voluntary emissions reductions.

Unfortunately, the Kyoto Protocol, and the belief that the
Clinton-Gore Administration is taking steps to implement the
treaty in the absence of Senate ratification, is hindering biparti-
san cooperation in the areas listed above. We will not make pro-
gress on the climate issue until this treaty is formally declared
dead.

V. OTHER LEGISLATIVE EFFORTS

There are a number of other viable proposals to address the is-
sue of climate change, and the upcoming year will feature
significant discussion of these proposals through legislative
hearings and debate. Taken together, many of these legislative
actions would constitute a sensible "no-regrets" approach to ad-
dressing climate change by reducing greenhouse gas concentra-
tions while minimizing costs to the American consumer.

A. Alternatives to Kyoto

The Energy and Climate Policy Act of 1999,96 which I spon-
sored, would establish a new Office of Global Climate Change
within the Department of Energy ("DOE") to coordinate the cli-
mate change activities within DOE.97 This new office would in-
crease accountability and finally put someone in charge of our
climate policies. The bill authorizes $2 billion for a ten-year re-
search, development, and demonstration program to develop new
energy technology through public-private partnerships to help
stabilize greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere.98 It
also promotes voluntary efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emis-
sions and to report greenhouse gas emissions under Section 1605
of the Energy Policy Act of 1992.99 The existing program is one
that we can strengthen and use to reward individuals and firms
who choose to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

96Energy and Climate Policy Act of 1999, S. 882, 106th Cong. (1999).
9 See id. § 3.
98 See id. §§ 5-6.
99 See id. § 4.
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B. Preventing Kyoto Implementation

Congress has included a number of provisions in appropria-
tions measures that prohibit the Administration from using ap-
propriate funds to implement the Kyoto Protocol, or any parts of
it, without formal Senate ratification of the treaty.1°° In addition,
House Bill 2221,101 introduced by Representative David McIn-
tosh (R-Ind.), would prohibit the use of federal funds to imple-
ment the Kyoto Protocol until the Senate gives its advice and
consent to ratification and would clarify the authority of federal
agencies with respect to regulating carbon dioxide emissions. °2

The bill would also restrict use of federal funds to advocate, de-
velop, or implement a program to provide regulatory credits for
early voluntary greenhouse gas reductions prior to Senate
ratification of the Kyoto Protocol. 03

A number of hearings have been held on what many suspect
are "back door" efforts to implement the Kyoto Protocol through
existing Clean Air Act regulations.10 The EPA has asserted its
authority in this area, but it is clear that the Clean Air Act was
not designed with carbon dioxide regulation in mind.

In April 1998, then-EPA General Counsel Jonathan Cannon is-
sued a memorandum declaring that carbon dioxide meets the
Clean Air Act's definition of "criteria pollutant."'10 5 His succes-
sor, Gary Guzy, reiterated this view before a Congressional
hearing in October 1998.106 Both stressed that EPA had not made
any determination to exercise its authority over CO2, The Clean
Air Act does not specifically list CO2 or any other greenhouse
gas as a criteria pollutant subject to regulation under the Clean
Air Act. 107 A number of environmental groups, however, have

100 See, e.g., Departments of Veterans Affairs and Housing and Urban Development,
and Independent Agencies Appropriations Act, 2000, Pub. L. No. 106-74, 113 Stat.
1047 (codified in scattered titles of U.S.C.).

101 Small Business, Family Farms, and Constitutional Protection Act, H.R. 2221,
106th Cong. (1999).
102 See id. § 3.
103 See id. § 3(c).
104 See, e.g., Is CO2 a Pollutant and Does EPA Have the Power to Regulate It?: Joint

Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Nat'l Econ. Growth, Nat. Resources, and Reg. Affairs
of the House Comm. on Gov't Reform and Subcomm. on Energy and the Env't of the
House Comm. on Science, 106th Cong. (1999).

105 Memorandum from Jonathan Z. Cannon to Carol M. Browner, EPA Administrator,
EPA's Authority to Regulate Pollutants Emitted by Electric Power Generation Sources
(Apr. 10, 1998) (on file with author).
106 See supra note 104 (statement of Gary S. Guzy).
107 See 42 U.S.C. § 7412(b) (1994).
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petitioned the Environmental Protection Agency to regulate CO2
under the Clean Air Act. 108 EPA has not yet responded. It is clear
to me that the Clean Air Act was not designed with carbon di-
oxide, or any other greenhouse gas, in mind, and this has been
validated by comments from Representative John Dingell, the
then-Chairman of the House Committee on Commerce, who
stated "I would have difficulty concluding that the House-Senate
conferees, who rejected the Senate regulatory provisions ....
contemplated regulating greenhouse gas emissions or addressing
global warming under the Clean Air Act."'19 In the absence of
implementing legislation authorizing EPA or any other agency to
regulate greenhouse gases, there cannot be any such application
of the Clean Air Act to regulate CO 2 emissions as EPA would
claim.

C. Carbon Sequestration

Senate Bill 1066,110 introduced by Senator Pat Roberts (R-
Kan.) would encourage the use of, and research into, agricultural
best practices to improve the environment. The bill enhances
carbon storage through agricultural best practices in lieu of im-
plementing the Kyoto Protocol."' Additionally, the bill author-
izes appropriations for a Carbon Cycle Monitoring Program,"2

something that is needed if we are to gauge accurately our car-
bon emissions and their impact on the climate.

Senator Ron Wyden (D-Or.) introduced Senate Bill 1457,"1
which would put a similar focus on carbon sequestration in for-
ests through the assessment of opportunities to increase carbon
storage in national forests. The measure also makes changes to
the voluntary Section 1605(b) reporting program" 4 to facilitate

103 See International Center for Technology Assessment et al., Petition for Rulemaking
and Collateral Relief Seeking the Regulation of Greenhouse Gas Emissions from New
Motor Vehicles under Section 202 of the Clean Air Act (Oct. 20, 1999) (visited May 2,
2000) <http://www.icta.org/legal/ghgpet.doc>.
109 Letter from the Honorable John D. Dingell to the Honorable David M. McIntosh

(Oct. 6, 1999) (on file with author).
110 Carbon Cycle and Agricultural Best Practices Research Act, S. 1066, 106th Cong.

(1999).
"' See id. § 1491.
n2 See id. § 1495.
113 Forest Resources for the Environment and the Economy Act, S. 1457, 106th Cong.

(1999).
114 See 42 U.S.C. § 13385(b) (1994).
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accurate reporting of forest projects that reduce atmospheric
carbon dioxide concentrations.1l5

D. Biomass Energy

There is significant interest in employing bio-fuel crops and
agricultural waste products as renewable energy sources. Three
bills have been introduced to provide research and development
in this area. Senate Bill 935,116 introduced by Senator Richard
Lugar (R-Ind.), authorizes a new research program to promote
conversion of biomass into bio-based industrial products. The
measure provides $49 million per year in new funding for a sus-
tainable fuels chemicals research initiative. 117

House Bill 2819,118 introduced by Representative Mark Udall
(D-Colo.), and House Bill 2827,119 introduced by Representative
Thomas Ewing (R-Ill.), both would reduce greenhouse gas emis-
sions through the use of bio-based fuels and chemicals, as well
as improved soil fertility and carbon sequestration. The bills
authorize new research funds to promote the conversion of bio-
mass into bio-based industrial products. 20 Congress has held
hearings on both bills, and the Departments of Agriculture and
Energy have convened a working group of industry, agriculture,
and government interests to work on a combined "Bio-fuels Vi-
sion" for the twenty-first century. 121

E. Early Action Credits

Some members of Congress have suggested that firms who
take the initiative to voluntarily reduce greenhouse gas emis-

1
5 See supra note 113, §4.

116 National Sustainable Fuels and Chemicals Act of 1999, S. 935, 106th Cong.
(1999).

17 See id. § 1490D.
I IBiomass Research and Development Act of 1999, H.R. 2819, 106th Cong. (1999).
19 National Sustainable Fuels and Chemicals Act of 1999, H.R. 2827, 106th Cong.

(1999).
1
20 See id. § 3; supra note 118, § 7.

121 See DAN REICHER, DEP'T OF ENERGY, A VISION FOR BIOENERGY: GROWING AN
INTEGRATED INDUSTRY (Oct. 1998) (visited May 2, 2000) <http://www.eren.doe.gov/
bioenergyjnitiative/subl.html>; DAN REICHER, DEP'T OF ENERGY, GROWING AN IN-
DUSTRY: OVERVIEW OF DOE's BIOENERGY ACTiVITES AND PROPOSED PLAN OF ACTION
(Nov. 1998) (visited May 2, 2000) <http://www.eren.doe.gov/bioenergyinitiative/
sub2.html>.
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sions under existing programs would be at a competitive disad-
vantage at some later date if domestic caps on total emissions
were enacted.12 Two bills, one in the Senate (S. 547,'23 intro-
duced by the late Senator John Chafee (R-R.I.)) and one in the
House (H.R. 2520,124 introduced by Representative Rick Lazio
(R-N.Y.)) would provide regulatory credits for any voluntary
early actions to mitigate potential environmental impacts from
greenhouse gas emissions. These emissions credits would not be
allowed for activities started before 1999, and would not be
granted until 2008 to coincide with the beginning of the first
emissions budget period under the Kyoto Protocol.1 5

Most of those who oppose the ratification of the Kyoto Proto-
col also oppose this legislation, which presumes the eventual
ratification of Kyoto (without which the credits are useless). Be-
cause the Kyoto Protocol is not the best approach to address
climate change, these "early action" bills do not make sense as
part of a "no regrets" strategy to reduce the effect of greenhouse
emissions. We may, however, wish to consider further the princi-
ple of "baseline protection," which provides that firms who take
voluntary actions now to reduce greenhouse gas emissions pre-
serve their original "baseline" emissions for calculation in any
future regulatory regime, should the science dictate that such a
regime is absolutely necessary.

VI. CONCLUSION

Given the relatively certain implementation costs of the green-
house gas emissions limits mandated by the Kyoto Protocol, the
Senate is unlikely to ratify this flawed treaty in the near future.
There are, however, a wide range of non-Kyoto options for ad-
dressing the potential risk from climate change that do not in-
volve significant costs or new regulations. We can leverage the
power of the free market to find cost-effective ways to limit
greenhouse gases without government regulation. These actions
can be part of a new "no-regrets" strategy that will buy us time
to further study the climate, its response to changes in atmos-

'22 See, e.g., infra notes 123-124.
123 Credit for Voluntary Reductions Act, S. 547, 106th Cong. (1999).
124 Credit for Voluntary Reductions Act, H.R. 2520, 106th Cong. (1999).

121 See id. § 3; supra note 123 § 3.
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pheric composition, and the complex social and economic issues
at stake.

Dealing with the threat of global climate change may be the
most complicated scientific, technological, environmental, eco-
nomic, and political challenge in history. Making informed pol-
icy choices to combat this threat will take substantial effort and
cooperation, both domestically and internationally, from all
sectors of society. A comprehensive energy strategy that com-
bines global environmental objectives with global economic de-
velopment is required. The Energy and Climate Policy Act,
which I introduced, takes major steps in defining a comprehen-
sive energy strategy. The Act would foster innovation and energy
efficiency, support the development of new energy technologies
that would lessen greenhouse gas emissions, and invest in sci-
entific research to reduce the uncertainties that persist in our ba-
sic knowledge of climate change and its impacts.





POLICY ESSAY

ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRANSPARENCY:
PUBLIC ACCESS TO FEDERALLY FUNDED

RESEARCH DATA

SENATOR RICHARD SHELBY*

On September 30, 1999, in its final revision to Circular A-110, the
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) made federally funded research
data subject to the Freedom of Information Act. In this Essay, Senator
Richard Shelby argues that OMB's revision was a critical first step in im-
proving the accountability and transparency in government decision-
making and scientific research. Senator Shelby further contends that the
Freedom of Information Act is a viable and effective vehicle for making
data available to the public without compromising important issues of
privacy, national security, and intellectual property.

After seeking extensive public comment, the Office of Man-
agement and Budget ("OMB") issued its final revision to Circu-
lar A-1101 on September 30, 1999, thus expanding the public's
access to research data funded by federal grants and agreements
with institutions of higher education, hospitals, and other nonprofit
organizations. The amended Circular requires that federally
funded research data used to support federal rules and policies
be released upon request through the Freedom of Information
Act ("FOIA").2 This revision and the law that generated it sparked
significant debate in the scientific and research community about
the level of accountability researchers and scientists have to the
public when conducting research funded with federal dollars.

While OMB's final revision suffers from serious shortcom-
ings, it still represents the first time the federal government has
established a clear policy of allowing the public the opportunity

* Member, United States Senate (R-Ala.), B.A., University of Alabama, 1957; LL.B.,
University of Alabama, School of Law, 1963. Senator Shelby was a member of the
United States House of Representatives from 1979 to 1987. He is currently chairman of
the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence and chairman of the Transportation Sub-
committee of the Senate Appropriations Committee. Senator Shelby also serves on the
Senate Banking, Housing & Urban Affairs Committee and the Special Committee on
Aging.

IOMB Circular A-110, Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and
Agreements with Institutions of Higher Education, and Other Non-Profit Organizations,
64 Fed. Reg. 54,926 (1999) (effective Nov. 8, 1999).

2 See id. at 54,930.
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to access research data funded through federal grants and
awards. In the coming months, Congress will closely monitor
agency progress in implementing the revised Circular and seek
opportunities to expand accountability to the public.

I. BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE

Transparency and accountability in government are two prin-
ciples crucial to securing the public trust. Americans have a right
to know how their tax dollars are spent and whether they are
spent wisely, as well as the underlying scientific basis for many
of our federal policies and rules.

Today, with close to seventy-five percent of all federally
funded research being performed extramurally,3 the public's in-
terest in monitoring the accrual of scientific data could not be
stronger or more important. Increasingly, federal research is
conducted through the use of grants and awards, with universi-
ties representing the largest block of recipients.4 Generally, this
has resulted in more efficient and productive research, but this
benefit is only as good as the integrity of the research itself.
Such integrity is essential when federally funded research is
used to guide and support the federal decision-making process.
Each year, the federal government enacts regulations, based on
scientific research, that result in an estimated $700 billion of
regulatory burden and compliance costs.5

The principle of data sharing has long been considered fun-
damental to the enterprise of science; access to raw data allows
researchers to replicate, verify, and refute results. This transpar-
ency ensures confidence in results and allows for scientific prog-
ress. The very credibility of the scientific inquiry depends on the
results being replicable. For years, members of the scientific
community have called for greater public access to federally
sponsored research findings in order to encourage more research
and improve its quality.

3 See Eric A. Fischer & Genevieve J. Knezo, Public Access to Data from Federally
Funded Research: OMB Circular A-110 and Issues for Congress, CRS Report for Con-
gress, Nov. 18, 1999, at 7 [hereinafter CRS Report].4 See id.

5 See Hearings on H.R. 88 and Data Available under the Freedom of Information Act
Before the Subcomm. on Government Management, Information and Technology, House
Comm. on Government Reform, 106th Cong. (1999) [hereinafter Hearings on H.R. 88]
(statement of William L. Kovacs, United States Chamber of Commerce).
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In 1985, the National Research Council (NRC)-an arm of the
National Academy of Sciences-published Sharing Research
Data, a report that identifies four important recommendations
for improving the sharing of scientific data:

1. Sharing data should be a regular practice. 2. Investigators
should share their data by the time of publication of initial
major results of the data except in compelling circum-
stances. 3. Data relevant to public policy should be shared as
quickly and widely as possible. 4. Plans for data sharing
should be an integral part of a research plan whenever data
sharing is feasible.'

After a decade of minimal action by the scientific community
to implement this policy, the NRC repeated these recommenda-
tions in a 1997 report entitled Bits of Power: Issues in Global
Access to Scientific Data.7 In this report, the NRC's Committee
on Issues in the Transborder Flow of Scientific Data concludes:

Governmental science agencies and inter-governmental or-
ganizations should adopt as a fundamental operating princi-
ple the full and open exchange of scientific data. By "full
and open exchange" the committee means that the data and
information derived from publicly funded research are made
available with as few restrictions as possible, on a nondis-
criminatory basis, for not more than the cost of reproduction
and distribution."

In addition, various professional groups, including the Council
on Government Relations and the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, have similarly recognized the impor-
tance of making scientific findings, particularly those supported
by federal funding, subject to greater public disclosure.9 Despite
these admonitions to the scientific and research community to
increase the public's access to scientific data, only a handful of
research institutions receiving federal funds have established
policies that allow greater access to federally funded research

6 Report of the Committee on National Statistics, in SHARING RESEARCH DATA 25-27
(Stephen E. Fienberg et al. eds., National Academy Press 1985).

7 Bits of Power: Issues in Global Access to Scientific Data, Committee on Issues in
the Transborder Flow of Scientific Data, Report by the National Research Council,
1997.

8 Id.
9 See Letter from the American Association for the Advancement of Science to the

Honorable Jim Kolbe, Chairman, Subcomm. on Treasury, Postal Service and General Gov-
ernment, House Comm. on Appropriations (May 3, 1999) (visited Feb. 13, 2000)
<http:/Iwww.aaas.orlspp/dspp/sfrllprojects/omb/congrlr.htm>; see also COUNCIL ON Gov-
ERNMENTAL RELATIONS, POLICY CONSIDERATIONS: AccEss TO AND RETENTION OF RE-
SEARCH DATA, 5 (1996) (visited Feb. 17, 2000) <http: www.cogr.edu/retlhtm>.
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data. Absent federal intervention, there appears to be little in-
centive within the scientific community, given the competitive
nature of research, to encourage such openness. Federally
funded research institutions appear more concerned about re-
taining their hold over the data produced from federal awards
and grants than exploring the new research potentials and
benefits that could result from sharing data. These benefits in-
clude validating research results-a key step in scientific in-
quiry-and providing researchers the opportunity to test new
hypotheses on previously unavailable data sets. The current sys-
tem, which allows individual researchers to monopolize taxpayer
funded databases, forces other researchers to expend significant
resources in order to create comparable databases to test their
hypothesis. The winners in such a system are those who have the
databases; the losers are the researchers with new ideas and no
databases upon which to test them. This inefficiency, while good
for enhancing publication credentials of a select number of es-
tablished researchers, generally retards the scientific enterprise
by preventing independent validation of research results, and by
thwarting potential new research opportunities.

During the course of the debate over the new law and OMB's
proposed revisions to Circular A-110,10 many researchers were
surprised to learn that federal awarding agencies historically
have maintained a right under Circular A- 110 and their research
agreements with the federal government to "obtain, reproduce
and publish" the data first produced under an award." This right
reflects the government's power to access research data produced
with taxpayer dollars.

Unfortunately, while federal agencies have long maintained
the right under Circular A-110 to access and use data produced
under federal grants and awards, they rarely exercise this right
and have allowed grantees to maintain control and ownership of
such data.' 2

10 See Proposed Revisions to OMB Circular A-110, .36(c), Uniform Administrative
Requirements for Grants and Agreements with Institutions of Higher Education, Hos-
pitals and Other Non-Profit Organizations, 64 Fed. Reg. 5684-85 (1999) [hereinafter
OMB Proposed Revision].

" OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET, CIRCULAR A-110, UNIFORM ADMINISTRA-

TIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR GRANTS AND AGREEMENTS WITH INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER

EDUCATION, HOSPITALS, AND OTHER NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (1997) [hereinafter
OMB Circular A-110].

1
2 See S. REP. No. 105-251, at 8 (1998).
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Efforts to force agencies to allow public access to data or to
seek data directly through the use of FOIA have been largely
ineffective and were, in fact, specifically rejected in a 1980 Su-
preme Court ruling. In Forsham v. Harris,13 the Supreme Court
ruled that unless created or obtained by the agency, a grantee's
data were not "agency records" within the meaning of FOIA. 14

This ruling created questionable incentives on the part of agen-
cies and grantees. In order to put research data beyond the reach
of the public and the FOIA, agencies need only refuse to exer-
cise their right to obtain the data they fund, and grantees would
be immune from public disclosure of their research.15 This is
clearly not in the public's interest, nor is it in the best interest of
scientific inquiry.

While access to data and quality of data issues are not new, the
pressing need for additional access was highlighted by the contro-
versial National Air and Ambient Quality Standards ("NAAQS")
rule on ozone and particulate matter proposed by the Environ-
mental Protection Agency ("EPA") in 1997. Disturbingly, efforts
to gain access to the underlying scientific research were rebuffed
despite the potentially wide-ranging and significant impact the
rules generated by this research would have on every American.
Cost estimates provided by the EPA in support of their proposal
were widely challenged both inside and outside the Clinton Ad-
ministration. Indeed, the Administration's own Council of Eco-
nomic Advisors estimated the potential cost of the proposal at
$60 billion, in contrast to the EPA's modest $2.5-8.5 billion im-
pact analysis. 16 This wide disparity in potential costs fueled con-
troversy over the data used to support the proposal. 7

On several occasions during a public hearing held by the Vet-
erans Affairs and Housing and Urban Development on April 8,
1997, I requested that the Administrator of the EPA make public
the underlying data supporting their highly controversial pro-
posal:

13 445 U.S. 169, 179, 100 S. Ct. 977 (1980).
14 See id. at 179.
15 See id. at 192 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
16 See Hearings on the Environmental Protection Agency for Fiscal Year 1998 before

the Veterans' Affairs and Housing and Urban Development and Independent Agencies
Subcomm. on Appropriations, Senate Comm. on Appropriations, 105th Cong. 247, 298-
99 (1997) [hereinafter Hearings on EPA]; see also Proposed Air Pollutant Standards,
Sc. MAG., July 4, 1997; Loss of Balance Risked in New 'Clean Air'Proposals, WASH.

TIMES, June 30, 1997, at A15.
17 See Hearings on EPA, supra note 16.
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Senator SHELBY. Again, do you believe that people that
may be questioning some of your decisions in various areas
as the Administrator of EPA would have a right to the data
in which you base your decision?
Ms. BROWNER. The American Cancer Society has an ab-
solute protocol, as does Harvard, for allowing people to ac-
cess that. We have encouraged them to go beyond that, to
just put it out in the public. We agree with you.

Senator SHELBY. But, again, the scientific data that would
support the new particulate matter rule, do you believe that
other people that would be affected by this in America are
entitled to the same information, and would you make sure
that people that request it from you get this information to
evaluate the basis on which you make these proposals, to see
if they are real or if they are flawed? That was my question.
Ms. BROWNER. The two databases, the American Cancer
Society and the Harvard database are the databases there
have been questions about. They are available for valid re-
search purposes. You can file with either institution to re-
quest to access it.

Senator SHELBY. But do you have that information?

Ms. BROWNER. No; we do not have the databases.

Senator SHELBY. So you make a decision just on their
findings, and you do not go back to their basis of their in-
formation? I am troubled by this.
Ms. BROWNER. We use a 4-year process to evaluate pub-
lished, peer-reviewed scientific studies.

Senator SHELBY. You still have not answered my question.
I have got another round. I will be back. 8

The Administrator stated that the EPA did not possess the da-
tabases that supported their rule, but noted that she had encour-
aged both Harvard and the American Cancer Society to make the
data public. Further, she stated that the Subcommittee could file
with either institution to request access to the databases.

Congress was addressing one of the EPA's most controversial
and costly proposed rules, and we were being instructed by the
Administrator of the EPA to implore Harvard University and the
American Cancer Society for access to the scientific studies used
to support the proposal. Equally troublesome was the fact that

181d. at 278-79.
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the EPA was willing to base a major rule on research data that no
one within the EPA or the federal government had reviewed.
Although the Administrator touted the fact that each study used
was peer reviewed, the scientific community itself has acknowl-
edged that peer review can vary widely in quality and outcome,
and is not a substitute for replication and validation of the origi-
nal results.19 Indeed, the peer and agency review process has
proved to be insufficient as a means of validating data used in
the agency regulatory process. 20 Ultimately, the integrity of the
process itself was questioned because of the apparent unwilling-
ness to make the underlying databases subject to greater public
scrutiny.

Although the proposed particulate matter standard is an im-
portant example, it is by no means an isolated one. Veterans of
the Vietnam War spent years requesting access to research data
collected by the Department of Defense on the potential health
effects of exposure to Agent Orange. The Department of De-
fense only released the data under intense congressional pres-
sure. Similarly, it was only after review of the raw data from a
National Cancer Institute ("NCI") study of the herbicide 2,4,-D
that researchers found the conclusion of the study, that 2,4,-D
causes cancer, to be erroneous. 2 In fact, researchers reviewing
data from the study-a study which caused considerable alarm
among farmers-found that the scientists who conducted the
questionnaire used in the study asked no questions about 2,4,-D
usage in particular, but instead asked questions about uses of all
herbicides.22 NCI subsequently published a correction. Last year,
the Senate Government Affairs Committee held an oversight
hearing on a study funded by the NCI on the public's risk from
radiation fallout from approximately one hundred above-ground
explosions in Nevada between 1951 and 1962.Y Although the

19 See Hearings on H.R. 88, supra note 5 (statements of Robert W. Hahn, AEI-
Brookings Joint Center for Regulatory Studies and Dr. Michael Gough, Adjunct
Scholar, The Cato Institute); see also Michael Gough and Steven Milloy, The Case for
Public Analysis to Federally Funded Research Data, Policy Analysis, Feb. 2, 2000, No.
336, at 2 [hereinafter Policy Analysis].

20See id. In his testimony before the Subcommittee, Mr. Hahn stated, "the peer-
review process.., is frequently not adequate for major public policy decisions, such as
those involved in regulation." Id. at 3.

21 See Hearings on H.R. 88, supra note 19, at 5; see also Policy Analysis, supra note
19, at 8-10.

2 See id.
2 See Hearing on National Cancer Institute's Management of Radiation Studies,

Penn. Subcomm. on Investigations, Senate Comm. On Governmental Affairs, 106th
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study was completed in 1992, it was not released until 1997-
only after considerable media and congressional pressure.24

Due to the difficulty of obtaining underlying data, it is unclear
whether these are isolated incidents. What is clear, however, is
that according to the National Institute of Health's reports on
incidences of scientific misconduct under federal grants and ap-
plications, data fabrication and data falsification are among the
leading causes for formal sanctions.25

Sanctions can be an important check on such behavior, but
they are not sufficient to address the damage done to the public
trust and the integrity of the scientific process itself when data is
publicly exposed as fraudulent or false.26 Greater transparency
and public scrutiny can minimize the possibility and opportunity
for the use of "junk science" and fraudulent or flawed data in
federal decision-making.

My unsuccessful effort to gain public access to the data sup-
porting the EPA's controversial NAAQS rule reinforced my be-
lief that greater access to research data is necessary to ensure
both that the best science is being used to support our federal
rules and policies, and that federally funded agencies and re-
searchers feel a greater sense of accountability to the public.

A. Improving the Public's Access to Research Data

In an effort to improve the public's access to federally funded
research data and build on existing "public right to know" and
"paperwork reduction laws' 27 several of my colleagues and I

Cong. (1998).
2 See id.
21 See, e.g., OFFICE OF RESEARCH INTEGRITY, DEP'T OF HEALTH AND HUMAN

SERVS., Report on 1998 Annual Report on Possible Research Misconduct (visited Apr.
29, 2000) <http:lori.dhhs.gov/98annaulreport.htm>; OFFICE OF RESEARCH INTEGRITY,
ORi HANDBOOK FOR INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH INTEGRITY OFFICERS (visited Apr. 29,
2000) <http://ori.dhhs.gov/toc.htm >; Findings of Scientific Misconduct, 62 Fed. Reg.
49,014 (1997) (notice of scientific misconduct findings); Findings Of Scientific Miscon-
duct, 62 Fed. Reg. 42,558 (1997) (notice of scientific misconduct findings).

2 See, e.g., William J. Broad, Data Tying Cancer to Electric Power Found to be
False, U.S. Says a Scientist Lied: Studies Were Tailored to Meet Conclusions, According
to a Federal Ethics Inquiry, N.Y. TIMES, July 24, 1999, at Al; Attack of the Killer
Toasters, WASH. TIMES, Aug. 2, 1999, at A18; Science's Belated Complaint, WALL ST.
J., June 7, 1999, at A22; Secret Science, WASH. TIMES, Feb. 11, 1999, at A20.
27 See, e.g., The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq., and regu-

latory accounting requirement passed as part of Treasury and General Government
Appropriations bill for Fiscal Year 1999, S. 2312, later incorporated into the Omnibus
Consolidated and Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act, 1999, Pub. L. No. 105-
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supported a provision in the Fiscal Year 1999 Treasury and Gen-
eral Government Appropriations bill (later incorporated into the
Omnibus Appropriations bill), directing the OMB to amend its
rules under Circular A-110 to make data produced under federal
awards or grants subject to the FOIA.3

Specifically, the bill included language which stated:

Provided further, That the Director of OMB amends Sec-
tion_.36 of OMB Circular A-110 to require Federal award-
ing agencies to ensure that all data produced under an award
will be made available to the public through the procedures
established under the Freedom of Information Act: Provided
further, That if the agency obtaining the data does so solely
at the request of a private party, the agency may authorize a
reasonable user fee equaling the incremental cost of obtain-
ing the data.29

Contrary to the highly politicized rhetoric of some of the new
law's opponents, the provision was not slipped into the bill in the
middle of the night. Language requiring OMB to conduct a re-
view of existing data sharing policies first appeared in the Senate
version of the Treasury and General Government bill in July
1998.30 Report language that accompanied the bill clearly ar-
ticulated the Committee's concern with the public's lack of ac-
cess to federally funded research:

An issue of growing concern to the Committee is the pub-
lic's lack of access to Government funded research data de-
spite existing statutory and administration guidelines man-
dating increased access.

The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 requests the Director
of OMB to "foster greater sharing, dissemination, and ac-
cess to public information." OMB Circular 110, subpart C, is
even more specific, stating that unless specifically waived,

277, 112 Stat. 2681-495 (1998).
28H.R. 4328, Omnibus and Consolidated Emergency Supplemental Appropriations

Act, Pub. L. No. 105-277, 112 Stat. 2681-495 (1998).
29 H.R. CONF. REP. No. 105-789, at 17 (1999). This bill was later incorporated into

the Omnibus Consolidated Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 1999, Pub. L. No. 105-
277, 112 Stat. 2681 (1998).

30 See Treasury and General Government Appropriations Act, S. 2312, 105th Cong.
37 (1998). The Senate version of the FY 1999 Treasury and General Government Ap-
propriations required, "that the Director of OMB submit a report within 180 days of
enactment to the Senate Committee on Appropriations: (1) evaluating the implementa-
tion of specific government-wide procedures for making federally funded research re-
sults (including all underlying data and supplementary materials) available as appropri-
ate to the public unless such research results are currently protected from disclosure
under current law; and (2) make a determination based on this evaluation for the need
for additional or revised guidance." Id.
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Federal agencies "have the right ... to obtain, reproduce,
publish or otherwise use the data first produced under an
award." Unfortunately, these policies directives are not being
implemented on a systematic basis. Although the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Public Health
Service, and the National Science Foundation currently im-
plement data sharing policies in order to permit wider as-
sessment of the validity of the research results and to facili-
tate broader public understanding, other Federal agencies do
not. Given the prevalent use of Government funded research
data in developing regulations and Federal policy, it is im-
portant that such data be made available to other interested
Federal agencies and to the public on a routine basis for in-
dependent scientific evaluation and confirmation.3'

The House version of the Fiscal Year 1999 Treasury and Gen-
eral Government bill, H.R. 4104, as promulgated by Committee,
also included language requiring the OMB to issue rules ad-
dressing both the quality of and the "sharing of, and access to"
federally funded data and data disseminated by federal agen-
cies.32 H.R. 4104 passed the House of Representatives on July
16, 1998.33

The Senate bill was considered and reported out of the Treas-
ury Subcommittee and Full Committee on Appropriations on
July 15, 1998 and considered and passed on the Senate floor on
September 3, 19982" During the Senate's consideration of the
bill,35 the provision was negotiated and drafted in consultation
with both House and Senate members and the OMB.36 The con-
ference report on the Treasury and General Government bill, in-
cluding the final language making all federally funded research
data subject to FOIA, was considered and passed by the House
of Representatives on October 7, 199837 and subsequently taken
up for consideration by the Senate on October 9, 1998.38 At that
time, Senators Lott, Campell, and I again engaged in a colloquy
on the floor to discuss the challenges that were made in confer-

3" S. REP. No. 105-251, at 51 (1998).
32 H.R. REP. No. 105-592, at 49 (1998).
33See 144 CONG. REC. H5722 (daily ed. July 16, 1998).
34 See 144 CONG. REc. S9915-16 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1998); see also S. 2312, 105th

Cong. (1998), S. REP. No. 105-251, at 51 (1998).35See 144 CONG. REc. S9913-14 (daily ed. Sept. 3, 1998) (statements of Senators
Richard Shelby, Trent Lott (R-Miss.), Ben Nighthorse Campbell (R-Colo.), and Lauch
Faircloth (R-N.C.)).

36 See id.37 See 144 CONG. REc. H9941 (daily ed. Oct. 7, 1998).
38See 144 CONG. REc. S12314 (daily ed. Oct. 10, 1998) (statements of Senators

Richard Shelby, Trent Lott, and Ben Nighthorse Campbell).
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ence. We articulated the intent of the final provision: to make all
federally funded research accessible under FOIA. Due to unre-
lated procedural delays, the bill was set aside until incorporated
and passed as part of the Omnibus Consolidated Appropriations
bill for Fiscal Year 1999. 39

While the research and university communities may have been
taken by surprise, it was not by virtue of any effort to conceal
the provision in the Omnibus Consolidated Appropriations bill.
The provision was openly considered at all times as part of the
public record-printed in a public bill, considered and passed by
two committees of Congress, and ultimately passed by both the
House and Senate with accompanying statements recorded and
printed in the Congressional Record.

An editorial in the Wall Street Journal that appeared on June
7, 1999, aptly entitled Science's Belated Complaint, explains
why the provision should have come as no surprise to anyone,
especially the science and research community:

The chickens are coming home to roost for university scien-
tists who are fighting a controversial federal data-disclosure
law .... Where were all these concerned scientists when we
needed them years ago to fight junk science.., in the court-
rooms? Many of them took the federal money and ran, or
naively assumed some public good would result no matter
how tortured the data, or stood by while their hyper-
politicized colleagues drove serious public issues over the
cliff .... If scientists want to take taxpayer money to con-
duct research, they should know that one of their main obli-
gations is to make certain the public has full confidence in
the way those results are used.'

Public confidence in the accuracy and reliability of informa-
tion being used to drive public policy ultimately is in the best
interest of scientific research. Increasing access to such data
promotes the transparency and accountability that is essential to
building public trust in government actions and decision-making.

39See 144 CONG. REc. HI 1508 (daily ed. Oct. 19, 1998).
40 See Science's Belated Complaint, supra note 26.
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B. Using the Freedom of Information Act As a Means To Make
Data Available to the Public

The reliance on FOIA as a mechanism for making research
data available to the public was a key issue that arose in public
comment and debate on the new law.41

The scientific and research community strongly opposed the
use of FOIA in this fashion, arguing that it was a "meat-ax ap-
proach 42 and would compromise medical privacy, intellectual
property, and commercial interests, among others.43 Indeed, un-
successful efforts were made to suspend the application of the
law or repeal it outright. Congressman George Brown (D-Cal.)
introduced a bill, H.R. 88, to repeal the new law.4 A hearing was
held on this bill and issues arising from the new law on July 15,
1999; no further action was taken on this bill during the first ses-
sion of Congress. In addition, the House Committee on Appro-
priations made an effort during its consideration of the Fiscal
Year 2000 Treasury and General Government bill to suspend the
new law while the scientific community further studied the is-
sue.45 This effort produced an amendment authored by David
Price (D-N.C.) and James Walsh (R-N.Y.), offered to and re-
jected by the full House Appropriations Committee on July 15,
1999.46

In crafting the provision, I believed that FOIA was the most
effective method of carrying out the intent of the law while giv-

4' See Mary Ellen Sheridan, Statement at the American Assoc. for the Advancement
of Science-Federal Focus Briefing on Data Access (Feb. 26, 1999); see also Hearings
on H.R. 88 at 11 (statement of Dr. Bruce Alberts, President, National Academy of Sci-
ence), (statement of Robert N. Sheldon, Vice Provost for Research, Univ. of Cal.) at 4-
10.

42 Laurie McGinley, Scientists Challenge Provision Opening Access to Data, WALL
ST. J., Mar. 1, 1999, at A24.
43 See id; see also Mary Ellen Sheridan, Origins of Congressional Action Regarding

Public Access to Data, Statement at the American Association for the Advancement of
Science-Federal Focus Briefing on Data Access (Feb. 26, 1999) (transcript available at
<http:llwww.aaas.orglspp/dspp/sfrllprojects/omb/casey.html>) and Mary Ellen Sheridan,
The University Community and the A-110 Proposed Revision, Statement at the American
Association for the Advancement of Science-Federal Focus Briefing on Data Access
(Feb. 26, 1999) (transcript available at <http://www.aaas.org/spp/dspp/sfrllprojects/
omb/sheridan.html>).
44 H.R. 88, 106th Cong. (1998).45 See Effort to Block Access to Research Findings under FOIA Fails: Administration

to Release Revised Regulation Soon, WASH. FAX 1, at 4 (July 15, 1999) (http://
www.washingtonfax.com/reprints/1999/19990715.html>; see also Opponents of New
Data Release Law Maintain Blocking Strategy, If Passed, House Amendment Would
Strengthen Research Argument, WASH. FAX (June 6, 1999).
46 See id.
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ing reasonable protection to interests that might be otherwise
compromised. FOIA has been an accepted mechanism for mak-
ing information available to the public for over twenty years and
has numerous and broad exceptions for agencies to protect cer-
tain interests while processing FOIA requests. These exceptions
are intended to protect national security, medical confidentiality,
and trade secrets.47 In testament to the effectiveness of these ex-
ceptions, Congress declined to expand further the definition or
scope of existing exemptions to include disclosure. 48

In addition, prior to the passage and implementation of the
data access provision, FOIA already applied to a significant
amount of sensitive data and research conducted directly by fed-
eral agencies.49 Intramural research conducted by the National
Institute of Health ("NIH"), such as research involving sensitive
medical information, was already subject to FOIA.50 Concerns
that FOIA would not continue to protect this sensitive informa-
tion was an indictment of FOIA itself, not of the law's extension
to indirect research funded by the federal government.

In addition, Congress thought the existing regulatory and legal
framework of FOIA would be an assurance to the research com-
munity rather than a cause for concern.5 1 Federal agencies and
the public have been processing and accessing information
through FOIA for years. Indeed, using FOIA as the statutory tool
to make information available to the public is a conservative ap-
proach, one that will not compromise the conduct of scientific
research.

This intent and interpretation of the use of FOIA was further
supported by testimony provided by Professor James O'Reilly
before a July 15, 1999, hearing held by the Subcommittee on
Government Management, Information, and Technology on H.R.
88 and the new data access law.52 Considered an expert in the
field of FOIA legislation, Professor O'Reilly supported using
FOIA as the framework for implementing the provision:

47 See The Freedom of Information Act of 1966, 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(1)-(9) (1994) (as
amended Pub. L. No. 104-231, §§ 3-11, 110 Stat. 3049-54).

48 See Hearings on H.R. 88 at 2 (statement of James T. O'Reilly, Visiting Professor,
College of Law, Univ. of Cin.).49 See S. REP. No. 105-251 (1998).

" See CRS Report, supra note 3, at 4, 11.
51 See Shelby et al., supra note 35; see also Shelby et al., supra note 38.
52 See O'Reilly, supra note 48, at 1, 2.
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The Freedom of Information Act of 1966, as amended, cre-
ated a viable infrastructure for the public right to know, that
has been world recognized as a model of government service
to the public. That infrastructure is in place at the agencies
and Shelby does not alter it. Shelby's effect is to widen the
pool of public accountability, not to change the rules or pro-
cesses of disclosure .... [t]he FOIA exemption for personal
medical data collected by or for the government has, for
more than a quarter of a century, protected the interests of
medical and mental health patients and the agency infra-
structure for that protection is very viable today. That ex-
emption is unchanged by Shelby.53

Additionally, in a response to members' questions in the July 15,
1998, hearing, Professor O'Reilly continued:

Q: Is [the Shelby Amendment] a revolutionary change to
data ownership?

A: No. It ties in existing A-110, existing exemptions, and
existing cost reimbursement provisions. Evolutionary
changes have been made by the Amendment. Adding to the
existing FOIA processing system, the data that was paid for
by federal dollars and prepared by nonprofit institutions, is
not revolutionary, but evolutionary. Grantees already sign
contracts providing for federal agency access to the work
product paid for by the government. This means the agen-
cies will exercise access rights more often, will bring in the
data, and will screen it carefully.54

What became clear after extensive debate and public comment
on the new law was that the scientific community, which gener-
ally opposed the use of FOIA to increase the availability to the
public of federally funded research data, was offering no alter-
natives.55 Their failure to offer any alternatives reflected, in my
view, a general resistance to the very idea of increasing the
availability of data to the public. Indeed, despite efforts to un-
derstand what might be legitimate concerns with the adequacy of
the exemptions provided under FOIA, no tangible examples
were provided to explain how the law, considered adequate to
protect medically sensitive or commercially sensitive intramural
research over FOIA's thirty year history, was now insufficient to
protect the same kind of research conducted extramurally by re-
search universities and other scientific entities.

53 Id.
54 Id.
55See Sheridan, supra note 41.
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C. Implementing the New Law: OMB Proposed Revisions to
Circular A-110

OMB published proposed revisions for public comment in
February and August of 1999.56 A final revision was issued in
September and took effect on November 8, 1999.57 Over nine
thousand comments were received on the first revision and three
thousand on the second revision. Seeking to encapsulate con-
gressional intent, OMB sought to mollify concerns raised by the
scientific and research community regarding how expanding ac-
cess would affect their ability to conduct research. 8 In both revi-
sions, OMB narrowed the scope of the underlying statutory lan-
guage to apply only to research data used to support federal
policies and rules.59 While I was sensitive to some of the con-
cerns of the scientific community about using FOIA as a mecha-
nism for public disclosure, I was confident that these concerns
could be addressed through the extensive exceptions provided to
address medical privacy, intellectual property, and other sensitive
interests. In addition, if FOIA's exemptions were found to be in-
sufficient, Congress certainly would have a strong interest in
adding protections needed to safeguard these important con-
cerns. Because FOIA is the public's primary mechanism for ac-
cessing information held by the government, any deficiencies
within FOIA's exceptions would have a significant and wide-
ranging impact. If the protections provided in FOIA were not
sufficient to cover sensitive medical information or intellectual
property interests for extramural research, this would indicate
that these interests were possibly being compromised for similar
research done intramurally and already subject to FOIA.

D. OMB's First Revision

OMB's first proposal was published on February 4, 1999. 61
There were significant differences in the intent of the published
proposal and the original intent of the data access provision. The

56 See OMB Proposed Revision, supra note 10.
57 See Request for Comments on Clarifying Changes to Proposed Revision on Public

Access to Research Data, 64 Fed. Reg. 43,786-91 (1999).58 See supra note 48, at 2.59 See supra note 10, at 3.
6 See id.
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key differences turned on the revision's scope, its definition of
data, the timing and release of data, and the adequacy of protec-
tion for privacy and intellectual property interests.

The original text of the law required that "all data produced
under an award will be made available to the public through the
procedures established under the Freedom of Information Act."'61

The proposal by OMB deviated from this language substantially.
The change focused mainly on restricting the scope of the provi-
sion to data or research findings that were used by the federal
government in establishing rules or policy.

OMB's revision stated:

The proposed revision to Section_.36 of Circular A- 110 im-
plements the requirements of Pub. L. 105-277 by providing
that, after publication of research findings used by the Fed-
eral government in developing policy or rules, the research
results and underlying data would be available to the public
in accordance with FOIA. 62

In a letter to OMB Director Jacob Lew, commenting on the
proposed revision, Senator Trent Lott (R-Miss.), Senator Ben
Nighthorse Campbell (R-Colo.), and I expressed our concerns
with the restrictive scope of the revision and reinforced our in-
tent with respect to the new law.63 In outlining our concerns, we
hoped to clarify congressional intent on several key issues and
recommend changes consistent with such intent.

As to the scope of the revision that would potentially limit
FOIA's applicability to only that research data used by the fed-
eral government in developing "policy or rules," we wrote:

While we understand OMB's legitimate effort to encapsulate
Congressional intent in its proposed revision, we believe
that the clear intent of the statutory language, the accompa-
nying report language and floor debate was to make "all"
federally funded research data subject to FOIA, not just that
data which are used to support a federal rule or policy. At a
minimum, the final revision should clarify that "policy" in-
cludes guidances, risk assessments, government surveys, and
other government findings to more clearly conform with
Congressional intent.64

61 H.R. CONF. REP. No. 105-789, at 17 (1998).
62 OMB Proposed Revision, supra note 10, at 5684.
6 See Letter from Sen. Richard Shelby, Trent Lott, and Ben Nighthorse Campbell to

Jacob Lew, Director, Office of Management and Budget (Apr. 5, 1999) (on file with
author) [hereinafter Letter of April 5, 1999].
64 Id.
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Limiting the scope of the OMB revision to research data used
in rules and policies excludes a significant amount of research
data that can shape policy on all levels and influence public be-
havior. Each year, the federal government issues thousands of
reports on diverse issues such as education, health care, drug us-
age, crime, welfare, the environment, and Social Security. While
some of this research may be used directly in forming federal
rules, much of this research data will affect the American public
in ways not currently recognized by the research community at
large. This includes research data that can be used to influence
federal, state, and local legislation, federal and state guidances,
federal research priorities, and enforcement initiatives. These
uses of federal research data can be as important as the data used
in developing rules and policies. The narrow scope of the OMB
Circular suggests that the public should not have a right to ac-
cess this type of data; I disagree.

As to addressing timely notification, we noted that any final
revision must ensure that the public has adequate opportunity to
review and comment on the data:

Unless the public can identify the research findings that are
going to be used in developing a rule or policy before it is
proposed, it is unlikely that the public will be able to obtain
the research data through the FOIA process and review it in
time to submit comments." 65

In addition, the revision only applied to federally funded re-
search data from published research findings.6 6 On this point, we
agreed that the OMB reference to published findings was not
inconsistent with the underlying statute since it relates primarily
to the "timing" of the release of the data, an area not addressed
in the Omnibus Appropriations Act.67 We also made clear, how-
ever, that if the data is sufficiently sound to support a federal
policy or rule, then they should be able to bear public scrutiny
and disclosure at the time they are used to support such rules and
policies. 6 This point is critical to ensuring that our federal rules
and policies are based on good science and research findings.

In defining "data," we attempted to make clear that the intent
of the provision is to reach that data "necessary to replicate and

65 d.
66 See OMB Proposed Revision, supra note 10.
67 See Letter of April 5, 1999, supra note 63.
6 See id.
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verify the original results and assure that the results are consis-
tent with the data collected and evaluated under the award." 69 On
the subject of medical privacy, I was highly sensitive to any le-
gitimate concerns raised about the disclosure of personal identi-
fying information. In addition to the protections of the Privacy
Act,70 however, the broad exception that exists under FOIA is
sufficient to address such concerns.

According to the testimony of James T. O'Reilly, "the FOIA
exemption for personal medical data collected by or for the gov-
ernment has, for more than a quarter century, protected the inter-
ests of medical and mental health patients and the agency infra-
structure."" He goes on to state, "these protections apply to shield
one individual's file and to shield sensitive data about groups of
persons that could be broken apart or dis-aggregated 7 2 In addi-
tion, there are over one hundred special exempting statutes that
provide additional protections. 73

The adequacy of FOIA's exemptions was supported further by
four former administrators of the Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs in the OMB. In a letter to members of the
House Appropriations Committee on June 7, 1999, they noted,
"moreover, we realize that certain objections have been raised
concerning potential losses of privacy and (legitimate) intellec-
tual property. In our opinion such objections are groundless, as
the Freedom of Information Act, through which the OMB re-
quirements would have to operate, provides specific protections
against the release of data in such instances." 74

Finally, we clarified that the use of FOIA would protect intel-
lectual property rights under existing exemptions that prevent the
disclosure of matters that are "trade secrets and commercial or
financial information obtained from a person and privileged or
confidential." 75 This exclusion has been effective in protecting
valid intellectual property rights.76 In addition, federal statutes
prohibit the disclosure of information related to technology
transfer such as patent applications. In addition, the reference in
OMB's proposed revision to research data relating to "pub-

691d.
70 Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. § 552A (1994).
7" Hearings on H.R. 88, supra note 48, at 2.721d. at3.
73 See id. at 2.
74 CRS Report, supra note 3, at 29.
75 Letter of April 5, 1999, supra note 63.76See O'Reilly, supra note 48, at 3.; see also CRS Report supra note 3, at 27.
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lished" findings would provide additional protection by giving
researchers control over when research data will be accessible
through FOIA.

E. OMB's Second Revision

When OMB proposed additional clarifying changes to its revi-
sion, 77 1 was disappointed to see that some of the sponsors' main
concerns were not addressed by the revisions. The proposal was
again much narrower than the drafters' original intent. The
changes subsequently narrowed the scope of the proposal by
further defining the terms "data," "published," and "used by the
Federal Government in developing policy or rules," including
possibly limiting the revision to regulations meeting a
$100 million impact threshold .7

On September 10, 1999, Senators Phil Gramm (R-Tex.), Lott,
Campbell, and I submitted another letter to Director Lew. In this
letter, we reiterated our concern that the revision was inconsis-
tent with the plain language of the statute:

While we appreciate your efforts to move expeditiously to
finalize the proposed revision, the August 11 th proposal rep-
resents a significant retreat from OMB's original February
4th proposal as to render the provision potentially meaning-
less in its ability to improve the public's access to federally
funded research data. The severe limitations included in the
clarifying changes to the proposal are contrary to the plain
meaning of the statute and Congress's intent in passing the
law. Unless significant changes are made to the proposed re-
vision, the final revision is unlikely to provide any public
accountability for the significant taxpayer funds that are
spent on research in this country and will do little to im-
prove the quality of research or the public's participation in
the federal policymaking process. 79

77 See Request for Comments, supra note 57.
78 See id. at 43,786, 43,791. In its second notice, OMB wrote:

Many of these comments raised concerns about the impact PL. 105-277 and
the proposed revision would have on the conduct of scientific research. In part,
these concerns arose from questions as to how expansively or narrowly the
statute and the proposed revision would be interpreted and applied. In raising
these questions, commentators on both sides of the debate sought clarification
of four concepts found in the proposed revision: "data," "published," "used by
the Federal Government in developing policy or rules," and cost reimburse-
ment.

Id. at 43,791.
79Letter from Senators Richard Shelby, Trent Lott, Ben Nighthorse Campbell, and
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Once again, we emphasized our concerns regarding scope, tim-
ing of data release, reliance on FOIA exemptions, as well as
concerns regarding the proposed clarifications. Our primary con-
cern, however, was with the suggested changes involved in the
OMB's definition of "data," and its potential restriction to regu-
lations meeting the threshold requirement.

Although we believed it was reasonable to allow researchers
to make initial claims of privilege under existing FOIA exemp-
tions, we did not want the revision to compromise the existing
rights of awarding agencies to obtain federally funded research
data under Circular A- 110. We sought to ensure that awarding
agencies make the final decisions as to what data should be re-
leased under the exemptions of FOIA. In our comments, we
made clear that OMB's definition of "data" should not act to
create a new "mini-FOIA" that would further restrict data that
might be available under existing FOIA exemptions. 80

Another concern was that restriction of the proposed revision
to regulations satisfying the impact threshold would create the
perverse incentive of encouraging federal agencies to engage in
regulatory actions that would not trigger the public disclosure
law. The $100 million impact threshold may result in agencies
seeking to implement more rules and policies through guidances,
orders, or other regulatory actions not subject to the public
rulemaking process. The intent of the law was to create greater
transparency and accountability in federal decision-making. We
believed that restricting the revision to high-impact regulations
would not achieve this purpose.

F The Final Revision

OMB released its final revision to Circular A-i 10 on Septem-
ber 30, 1999.81 While the OMB limited the final revision's scope
to agency actions having the force and effect of law, it did not
include the $100 million impact restriction.8 2 Additionally, while

Phil Gramm to Jacob Lew, Director, Office of Management and Budget (Sept. 10, 1999)
(on file with author).

10 See id.
8I See OMB Circular A-110, Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and

Agreements with Institutions of Higher Education, and Other Non-Profit Organizations,
64 Fed. Reg. 54,926 (1999) (effective Nov. 8, 1999).

82 See id. at 54,930.
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the final revision defines "data" to exclude certain information
already covered by specific FOIA exemptions,83 it is the spon-
sors' understanding from discussions with members of OMB,
that this definition of "data" was intended to provide certainty to
researchers of FOIA's protections, and not to create new
definitions separate and distinct from existing FOIA exemptions.

IX. CONCLUSION

The final revision to Circular A-110 is a crucial step forward
in giving the American people access to the research and science
behind federal policies and rules, but it is only a first step. In the
future, I intend to monitor the implementation of OMB's revi-
sions to ensure that the intent of the law is being met by the
various agencies and to ensure that the public has access to this
important information in a timely manner that allows meaningful
participation in government decisions. In addition, I intend to
build on this law and similar efforts to bring greater transparency
and scientific accountability to the decisions that affect the lives
of Americans every day.

83 See id.





SYMPOSIUM:
SOCIAL REFORM THROUGH

THE CLASS ACTION

On March 14, 2000, the Harvard Journal on Legislation held a public
symposium on the growing use of class action litigation, as an alternative
to the legislative process, as a means of effectuating social reform. * Par-
ticipants included scholars, practitioners, and activists with a variety of
experience in the class action arena. Articles and essays by four of these
participants, Jonathan Turley, David Rosenberg, Victor Schwartz, and Jeff
Reh, are published herein. Full transcripts of the symposium are available
from the Journal.

MODERATOR:

Arthur R. Miller is the Bruce Bromley Professor of Law at
Harvard Law School. For over thirty-five years, he has authored
or co-authored Federal Practice and Procedure. Professor Miller
also served as Reporter to the American Law Institute's Project
on Complex Litigation.

Panel 1: Is the Class Action Democratic?

John H. Beisner is a partner in the Washington, D.C. office of
O'Melveny & Myers, where he heads the firm's 120-attorney
Class Action Practice Group. Over the past twenty years, Mr.
Beisner has served as a defense attorney in over 350 class action
lawsuits at both the trial and appellate levels. He has testified
frequently before Congress on class action issues.

Victor E. Schwartz is a senior partner at Crowell & Moring
in Washington, D.C, where he chairs the firm's Torts and Insur-
ance practice group. Mr. Schwartz serves as an adjunct professor
of law at Georgetown Law Center. Prior to entering a full-time
law practice, he was a professor and dean at the University of
Cincinnati Law School. For over two decades, he has co-
authored Prosser, Wade and Schwartz's Cases and Materials on
Torts, and he also authors Guide to Multistate Litigation and
Comparative Negligence.

"The symposium was made possible with the financial assistance of State Farm Mu-

tual Automobile Insurance Company; Dow Chemical Company; ExxonMobil Corpora-
tion; Ford Motor Company; Fulbright & Jaworski, LLP; General Motors Corporation;
and Vinson & Elkins, LLP.
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Jonathan Turley is the Shapiro Professor of Public Interest
Law at George Washington University School of Law, where he
teaches courses on litigation, torts, constitutional criminal pro-
cedure, and environmental law. A frequent contributor to the
Wall Street Journal, Professor Turley appears regularly as a legal
expert on all of the major television networks.

Melvyn Weiss is a partner at Milberg Weiss Bershad Hynes &
Lerach in New York City, where his practice includes securities,
consumer fraud, commercial tort, accountant's liability, and
complex litigation. A Fellow of the American College of Trial
Lawyers, Mr. Weiss is also a former co-chair of the ABA's Class
and Derivative Action Committee and a former member of the
ABA's FRCP 23, Class Action Improvements Committee.

Panel 2: Should Congress Change theClass Action?

Dudley Oldham is a senior partner at Fulbright & Jaworski in
Houston, where he specializes in product liability, toxic torts,
insurance, and commercial litigation defense. Mr. Oldham has
served as chairman and president of the Federation of Insurance
and Corporate Counsel, as president of Lawyers for Civil Jus-
tice, and as chair of the Tort and Insurance Practice Section of
the ABA.

Jeff Reh is General Counsel at Beretta, USA in Maryland, a
position he has held since 1986. Mr. Reh has testified before
Congress on issues relating to litigation against gun manufactur-
ers.

David Rosenberg is Professor of Law at Harvard Law School.
Professor Rosenberg has published over a dozen law review arti-
cles on mass tort litigation alone and has participated in some of
the most influential class actions of the past three decades, in-
cluding Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals. He also
served as National Coordinating Counsel for the plaintiffs in the
DES litigation.

Melvyn Weiss participated in both the first and second panel
discussions.
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ESSAY

MASS TORT CLASS ACTIONS:
WHAT DEFENDANTS HAVE AND

PLAINTIFFS DON'T

DAVID ROSENBERG*

Defendants litigate common questions in mass tort claims from the
posture of a de facto class action, allowing them to exploit economies of
scale. In contrast, plaintiffs' claims are rarely 100% aggregated, prevent-
ing plaintiffs from making the optimal investment in common questions to
maximize the aggregate and individual value of their claims. This Essay
explains the advantages of scale economies and discusses the social costs
of the systemic bias favoring defendants over plaintiffs. The author argues
that this systemic bias can be corrected through mass tort class actions.

The standard case-by-case process for adjudicating mass tort
claims generally denies class action efficiencies to plaintiffs but
automatically affords precisely those litigation advantages to
defendants.' Faced with numerous actual and potential claims
presenting common questions of liability and damages ("class-
able claims"), the defendant always, naturally and necessarily,
prepares one defense for all of those claims, litigating from the

' Professor of Law, Harvard Law School. I thank colleagues Arthur Miller, Bruce
Hay, and Steven Shavell, and students Stuart Buck, David Gunter, Bert Huang, and
Sandy Chung for helpful comments on previous versions of this Essay.

I Mass torts arise as an intrinsic byproduct of the means of mass production, which is
essential to providing virtually all of the goods that sustain and enliven our society and
societies worldwide. Mass production processes and their products in all forms and
stages of use create systematic risks of accident threatening the well-being of members
of an exposed population. Consequently, I define mass torts as encompassing any (neg-
ligently or strictly) tortious systematic risk-taking by business that exposes some
population of individuals to injury in person or property or both. All product and occu-
pational liability, as well as all business-generated environmental hazards, are mass
torts. My definition is functional not essentialist; the relevant salient characteristics for
classificatory inclusion or exclusion derive primarily from the deterrence and compen-
sation objectives of tort law. Thus, consistent with the ends of tort law, my capacious
definition draws no distinction between mass accidents and mass exposure cases.
Rather, it broadly includes tortious injury from any business enterprise regardless of
when, where and how manifest loss occurs, or even whether harm consists merely of
latent risk. (Though there is no reason to press the point here, I do not confine the
definition of mass torts to cases arising under some formal conception of tort law. It
includes contract, property, employment discrimination, antitrust, securities and con-
sumer fraud, and any other common law or statutory cause of action arising from sys-
tematic business risk-taking and serving the social objectives of deterrence and com-
pensation.) To express the comprehensive scope of my analysis, I use the term "mass
production torts" or more broadly still, "mass production injury."
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posture of a defacto class action.2 Because it "owns" the defense
interest in the classable claims that comprise a given mass tort
case, the defendant litigates as if all the claims have been aggre-
gated in a mandatory non-opt out class action.' With class-wide
aggregation of the defense interest, the defendant exploits econo-
mies of scale to invest far more cost-effectively in preparing its
side of the case than plaintiffs can in preparing their side.4

2 Common questions comprise the central and vast majority of issues arising from the
unitary, mass production design ratio that results in mass production torts, and consume
the great bulk of resources devoted to adjudicating these cases. At the heart of any mass
tort case involving products liability are a complex and costly to litigate set of questions
common to every claim of harm from the allegedly defective product. Most cases, for
example, turn on whether a reasonable, commercially and socially appropriate alterna-
tive design or cost-effective warning could have reduced the foreseeable risks. See Re-
statement (Third) of Torts § 2 (1998). The general standard of negligence and the rules
of strict liability for abnormally dangerous activities or nuisance require a similarly
demanding aggregate cost-benefit analysis as the test for all claims arising from a non-
product-based mass tort case. See Restatement (Second) of Torts § 281-3280 and
§ 519-524A. (1979). These and other related questions concerning the "reasonable-
ness" of product or other business risk-taking decision are not only common to every
mass tort claim, they are unitary. For discussion of the unitary nature of these ques-
tions, see infra notes 62-63 and accompanying text.

3 Fed. R. Civ. P. 23 distinguishes between mandatory and "opt-out" class certifica-
tions. Mandatory certifications bind all class members to the class judgment, allowing
no option for voluntary "exit.' Generally, mandatory certification is used when, as a
practical or conceptual matter, class members' interests are indivisible or at least so
interdependent in nature that separate adjudication of one member's claim could effec-
tively determine or jeopardize the viability of another member's claim. In contrast, the
interests in recovery of damages for injury to person and property involved in mass tort
class actions are generally regarded as giving rise to independent claims. Their aggre-
gation is expedient but not sufficiently compelling to override the preference of an indi-
vidual class member to opt out for a separate action. For present purposes, I accept this
characterization of mass tort interests and the related argument for allowing claimants
"freedom of choice.' For a showing that the characterization fundamentally miscon-
ceives the collective, interdependent and, to a large extent, unitary interests of class
members in mass tort litigation and its goods of effective tort deterrence and insurance,
see David Rosenberg, Mass Production Goods, Torts and Justice (1999) (unpublished
manuscript, on file with author). But, while I assume the prerogative of class members
to opt out, I doubt that anyone would consider autonomy per se worth the sacrifice of
class action scale economies. The following analysis indicates, however, that in the
absence of the possibility of free-riding on the work product of class counsel or self-
dealing by non-class counsel, no one would rationally exercise the prerogative, given
the incomparable benefits of class action efficiencies in resolving common questions.

4 By economies of scale, I mean the idea that the ratio of cost to benefit from litigat-
ing a claim goes down if it is bundled with other similar claims. This occurs because
investing in a common issue-that is, an issue shared by a set of classable claims-can
be used in litigating all of the claims. For example, in a product liability case, once the
defendant has invested in preparing a scientific study of the risks created by its product,
that study can be used for all claims concerning the product. Suppose that the study
costs $5 million. If there are 1000 claims, the per-claim cost of the study is $5,000; if
there are 100,000 claims, the per-claim cost of the study is $50. All else being equal,
the more claims there are, the more worthwhile the study becomes. Accordingly, the
more claims there are, the more the defendant will invest in producing the study and in
developing other common questions to win the case.
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Defendants' scale-economy advantage is not an inherent prop-
erty of the standard process ("separate action process"). Operat-
ing largely according to market forces, the separate action proc-
ess induces plaintiffs' attorneys to acquire a beneficial (usually
contingent fee) interest in classable claims and invest efficiently
in developing their side of the common questions to maximize
recovery of damages from trial or settlement. In an ideal world
of perfect information and no transaction costs, the market for
mass tort representation would achieve class action efficiencies
on plaintiffs' side equiva-lent to those automatically available to
defendants. Indeed, the real world of mass tort litigation is char-
acterized by corporately structured organizations of plaintiffs'
attorneys that not only compete for market share of classable
claims to aggregate large claim inventories and attract financial
backing from various sources of venture capital, but sometimes
also share information and costs. These "law firms" thus exploit
scale economies to some extent in preparing common questions
en masse. Salient market defects, however, restrict mutually
beneficial aggregation by plaintiffs. In particular, high costs of
organization compounded by strong incentives for free-riding
(problems of "collective action" or "coordination") preclude
plaintiffs from efficiently or virtually ever achieving scale econo-
mies from class-wide aggregation to support the optimal invest-
ment that maximizes aggregate and individual value of their
claims.

Generally affording only defendants class action scale econo-
mies in mass tort cases may strike many as a denial of "fair pro-
cess." I put aside this question along with my qualms about the
meaning of the often asserted, but never carefully defined, con-
cept of "fair process." This Essay instead focuses on the social
costs of biasing the allocation of litigation power. In particular,
my concern is that differential access to the scale economies
from class-wide aggregation undermines the primary goals of
tort law: effective and administratively efficient deterrence and
compensation.

Mass tort class actions represent a ready solution to this im-
balance in litigation power.5 The Supreme Court, however, has
recently intimated reluctance to authorize their general use un-

5 In the rare situation involving more than one defendant and demonstrable barriers to
coordinating their defense efforts on common questions, courts could use subclassing to
align the parties' access to class action scale economies.
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less Congress instructs otherwise. 6 The Court does not seem to
appreciate that this policy deprives plaintiffs of the class action
scale economies that defendants naturally have, and moreover
that the resulting inequality in litigation power distorts the ef-
fectiveness and efficiency of tort deterrence and compensation.

This Essay highlights the nature and social costs of the sys-
temic bias favoring defendants over plaintiffs in hopes of alert-
ing the Court, and in any event Congress, to the little recognized
but crucial value of mass tort class actions. Part I explains how
economies of scale afforded by class-wide aggregation of mass
tort claims enhance a party's gains from litigating questions
common to all classable claims. While noting the recognized
advantage of avoiding wasteful relitigation of common ques-
tions, I focus on the crucial, but generally overlooked, effect on
incentives to invest in preparing the common questions for trial.
Scale economies derived from class-wide aggregation are essen-
tial to motivating a party to make the optimal investment that
simultaneously maximizes the aggregate and per-claim value of
all classable claims, whether in avoided damages for defendant
or increased recovery for plaintiff. Part II addresses the social
costs of systemic bias. I show that affording defendants but not
plaintiffs the advantage of class action scale economies under-
mines the goals of tort liability. Analysis concentrates on the
goal of deterrence, especially since opinions and commentary on
class actions tend to ignore deterrence, but the effects of sys-
temic bias on the objectives of compensation and administrative
efficiency also are assessed. Part III focuses on the need for us-
ing litigation class actions in mass tort cases to correct systemic
bias. After summarizing the benefits of this solution, I demon-
strate the inferiority of "market" alternatives-in particular, vol-
untary claim joinder and global resolution by settlement-only
class actions. Concluding in Part IV, I respond to a possible de-
fense of systemic bias, specifically that it constrains the abuses

6See Amchem Products, Inc. v. Windsor, 521 U.S. 591 (1997); Ortiz v. Fibreboard
Corp., 119 S. Ct. 2295 (1999). While the Court was concerned with settlement-only
class actions, cases certified exclusively for settlement purposes, my focus is primarily
on litigation class actions, cases certified for all purposes including class-wide trial and
settlement. The Court nevertheless appeared to presume, without any contradiction by
the parties or amici, that litigation class certification was simply out of the question for
failing the tests of manageability and superiority, if not predominance of common
questions under Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3). For further discussion of the differences be-
tween settlement-only and litigation class actions and how the former perpetuates the
systemic bias against plaintiffs, see infra part III.B.2.
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of mass tort litigation, even though it also prevents beneficial
mass tort litigation. I suggest, however, that the problems with
mass tort litigation stem primarily from the outmoded substance
and adjudicative process of tort law. Indeed, authorizing mass
tort class actions will not only enhance the social benefits from
the existing legal regime, but also will provide a theoretically
sound and practically workable mode of litigation to serve as the
basis for rational, discriminating reform of tort law.

I. SYSTEMIC BIAS

A. Scale Economies from Aggregation

Aggregating the classable claims arising from a mass tort
event enables litigants to exploit economies of scale by investing
once-and-for-all in the common questions and spreading the cost
of that investment across all claims. In comparison to investing
once-for-each claim, exploiting scale-economies from class-wide
aggregation enhances a party's benefits from litigation-recov-
ery of damages for plaintiffs or protection of assets for defen-
dants. The benefits are twofold. First, the party avoids the costs
of unnecessarily redundant litigation of common questions. 7

Second, the party is able to spread the cost of investing in the
prosecution or defense of all classable claims, and thus has in-
centive to invest optimally in maximizing the aggregate, and
hence, per-claim return on investment (in the form of either re-
covered damages or preserved assets).

The scale economies created by aggregating classable claims
are typically associated with avoiding redundancy costs.8 These
costs inefficiently drain party resources away from more socially
productive uses and reduce net benefits from litigation (meas-
ured in recovered damages for plaintiffs or preserved assets for
defendants).9 While this virtue of scale economies is well known

7 Redundancy is not inherently bad. In litigation it may serve the useful purpose of
improving accuracy of decisions and reducing the costs of uncertainty, including the
resulting loss of welfare for risk averse parties. On the utility of redundant litigation of
common questions, in particular the relative benefits of conducting multiple trials under
the auspices of a litigation class action as compared with conducting multiple trials in
the conventional separate action process, see infra text accompanying notes 58, 66.

8 The low ratio of recovered compensation to cost in mass tort cases is attributed
principally to the costs of relitigating common questions and the potential bankruptcy
of defendants. See, e.g., Amchem, 521 U.S. at 598.

9 These consequences hold true even though most cases are settled, because settle-
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and often cited in favor of class actions, it is not unique to ag-
gregation.10 Complete disaggregation of classable claims could
produce the same result. Redundancy costs would be virtually
eliminated in the separate action process, for example, if courts
gave class-wide preclusive effect to a judgment in the first ac-
tion, foreclosing re-litigation of common questions in all subse-
quent actions. Redundancy costs could also be eliminated with-
out judicial intervention if attorneys in subsequent actions were
to free ride on the record developed in the first case."

Optimal aggregate investment in litigating common questions
represents the special and generally overlooked benefit of scale
economies that result from aggregating 100% of the classable
claims. Essentially, the higher the stakes, the more mass tort liti-
gants invest in developing the merits of their respective sides on
the common questions.' 2 Because this higher, cost-effective in-
vestment on the common questions promotes success at trial on
all claims, classable claims as a whole are worth far more than
the sum of their separate parts.

More precisely, like any business investing in a potentially
profitable opportunity, litigants invest in developing their re-
spective sides of a claim to the extent that net return on invest-
ment is maximized-plaintiffs seeking the greatest recovery of
damages and defendants seeking the greatest reduction in dam-
ages paid.' 3 Because a party usually has the option of making
continuously varying investments of resources, and because in-
creasing investment increases returns but at a diminishing mar-
ginal rate, the party will cease investing when the additional unit

ment generally reflects the parties' anticipated net gains from trial. See discussion infra
text accompanying notes 49-51.

10 On the use of class action scale economies to avoid the costs of unnecessarily re-
dundant litigation of common questions and the related benefit of spreading otherwise
efficiently incurred costs across all classable claims to increase per-claim net recovery,
see United States Parole Comm'n v. Geraghty, 445 U.S. 388, 402-03, 100 S. Ct. 1202,
63 L. Ed. 2d 479 (1980); In re A.H. Robbins Co., 880 F.2d 709, 732 (4th Cir. 1989); 1i
re The Prudential Insurance Company of America Sales Practices Litigation, MDL NO,
1061, CIV.A.95-4704, 1997 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 4049, at *153 (D.N.J. 1997).

"1 The only difference between the two disaggregative modes is that free-riding en-
tails additional costs mainly for the "public" because courts still must repeatedly hear
and resolve the common questions.

12This proposition assumes that the probability of success on the merits increases
continuously, though at a diminishing rate, as the party invests more in pre-trial prepa-
ration of the common questions. See discussion infra text accompanying notes 54-56.

'3 If it is difficult to imagine an individual plaintiff calculating litigation advantage in
this fashion, substitute the plaintiff's attorney who most assuredly does, as any business
wishing to survive must, make profit-maximizing decisions in gauging the appropriate
level of investment for any contemplated litigation venture.
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of time, money and effort yields an equal or lower unit in
benefit. Crucially, compared to the limited return from investing
in any fraction of the classable claims, class-wide aggregation
assures the opportunity for optimally investing to the point of
diminishing marginal returns, which maximizes the value from
all claims in the aggregate ("optimal aggregate investment"). 14

With more at stake, the party invests more and with greater ef-
fect, not only to reap maximum net aggregate benefit, but also to
raise the value of each classable claim. Indeed, investment cost
per claim will certainly rise in absolute terms, but the added ex-
pense will be more than made up by the higher return per claim.
Significantly, neither claim preclusion, free riding nor any other
disaggregative mode of litigation generates optimal incentives
for investing to maximize the aggregate value of classable claims.1 5

A simple numerical example will make the point clear. Sup-
pose that a product liability case involves 100 plaintiffs, each of
whom suffers losses of $100,000. Among other common ques-
tions, all claims center on whether the product was defective for
being unreasonably dangerous. Suppose further that a litigant
(either defendant or plaintiff) sees advantage in acquiring an ex-
pert scientific assessment of the issue. Assume that the litigant
could obtain a reliable study for $1 million.16 All else being
equal, if a litigant's stake is bounded by the $100,000 value of a
single claim, no scientific study would be commissioned.
Plainly, the $1 million investment would swamp even the highest
possible benefit in recovered or avoided damages for one indi-
vidual claim ($100,000). Even if the study would provide a
100% chance of success at trial, it would be a waste of money

141 use the term "optimal" only in relation to a party's investment in litigating com-
mon questions that maximizes aggregate net expected benefit in recovered or avoided
damages, or defendant's investment in precautions that maximizes aggregate net benefit
in reduced accident risk. Thus, while the term "optimal" can be used to describe the
best choice for a given actor under any set of constraints, for example, the best invest-
ment by plaintiffs given their inability to capture the benefits of scale, I will refer to
such an investment as "sub-optimal"'

15 The optimal aggregate investment advantages of class action scale economies make
class actions superior to court mandated alternatives, such as claim preclusion and con-
solidation of pending claims, and, as explained in Part III, make litigation class actions
superior to market alternatives of voluntary joinder and settlement-only class actions.

16 Obviously, the cost of preparing a competent scientific study does not vary with the
aggregate value of the claims. The only question is whether the aggregate value sup-
ports making the investment. Even though it represents only one aspect of the overall
litigation investment, spending a million dollars for a credible scientific study is not
unrealistic. See Panel Can't Link Breast Implants to any Diseases, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 8,
1998, at Al (reporting findings by four court-appointed experts based solely on their
review of medical literature at a cost of $800,000).
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for any party to make the investment. By contrast, if the litigant
could aggregate the 100 classable claims to capture the potential
benefit of $10 million in recovered or avoided damages, the
party would be much more likely to make the investment. From
that perspective, the litigant would rationally make the invest-
ment so long as the resulting study more than "paid for itself' by
either increasing or decreasing the probability of the product
being found defective at trial. In this example, if such a study
increases the litigant's chance of success at trial by only 10% on
every claim, it would be worth commissioning since its aggre-
gate expected value of $1,000,000 covers its cost. If we assume
that the study is dispositive of the question of unreasonable
dangerousness, it is easy to see how the presence or absence of
scale economies by class-wide aggregation determines the
benefit from litigation not only for classable claims overall, but
also for each claim in particular.

B. Defendant's De Facto Class Action Edge

In mass tort cases, defendants naturally collectivize the com-
mon defense to any given set of classable claims and thus exploit
the scale economies of a de facto class action. Defendants face
none of the organizing costs and free-rider obstacles to class-
wide aggregation that plaintiffs confront in litigating without the
benefit of class action.17 Since the defendant automatically ag-
gregates all classable claims, it has optimal investment incen-
tives, which create a built-in advantage over plaintiffs, who have
to proceed in the separate action process and generally can ag-
gregate only a fraction of the claims on a voluntary basis. As the
single owner of the total potential benefit gained by avoiding
damages on all claims, the defendant will be able to spread costs
and reap return from its investment on the common questions
over the claims of all the plaintiffs. In contrast, on the plaintiff's
side, different plaintiffs are likely to be represented by different
lawyers, no one lawyer handling-owning beneficial interest
in-all the claims. Therefore, no plaintiff's lawyer is able to
spread costs and reap the return gained by investing to maximize

'7 See discussion infra Part lI.B.
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the aggregate value from litigating the questions common to all
claims.8

Because of this asymmetry, the defendant will make invest-
ments in the litigation that no plaintiffs' attorney can match eco-
nomically. The defendant will invest up to the point at which the
cost of additional investment exceeds the gain from additional
investment relative to the aggregate value from 100% of the
classable claims. All else being equal, a given plaintiff's attor-
ney (handling only a fraction of the classable claims) will reach
that point before the defendant does.

In the example above, the defendant treats the aggregate po-
tential value of all classable claims-$10 million in avoided
damages-as the baseline for determining whether a given in-
vestment is worthwhile. Accordingly, the defendant is willing to
make some investments on the common questions that a litigant
who "owns" beneficial interest in fewer than all classable claims
is unwilling to make. In particular, the defendant is more likely
to invest $1 million for a scientific survey than a plaintiffs' attor-
ney holding a fraction of the classable claims, say 20% with a
$2 million aggregate value. The investment the study requires is
far less burdensome to the defendant when measured against the
possible class-wide aggregate return. While a 10% increase in
the chance of success justifies the study for a defendant with to-
tal stakes of $10 million, a 50% increase would be required for a
plaintiff's attorney with total stakes of $2 million.

In general, the unequal investment incentive for defendants
and plaintiffs in mass tort cases translates into a much greater
chance that the defendant, who aggregates all classable claims
automatically, will prevail on the common questions over the
plaintiffs' attorney who acquires fewer than all claims. This
analysis holds for virtually any type of investment in the litiga-
tion of questions common to classable claims. It could be dis-
covery, expert witnesses, legal research, or any of numerous other
investments of time, effort and money. It holds true, indeed, for

18 This analysis ignores the effects on investment incentives created by the typical
contingent, percentage-of-recovery fee, which further divides the beneficial interest
between the plaintiff and plaintiffs' lawyer. On this aspect of plaintiff-side investment
problems, see Murray L. Schwartz & Daniel J.B. Mitchell, An Economic Analysis of the
Contingent Fee in Personal-Injury Litigation, 22 STAN. L. REV. 1125 (1970); Kevin M.
Clermont & John D. Currivan, Improving on the Contingent Fee, 63 CORNELL L. REv.
529 (1978); William J. Lynk, The Courts and the Plaintiffs' Bar: Awarding the Attor-
ney's Fee in Class-Action Litigation, 23 J. LEGAL. STUD. 185 (1994).
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the total investment in litigating those questions. 9 Because the
investment bears on an issue common to all the claims, the de-
fendant always exploits the scale economies of investing to
maximize the aggregate return from all classable claims and con-
fronts an adversary whom, as a practical matter, cannot.

II. SOCIAL COSTS OF SYSTEMIC BIAS

I now analyze the effects of this systemic bias on the aims of
tort law to deter and compensate tortious injury with the least
administrative costs (including expenses for operating courts and
remunerating lawyers). 20 It would be error for policy makers to
ignore these effects in detennining whether correcting the bias
would enhance or diminish social welfare. 2' Legal process serves
substantive ends, not itself. Mass tort litigation, like any other
public enterprise that consumes social resources, must therefore
find justification in its overall social benefit. Mass tort debates
and decisions unfortunately have focused almost exclusively on
questions of process, rarely considering questions of tort law and
policy beyond superficial asides.22 This mistake corrupts analysis

19 The overall investment can be made in an infinite number of degrees and combina-
tions and in reality is continuous up to the total value at stake. Thus, only the aggregate
value from 100% of the classable claims will provide the necessary incentive for a party
to make the optimal aggregate investment. For discussion of this important point, see
infra text accompanying notes 54-56.

20 The interrelationship between these goals reduces to the object of minimizing the
sum of accident costs. See GUIDO CALABRESi, THE COSTS OF ACCIDENTS (1970). For
present purposes, however, the aims of tort law can be analyzed separately. To the ex-
tent that systemic bias in favor of defendants results in detrimental costs on any one or
combination of dimensions, with all else being equal, it necessarily detracts from
achieving the overall objective of minimizing the sum of accident costs.

21 Indeed, I can see no alternative even after confining the question to one of "fair"
process. It might be the case that everyone is made better off by giving defendants the
upper hand in mass tort litigation. Defendants, for example, might deploy their superior
litigation power to fend off frivolous tort claims, saving society (consumers, taxpayers
and everyone else to whom defendants pass on their costs) from suffering welfare
losses caused by "unfair" use of litigation. If no better remedy could be found for this
abuse and the benefits of biasing the system exceeded costs-a very big "if'-then
everyone would accept the status quo despite its apparent inequity. Because such a
status quo rarely represents the best solution, however, we should generally eschew the
quick, indiscriminate fix of using one serious defect in the process to offset another. We
should instead adopt rational, experience-tested designs, here by eliminating the sys-
temic bias to afford plaintiffs class action scale economies. See discussion infra Part IV.

2 The Supreme Court's opinions in Amchem and Ortiz indicate an astonishing indif-
ference to the theory and practice of tort law, begging virtually every question of tort
liability ranging from its basic objectives to its substantive requirements and effects in
practice. Leading commentary on mass torts consistently evinces the same rudimentary
neglect. See, e.g., Judith Resnick et al., Individuals Within the Aggregate: Relation-
ships, Representation, and Fees, 71 N.Y.U. L. REv. 296 (1996). Judging from its re-
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of the subject on every dimension, beginning of course with the
basic structure and incentives of the system addressed here.

To be sure, tort liability itself remains problematic. Tort dam-
ages are viewed as providing an excessive form of insurance for
economic losses despite an ample supply of far less costly and
risky first-party coverage from commercial carriers and govern-
ment sources, and for non-pecuniary harm despite the teachings
of insurance theory and experience to the contrary.23 Tort litiga-
tion also is criticized for its high costs, largely attributed to
enormous, if not excessive, lawyers' fees.24 Overuse of the tort
system is another concern; in many areas litigation costs exceed
benefits measured as useful deterrence. Moreover, many believe
that mass tort cases thrust courts into the role of supervising
business enterprise and resolving complex questions of science
and public policy for which they lack adequate expertise and re-
sources, and sufficiently comprehensive regulatory perspective.
Indeed, pervasive uncertainty in determining the reasonableness
of risk-the central issue in most tort cases-threatens to over-
deter firms, pressuring them to take excessive precautions that
waste resources, raise prices and make everyone worse off by
shrinking surplus welfare from, and denying access to, goods.26

For present purposes, however, I ignore these larger questions
about the future of tort law. As I note in concluding remarks, the
main trouble with mass torts may well be problems with the law
of torts. Correcting a socially detrimental bias in the system pro-
vides a theoretically sound and practically workable baseline
from which to proceed in designing targeted reforms of substan-
tive tort law.27

cently published Executive Summary, the forthcoming Rand study of class action liti-
gation promises a similarly deficient account of costs alone, without any substantial
attempt to assess the benefits in achieving deterrence and the other policy objectives of
tort law and other substantive legal regimes. See DEBORAH R. HENSLER ET AL., INST.

FOR CIV. JUST., CLASS ACTION DILEMMAS: PURSUING PUBLIC GOALS FOR PRIVATE
GAINS: EXECUTIVE SUMMVARY (1999).

2 On the deficiencies in coverage and costs of tort insurance relative to commercially
and governmentally supplied first-party insurance, see DON DEWEES ET AL., EXPLOR-

ING THE DOMAIN OF ACCIDENT LAW: TAKING THE FACTS SERIOUSLY (1996).
24 See John C. Coffee, Jr., Class Wars: The Dilemma of the Mass Tort Class Action,

95 COLUM. L. REV. 1343, 1346 (1995).
21 See Steven Shavell, The Fundamental Divergence Between the Private and the So-

cial Motive to use the Legal System, 26 J. LEGAL STUD. 575 (1997).
26 See John E. Calfee & Richard Craswell, Some Effects of Uncertainty on Compli-

ance with Legal Standards, 70 VA. L. REV. 965 (1984); see also David Rosenberg, The
Casual Connection in Mass Exposure Cases: A "Public Law" Vision of the Tort System,
97 HARV. L. REV. 849, 864 (1984).

27 For discussion of problems and solutions respecting scientific uncertainty about
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A. Deterrence

Given the widespread availability of commercial and govern-
ment-supplied first-party insurance for serious harm, the basic, if
not singular, function of tort law is to create incentives for re-
ducing tortious risks. Optimally, tort achieves this goal by
threatening potential injurers with liability for all losses their
tortious conduct may cause, compelling them to internalize the
costs of tortious harm before they take risky action.2

1 Mass tort
cases, involving businesses that usually react quickly and ration-
ally to cost factors, present the most advantageous opportunity
for tort to effectuate optimal deterrence.2 9 Systemic bias, how-
ever, poses a major obstacle by preventing plaintiffs from in-
vesting optimally in developing the aggregate value of their
claims, while the defendant engages in precisely that investment
strategy to strengthen its case on the common questions and
further drive down its adversary's expected benefit. Because the
investment required would outweigh the potential damages,
claims of injury for which the defendant should pay are not
brought or prosecuted vigorously enough. In short, the systemic
bias favoring the defendant subverts the goal of fully internaliz-
ing the costs of tortious harm to prevent it from occurring in the
first place.

To illustrate, assume that 100 insureds each will suffer a
$60,000 loss-$6 million in the aggregate-from ground-water
pollution by the defendant, a hazard that it reasonably could re-
duce to zero at a cost of $4 million. Assume that a plaintiff has
the following schedule of possible common-question invest-
ments and related probabilities of recovery:

causation and related questions raised by mass tort cases, see id.
2 On the theory of optimal deterrence, see STEVEN SHAVELL, ECONoMic ANALYSIS

OF ACCIDENT LAW (1987).
29 See, e.g., Restatement (Third) of Torts § 2 cmt. A (1998) ("Because manufacturers

invest in quality control at consciously chosen levels, their knowledge that a predictable
number of flawed products will enter the marketplace entails an element of deliberation
about the amount of injury that will result from their activity").

[Vol. 37
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From the deterrence perspective, the only effective investment
is $2.5 million. This investment alone generates a threat of li-
ability sufficient to provide the prospective defendant with
needed incentives to take reasonable precautions, namely the
threat of at least $4 million (and up to $6 million) in damages if
the firm fails to spend $4 million to prevent harm. 0 Investing
less lowers the probability of success and correspondingly re-
duces the threat of liability below the threshold required for op-
timal deterrence. But the fact that the investment serves deter-
rence goals does not guarantee that it will be made. Because tort,
like other common law systems, relies on "private" investors-
here a plaintiffs' attorney-the value of an investment depends
on its "private" returns, specifically the aggregate recovery of
damages over and above the cost of investment.3' In the example
from Figure 1, the optimal aggregate investment given 100%
participation among potential plaintiffs is $2.5 million, not be-
cause it is highest, but because it results in the highest (or
maximum) net return from litigating all classable claims.12 Rela-
tive to investing at $600,000, for example, it is economical to
raise the common question investment to $2.5 million, because
the marginal investment of $1.9 million (= $2.5 million -
$600,000) increases the aggregate marginal expected return by
even more, here $2.4 million (from $3.6 million to $6 million).
That investment yields an aggregate net expected return of
$3.5 million, more than the next best return of $3 million from
the $600,000 investment.

Despite the evident value of the $2.5 million investment, no
plaintiff prosecuting a lone claim would make it, or even the

30 For simplicity here, I ignore the defendant's optimal aggregate investment and its
effect on the probability of success at trail.

31 Plaintiffs' attorneys gauge the worth of an investment in the hard currency of re-
covered damages, not by its deterrence value. They rationally treat deterrence as a pub-
lic good because its production and benefits are not within the attorneys' proprietary
control and because these factors do not affect the magnitude of return on their invest-
ment.

32 From the point of view of a plaintiffs' attorney, there are two key variables in the
potential investment: first, the amount of money to spend; and second, the number of
plaintiffs' claims to join. The former determines the probability of winning and recov-
ering full losses. The latter determines how many damage awards will be aggregated.
Together they determine the expected aggregate winnings and hence the expected ag-
gregate returns on the investment in preparing the common questions for trial. Plain-
tiffs' incentives are to exploit scale economies to the hilt, and thus to aggregate 100% of
the classable claims to maximize net benefits from investment. That is, they want to
approximate the monolithic defendant as nearly as possible, investing to the point that
marginal cost equals marginal return.

[Vol. 37
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minimum investment of $250,000. It would require joinder of at
least eleven claims to make the minimum investment worthwhile
and thirty claims to economically justify investing $600,000.11
To warrant making the optimal aggregate investment, an attorney
must own the beneficial interest in 80 of the 100 claims; any-
thing less, and the attorney is better off investing only
$600,000.34 For the plaintiffs to choose the aggregate optimal
investment-by reaching 80% participation-is thus critical to
deterrence. If the defendant believed that an 80% rate of claims-
joinder was highly improbable, then it could realistically dis-
count potential liability by at least 40%, since joinder of be-
tween 30% to 79% of the claims motivates only a $600,000 in-
vestment and corresponding 60% probability of succeeding at
trial by the plaintiffs. The defendant facing at most $2.84 million
(= $3.6 million x 79%) in damages would lack the necessary
legal incentives to invest $4 million for reasonable precautions. 5

The example ignores the fact that the defendant invests opti-
mally in the aggregate value of all classable claims. Since de-
fendants naturally have de facto class action scale economies,

33 In determining the minimum degree of claim-joinder to warrant an investment, the
attorney makes a marginal assessment comparing the aggregate net expected return
from the investment alternatives. Marginal analysis shows that zero investment is pref-
erable to investing $250,000 on a single claim, because recovering $60,000 with 40%
probability of success comes nowhere close to paying for the investment. To warrant
the investment, an attorney must acquire the beneficial interest in a minimum of eleven
claims, promising aggregate net return of $14,000 (= 11 x $60,000 x 40% - $250,000);
joining only ten results in a $10,000 loss. The degree of claim joinder necessary to
support higher investments is not simply a multiple of the number of claims needed for
the $250,000, because incremental investments yield diminishing marginal returns.
Thus, nothing less than a beneficial interest in thirty of the 100 claims would motivate
an attorney to make the $600,000 investment. With thirty claims, the attorney expects
an aggregate net return of $480,000 (= 30 x $60,000 x 60% - $600,000), which is just
enough to surpass the aggregate net return of $470,000 from the alternative of investing
$250,000 on thirty claims.

3 Again, the attorney seeks to maximize aggregate net expected return from the mar-
ginal investment. Holding eighty claims, the attorney calculates that investing $600,000
for expected profit of $2.28 million (= 80 x $60,000 x 60% - $600,000) is inferior to
spending $1.9 million more on the margin for a total investment of $2.5 million. The
latter optimal aggregate investment on all claims promises a $2.3 million return (= 80 x
$60,000 x 100% - $2,500,000).

31 Note that the numerical example could easily be adjusted so that only a fully col-
lectivized group of 100 would prefer the high level of investment and thus provide ade-
quate deterrence for the firm. We can also generalize to a more realistic scenario in
which the investment levels are continuous rather than at only the three discrete levels
shown in Figure 1. Given a few real world assumptions about how the probability of
success continuously rises with investment in discovery, for example, at a diminishing
rate, the minimum number of joined plaintiffs required in order to prefer the highest
rational level of investment would need to be the full 100. See discussion infra Part
III.B.
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disallowing plaintiffs equivalent scale economies by denying
class certification will likely result in unequal investments to de-
velop the common questions. Defendant's superior litigation
power further drives down the aggregate expected liability and
with it the needed incentives for reasonable precautions against
tortious harm.

On the rare occasions when commentators, and still rarer oc-
casions when courts, consider the deterrence effects of mass tort
litigation, most treat the benefits as accruing to society as a
whole rather than to the individuals comprising it. Talk of "indi-
vidual justice" almost always refers to tort compensation and the
benefits to individuals from receiving redress for harm done.
When the two goals of deterrence and compensation come into
conflict, as they often do in the current system, the sense that
doing justice for individuals should count for more than maxi-
mizing some abstract social goal of deterrence usually leads to
the conclusion that individual interests should prevail over soci-
ety's.36 This way of thinking is fundamentally mistaken. The
benefits of optimal deterrence necessarily accrue to all individu-
als-in fact, to everyone who might be exposed to tortious risk-
and not merely the relatively small fraction suffering actualized
tortious harm. At the most basic level, optimal deterrence
benefits every individual because reducing accident costs
through reasonable precautions means more welfare to distribute
and that makes everyone better off."

Another way to see this point is to consider the preference of
an individual seeking maximum well-being who is given a
choice among the levels of precautions a firm can take to avoid
accidents. Suppose that an accident will cause the victim to suf-
fer a loss of $50,000 and that the firm with wealth of $100,000
could invest in precautions and affect the chance of that harm
occurring as follows:

36See, e.g., Gregory E. Keating, The Idea of Fairness in the Law of Enterprise Liabil-
ity, 95 MIcH. L. Rv. 1266 (1997).

37 There are other more pragmatic reasons why deterrence benefits devolve to indi-
viduals. For example, reasonably avoiding tortious accident prevents losses that money
cannot replace fully (such as harm to a loved one or death). Even when tort or other
insurance fully replaces the loss, no one, least of all those averse to risk, prefers paying
more in premiums (or the equivalent in taxes) to fund insurance coverage than paying
less to avoid the accident altogether.

408 [Vol. 37
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FIGURE 2

Firm's Wealth Investment: Risk:
Precautions Probability x Loss

$100,000 0 100% x %50,000
$100,000 $10,000 10% x $50,000
$100,000 $20,000 0

To demonstrate the general nature of the point, assume that the
individual has a 50% chance of either owning the firm or being
the accident victim and makes the choice of precautions against
accident before knowing what role fate has in store.

It is clear that the optimal level of precautions is $10,000 be-
cause it minimizes the sum of accident costs and hence maxi-
mizes net aggregate wealth.38 By spending $10,000 to reduce the
risk by 90% from $50,000 to $5,000, the firm is left with net
wealth of $90,000 and the individual with $45,000 in expected
wealth.39 The total wealth of $135,000 exceeds the total from
either of the alternative investments: zero investment yields total
wealth of $100,000 for the firm and nothing for the individual; a
$20,000 investment in precautions yields net wealth for the firm
of $80,000 and $50,000 for the individual, totaling $130,000.

From the individual's perspective, uncertain about being the
tortfeasor or tort victim, the choice is to maximize the value of
being either by summing together the expected values of the al-
ternative fates given a specific investment in precautions. Thus,
if the firm makes no investment in precautions, the individual
would have a 50% chance of having the firm's $100,000 wealth
and a 50% chance of being the tort victim who loses $50,000,
yielding total expected wealth of $50,000. If the firm invests
$10,000 in precautions, the individual has a 50% chance of
owning the firm with net wealth of $90,000 and a 50% chance of
being a potential tort victim with expected wealth of $45,000,
yielding total expected wealth of $67,500. If the firm invests

39 Because we are assuming risk-neutrality, wealth can be equated with the welfare
derived from wealth.

39 The present concern with deterrence assumes the individual is risk-neutral and thus
indifferent to the distribution of accident costs. As noted below, shifting accident costs
from the accident victim to the firm does not affect the individual's rational preference
for optimal investment in reasonable precautions to maximize expected welfare.

20001
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$20,000 in precautions, the individual has a 50% chance of
having its net wealth of $80,000 and a 50% chance of escaping
tortious injury and having $50,000 wealth, yielding total ex-
pected wealth of $65,000. 40 The total wealth of this "society" is
maximized by the use of the $10,000 precaution. Uncertain
about the future, an individual always rationally chooses the op-
timal investment in reasonable precautions, and by extension the
optimal investment in maximizing the aggregate value of all
classable claims, to assure that the threat of tort liability pro-
vides the firm with requisite incentives.

B. Compensation

To the extent that tort damages supply plaintiffs with useful
insurance, the systemic bias plainly thwarts that objective. Be-
cause of their risk aversion, people in need of insurance prize the
greatest and surest replacement of their loss. 41 Defendants' de
facto class action advantages undermine the benefit of tort insur-
ance on both counts.

The detrimental effect of systemic bias on the amount of loss
replaced by tort insurance is easily demonstrated by referring to
the above example and related Figure 1 depicting plaintiff's
variable investments in a scientific study. Relegating plaintiffs to
separate actions, for all practical purposes, denies them the scale
economies required to make the investment in an economically
worthwhile scientific study. Separately, no plaintiff has sufficient
economic incentive to make even the minimum investment of
$250,000 to produce a 40% chance of winning $60,000. None
receives insurance from tort. The incentive to make the mini-
mum commitment of resources exists only when more than ten
plaintiffs form, in effect, a joint venture to invest in developing

40 It should be evident that by internalizing the expected wealth of both the firm and
potential tort victim under any given investment in precautions, the individual's prefer-
ence for optimal precautions is unaffected by the prospect of being compensated for the
harm. For example, suppose the firm bears losses strictly. If the firm spends nothing on
precautions, the individual has a 50% chance of $50,000 in net firm wealth after paying
$50,000 compensation and a 50% chance of having that amount in compensation,
yielding total expected wealth of $50,000, which is precisely the amount the individual
would derive under a regime without compensation. Similarly, if the firm invests
$10,000 in precautions, the individual has the same total expected wealth with or with-
out compensation: $67,500 (= 50% (90% x $90,000 + 10% x $40,000) + 50% x
$50,000).

41 On the theory of optimal insurance, see SHAVELL, supra note 28.
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the common questions. The promise of a return from thirty or
more jointly prosecuted claims is required for the second-best
investment. As indicated above, the investment that maximizes
aggregate net expected return and therefore produces the greatest
amount of insurance recovery for each needy victim requires the
rather unlikely event of at least 80 of 100 plaintiffs banding to-
gether.

The true measure of detriment from systemic bias derives
from the fact of plaintiffs' risk aversion, which the summary in
Figure 1 does not reflect. Being risk averse and looking to tort
for insurance, plaintiffs regard the chance of their loss going un-
compensated with more concern than they would a purely statis-
tical gamble.42 Consequently, the greater the chance that sys-
temic bias will prevent tort from replacing tortious loss, the
greater the deprivation of insurance benefits upon which plain-
tiffs' welfare depends.

For a simple example of the point, assume that a plaintiff has
total wealth of $60,000 and confronts different chances of suf-
fering uncompensated loss as depicted in Figure 1 under the col-
umn for gross per claim recovery.43 To represent the relationship
between increasing risk of uncompensated loss and increasingly
greater loss of individual welfare, I will equate the utility (wel-
fare) an individual derives from a given amount of money with
the square root of that amount.44 This device provides a nearly
continuous representation of the fact that the marginal utility per
dollar increases as wealth decreases.4 5 Plaintiff thus derives util-

42 Risk averse individuals refuse bets on even odds because the welfare (or utility)
they would gain from winning is less than the detriment (or disutility) they would suffer
from losing. Put another way, a risk averse individual suffers greater loss of utility from
even a small chance of suffering uncompensated, uninsured loss comprising a substan-
tial amount of the person's wealth than from suffering certain loss with the same ex-
pected value. For example, risk averse individuals would prefer incurring a 100% loss
of $1,000 rather than a 1% chance of suffering an uncompensated loss of $100,000.

43 The next section on administrative efficiency focuses on differences in net per-
claim recovery and their effect on risk averse individuals.

44 Equating the utility from a given amount of money with the square root of that
amount depicts the behavior of individuals who attribute diminishing marginal utility to
money. Using square roots to translate money into utility provides a graphical curve
that is fairly sensitive to marginal changes in wealth and utility. Increasing wealth in-
crementally, for example, from 0 to $1 to $4 to $9 to $16 yields constant, but relative to
the marginal expenditures, diminishing incremental gains in utility of 1, 2, 3, 4.4s Risk aversion is a corollary of the assumption that people act as if the marginal
utility of money decreases as wealth increases. The assumption is based on experience
that individuals are inclined to allocate scarce dollars first to goods and services they
value most highly, spending first to procure necessities, then to satisfy wants, and lastly
to pursue whims. See SHAVELL, supra note 28.
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ity of 244.96 from having $60,000 wealth without an accident or
from having that amount in tort compensation in the event of an
accident. When costs preclude investing to develop the common
questions, the plaintiff faces total uncompensated loss with vir-
tual certainty and expects to derive no welfare from tort insur-
ance. With a minimum investment, there is a 40% probability of
success, so plaintiff's expected utility is 97.98 (= square root of
$60,000 x 40%). With an investment of $600,000, the probabil-
ity of success has increased to 60%, so plaintiff expects to derive
welfare of 146.97. Plainly, plaintiff would derive maximum wel-
fare from tort insurance if it were economical to make the opti-
mal investment of $2.5 million, because then tort insurance
would fully replace the tortious loss of $60,000 and the 244.96
in welfare plaintiff derives from that amount of wealth. Moreo-
ver, systemic bias that gives defendants an artificial edge as to
investments on common questions depresses the chance of
plaintiffs recovering compensation and hence further decreases
the welfare they derive from tort insurance.

C. Administrative Efficiency

Defendants' de facto class action advantages include, as noted,
eliminating the costs of wasteful repetition in preparing their
side of the case on common questions. Most importantly, these
advantages automatically enable defendants to make optimal in-
vestments that maximize the aggregate net return in avoiding
damages. Defendants incur little or no extra expense to acquire
and control their interest in the defense against all classable
claims. Their collective interest is a natural and necessary con-
sequence of being the source of allegedly tortious risk affecting
numerous plaintiffs.

In contrast, relegating plaintiffs to the process of separate ac-
tions compels them to make and bear the costs of wastefully re-
petitive investments. Moreover, because no one has an incentive
alone to optimally invest in the aggregate net value of all class-
able claims, the only alternative is to form a joint venture. But
voluntarily joining plaintiffs is a very high-cost enterprise, in-
volving expense for searching out and evaluating potential
claims, often dispersed widely over time and territory as is par-
ticularly characteristic of mass exposure cases. The potential
joint venturers will incur substantial costs in negotiating referral

412 [Vol. 37
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fees and other profit-sharing terms and for monitoring each other
to prevent defection and other forms of self-dealing. The
difficulties and ensuing costs of these collective action problems
increase exponentially as the percentage of classable claims nec-
essary to support the optimal investment increases. Thus, while
potential gain from scale economies encourages voluntary join-
der, conflicts over allocating costs and surplus benefit and the
strong incentives to free ride constantly and increasingly build
resistant, disaggregative forces.

Moreover, without class-wide aggregation of claims, invest-
ment and collective action costs unnecessarily concentrate the
burden of litigation on the organized fraction of claims. Aggre-
gating eighty claims in a joint venture to support the optimal ag-
gregate investment of $2.5 million would, as indicated in Figure
1, result in per claim recovery of $28,750, because costs are
spread over eighty rather than 100 claims. Were the costs spread
across all 100 classable claims, each plaintiff's net recovery
would increase to $35,000. For risk averse individuals, diverting
a substantial amount (18%) of potential tort insurance to pay for
an inefficiently concentrated burden of litigation cost imposes
demonstrably serious welfare losses.

Because costs are always best considered relative to benefits, a
realistic account of the expense and utility of voluntary joinder
must recognize that both the burdens of aggregation and forces
of disaggregation inevitably combine to prevent achieving the
degree of joinder needed to support optimal aggregate invest-
ment, let alone optimal spreading of the expense across all class-
able claims. These collective action costs disadvantage plaintiffs
relative to defendants, who typically incur far less, if any, diffi-
culty in aggregating 100% of the claims for coordinating and
optimally investing on the defense side of the common ques-
tions. Overall, the administrative inefficiency of systemic bias
undermines judicial economy by distorting the adjudication of
mass tort cases, further diminishing the insurance and deterrence
benefits of tort liability.46

This assessment is not significantly affected by the fact that
the process of separate actions results in the settlement of most
classable claims, or by the fact that defendants incur some costs
of wasted effort, for example in repeatedly preparing and pre-

46 The cost-effective production of optimal tort deterrence and insurance, as discussed
below, represents the true measure of judicial economy.
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senting evidence in a series of separate action trials. In settle-
ment, all else being equal, the defendant's advantage-gained
from spreading the cost of its optimal aggregate investment across
all classable claims-usually means that its per-claim costs are
lower than plaintiffs'. The defendant's maximum offer will
therefore shrink, shifting the average settlement closer to the
plaintiff's minimum demand. 47 The separate action process may
entail wasteful redundancy for defendants, but they rarely absorb
the total expense of this inefficiency. 48 Generally, defendants
pass on their wasteful redundancy costs, like all of their antici-
pated litigation expenses, to potential plaintiffs in the form of
higher product prices, lower wages and other "premium" charges
for tort insurance. The burdens of excess litigation cost, com-
pounded by the high uncertainty of litigation in a systematically
biased legal process, are magnified by plaintiffs' risk aversion.

III. THE NEED FOR MASS TORT LITIGATION CLASS ACTIONS

Litigation class actions are necessary to correct the systemic
bias that favors defendants over plaintiffs in mass tort cases. In
this Part, I first briefly summarize implications implicit in the
main point of the foregoing analysis: that mass tort class actions
place plaintiffs on an equal footing with defendants by providing
them with the same opportunity to exploit scale economies in
preparing the common questions. Second, I demonstrate that
compared to litigation class actions, market alternatives includ-
ing settlement-only class actions are inferior and should be pre-
cluded.

47 See discussion infra text accompanying notes 49-5 1.
48 Defendants will often find it worthwhile to bear these costs because they impose an

even greater burden on plaintiffs. In short, defendants' de facto class action advantages
make it economical for them to wage a "war of attrition" in many mass tort cases. As I
note later, however, redundancy is not necessarily wasteful. In particular, class-wide
resolution of many mass tort cases may require conducting a series of test trials to de-
rive an average expected judgment to serve as the template for settling the remaining
bulk of classable claims. Averaging out the results of multiple trials on the common
questions may increase accuracy, reduce pressure on risk averse parties, and improve
deterrence and insurance effects of tort liability. On the advantages of conducting mul-
tiple test trials under the auspices of a class action, see infra text accompanying notes
58, 66.
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A. Mass Tort Class Actions Correct Systemic Bias

The only solution that both corrects systemic bias and im-
proves the deterrence, compensation and administrative produc-
tivity of the tort system is to provide plaintiffs with what defen-
dants automatically have de facto, an efficient opportunity to ex-
ploit class action scale economies. It should be apparent from
the foregoing analysis that tort goals require aggregation of all
classable claims to make and spread the costs of once-and-for-all
investment that maximizes the aggregate benefits of litigation
through recovered or avoided damages. Denying defendants the
opportunity to exploit scale economies, even if feasible, would
not be a sensible solution to the problem of systemic bias. There
is no reason to believe that relegating both parties to a process of
separate actions would be better than the present, highly biased
system. Why sacrifice the benefits of defendants' de facto class
action scale economies? Why not simply certify litigation class
actions to assure that plaintiffs too can make their best case on
the common questions as defendants presently do, rather than
forcing defendants to make a much worse, or even their worst,
case like plaintiffs must now?

The argument for parity of litigation power is not grounded on
mere appearances of esthetics or fairness, but rather rests on the
theoretically and empirically demonstrable benefits for everyone
from removing artificial constraints on the provision of needed
tort deterrence and insurance. Moreover, affording plaintiffs
equal opportunity with defendants to exploit class action scale
economies promises to improve the workings of a generalist
system of law- and policy-making that relies heavily on aggres-
sive competition between adversaries to generate needed infor-
mation and advice.

A settlement example shows the advantages of using class ac-
tions to correct systemic bias. Assume that a firm's activity
poses a risk to 100 individuals, each of whom will suffer a
$500,000 loss in the event of accident; the firm can avoid the
risk by spending $20 million on precautions. Suppose that the
parties can make only two levels of investment on the common
questions: $100,000 or $5 million. Further, should both sides
invest $5 million, each will have a 50% probability of recovering
or avoiding total damages at trial, but if not, then the party in-
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vesting $5 million will gain the advantage of a 70% probability
of success against the party investing $100,000. 41 Since most
cases settle, consider the parties' relative bargaining positions if
plaintiffs prosecute their claims through (1) either of two "mar-
ket" modes (a) a series of separate actions or (b) a joint venture
comprising a sufficient number of claims to make the $5 million
investment, or (2) by class action.50

Separate action. Exploiting scale economies of a de facto
class action, the defendant invests $5 million for a 70% prob-
ability of success at trial because each plaintiff it confronts will
have an individual incentive to invest only $100,000 on the
common questions. Thus, given a 30% probability of success,
the expected judgment in any given case equals $150,000 (=
30% x $500,000). Spreading the $5 million cost for its unified
defense across all 100 potential claims, the defendant effectively
invests $50,000 per claim and therefore will settle with each
plaintiff for no more than $200,000 (= $150,000 + $50,000).
Separately bearing the concentrated cost of the $100,000 in-
vestment on common questions, each plaintiff will settle for as
little as $50,000 (= $150,000 - $100,000). All else equal, the

49 For sake of simplicity, I have eliminated the possibility of both parties investing
$100,000. As the reader may intuit, providing class action scale economies to plaintiffs
may result in both parties reaching a competitive equilibrium on investment that might
disserve the system's informational needs. Thus, both parties might be best off spend-
ing only $100,000 each in developing their respective positions on the common ques-
tions. Yet the court might benefit from the information provided by joint investment of
$10 million to formulate a policy that effectively solves problems posed by a broad
category of cases that the present litigation merely exemplifies. This divergence be-
tween "private" investment incentives and "public" policy needs for developing infor-
mation in litigation pervades all mass tort cases, and for that matter the entire system of
judicial lawmaking. Unless courts receive major infusions of money and expertise to
enable them to make public policy more effectively and responsibly, it seems sensible
to constrict their jurisdiction over central areas of the nation's economic and social life
whenever feasible and substitute more efficient and informed market and regulatory
alternatives. Litigation class actions would vastly improve the system but cannot com-
pletely solve its major shortcomings as a poorly informed and inexpert regulator of
social enterprise. Indeed, additional fundamental reform is required, though analysis
may show that in many areas of concern the judicial system is beyond salvage and
should be replaced by other more effective modes of regulation.

501 use the standard model of litigation settlement and the parties' respective reserva-
tion points in bargaining. See generally, Steven Shavell, Suit, Settlement, and Trial: A
Theoretical Analysis under Alterntaitve Methods for the Allocation of Legal Costs, 11 J.
LEGAL STUD. 55 (1982). In the model, defendant's maximum offer equals the expected
judgment at trial plus litigation costs; plaintiff's minimum demand equals the expected
judgment at trial minus litigation costs. Assuming equal bargaining power, that the
parties have roughly the same information and aversion to risk, and there is consensus
on the expected judgment, on-average settlement will occur at the mean point between
the maximum offer and minimum demand.
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parties will settle at the mean of their reservation points:
$125,000 per claim (= ($200,00 + $50,000) x 50%).

Joint venture. A minimum of 50 of the 100 plaintiffs must
band together to make the $5 million investment worthwhile. 5'
Should the unlikely event occur that 50% of the plaintiffs pro-
ceed jointly (and ignoring collective action costs), both parties
would make equal investments yielding each a 50% probability
of success at trial. Nevertheless, while the defendant would spread
the cost across all claims effectively reducing its per-claim ex-
pense to $50,000, plaintiffs could spread the cost only over fifty
claims equaling $100,000 per claim. Consequently, given con-
sensus on the expected judgment of $12.5 million (= 50 claims
x $500,000 loss x 50% probability of success), defendant's
maximum settlement offer equals $15 million (= $12.5 million
+ $2.5 million (half the litigation costs)). Plaintiffs' minimum
demand equals $7.5 million (= $12.5 million - $5 million liti-
gation cost). If the parties settle at the mean point, plaintiffs' ag-
gregate recovery would be $11.25 million, or $225,000 per
claim.

Class action. Under these conditions, both parties invest
$5 million and spread costs across all claims, effectively reduc-
ing per-claim expense to $50,000. Given consensus on the ex-
pected judgment of $25 million and because they bear equal
costs for trial, the expected judgment represents the mean be-
tween the parties' respective reservation points. Settlement thus
yields each plaintiff $250,000. With these examples in mind, the
utility of mass tort class actions becomes evident.

1. Deterrence

Systemic bias undermines tort deterrence by decreasing the
likelihood of voluntary aggregation that creates sufficient stakes
for plaintiffs to invest optimally in the aggregate value of all
classable claims. When plaintiffs lack that incentive, defendants
lack the corresponding incentive from threatened liability to pre-
vent unreasonable risk. In suggesting the need for class actions
to aggregate "small" claims that have no economic viability as
separate actions, the Supreme Court implicitly accepts this point,

5, At forty-nine claims, the joint venture is indifferent because both investments
promise net aggregate recovery from trial of $7.25 million.
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though apparently without recognizing its general significance. 2

The central rationale for class action aggregation applies not
merely to cases comprised of uneconomical claims, but to all
cases involving numerous claims for damages, regardless of
economic viability as separate actions. In short, class action ag-
gregation enables plaintiffs to exploit the economies of scale the
defendant already naturally enjoys by treating separate claims as
a single litigation unit. Enabling plaintiffs to exploit the same
scale economies leads them to make more productive litigation
investments that determine both the likelihood and magnitude of
recovery and enhance the deterrence effects of threatened tort
liability.

In the settlement example, only the class action assured the
threatened tort liability of $25 million in damages necessary to
provide sufficient incentives for defendant to take $20 million in
precautions against the accident. The other "market" modes of
proceeding in the example offered no functionally equivalent
scale economies, nor, as discussed below, would they in real life
practice. The failure of separate actions to provide incentives for
investing in the aggregate recovery value of all classable claims
enabled the defendant to wield the superior litigation power of a
de facto class action to defeat the aims of tort deterrence. The
joint venture, however unlikely its formation, invested optimally
on the common questions, but in contrast to the defendant, could
only spread the costs of that investment over fewer than all

52 See Amchem Products, Inc. v. Windsor, 521 U.S. 591, 617 (1997). The Court's
purported distinction between "small" and "high stake" claims is completely unrealis-
tic. It neglects both the costs and risks of litigation. Many cases of severe injury or
death-"high stake" in the Court's taxonomy-involve complex issues of science and
public policy as well as fact and law that render them uneconomical as separate actions.
Indeed, no mass tort claim today is prosecuted as a pure, stand-alone "separate action."
The standard separate action process is instead characterized by corporately organized
plaintiffs' attorneys investing on the basis of actual or expected holdings of large in-
ventories of claims in order to exploit scale economies. Many claims remain outside
these large-scale "collectives' including a significant percentage at one extreme that
receive no representation and at the other that fall into the hands of "boutique" firms
specializing in claims with the highest recovery values. Yet even the existence of "bou-
tique" services hardly indicates an individualist impulse, let alone a rational, well-
informed choice, among plaintiffs to bear the enormous expense and risks of going it
alone. Claims remaining outside large-scale aggregations are more plausibly explained
by collective action barriers, especially high costs of locating and acquiring widely
dispersed mass exposure claims, incentives to free ride and self-dealing by plaintiffs'
attorneys. Channeling the great majority of classable claims into a number of large-
scale joint ventures, the market, it is fair to infer, responds to and reveals plaintiffs'
rational preference for en masse representation. The problem, as noted above and dis-
cussed shortly, is that the market supply falls short of demand because of free riding
and other impediments and costs to effective coordination.
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classable claims. The example thus demonstrates another sys-
tematic distortion of deterrence effects caused by defendants'
superior litigation power. Defendant's de facto class action
economies of scale enable it to reduce per-claim costs on com-
mon questions below that of plaintiffs in joint ventures. The bar-
gaining leverage provided by that differential enables defendants
to settle on average below the expected judgment required for
optimal deterrence. The class action alone solves this and other
deterrence problems because it is the only effective and, indeed,
the only mode of proceeding that combines optimal aggregate
investment with optimal aggregate spreading of costs.

2. Compensation

Tort law rarely supplies anything approaching optimal insur-
ance, even when it is actually needed because no other source of
compensation is available. As the example indicates, however,
class actions better serve the insurance needs of risk averse
plaintiffs than the posited market alternatives. Class action set-
tlement makes plaintiffs relatively best off by avoiding the risks
and costs of trial and thus generating the greatest amount and
chance of compensation.

Because potential plaintiffs probably are risk averse, an ap-
propriate explanation of how class actions increase individual
welfare should recognize its synergies. Only class actions com-
bine optimal investment and optimal spreading to maximize the
net insurance value of tort damages, while at the same time cre-
ating optimal deterrence effects that eliminate the risk of rea-
sonably avoidable accidents. No market mode of proceeding of-
fers any practical hope of providing the functional equivalent of
these advantages.

3. Administrative Efficiency

The efficacy of tort compensation and deterrence depends in
large part on process efficiency, as is plainly demonstrated by
the previous examples. From the conventional perspective of
post-accident litigation, excessive process and litigation costs
impose a dead weight loss on the parties and on society in
general. Only the class action cost-effectively maximizes the net
benefits of litigation, stated purely in process terms of accurately
deter-mining (as far as necessary and cost-effective) liability and
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damages. Both market alternatives charge more and deliver less.
Among their major deficiencies, neither spreads the cost of
investing in development of the common questions that maxi-
mizes aggregate net recovery to all classable claims, thereby
dramatically decreasing their respective value at trial and
consequently in settlement.

The post-accident perspective reveals only one facet of the
consequences of excessive process and litigation costs-and not
the most important at that. The full picture emerges from the
pre-accident (or ex ante) perspective. Focusing on this point in
time, we observe potential business defendants, the usual targets
of mass tort liability, estimating future liability as the basis for
their decisions about whether to take precautions against
unreasonable risks and (assuming strict liability) to pay for
reasonably unavoidable injuries. As the example shows, busi-
nesses projecting excessive process and litigation costs would
realize that they are likely to escape liability for much of the
tortious consequences of their activity because many claims are
priced out of the system, prosecuted on less than the optimal
investment, and laden with costs that depress their settlement
value. These costs, moreover, reduce the amount of, and the
chance that tort will provide, needed insurance. Finally, to the
extent suits are brought, business' anticipatory price and wage
adjustments force all potential plaintiffs to bear the expected
costs of excessive, as well as reasonable, process and litigation
expenses. These pre-accident effects of administrative inefficien-
cy, separately and in combination, tax everyone's welfare, falling
most heavily upon lower-income groups who are least capable of
bearing risk.

Judicial economy also represents an important component of
the goal of reducing excessive costs. In general, mass tort class
actions promote judicial economies proportional to the savings
in party resources, often generating synergistic benefits. In
particular, savings free up judicial resources for more productive
work. The true measure of judicial economy, however, is the
same as the true measure of class action benefits for the system
as a whole: relative productivity in serving the compensation and
deterrence goals of tort law. Courts, like the system as a whole,
should achieve effective output of the basic goods of tort
deterrence and compensation. Minimizing absolute outlays
regardless of forgone benefits is false judicial economy. Although
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it may seem obvious to measure judicial "savings" by the
"opportunity costs," emphasis is warranted because courts rarely,
and then only superficially, consider compensation and deter-
rence effects in evaluating management and other costs of mass
tort class actions.

B. Inferiority of Market Alternatives

A possible response to my argument in favor of certifying
litigation class actions in mass tort cases to solve systemic bias
might be that the market already supplies a functionally equiva-
lent solution. In particular, it could be argued that the market
overcomes the systemic bias by aggregating classable claims in
large-scale joint ventures and ultimately resolves the vast bulk in
settlement-only class actions 3.5 This response fails in its particu-
lars as well as generally. Obvious and basic defects in the market
preclude plaintiffs from efficiently or indeed virtually ever
achieving the scale economies from class-wide aggregation
essential to support the optimal investment that maximizes aggre-
gate value of the classable claims. Chief among the market
defects thwarting collective action are high organizational and
other coordination costs and incessant opportunities for free-
riding.

A crucial and general point should be made before specifically
addressing the deficiencies of joint ventures and settlement-only
class actions. Nothing short of class-wide aggregation of
classable claims assures sufficient economic incentive not only
for plaintiffs to make the optimal investment maximizing their
aggregate and per claim value, but also for defendants to make
the optimal investment in taking reasonable precautions against
accident (and under strict liability, in providing optimal insurance).
Optimal tort deterrence and insurance depend respectively on the
threat and imposition of liability for the maximum aggregate
value of the classable claims; in turn, both depend on the scale
economies from class-wide aggregation supplying plaintiffs with
optimal investment incentives to maximize aggregate value. In

53 The situation in Ortiz exemplifies the nature and interrelation of these market op-
tions for aggregating classable claims. For background on these market developments,
see Coffee, Class Wars: The Dilemma of the Mass Tort Class Action, 95 COLUM. L.
REv. 1343 (1995); Shuck, Mass Torts: An Institutional Evolutionist Perspective, 80
CORNELL L. REV. 913 (1998).
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reality, investments in precautions and litigation involve virtually
continuous levels and options, and therefore incentives for optimiz-
ing both types of investment derive from the same source:
maximum aggregate expected value of 100% of the classable
claims. The greatest net return from scale economies in mass tort
cases is achieved only by using the maximum aggregate expected
value of 100% of the classable claims as the benchmark for the
optimal investment in precautions or litigation.54

In contrast to the "lumpy" litigation investment levels in the
above examples, plaintiffs, like defendants, in reality choose
from among a virtually continuous range of options. Plaintiffs,
for instance, could invest in any number of studies, experts and
tests to prepare their side of the common scientific questions
presented by the case. Plaintiffs, moreover, have almost limitless
choices in the amount of time, effort and money to commit for
research, discovery, other trial preparation and so forth. Of
course, the point of diminishing marginal return sets the target
point for investment. That point is marked by the maximum
aggregate expected value from all classable claims in damages
recovered or avoided.

In sum, given that litigation investments continuiously raise
the probabilty of success at trial, plaintiffs will not optimally
invest to maximize aggregate value from 100% of the classable
claims unless they receive the full recovery from those claims. To
illustrate, assume 100 classable claims having aggre-gate value of
$100,000; plainffs' can incrementally vary investments in units
of $100, and increasing investment raises the chance of winning
$1,000, but at a diminishing rate up to the aggregate value at
stake. Representing the chance of winning $1,000 at any
investment level as the square root of that investment produces a
curve depicting declining marginal returns. Thus, investing $100
yields a net expected return of $9,900 (= $1,000 x 10 (square
root of 100) - $100); investing $200 yields an expected return of
roughly $13,942 ($1,000 x 14.142 - $200); investing $400 yields
an expected net return of $19,600 (= $1,000 x 20 - $400);
investing $2,500 yields an expected net return of $47,500 (=

54 The above examples were unrealistic in depicting discontinuous investment
options. They were highly stylized to provide graphic illustration of the rarely noticed
relationship between the scale economies of class-wide aggregation and optimal
aggregate investment. But they should not leave the erronous impression that
investments in precautions and litigation are "lumpy," offering the party only a small
number of discrete options or significantly discontinuous choices.
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$1,000 x 50 - $2,500). An investment of $10,000 optimally
maximizes the posited aggregate recoverable value of $100,000
from the classable claims, yielding aggregate net recovery of
$90,000.11 Any lower investment results in less than the
maximum aggregate recovery; for example at $9,900 total
expected return is roughly $99,499 ($1,000 x 99.499), yielding
net aggregate recovery of $89,599.56

Similarly, defendants usually choose among a boundless range
of devices and methods for adjusting levels of care and activity
(frequency and intensity of risk behavior) to avoid unreasonable
risk. Deterrence theory requires the defendant to invest in precau-
tions up to the point of diminishing marginal return. Because
investment possibilities are continuous, that point of diminishing
marginal return as a practical matter is marked by defendant's
expected liablity for the aggregate recovery value of all classable
claims. Nothing short of a threat of full damages from 100% of
the classable claims will create optimal incentives for the
defendant to take reasonable precautions. Thus, in the preceding
example, defendant's continuous possiblities for investing in
precautions requires threatening liability for the aggregate value
of $100,000 of all classable claims. To illustrate the effect of
threatening sub-optimal liability, suppose the defendant is
limited to making incremental investments of $100 in
precautions. Confronted with the optimal threat of liability for
$100,000, defendant would regard spending $9,900 in precautions
to reduce expected liability roughly to $499 as inferior to
investing $100 more to cost-effectively eliminate both its liabili-
ty exposure and accident risk. Defendant, however, would not
have that incentive to reasonably reduce risk if it anticipated that
plaintiffs, because of less than 100% aggregation, would invest
sub-optimally, say only $9,900 to threaten liability equal to
$99,499. Facing the sub-optimal threat of liability, defendant
would invest the sub-optimal amount of $9,900 in precautions,
leaving plaintiffs to bear the marginal, unreasonable risk of $501
and, in the event of an accident,, a corresponding chance of
suffering marginal, uncompensated loss.

55 Because there is no more value to extract from these claims, $10,000 marks the
limit of economic investment at the point of diminishing marginal return.

56 The optimal aggregate investment yields higher net aggregate and hence net per-
claim recoveries than any lower investment. However the aggregate funds are distrib-
uted among claims, every plaintiff recovers more under the optimal aggregate invest-
ment.
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With this reality in mind, it is readily apparent that the market
and its specific features of joint venture and settlement-only
class action are inferior to the litigation class action.

1. Joint Venture

Markets tend toward arrangements that foster scale economies,
and the market for mass tort representation is no exception. That
market, like any that satisfies widespread public demand for
mass production goods, has evolved into a cluster of relatively
large-scale suppliers of mass tort representation that compete for
market share of classable claims. In particular, large, variously
structured organizations of plaintiffs' attorneys vie against each
other to acquire market share and represent classable claims en
masse. While conceivable, it is highly unlikely that the
competing organizations would join together to fund the optimal
aggregate investment, let alone that a single organization (or
otherwise optimally assembled group of lawyers) would own the
beneficial interest in all classable claims. By contrast, because
defendants' defacto class action scale economies derive essentially
from the market, they retain decisive litigation superiority over
plaintiffs.

Two obvious market defects severely constrain, if not preempt,
efforts at collective action by attorneys. First, voluntary joinder
entails substantial transaction costs to work out mutually benefi-
cial arrangements designating those in charge of the litigation,
distributing financial and other burdens and benefits, and
monitoring compliance with the terms of agreement. In the
absence of a single owner of all claims, it would be surprising to
find these issues resolved unanimously. There is additional cost
in toxic substance, products liability, consumer fraud and other
cases of mass exposure torts because of the need to locate and
evaluate claims widely dispersed over territory and time. Unless
initially assigned to a single owner, the intervention of free-
riding attorneys makes it doubtful that the joint venture would
acquire all claims. Moreover, whenever initial ownership of
classable claims is divided among two or more plaintiffs'
attorneys, the cost of collective action generally includes
"bribes" in the form of "referral," "finders" and other fees that
directly reduce plaintiffs' net recoveries because they pay off
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attorneys not for value-adding contributions, but solely for their
relinquishing claims to the joint venture.

Second, voluntary joinder is beset by free-riding. Each
individual plaintiff, as well as plaintiffs' attorney, is motivated to
withhold contributions of effort, money and claims in hopes of
benefitting from the collective work product without paying for
it. It is difficult for joint venturers to thwart non-contributors
from capitalizing on collective work as it usually enters rather
quickly into the public domain through court records and insider
leaks.

The magnitude of these problems in any particular case is
undoubtedly an empirical question. But it would be fanciful to
believe that coordination barriers do not prevent a joint venture
from acquiring ownership of the beneficial interest in 100% (or
even the hypothesized 80% or 50% in the above stylized examples)
of the classable claims needed to maximize their aggregate
value. In the rare situation in which a joint venture achieves
class-wide aggregation, it is doubtful that the organization,
search and "payoff' costs make it preferable to the litigation
class action.17

In light of the legal, factual, and, most significantly, scientific
uncertainty (especially regarding estimates of causation) that
often exist in mass tort cases, it might be thought that the
market's supply of disaggregated litigation is a virtue and not a
failing. Indeed, many commentators and courts assume that
disaggregated litigation is preferable to class actions because it
"matures" mass tort cases by resolving claims through more than
one test-trial, and often through more than one round of
multiple-trials. They stress that in conducting multiple test trials
and averaging-out their variant results, disaggregated litigation
avoids the risk of a single, all-or-nothing class-wide trial
imposing an outlier award of damages that diverges widely from
the mean. At some point, this maturation process resolves
uncertainty if not outrightly, then by providing a reliable basis of
multiple test-trial results for averaging-out and extrapolating

5 This is not to say it can never happen. For example, a single plaintiff's attorney
might directly acquire ownership interest in 100% of the classable claims arising from a
small-scale pollution event affecting a confined area and limited number of individuals.
Given prevailing procedures and practices, a class action might involve more costs than
the market alternative, even after taking account of benefits from judicial oversight of
class counsel's fee and settlement decisions. While beyond the scope of this essay, it
should be noted that class actions could be reformed to greatly increase their efficacy,
including use in handling small-scale mass tort cases. See Rosenberg, supra note 3.
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claim values to settle the vast majority of remaining claims.
Frequently, the claim values generated in the separate action
process are incorporated into a grided schedule of damages that
is enforced through a settlement-only class action.

Whatever its value, "maturation" does not require disaggregated
litigation. 8 The litigation class action can "mature" mass tort
claims more efficiently and effectively. In particular, class
actions can readily accommodate the efficient redundancy of
multiple test-trials. Courts could mimic the market in the class
action context, conducting test-trials in the same number, locations
and sequence, and then average out their varying results just as
the market would. The singular difference that renders the
market decisively inferior is that class action scale economies
would engender optimal aggregate investments (and cost-
spreading) to maximize the value of all classable claims in all
test-trials and hence would enhance tort insurance and create
necessary incentives for defendants to make optimal investments
in precautions against accident.

2. Settlement-Only Class Action

The market alternative often culminates in the so-called set-
tlement-only class action. This type of class action is convened
solely for purposes of class-wide settlement. In a settlement-

59 There is some suggestion that there are maturation benefits from merely extending
the period of litigation, even by decades as in the asbestos litigation. In particular, the
supposition is that time will enhance scientific understanding, if not eliminate uncertainty
altogether. But this view is premised on the fallacious assumption that developments in
scientific knowledge correspond with developments in litigation of mass tort claims.
There is, of course, no reason to believe that scientific understanding on a particular
question of causal association, for example, will be better or worse when litigation
begins, hits its mid-way peak, or tails off for lack of additional plaintiffs.

More importantly, since "maturity" cannot remove uncertaintly altogether, meaning
that mass tort claims inevitably must be resolved solely on probalistic estimates of
causation, there usually is no benefit from delaying judgment. Indeed, speedy resolution
of mass tort cases provides many obvious benefits. True, courts are likely to over- or
under-estimate the "true" causal probabilities, but neither deterrence nor compensation
goals will suffer as long as these errors are unbiased, in the sense that courts are no
more likely to underestimate than overestimate the association. On average, judicial
estimates would be accurate, certainly accurate enough for purposes of tort deterrence
and insurance, because, as predicted by lawyers, these judgments equal the aggregate
expected value of 100% of the classable claims. If risk averse, the parties can use the
amount to pay the premium for insurance to cover the aggregate actualized loss. See
Rosenberg, supra note 26, at 921. There is, of course, systemic bias which favors
defendants. This bias not only permeates the entire process but is likely to persist over
time. Consequently, as is generally true, the efficacy of advancing judicial estimates of
causal and other scientific probabilities depends on convening a litigation class action.
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only class action, failure to achieve that compromise-whether
because of a breakdown in bargaining or court disapproval of
settlement terms-relegates plaintiffs to disaggregated litigation
in the separate action process. Litigation class actions are opera-
tionally distinctive in the crucial respect that failure to achieve
class-wide settlement does not result in disaggregation of litiga-
tion. Instead, the case proceeds to trial based on class-wide ag-
gregation of the classable claims.

This key difference makes settlement-only class actions infe-
rior to litigation class actions. Plaintiffs' litigation power in set-
tlement-only class actions derives from whatever truncated scale
economies they can marshal through disaggregated litigation in
the market, which almost always provides too little incentive for
them to optimally invest in maximizing the aggregate expected
value of 100% of the classable claims. Any resulting class-wide
settlement thus reflects claim values not only generated by
plaintiffs' sub-optimal investment incentive, but also depressed
by defendant's superior litigation power. 9

IV. CONCLUSION

Litigation class actions solve systemic bias that favors defen-
dants over plaintiffs. This solution entails costs, but they proba-
bly are outweighed by the benefits. Indeed, the purported ex-
pense of litigation class actions has been greatly exaggerated and
the remedies have been largely underrated.

Consider, for example, two main complaints about litigation
class actions: that they deprive the individual plaintiff of a "day
in court," and they "blackmail" settlements from defendants. 60

-9 All of the benefits of settlement-only class actions are fully and more effectively
achieved through litigation class actions. Obviously, litigation class actions afford the
option of global settlement. The only difference is that driven by the optimal aggregate
investment, litigation class settlement promises far greater benefit to the class, and to
society generally, from its optimal deterrence and insurance effects.

Settlement-only class actions also might be useful as a means of enhancing joint
venturers' investment incentives by shielding their potential market share from free
riders. The availability of settlement-only class actions encourages higher investment in
establishing claim values in the separate action process by incorporating those values in
a class-wide settlement of the remaining present and future claims and assuring a
stream of fees proportionate to each joint venture's respective present and future market
shares. But, because of their divided holdings in classable claims, joint venture invest-
ment incentives will remain sub-optimal. In contrast, litigation class actions create
optimal incentives to invest in maximizing the aggregate value of 100% of the classable
claims.

6 See Ortiz v. Fibreboard Corp., 119 S. Ct. 2295, 2315 (1997); In re Rhone-Poulenc
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Though I do not endeavor to provide an elaborate, or even sum-
mary, critique, 61 let me suggest that both objections overstate not
only the reality, but also the intractability of these problems.

Often asserted but never defined, the supposed ideal of indi-
viduals having a "day in court" apparently conceives of each
plaintiff proceeding independently-each wholly internalizing
the costs and benefits of separate action-and prosecuting the
claim on its particular factual and legal merits. Judged by the
overwhelming market demand for en masse representation, how-
ever, mass tort plaintiffs clearly prefer the greater returns from
scale economies to the concentrated burdens and under-financed
benefits of going it alone. In what amounts to "mass production
justice," the market provides trial to relatively few claims, and
usually only to those that serve as statistically reliable "test
cases" to establish a pattern or schedule of average claim values
for settling the vast majority of claims in bulk. An individual's
"desire" for trial generally is subordinated to the collective need
of efficient sampling and averaging. In a free market, any plain-
tiff can insist on a trial, but only an extraordinarily wealthy and
self-indulgent individual would have the means and profligate
spirit to do so. Given the far greater benefits from class action
scale economies, any class member who opts out for a separate
"day in court" on the common questions probably is falling prey
to self-serving advice by an attorney seeking a separate action
fee or free-riding on class counsel's work product.

Moreover, I have been discussing the litigation class action as
conventionally understood to aggregate claims only for class-
wide resolution of "common questions." Common questions in
mass tort cases focus exclusively on issues that are intrinsically
unitary in nature, such as whether the defendant incorporated all
cost-effective safety features in the design of its product, or in-
vested reasonably, up to the point of diminishing marginal re-
turn, in pollution controls. Contemplating its options under pres-
sure of optimal incentives from threatened tort liability, the pro-
spective defendant sums and averages out all possible risks and
adopts an average level of precautions. If that mass production
decision reasonably minimized accident costs, it would comply

Rorer, Inc., 51 F.3d 1293 (7th Cir. 1995).
61 For a detailed response, see David Rosenberg, Individual Justice and Collectivizing

Risk-Based Claims in Mass-Exposure Cases, 71 N.Y.U. L. REv. 210 (1996); Bruce Hay
& David Rosenberg, Sweetheart and Blackmail Settlements in Class Actions: Reality
and Remedy, 75 NOTRE DAME L. REV. (forthcoming May 2000).
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fully with the objectives of tort deterrence; if not, tort liability is
warranted. In either case the defendant never takes any action
that relates specifically or discretely to any one prospective
plaintiff. Any accident that eventuates is merely a chance event,
one of an infinite number of indeterminate and inseparable pos-
sible outcomes comprising the statistical average that the defen-
dant expected ("internalized"). In short, no plaintiff has any co-
herent individualized, claim-specific story to tell about the
common questions. 62 On the "non-common questions," of course,
the litigation class action affords precisely the same opportunity
as the separate action process for a "day in court. 63

A long-standing complaint against litigation class actions is
that they exert extortionate pressure systematically against de-
fendants, inducing them to settle for more than the aggregate
expected value of the class claim. Judge Richard Posner recently
identified the source of the pressure as the prospect of a single
class-wide trial deciding common questions on an all-or-nothing
basis.64 Faced with significant chance of an outlier judgment
awarding catastrophically high damages, a risk averse firm
would rather pay extra in settlement to avoid trial than bet the
business on a single flip of the coin. Judge Posner concluded that
the only solution was to reject the litigation class action and re-
turn plaintiffs to the separate action process. In that process, no

62 Mass production decisions incorporate a forecast of future risk and expected benefit
derived from a probability-weighted aggregation of all possible outcomes. Conse-
quently, mass production decisions are not amenable to classical analysis that seeks to
specify an individualized relationship between duty and right and breach and resulting
harm. Rather, these decisions and their benefits for society necessarily involve indivisi-
ble, statistically averaged relationships between defendant and all those exposed to the
risk involved that legal analysis cannot disaggregate without becoming both sci-
entifically incoherent and socially destructive. No rational relationship exists between
the merits of common questions about the defendant's responsibility for harm and the
specific situation of any given plaintiff; the supposition that judgment on a particular
claim would reflect its individual merits is purely arbitrary. After defendant's liability
on common questions is established, there will be a need for individualized determina-
tions of severity of loss and, possibly, contributory negligence or other affirmative de-
fenses. For a discussion of these and related points, see Rosenberg, supra note 3. In
certain cases, plaintiffs may benefit from personally confronting a tortfeasor at defen-
dant's cost, though this type of "therapeutic" process is difficult and costly to adminis-
ter, and probably best supplied through some ADR or professional counseling service.
63 For analysis demonstrating that optimal tort insurance and deterrence requires av-

eraging of most "non-common" questions (e.g., varying state laws) and litigation con-
ditions (e.g., competence of counsel) even with perfect information and where particu-
larization entails no transaction costs, see Bruce Hay and David Rosenberg, The Indi-
vidual Justice of Averaging (1997) (unpublished manuscript on file with author); Ro-
senberg, supra note 3; Rosenberg, supra note 61, at 245-48.
64 See In re Rhone-Poulenc Rorer, Inc., 51 E3d 1293, 1298 (7th Cir. 1995).
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single coin toss decides the defendant's fate; rather, it faces its
aggregate liability as reflected by the average of outcomes from
a series of relatively independent trials-what Judge Posner de-
scribes as, "a pattern ... a consensus, or at least a pooling of
judgment, of many different tribunals."6 5

There is good reason to doubt that litigation class actions in
reality exert systematic blackmail pressure against defendants.
First, defendant firms are structured to operate risk neutrally and
have many means of hedging against risk, notably derived from
laws limiting liability and affording protection in bankruptcy,
opportunities for stockholders to diversify their portfolios, and
widespread availability of liability insurance. Second, the "black-
mail settlement" pressure from a single, class-wide trial is not
systematically directed towards defendants alone, but rather is
directed at both sides of the litigation. Risk averse class mem-
bers and class counsel are no less likely than a defendant to re-
gard a single class-wide trial with apprehension. In reality,
"blackmail settlement" effects in any given case induce both
sides to pay a premium for settlement, which nets out to the dis-
advantage of the most risk averse.

The solution of consigning mass tort cases to the separate ac-
tion process actually creates the prospect for systematic black-
mail effects, in reality directed exclusively against plaintiffs and
their attorneys. While defendants spread the risk of adverse
judgments across all test trials, each trial decides the fate of each
plaintiff party on a single roll of the dice. Moreover, in contrast
to the defendant, plaintiffs' attorneys own the beneficial interest
in less than 100% of the classable claims and consequently the
value of each attorney's claim inventory may be determined by
fewer than all test trials.

To the extent that blackmail settlement pressures from class
actions undermine tort insurance and deterrence objectives,
courts have at hand an effective remedy within the framework of
a litigation class action. They can conduct multiple class trials,
as discussed above, and obtain precisely the "pooling of judg-
ment" that dissipates blackmail pressures on the risk averse. The
prospect of multiple class trials would not necessarily increase
litigation costs nor dull appropriate incentives to settle. The so-
lution does, however, radically change the range of settlement

65 Id. at 1299-1300.
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because plaintiffs, not just the defendant, invest optimally in
maximizing the aggregate value of 100% of the classable
claims.66

I offer these suggestions to demonstrate that litigation class
actions are less the cause than the whipping boy for the per-
ceived problems of mass tort litigation. This is not to deny that
some of the concerns about mass tort litigation are warranted. A
particularly troubling aspect of this litigation is that it places
courts in the position of supervising mass production and other
economic enterprise upon which our social existence depends.
When courts exercise this power without adequate expertise and
resources, they are apt to make major mistakes that are likely to
result in substantial social detriment. Moreover, the rules of tort
liability are not well designed for regulating business risk-
taking, nor are their effects well understood by the judges and
lawyers charged with making and implementing the regulatory
policies of tort law. Even if this prospect of uninformed and
haphazard exercise of state regulatory power does not represent
a "crisis," surely the serious nature and magnitude of its conse-
quences calls for special attention.

Biasing the system against plaintiffs by denying them litiga-
tion class actions, however, does nothing to address these prob-
lems. It is likely to increase the magnitude of errors, making
everyone worse off by precluding potentially beneficial uses of
tort liability in mass tort cases. The best approach to policy-
making, in my view, is to pursue a rational design of malfunc-
tioning components of the system before settling for some indis-
criminate balance of evils. For example, if mass tort class ac-
tions are needed to correct systemic bias to increase social wel-
fare from tort liability, we should not hesitate to make that de-
sign change simply because it may increase the costs of mass
tort litigation. We should deal with the adverse effects of in-
creased mass tort litigation by directly addressing their source
through targeted adjustments of the standards and scope of tort
liability, modes of common law adjudication, and rules govern-
ing class action. Resorting to the indirect and crude approach of
offsetting one systemic defect against another-characteristic of
much that passes for civil process as well as tort "reform"-is
not just intellectually barren: it is socially irresponsible.

66 See Hay & Rosenberg, supra note 61.
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ESSAY

A CRISIS OF FAITH: TOBACCO AND
THE MADISONIAN DEMOCRACY

JONATHAN TURLEY*

The battle over tobacco in the United States has shifted from Congress
and state legislatures to courtrooms. This Essay discusses the history of
controversy surrounding tobacco and the recent tobacco litigation from a
Madisonian perspective. Madison believed in separation of powers and
the need for each branch to check the others. In this Essay, the author ar-
gues that as the Executive Branch seeks to controvert the legislative proc-
ess, danger is posed if the other branches acquiesce.1

Few issues have divided the nation longer or more deeply than
has tobacco. To some, tobacco is a symbol of corporate greed
and immorality in the marketing of an addictive and deadly
product. To others, it symbolizes individual choice and freedom
in a life increasingly subject to governmental control. The only
common denominator among these and other views of tobacco is
that they are held intensely and personally by citizens. Advo-
cates of these views tend to see the conflict in starkly moral and
univocal terms. This allows for a clarity of purpose in advancing
the interests of any given faction, and, consequently, can cause
frustration with a governmental system that does not yield read-
ily to a desired course of conduct.

Such a struggle makes it is easy to conclude that our constitu-
tional system-designed over two hundred years ago-is simply
ill-suited to, or out-dated in dealing with, contemporary realities.
It is, therefore, not surprising that the refusal of Congress to en-
act more aggressive legislation in dealing with tobacco has
raised doubts over "the responsiveness of our democratic insti-
tutions"'2 and produced open calls for the circumvention of Con-

" J.B. & Maurice C. Shapiro Professor of Public Interest Law, George Washington
University Law School.

I Although greatly modified and expanded, this Essay is based on testimony given be-
fore the United States Senate Judiciary Committee. See Big Government Lawsuits: Are
Policy Driven Lawsuits in the Public Interest?: Hearings Before the Senate Comm. on
the Judiciary 106th Cong. (1999) [hereinafter Senate Tobacco Hearing] (prepared tes-
timony of Professor Jonathan Turley).

2 Alix M. Freedman & Suein L. Hwang, Burning Questions: Tobacco Pact's Limit-
and Its Loopholes-Presage Fierce Debate, WALL ST. J., June 23, 1997, at Al (observ-
ing that the establishment of meaningful tobacco regulation "'will test the responsive-
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gress in dealing with this singular industry.' What is surprising,
however, is that these doubts and calls for circumvention have
come from within the Legislative Branch. In a recent Senate
hearing on tobacco and government litigation, 4 various senators
heralded the Clinton Administration's decision to circumvent
Congress by seeking to impose massive liability and new forms
of regulation on the tobacco industry. These senators chastised
the legislature for repeatedly failing to act aggressively against
the tobacco industry, thereby making such circumvention neces-
sary. One senator observed that Congress's failure to act was
simply due to "the peculiar way that we elect our leaders," sug-
gesting some inherent flaw in the electoral process.' Another
senator added that going to court for such social changes "is the
American way.' 6 The only question raised by the controversy, it
was suggested, was "why [tobacco companies] are so afraid to
face a jury of citizens. ' 7 All of these statements reflect more than
a misunderstanding of the constitutional process. They represent
a certain crisis of faith in Madisonian democracy. The "Ameri-
can way" set out in Philadelphia in 1787 was a unique experi-
ment in representative government. Under that system, those
who want social change must face the representatives of the
public, not a randomly selected jury of six.

This Essay explores the basis and implications of recent to-
bacco litigation from a legislative, and ultimately a Madisonian,
perspective.' In the midst of the current controversy, the views of
a Framer, even James Madison, may appear to be something of
an academic caprice for modern legislators. Surely, the Framers
had no true comparison to contemporary litigation, and the con-
cept of a mass tort or an action like the current federal lawsuit

ness of our democratic institutions and is going to be a challenge the nature of which
we have never before faced in America"') (statement of former Federal Trade Commis-
sioner Michael Pertschuk).

3 See Senate Tobacco Hearing, supra note 1 (prepared testimony of Professor Jona-
than Turley).
4 See Senate Tobacco Hearing, supra note 1.
5 Senate Tobacco Hearing, supra note 1 (statement of Sen. Charles Schumer (D-

N.Y)).
Senate Tobacco Hearing, supra note 1 (statement of Sen. Richard Durbin (D-Ill.)).
7 Senate Tobacco Hearing, supra note 1 (statement of Senator Charles Schumer).8 Madisonian scholars are a diverse group with many different views of Madison's

theories and positions. While there are common denominators among historians, law
professors and political scientists, it would be arrogant to claim any particular view as
the "genuine Madisonian" perspective. It is impossible to list all of the academics who
have written on this subject. Some of these works, however, are included in citations in
this Essay.
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would have been entirely foreign to Madison and his cohorts.
Madison, however, has much to say about how we, as a people,
should resolve this or any political controversy. 9 In a Madisonian
democracy, it is more important how we resolve questions than
what we resolve. We are not immune to bad decisions, but our
process protects the integrity of the system and gives it direction.
To be blunt, the Framers gave us a system that is truly idiot-
proof so long as we stay within its simple rules. 10 The only threat
to a Madisonian system comes when one branch attempts to act
extra-constitutionally or to circumvent the tripartite process of
governance.

Tobacco is a subject that has proven frustrating to all factions
due to the absence of a clear majority view on its use or proper
regulation. Yet the divisions and uncertainties in Congress accu-
rately reflect the fact that tobacco is a product bound up with a
series of overlapping and often conflicting philosophical, eco-
nomic, social, political and religious values. For example, some
question the propriety of the continued manufacture and sale of
tobacco to consumers. This has not, however, translated into a
prohibition movement. While various contemporary leaders, like
President Clinton, have denounced tobacco as a leading killer of
Americans, there has been no call from the White House or
Congress to ban the product." Similarly, divisive questions exist
concerning the role of the government in promoting or discour-
aging the sale or use of the product, the responsibility of indi-
vidual smokers for their injuries in light of the widespread

91 have long viewed Madisonian principles as relevant to the full spectrum of social
and political issues that come before the three branches of government. See, e.g., Jona-
than Turley, Senate Trials and Factional Disputes: Impeachment as a Madisonian De-
vice, 49 DUKE L.J. 1 (1999); Jonathan Turley, Symposium, Through a Looking Glass
Darkly: National Security and Statutory Interpretation, 53 SMU L. REV. (forthcoming
2000); Jonathan Turley, The Executive Function Theory, The Hamilton Affair and Other
Constitutional Mythologies, 77 N.C. L. REv. 1791 (1999); Jonathan Turley, Sympo-
sium, Congress as Grand Jury: The Role of the House of Representatives in the Im-
peachment of an American President, 67 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 735 (1999); Jonathan
Turley, Dualistic Values in the Age of International Legisprudence, 44 HASTINGS L.J.
185 (1992); Jonathan Turley, "When in Rome": Multinational Misconduct and the Pre-
sumption Against Extraterritoriality, 84 Nw. U. L. REV. 598 (1990).

10 This is an article of faith that the Supreme Court has long articulated in the face of
calls for judicial intervention. See, e.g., Federal Communications Comm'n v. Beach
Communications, Inc., 508 U.S. 307, 314 (1993) ("'The Constitution presumes that,
absent some reason to infer antipathy, even improvident decisions will eventually be
rectified by the democratic process and that judicial intervention is generally unwar-
ranted no matter how unwisely we may think a political branch has acted."') (quoting
Vance v. Bradley, 440 U.S. 93, 97 (1997)).

11 To the contrary, tobacco's greatest critics have denied any interest or intention to
ban the product. See infra notes 57-58 and accompanying text.
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knowledge of the risks of smoking,12 and, in governmental liti-
gation, the right of the federal or state governments to seek dam-
ages from any citizen or company without a clear public man-
date. There is even a question of whether parties like the federal
government, the state governments, or third-party insurers have
in fact lost money on tobacco and, if so, to what extent. In any
large scale recovery effort by the federal government, there re-
mains an admittedly chilling analysis weighing the value of such
damages against the impact of the cost-reducing benefits of to-
bacco illness on other federal programs.

From the perspective of any given faction, the dearth of con-
gressional action addressing such questions can easily be mis-
taken for a failure of the legislative process rather than the sim-
ple absence of a clear majoritarian position concerning tobacco.
The inclination to circumvent Congress and to take such politi-
cal controversies to court is predictable but dangerous in the
Madisonian system. The legislative process works to take di-
verse opinions and produce a common focal point that is accept-
able to the majority. Where no common focal point can be
found, it is usually due to the fact that society is too fractured on
a given issue to support significant legislative change. The ju-
rispathic process of litigation, however, simply defines winners
and losers.13 In large class actions or governmental lawsuits,
courts can force legal consequences in areas where political con-
sensus may be lacking. In this way, recent litigation has moved
the debate over the future of tobacco from committee rooms to
courtrooms. Now, powerful members of the Senate sit and de-
bate what state and federal judges might do to institute tobacco

12 See infra note 59 and accompanying text.
1' This is not to say that courts cannot perform a socially dialogic role in the articula-

tion of public values. See, e.g., William N. Eskridge, Jr. & Gary Peller, The New Public
Law Movement: Moderation as a Postmodern Cultural Form, 89 MICH. L. REV. 707,
732 (1991) (discussing the role of courts in areas like desegregation); William N. Esk-
ridge, Jr. & Philip P. Frickey, Statutory and Constitutional Interpretation: Legislation
Scholarship and Pedagogy in the Post-Legal Process Era, 48 U. PrT. L. REV. 691, 720
(1987) (discussing views on the protection of insular groups through judicial interven-
tion). But see Turley, Through a Looking Glass Darkly, supra note 9 (questioning the
dialogic role of courts in areas like national security). Courts are particularly important
in cases like the civil rights litigation in giving a forum to minority groups marginalized
in the political system. See, e.g., Eskridge & Peller, supra, at 732. The federal lawsuits
and state class actions that are the subject of this Essay raise less compelling grounds
for such a judicial role. These cases involve conflicts between states and unresolved
social and economic issues. Courts are poor vehicles to balance rivaling public values
and interests in such a controversy. See Jonathan Turley, Through a Looking Glass
Darkly, supra note 9 (discussing the role of courts in resolving conflicts between na-
tional security values and environmental values).
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reform. This remarkably pedestrian view of legislators reveals a
failure to appreciate the core institutional role of Congress
within the tripartite system of government.

This Essay looks at the myriad of recent tobacco litigation
within a broad historical and constitutional context, and reflects
on the implications of this litigation in light of core Madisonian
principles. Tobacco litigation has easily fulfilled some of Madi-
son's greatest fears and produced conditions sharply reminiscent
of those leading up to the Constitutional Convention. After ad-
dressing prior legislation and litigation concerning tobacco in
Part I, Part II of the Essay turns to the Madisonian issues raised
by the recent federal and state litigation. The Essay suggests that
circumvention of the legislative process in dealing with tobacco
violates core constitutional principles and undermines the sta-
bility of the tripartite system of representative government. The
Essay further suggests that the federal litigation is based on
some highly dubious legal claims, not to argue the underlying
merits of the action, but rather to illustrate the legal acrobatics
often necessary to circumvent the legislative process. Federal
lawsuits, state class actions and individual lawsuits offer an ex-
cellent microcosm of how the Madisonian system works to ad-
dress divisive issues and, more importantly, the types of steps
that can undermine the integrity and stability of that system.

I. TOBACCO'S ROAD: AN HISTORICAL REVIEW OF THE
LEGISLATIVE AND LITIGIOUS EFFORTS To REGULATE TOBACCO

Before addressing the Madisonian aspects of tobacco legisla-
tion and litigation, a brief historical review is warranted. To-
bacco is a product with deep political and cultural roots in the
United States, roots that have great relevance to some of the fac-
tional concerns behind a Madisonian democratic system. This
history shows a nation long divided over the physical, moral, and
economic consequences of tobacco consumption. Tobacco may
be the quintessential debate for a Madisonian system, a product
upon which factional views and interests are numerous, intense,
and volatile.

2000]
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A. A Brief Overview of Tobacco's Social and
Political History

Tobacco makes for a fascinating model because of its deep
roots in America's economic, political, and cultural history. 14

Tobacco was first discovered by Europeans shortly after Colum-
bus' landfall. 15 About a week after reaching the New World, Co-
lumbus noted seeing natives chewing dried leaves or using a type
of pipe called a toboca.16 In what may be the first observation of
tobacco's addictive qualities, Columbus noted that "it was not
with[in] [the sailors'] power to refrain from indulging in the
habit."' 17 Sailors served as the first unpaid marketing reps for the
product and soon spread tobacco use throughout Europe. To-
bacco was further assisted by such enthusiasts as Sir Walter Ral-
eigh and claims that tobacco actually had curative effects for
conditions like chronic ulcers as well as value as an antitoxin
and disinfectant. 19 Tobacco quickly became the cash crop that
would make it the envy of most other industries. Jamestown was
largely financed on the profits from tobacco production. 0 Vir-
ginia was described as "wholly built on smoke. '2' Tobacco be-
came the actual currency for many transactions in the colonies.22

From the earliest European encounters with tobacco, however,
it was denounced for either its health or social defects. Amerigo
Vespucci decried the effects of the product as early as 1499.23 In

14 See generally JOSEPH C. ROBERT, THE STORY OF TOBACCO IN AMERICA (1949).
15 Tobacco use has been found as early as the Mayan civilization between 600 and

900 A.D. See U.S. DEP'T OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, THE HEALTH CONSE-
QUENCES OF SMOKING: NICOTINE ADDICTION: A REPORT OF THE SURGEON GENERAL 9
(1988) [hereinafter Surgeon General's 1988 Report].
16 RICHARD KLUGER, ASHES TO ASHES: AMERICA'S HUNDRED-YEAR CIGARETTE WAR,

THE PUBLIC HEALTH, AND THE UNABASHED TRIUMPH OF PHILIP MORRIS 9 (1996).17 Id.
8 One of the greatest ambassadors proved to be the French Ambassador to Portugal,

Jean Nicot, whose efforts on behalf of the product were so influential that he was ulti-
mately immortalized in the word nicotine. See Susan DeFord, Tobacco: The Noxious
Weed That Built a Nation, WASH. POST, May 14, 1997, at H1.
9 One such claim originated with Jean Nicot. See KLUGER, supra note 16, at 9 ("As

ambassador to Portugal in the mid-sixteenth century, Nicot learned that the court physi-
cians prized the Indian leaf for its healing powers, and when a tobacco poultice was
credited with curing the chronic ulcer of a relative of one of his aides, Nicot wrote
home to Paris rhapsodizing about its curative powers.").
20 See DeFord, supra note 18, at Hi.
21 Id.
22 See id. (noting that "tobacco could buy a wife for a colonist, who simply paid 120

to 150 pounds of tobacco to choose one of the women shipped over the Virginia Com-
pany [and] [t]axes were paid and ministers' salaries calculated in tobacco").

23 See id. (quoting Vespucci's description of natives using tobacco: "In behavior and
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a "Counterblaste to Tobacco," James I in 1604 proselytized
against smoking as "[a] custome Lothsome to the eye, hatefull to
the Nose, harmefull to the braine, dangerous to the Lungs, and in
the black stinking fume thereof, nearest resembling the horrible
Stigian smoke of the pit that it [sic] bottomlesse. 24 Likewise,
early medical reports began to appear linking the rising con-
sumption of tobacco to health problems. In 1761, a London phy-
sician asserted a clinical opinion that linked snuff to cancerous
conditions of the nose and mouth. z' In 1798, Benjamin Rush
suggested that tobacco produced a variety of ailments, including
harm to the mouth, stomach, and nervous system.26 Such fears
grew27 and were made widely known by such tobacco critics as
Horace Greeley who defined a cigar as "a fire at one end and a
fool at the other."' ' Some leading figures like Oliver Wendell
Holmes harangued against tobacco use,29 and others chastised
women and Christians who surrendered to the plant's temptation.
Citizens rejected such voices as either moralizing or meddle-
some, and tobacco use grew exponentially in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.

By the middle of the twentieth century, revolutionary market-
ing strategies, 0 the invention of cheap cigarette rolling ma-
chines,3' and periodic wars exposing millions of soldiers to the

looks, they were very repulsive... all had their cheeks swollen out with a green herb
inside, which they were constantly chewing like beasts, so that they could scarcely utter
speech.').

24
Id.

25 See Paul Galloway, Tobacco's Road: Glamour and Addiction Built a Deadly Habit
That's Facing the Heat, CHI. TIB., Oct. 17, 1996, at Tempo 1.

2 See id.
27 In 1927, an English physician, F.E. Tylecote, published a report detailing how vir-

tually every lung cancer case reviewed involved a smoker. See William Ecenbarger,
Tobacco's Long and Winding Road, CHI. TRIu., Dec. 29, 1991, at 16.

2 Galloway, supra note 25, at Tempo 1.
29 Holmes actually wrote a little anti-tobacco ditty for children to memorize:

Tobacco is a filthy weed,
That from the devil does proceed;
It drains your purse, it bums your clothes,
And makes a chimney of your nose.

Nancy R. Gibbs, All Fired Up Over Smoking, TiME, Apr. 18, 1988, at 64, 69.
30 Tobacco companies developed new methods of advertising and perfected the use of

celebrities like Lou Gehrig to push their products. See Ecenbarger, supra note 27, at 16
(quoting the Gehrig commercial for Camels recommending that "[f]or a sense of deep-
down contentment, just give me Camels after a good man-sized meal").
31 While pre-rolled cigarettes were introduced early, the cost remained a barrier to

widespread distribution. "As of 1876, the cost-per-thousand for the standard factory
hand-rolled cigarette was ninety-six cents, of which all but ten cents went to pay the
rollers.' KLUGER, supra note 16, at 19. This all changed in 1880 when a teenager
named James Albert Bonsack invented the Bonsack machine, which could produce
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danger of tobacco 2 had all spurred the social integration of to-
bacco, and smoking was becoming socially acceptable amongst
both men and women. Nevertheless, the presumed health dan-
gers, as well as social and religious objections to the product,
had prompted a ban on the sale of tobacco in fifteen states by
1921.33 By the 1940s and 1950s, the first substantive studies
linking tobacco use to cancer were published. 34 Included was the
breakthrough 1950 article of Ernst Wynder and Evarts Graham,
"Tobacco Smoking as a Possible Etiologic Factor in Bronchio-
genic Carcinoma: A Study of 684 Proved Cases," which ap-
peared in the Journal of the American Medical Association.3 1

In order to combat this history of negative publicity, the to-
bacco industry was compelled in 1954 to launch its first cam-
paign countering the claimed health risks of smoking.36 Never-
theless, the public continued to receive reports of newfound
health risks associated with smoking. In 1957, the Surgeon Gen-
eral publicly suggested for the first time that tobacco could be
linked to some cancers. By 1964, the medical evidence was
sufficiently strong for the Surgeon General to issue a report
warning the public of the presumed health risks of smoking.37

Since that time, cigarette smoking has been linked by the Sur-
geon General to "coronary heart disease, peripheral arterial oc-
clusive disease, cerebrovascular disease, lung cancer, cancer of

roughly 200 cigarettes a minute, a rate of production that would require roughly 50
workers. See id. Each Bonsack machine could produce as many as 120,000 cigarettes a
day when a top cigarette roller could produce roughly 3000. See Ecenbarger, supra note
27, at 16.
32 Wars were always good for tobacco. As early as the Revolutionary War, tobacco

was prized as a critical resource for morale. George Washington once told colonialists
"[i]f you can't send money, send tobacco." Ecenbarger, supra note 27, at 16. Cigarette
factories first appeared after the Crimean War when a veteran of that war founded a
British factory. See id. Cigarettes became part of the mystique of wars and military
personnel came to expect free cigarettes as part of general support. See KLUGER, supra
note 16, at 63 (indicating the importance of tobacco to World War I and quoting Gen-
eral John "Black Jack" Pershing as stating "[y]ou ask me what we need to win this war.
I answer tobacco as much as bullets.").
33 Such bans were often, however, short-lived and ineffectual. See Paul G. Crist &

John M. Majoras, The "New" Wave in Smoking and Health Litigation-Is Anything
Really So New?, 54 TENN. L. REV. 551, 555-56 (1987). By 1950, it is estimated that as
many as one out of every two Americans was a smoker. See Robert L. Rabin, A So-
ciolegal History of the Tobacco Tort Litigation, 44 STAN. L. REV. 853, 855 (1992).

31 See Surgeon General's 1988 Report, supra note 15, at 11.
35 See KLUGER, supra note 16, at 136.
36 See Ecenbarger, supra note 27, at 18 (noting that the industry took out full-page ads

in 448 newspapers countering claims).
3 7 See U.S. DEP'T OF HEALTH, EDUC., AND WELFARE, PUBLIC HEALTH SERV., SMOK-

ING AND HEALTH: REPORT OF THE ADVISORY COMM. TO THE SURGEON GENERAL OF

THE PUB. HEALTH SERV. (1964).
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the larynx, oral cancer, cancer of the esophagus, cancer of the
bladder, cancer of the pancreas, chronic obstructive lung disease,
emphysema, gastrointestinal disease, premature births, and vari-
ous oral disease including periodontal disease and tooth loss. 38

In the 1990s, the tobacco industry faced an increasingly hos-
tile public and political climate due largely to its near mantra-
like denials of any knowledge of the dangers of smoking. The
final stand of this unified front occurred before Congress when
seven top executives of the major tobacco companies stood to-
gether before a House Committee in 1994 and swore that they
did not believe that tobacco was addictive. 39 One executive
testified that "cigarette smoking is no more 'addictive' than...
Twinkies."4 This wall crumbled in the late 1990s as more evi-
dence revealed that companies had manipulated the nicotine lev-
els in their tobacco 41 and hidden knowledge of its risks.42 Finally,
in 1997, tobacco companies began to admit publicly that tobacco
is harmful and addictive.43

The social and medical costs of tobacco consumption are ob-
viously high, although the actual, numerical costs are the subject
of an ongoing debate.44 Some studies have indicated that the fed-

38 Douglas N. Jacobson, After Cipollone v. Liggett Group, Inc.: How Wide Will the
Floodgates of Cigarette Litigation Open?, 38 AM. U. L. REv. 1021, 1028 (1989).

39 See Regulation of Tobacco Products (Part 1): Hearings Before the Subcomm. on
Health and the Env't of the House Comm. on Energy and Commerce, 103d Cong. 628
(1994).

40 Id. at 579 (statement of James W. Johnston, Chairman, R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.).
These types of sworn statements would later produce glaring inconsistencies for the
industry when it finally admitted that smoking could be addictive. See If Tobacco Execs
Lied Under Oath, Prosecute Them, USA TODAY, Feb. 12, 1998, at 14A (comparing a
1994 sworn statement of a"Philip Morris executive that "[cligarette smoking is not ad-
dictive" with a 1998 statement from another Philip Morris executive that "[u]nder some
definitions cigarette smoking is addictive").

41 This includes so-called "fumo loco" or crazy tobacco, which was grown in Brazil
by U.S. tobacco companies. This tobacco was genetically engineered with such high
concentrations of nicotine that workers would become dizzy harvesting the crop. See
Jonathan Turley, The New Profiteers of the Tobacco War, WALL ST. J., Sept. 20, 1999,
at A29.42 Due to the earlier sworn testimony of the tobacco executives denying knowledge,
the Clinton Administration made strong public statements indicating its intention to
prosecute the executives for perjury before Congress. See Lorraine Woellert, Executives
of Philip Morris Get Subpoenas, WASH. TINMES, Aug. 31, 1996, at C9. This criminal
prosecution, however, never materialized after the Justice Department allowed the stat-
ute of limitations to run.

43 See, e.g., Myron Levin & Sheryl Stolberg, Tobacco Company Admits Smoking
Leads to Cancer, L.A. TIMES, Mar. 21, 1997, at Al (reporting that Liggett Group "ac-
knowledged ... that smoking causes cancer and heart disease, nicotine is addictive and
the industry markets its products to underage youths").

44 See, e.g., Public Can Comment on Proposal to Curb Teen Smoking, FDA Con-
sumer: Mag. U.S. Food & Drug Admin. (U.S. Dep't of Health and Human Servs.,
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eral government has spent as much as $800 billion in Medicare
payments alone for tobacco injuries while states have paid hun-
dreds of billions in Medicaid funds, yet the federal and state
governments receive the greatest percentage of money from
cigarette sales, and some studies indicate that tobacco consump-
tion may actually have saved the government money by reducing
the life-expectancy of recipients of federal funds. 45

In 1988, nicotine was formally declared an addictive drug. 6

The Surgeon General estimated in the same year that cigarettes
were killing 300,000 Americans annually.47 In 1993, second-
hand smoke was found by the EPA to be a health danger.48 These
proclamations along with well-funded government public-
awareness campaigns, anti-smoking legislation, and changing
social attitudes towards smoking have contributed to a decline in
the prevalence of smoking over the last three decades. 49 Despite

Wash., D.C.), Oct. 1995, at 2 (observing that the Center for Disease Control and Pre-
vention's estimate of the health care costs of smoking is $50 billion, which includes
"$26.9 billion for hospital costs, $15.5 billion for doctors, $4.9 billion for nursing home
costs, $1.8 billion for prescription drugs, and $900 million for home health-care expen-
ditures," whereas "the Office of Technology Assessment calculates the social costs of
smoking to be $68 billion: $20.8 billion in direct health-care costs, $6.9 billion in lost
productivity from disabilities, and $40.3 billion in lost productivity from premature
deaths").
4- See W. Kip Viscusi, The Governmental Composition of the Insurance Costs of

Smoking, 42(2) J.L. & ECON. 575, 576 (Oct. 1999); see also Turley, The New Profiteers
of the Tobacco War, supra note 41, at A29.
46 See Surgeon General's 1988 Report, supra note 15, at 9.
47 See Surgeon General's 1988 Report, supra note 15, at vi. Recent studies suggest

that between 434,000 and 600,000 deaths may be attributable to tobacco use. See Susan
M. Marsh, U.S. Tobacco Exports: Toward Monitoring and Regulation Consistent with
Acknowledged Health Risks, 15 WIS. INT'L L.J. 29, 34 (1996) (citing sources with
varying estimates); see also WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION, TOBACCO OR HEALTH: A
GLOBAL STATUS REPORT 223 (1997) (estimating that in 1995 there were 529,000 U.S.
deaths attributable to smoking); CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION,
FACTS ABOUT CIGARETTE MORTALITY (1997) (estimating that smoking kills 430,700
Americans each year).
4S See Carol M. Browner, Environmental Tobacco Smoke: EPA's Report, EPA J., Oct.-

Dec. 1993, at 18; see also Review of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's To-
bacco and Smoke Study: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Specialty Crops and Nat'l
Resources of the House Comm. on Agric., 103d Cong. 26 (1993). "In the United States,
environmental tobacco smoke is estimated to cause 3,000 lung cancer deaths, 150,000-
300,000 cases of respiratory infections in infants and young children, and a worsening
of symptoms in 200,000 to one million asthmatic children each year:' Marsh, supra
note 47, at 35.
49 According to the World Health Organization, there was a 37% decline in male

smokers and a 29% decline in female smokers between 1970 and 1993. See WORLD
HEALTH ORGANIZATION, supra note 47, at 221; see also Cass R. Sunstein, Is Tobacco a
Drug? Administrative Agencies as Common Law Courts, 47 DUKE L.J. 1013, 1021
(1998) (discussing smoking rates and declines among particular groups).
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all of this, the number of smokers in the United States remains
over 50 million 0 and the numbers in other countries are rising.-1

B. Efforts to Inform and Reform Smokers:
The Legislative and Litigation History of Tobacco

As the United States has entered the new millennium, the
status of tobacco has changed socially, politically, and legally.
Socially, smoking is no longer viewed as chic or even acceptable
in many circles. Politically, tobacco companies have gone from
powerful political brokers to political pariahs for many politi-
cians seeking campaign contributions or support. Legally, to-
bacco companies have accepted that tobacco is both addictive
and harmful. New legal fronts have opened in both the federal
and state systems for tobacco. These challenges have come in
the form of both new legislation and litigation.

1. Legislative History

Given the deep division in Congress over the use and regula-
tion of tobacco, federal tobacco legislation has historically re-
stricted itself to informing consumers of the danger of smoking
and restricting the marketing and sale of tobacco through taxes
and other devices. The first major federal legislation over to-
bacco occurred when Congress enacted the Federal Cigarette
Labeling and Advertising Act of 1965, requiring warning labels
on cigarette packages.5 2 In 1970, Congress banned cigarette ad-

50 See Supreme Court Hears Arguments that Question Whether the Federal Govern-
ment Has the Authority to Regulate Tobacco as an Addictive Drug (National Public
Radio, Dec. 1, 1999) (noting FDA calculates current smoking population to be 50 mil-
lion). Over one billion cigarettes are consumed by Americans each day. See Susan E.
Kearns, Decertification of Statewide Tobacco Class Actions, 74 N.Y.U. L. REV. 1336,
1338 (1999) (citing MARKET AND TRADE ECON. Div., U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC., TOBACCO
SITUATION AND OUTLOOK 3 (Apr. 1999)).

51 For example, in China alone, 300 million men and 20 million women smoke, and
2000 of these smokers die each day. See Katherine Arms, Millions Lighting Up Despite
Warnings; Officials See Taxes as Best Deterrent, WASH. TIMES, Nov. 8, 1999, at A15.
Projected annual deaths from smoking for 2025 are ten million worldwide. See Prog-
ress Made in the Implementation of Multisectoral Collaboration on Tobbacco or
Health: Report of the Secretary General, at 15-16, U.N. Doc. E/1995/67 (1995)
("While in 1994, tobacco consumption was responsible for three million deaths, of
which two million were in the developed countries, the expected figure for 2025 is ten
million deaths per year, of which seven million will be in developing countries.")
(quoted in Marsh, supra note 47, at 37.

52 Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act of 1965, Pub. L. No. 89-92, 79
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vertising on television and radio. 3 In 1984, Congress adopted
new warnings that were starker and more detailed.- In 1986,
Congress focused on smokeless tobacco, requiring warnings and
banning television and radio advertisements.55

Each piece of legislation came after considerable political de-
bate and compromise. The decision to alter the original warnings
on cigarette packs, for example, took three years of congres-
sional negotiation and debate. What is most notable is not the
legislation that passed, but the library of legislation that failed to
secure majority support. 6 In 1998, for example, the Clinton Ad-
ministration sought to enact legislation granting the FDA
authority to regulate tobacco. Congress rejected the legislation,
affirming its regulatory focus on informing rather than reforming
citizens.57 While the government has long financed multi-million

Stat. 282 (requiring labels that state "Caution: Cigarette Smoking May Be Hazardous to
Your Health").53 Act of Apr. 1, 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-222, § 2, 84 Stat. 89 (codified as amended at 15
U.S.C. § 1335 (1982)).

54 After years of heated debate, the labeling law was amended in 1984 to require the
current, more stark and stringent warnings:

III. SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: SMOKING BY PREGNANT
WOMEN MAY RESULT IN FETAL INJURY, PREMATURE BIRTH,
AND LOW BIRTH WEIGHT.

IV. SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: QUITTING SMOKING NOW
GREATLY REDUCES SERIOUS RISKS TO YOUR HEALTH.

V. SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: SMOKING CAUSES LUNG CAN
CER, HEART DISEASE, EMPHYSEMA, AND MAY COMPLICATE

PREGNANCY
VI. SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: CIGARETTE SMOKE CON-

TAINS CARBON MONOXIDE.
Comprehensive Smoking Education Act of 1984, 15 U.S.C. § 1333 (Supp. III 1985).

-5 Comprehensive Smokeless Tobacco Health Education Act of 1986, § 4, 15 U.S.C.
§§ 4401-4408 (Supp. IV 1986).56 Various proposals have been offered on the subject of tobacco settlement but have
not been enacted. See, e.g., The Universal Tobacco Settlement Act, S. 1415, 105th
Cong. (1997). Other proposals have addressed the larger question of mass tort reform
with equal difficulty in securing majority support. See, e.g., Multiple Punitive Damages
Fairness Act, S. 2537, 103d Cong. (1994); Multiple Punitive Damages Fairness Act of
1997, S. 78, 105th Cong. (1997).57 Even restrictions on some forms of advertising can be viewed as a simple effort to
protect consumers-particularly children-from misleading or overly influential mar-
keting. Taxes are the only legislative measures that could be viewed as having a puni-
tive component. The ever-increasing taxes on tobacco, however, appear more motivated
by the need to balance past budgets than any consistent policy of cost-internalization or
penalties. See Alissa J. Rubin, Congress' Tobacco Support Quickly Going Up in Smnoke,
L.A. TIMEs, Apr. 8, 1998, at 1 (indicating that "for Congress, which has vowed to keep
the budget balanced and has r tnte for income tax increases, the tobacco bill would
provide a substantial source of spending money"); Financial Editor's Perspective,
CNNFN, Apr. 8, 1998 (CNNFN Financial Editor Myron Kandel criticizing the use of
"tobacco taxes as a crutch to balance the budget"); see also Tobacco Tax Improperly
Used to Balance Budget, Judge Rules, L.A. TiMEs, Dec. 24, 1994, at 24 (reporting state
judicial ruling that the State of California was improperly using tobacco taxes to bal-
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dollar public awareness campaigns about the dangers of smok-
ing, periodic efforts to regulate the product's content have failed.
In fact, every direct attempt to regulate the content of tobacco
products has met with determined opposition in Congress, and
there has never been any clear support for banning this product
despite its well-documented health hazards.58 Congress has been
content to inform citizens of the dangers of smoking while
leaving the decision of whether to smoke to the individual.

Tobacco legislation in the past has been consistent with the
underlying principles of assumption of risk and individual
choice that barred most of the early tobacco litigation. 9 In the
1990s, however, Congress became aware of documents 6° estab-
lishing a pattern of concealment that supported the assertion of
FDA jurisdiction over tobacco,61 which gave rise to a series of
congressional hearings. There was growing support for measures
against the tobacco industry, an industry which one federal judge
characterized as perhaps "the king of concealment and disinfor-
mation."

6 2

ance its budget). Yet there certainly have been arguments for higher taxes as a method
to deter smoking, as well as claims that higher taxes are meant to reimburse the treasury
for tobacco related costs to federal programs. See, e.g., Clinton Unveils New Budget
Plan (CNN Morning News, Feb. 2, 1998) (The "proposed new tax on tobacco [is] de-
signed to discourage teen smoking by making each pack more expensive?'); Best State
Strategy vs. Big Tobacco: Tax to the Max, USA TODAY, Apr. 3, 1997, at 14A (observing
that several states "hope to raise money and deter smoking by hiking tobacco taxes").

58 See, e.g., Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Health and the Env. of the House En-
ergy and Commerce Comm., 103d Cong. 143 (1993) (containing Chairman Henry
Waxman's (D-Cal.) statement that he "[does not] know of any member of Congress that
is for prohibition of cigarettes. Prohibition is a terrible idea.").

19 Such defenses continue to result in dismissals. See, e.g., Brown & Williamson To-
bacco Corp. v. Carter, 723 So.2d 833 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1998) (reversing, on grounds
including assumption of risk, lower court's judgment for former smoker).

60 Many of these documents were actually stolen from Brown & Williamson by a law
clerk, Merrell Williams, and eventually found their way to Congress. See Myron Levin,
Smoking Gun: The Unlikely Figure Who Rocked the U.S. Tobacco Industry, L.A. TIMES,
June 23, 1996, at D1.

61 See 60 Fed. Reg. 41,495 (1995) ("Internal company documents reveal that the [to-
bacco] industry conducted and funded this research effort on the effect of nicotine on
the brain because the tobacco manufacturers strongly suspected, as long as 30 years
ago, that nicotine's effects were the basis for the world tobacco market?'); Supplemen-
tary Information: Introduction, 60 Fed. Reg. 41,314 (1995) (to be codified at 21 C.F.R.
pts. 801, 803, 804, 807).62 Haines v. Liggett Group, Inc., 140 F.R.D. 681, 683 (D.N.J. 1992) (quoting Judge H.
Lee Sarokin, who noted that "despite some rising pretenders, the tobacco industry may
be the king of concealment and disinformation").
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2. Litigation History

Since Congress apparently preferred to use legislation to in-
form tobacco consumers rather than to curb the industry, litiga-
tion has been used to seek more punitive and remedial courses of
action. For most of tobacco's history, however, tobacco compa-
nies had the upper hand in litigation over the effects of their
products. The modest litigation that began in the 1950s proved to
be uniformly unsuccessful. Courts routinely granted summary
judgment in favor of the tobacco companies,63 and juries ruled in
favor of the companies when final verdicts were obtained. 4

Negligence cases were undermined largely by legal causation
questions of foreseeability and factual causation questions of the
link between smoking and cancer.65 Given the uncertainty over
the link of cancer to tobacco use, courts instructed jurors in to-
bacco cases that "the manufacturer is not an insurer against the
unknowable." 66 Cases of negligence, strict liability,67 breach of
warranty 68 and fraud or misrepresentation 69 produced protracted
court battles but no verdicts against tobacco companies.

This track record changed with increasing scientific evidence
of a causal link to cancer and the expansion of products liability
law. 70 An important but limited victory for plaintiffs was secured
in 1986 in Cipollone v. Liggett Group, Inc. 71 Breaking the near
perfect record of the tobacco industry, the jury in Cipollone
found that the tobacco company had failed to warn of health
risks, but a finding of contributory negligence barred recovery.7 2

The jury did, however, award $400,000 in damages based on a

63 See, e.g., Cooper v. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 234 F.2d 170 (1st Cir. 1956); Al-
bright v. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 350 F. Supp. 341, 352 (W.D. Pa. 1972).

64See, e.g., Ross v. Philip Morris & Co., Ltd., 328 F.2d 3 (8th Cir. 1964); Lartigue v.
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 317 F.2d 19 (5th Cir. 1963).

0 See, e.g., Lartigue, 317 F.2d at 35-39.
66Id. at 40.
67 See, e.g., Roysdon v. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 623 F Supp. 1189 (E.D. Tenn.

1985), aff'd, 849 F.2d 230 (6th Cir. 1988).
63 See, e.g., Pritchard v. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., 295 F2d 292 (3d Cir. 1961).
69 See, e.g., Cooper v. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 234 F.2d 170 (lst Cir. 1956).
70 This was reflected in the increase of mass tort actions. See generally Peter H.

Schuck, Mass Torts: An Institutional Evolutionist Perspective, 80 CORNELL L. REV.
941, 947 (1995).
7 649 F. Supp. 664 (D.N.J. 1986); see also Haines v. Liggett Group, Inc., 140 ER.D.

681 (D.N.J. 1992).
While the jury found that Rose Cipollone was responsible for 80% of her illness

due to her knowledge of some of the dangers of smoking, it found Liggett responsible
for 20%. See Cipollone v. Liggett Group, Inc., 693 F. Supp. 208, 210 (D.N.J. 1988).
This finding barred recovery under New Jersey's comparative negligence law. See id.
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separate finding that Liggett breached an express warranty.73

While the case proved that smokers could recover against to-
bacco companies, it also showed the inherent weakness of most
smokers' claims when countered by defenses of contributory
negligence and assumption of risk. On appeal, the Third Circuit
found for the first time that the Federal Cigarette Advertising
and Labeling Act preempted state laws, 74 a position later upheld
by the Supreme Court.75 After Cipollone, additional suits were
filed-with limited success-based on traditional negligence and
warranty theories.

In the 1990s, the tobacco industry faced its first serious legal
threats.76 These latest filings were often supported by documents
that revealed to juries not only that tobacco companies had prior
knowledge of the dangers of tobacco,77 but also that these com-
panies had engaged in a long pattern of concealment, denial, and
even manipulation of the addictive component of tobacco. 78 The
new evidence also triggered a resurgence of governmental inter-
est in responding to tobacco injuries-albeit in litigation rather
than legislation. Armed with these documents, the State of Mis-
sissippi led many states into the litigation fray with its May 1994
filing against tobacco companies to recover Medicaid funds ex-

73 See id.
74 Cipollone v. Liggett Group, Inc., 789 F.2d 181, 187 (3d Cir. 1986); see also Roys-

don v. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 849 F.2d 230, 235 (6th Cir. 1988); Palmer v. Liggett
Group, Inc., 825 F.2d 620, 624 (1st Cir. 1987); Stephen v. American Brans, Inc., 825
F.2d 312, 313 (1lth Cir. 1987).

75 See Cipollone v. Liggett Group, 505 U.S. 504 (1992).
76 The 1990s also saw some impressive victories for the tobacco companies, including

the successful defeat of a class action certification of nationwide smokers in Castano v.
American Tobacco Co., 84 F.3d 734 (5th Cir. 1996). Such certifications are difficult
given the requirement of the federal rules that plaintiffs demonstrate that "questions of
law or fact common to the members of the class predominate over any questions af-
fecting only individual members:' FED. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3). Likewise, in the somewhat
analogous area of asbestos, the Supreme Court delivered a major blow to the increasing
use of settlement-only classes. See Amchem Products, Inc. v. Windsor, 521 U.S. 591
(1997).

7 These documents contained remarkable admissions of knowledge, such as the 1963
statement of the Vice President and General Counsel of a major tobacco company ac-
knowledging that "nicotine is addictive. We are, then, in the business of selling nico-
tine, an addictive drug effective in the release of stress mechanisms." Michael V. Ciresi
et al., Decades of Deceit: Document Discovery in the Minnesota Tobacco Litigation, 25
WM. MITCHELL L. REv. 477, 486 (1999) (quoting from a Brown & Williamson docu-
ment); see also 141 CONG. REC. H7470, H7471 (daily ed. July 24, 1995) (statement of
Rep. Henry A. Waxman quoting Philip Morris Director of Research Thomas Osbene as
stating that smokers use tobacco "to achieve [their] habitual quota of the pharmacologi-
cally active components of smoke" and quoting internal descriptions of tobacco as "a
narcotic").

71 See Ciresi et al., supra note 77, at 477.
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pended for tobacco-related injuries. 79 Virtually every state would
follow suit with a variety of different theories for recovery." The
combined pressure pushed the tobacco industry into a $206 billion
settlement in order to extinguish further state claims.8 Ironically,
this settlement tied anticipated state revenue to sales of tobacco,
making the states even more dependent on continued smoking
patterns and consumption. 82

After settling with the states, tobacco companies still face po-
tentially debilitating damage awards on two major fronts." First,
the latest wave of private lawsuits has met in some cases with
remarkable success. 84 For the first time, jurors saw incriminating
documents demonstrating concealment and prior knowledge of
tobacco's health risks by the tobacco companies. Juries re-
sponded, leveling major punitive and compensatory damage
awards against the industry. 5 As a result, the industry now faces

79 See In re Corr-Williams Tobacco Co., 691 So. 2d 424 (Miss. 1997); In re Fordice,
691 So. 2d 429 (Miss. 1997).

80See, e.g., State v. Philip Morris, Inc., No. CX-95-2536, 1995 WL 862582 (Minn.
Ct. App. Dec. 26, 1996) (fraud and antitrust claims); Texas v. American Tobacco Co.,
No. 5:96-CV-0091 (E.D. Tex. filed Mar. 28, 1996) (RICO claims).

81 Sundra Torry & John Schwartz, States Approve $206 Billion Deal with Big To-
bacco, WASH. POST, Nov. 21, 1998, at Al.

12 See Kathey Pruitt, Barnes Joins Effort Opposing Federal Suit vs. Tobacco Firms,
ATLANTA J. & CONSTITUTION, July 24, 1999, at 2D (discussing the vulnerability of
states to revenue short-falls due to the fact that under the state settlement "the long-
term pay-outs decrease as sales volumes decline"); see also Editorial, A Split in To-
bacco's Defenses, BALTIMORE SUN, Mar. 25, 1997, at 10A (criticizing settlement with
Liggett that gives Maryland "a portion of Liggett's profits as compensation").

83 An additional line of litigation developed over union and health funds suing to-
bacco companies for costs associated with tobacco use. The union cases have been
unsuccessful, while suits by organizations like Blue Cross/Blue Shield are continuing.

84 These private suits include the Henley case, which is most notable in its similarity
to earlier unsuccessful cases. Henley v. Philip Morris, Inc., No. 995172, 1999 WL
221076 (Cal. App. Dep't Super. Ct. Apr. 6, 1999). Henley involved a smoker who con-
sumed three packs per day. In earlier litigation, this case might have resulted in early
dismissal. In light of the highly culpable documents obtained from the industry, how-
ever, the jury was outraged against the industry and awarded $1.5 million in compen-
satory and $50 million in punitive damages. Likewise, an Oregon jury awarded
$80.3 million in the Williams case, of which $79.5 were punitive damages. See Marga-
ret Cronin Fisk, Trapped by Their Own Records, NAT'L L.J., Feb. 28, 2000, at C8.
While later subject to remittitur, see Henley, 1999 WL 221076 at *9 (reducing Henley's
award from $50 million to $25 million); Williams v. Philip Morris, Inc., No. 9706-
03957 (Or. Cir. Ct. 1999) (reducing Williams' awards from $80.3 million to $32.8 million),
these judgments represented a serious threat to the industry if replicated across the coun-
try. See Gina Piccalo, Cancer Patient Savors Victory in Tobacco Suit, L.A. TIMES, Apr.
13, 2000, at B5 (reporting on the settlement by tobacco companies Philip Morris and
R.J. Reynolds with cancer victim Leslie J. Whiteley for $21.7 million despite the fact
that Whiteley began smoking after the imposition of warnings of the risks of smoking).

81 Henley was the most notable of these cases, but a number of other juries have ren-
dered significant verdicts against the industry. See, e.g., Carter v. Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Corp., 680 So.2d 546 (Fla. Cir. Ct. 1996).
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potential multi-billion-dollar judgments from state juries. These
potential damages are further magnified by generous state class
action rules. 6 The industry has faced lawsuits by labor unions"
and health insurance companies," though these actions have met
with mixed success.

The second potentially disastrous assault on the tobacco in-
dustry has come in the form of a federal litigation strategy seeking
both damages and expanded regulatory authority. 9 Both state
and federal litigation are discussed in the next section.

II. THE FEDERAL TOBACCO LITIGATION, FACTIONAL INTERESTS,

AND THE CIRCUMVENTION OF THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS

The tobacco "wars" have created a rich interplay of legislation
and litigation. Driven by powerful political and social pressures,
the fight over tobacco constitutes the quintessential Madisonian
moment.90 Tobacco is a factional dispute involving fundamental
questions of personal responsibility versus corporate conduct.91

It involves complex questions of the actual costs of this product
on the federal and state governments.9 2 It raises questions of the

6 One successful class action resulted in a large settlement between the tobacco com-
panies and a class of flight attendants claiming injury from second-hand smoke. See
Broin v. Philip Morris Cos., Inc., 641 So.2d 888 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1994). This suit
was settled for $349 million. Ramos v. Philip Morris Cos., Inc., Nos. 98-389, 98-397,
98-418, 98-513, 98-569, 98-2237, 1999 WL 157370, at *8 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. Mar. 24,
1999).

87 There have been more than eighty lawsuits filed by union health care trust funds.
See Note, Statutory Interpretation-Second Circuit Holds That Health Care Funds Lack
Standing to Sue Tobacco Companies Under RICO, 113 HARV. L. REv. 1063 (2000).
Courts have proven hostile to such claims, which are often based on RICO theories.
See, e.g., Laborers Local 17 Health & Benefit Fund v. Philip Morris, Inc., 191 F.3d 229
(2d Cir. 1999) (holding that claim too remote to establish RICO claim).

8 See, e.g., Arkansas Blue Cross & Blue Shield v. Philip Morris, Inc., 47 F. Supp. 2d
936, 937 (N.D. Ill. 1999).

19 See In re Tobacco/Governmental Health Care Costs Litigation, 76 F. Supp. 2d 5
(D.D.C. 1999).

9 This is not a reference to Jack Rakove's fine work which uses this term. Jack N.
Rakove, The Madisonian Moment, 55 U. CHI. L. REv. 473 (1988). While I respect
Rakove's work immensely, we have different views on aspects of Madison's theories.

91 The public has always been divided on the recovery of damages by smokers. Even
at the height of revelations about knowledge and concealment by the industry, a major-
ity of Americans polled still opposed recovery of damages by smokers. See Doug Levy,
Views Are Shifting on Tobacco Finns' Liability, USA TODAY, Mar. 28, 1997, at D1
(noting a drop in the percentage of citizens opposed to the awarding of such damages
but finding that 52% still opposed recovery).

92 See supra notes 44-45 and accompanying text. Many of the states that sought and
secured the largest settlements from the industry were the states that received some of
the highest tax revenues from this product for decades. Florida, for example, acquires
over $440 million a year in cigarette taxes alone, not including the added sales tax. See
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governments' own culpability in the subsidization and taxation
of an industry that is now targeted for damages.93 It also ques-
tions the future of this industry and the priority of any federal
payment vis-a-vis the state settlements and private mass tort ver-
dicts.94 It is a debate that has been joined by a vast array of dif-
ferent interest groups and organizations representing medical,
legal, financial, and political interests. It is precisely the moment
that Madison had in mind when he articulated his vision of a
representative government.

The tobacco litigation on both the federal and state levels has
produced two distinct factional problems identified by Madison.
The first problem concerns the federal litigation and the circum-
vention of the legislative branch, which is discussed below. The
second problem, discussed in Part III, deals with and the danger
of opportunistic state legislation.

A. The Madisonian Moment and the Role of the Legislative
Process in Resolving Factional Disputes

Before addressing the specific questions raised by the federal
tobacco litigation, a brief review of relevant Madisonian princi-
ples may be useful.95 After all, one must understand the meaning
of a "Madisonian principle" before deciding that a federal law-
suit does or does not threaten it.

While it has evolved since its conception by James Madison
and other Framers, the tripartite system continues to reflect the

Richard N. Pearson, The Florida Medicaid Third-Party Liability Act, 46 FLA. L. REv.
609, 633 (1994). State taxes can easily reach a dollar a pack in some states; Washing-
ton, Massachusetts, and Michigan have held the top three rankings for taxation nation-
wide. See Tiffany S. Griggs, Comment, Medicaid Reimbursement From Tobacco Manu-
facturers: Is the States' Legal Position Equitable?, 69 U. COLO. L. REv. 799, 819 &
n.138 (1998).

93 See Turley, The New Profiteers of the Tobacco War, supra note 41, at A29 (dis-
cussing the roles of both the federal government and foreign governments in the sale of
tobacco in critiquing their recent filings as victims of the product); see also Alan L.
Calnan, Distributive and Corrective Justice Issues in Contemporary Tobacco Litigation,
27 Sw. U. L. REv. 577 (1998) (discussing the role of states in tobacco sales).

94 Various state governments have in fact opposed the federal tobacco lawsuit as well
as past efforts to share Medicaid-recovery funds with the federal government. See Pru-
itt, supra note 82, at 2D (describing opposition of six Governors to the federal lawsuit
as threatening state revenues from sales taxes and the state settlement).

95 This brief overview reduces longer treatments that can be found in Turley, Senate
Trials and Factional Disputes, supra note 9, at 1; Turley, Through a Looking Glass
Darkly, supra note 9; Turley, Congress as Grand Jury, supra note 9, at 735.

[Vol. 37
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genius of Madison.96 Madison spent much of his life studying
systems of government.97 When the time came to design a new
government structure after the failure of the Articles of Confed-
eration, Madison had achieved an almost unrivaled knowledge
and appreciation of various governmental antecedents. Madison
was particularly interested in ancient systems such as the
Achean confederacy of Greece and the Helvitic confederacy of
Switzerland.9" Madison was most interested in what caused these
earlier democratic systems to fail.99 In the course of his studies,
he concluded that one of the chief causes of system failure was
the corrosive influence of factions. This problem was exacer-
bated by the failure of prior systems to recognize the inevitabil-
ity of factions and to channel effectively the pressures produced
by such divisions.100 Madison noted that these earlier models
tended to be based on documents espousing a nation's common

96 Recently, Professor Larry Kramer published an insightful piece on the influence of
Madison's views on the Constitutional Convention. Larry D. Kramer, Madison's Audi-
ence, 112 HARv. L. REv. 611 (1999). Professor Kramer argues that Madison's influence
was far less than suggested by many academics. See id. Madison himself steadfastly
declined the common label as the author of the Constitution or father of the American
constitutional system. While Madison may have viewed such distinction as vainglori-
ous, his vision of the tripartite system was the most cogent and dominant of his time.
For a collection of Madison's writings, see JACK N. RAKOVE, MADISON: WRITINGS
(1999).

97 Madison was voracious in his appetite for books on government and particular con-
federacies. This appetite was so great that when Jefferson went to Paris in July 1784,
Madison dogged him to send books on government. Jefferson would comb stores in
Europe for his friend and ultimately sent back dozens of such works, including the 37-
volume collection Encyclopedie Methodique. See generally WILLIAM LEE MILLER, THE
BUSINESS OF MAY NEXT: JAMES MADISON AND THE FOUNDING (1992); JACK N.
RAKOVE, JAMES MADISON AND THE CREATION OF THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC (1990);
ROBERT MORGAN, JAMES MADISON ON THE CONSTITUTION AND THE BILL OF RIGHTS

(1988); ADRIENNE KOCH, JEFFERSON AND MADISON: THE GREAT COLLABORATION
(1950).

93 See MILLER, supra note 97, at 15.
99 Madison would so often speak on such antecedents in defending his model that

other Framers, like James Wilson, grew to loathe his historical presentations. See id. at
18. As will be shown, however, there was a method to this intellectual fascination.

100 Madison defined factions broadly: "By a faction I understand a number of citizens,
whether amounting to a majority or minority of the whole, who are united and actuated
by some common impulse of passion, or of interest, adverse to the rights of other citi-
zens, or to the permanent and aggregate interests of the community." THE FEDERALIST
No. 10, 78 (James Madison) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 1961). The Framers were well aware
of the presence of factions in the United States from their colonial experience. The
colonies were riddled with often violent factional interests fueled by political and re-
ligious divisions. Nevertheless, as Madison strove to deal with factions, the delegates
divided sharply between Federalists, favoring representative procedures, and Anti-
Federalists, favoring more direct democratic procedures. The Federalists believed that
pure democratic systems were inherently unstable and that the solution to factional
threats could be found in a representative system containing a separation of powers
doctrine and a system of checks and balances.
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values and collective goals. They also tended to fail as factional
pressures grew beneath their surfaces and exploded into their
streets. The Athenian model of direct democracy, in particular,
was rejected by Madison precisely because it "admit[ted] of no
cure for the mischiefs of faction."'' 1

Madison was faced with one of the most pluralistic nations in
history, composed of all manners of religious, economic, politi-
cal, and social factions.1 ° Madison concluded that "the causes of
faction cannot be removed and that relief is only to be sought in
the means of controlling its adverse."'' 0 To this end, Madison of-
fered a governmental system designed not to inspire, but to last.
Where other systems built structures around a view of the com-
mon values of a people, Madison designed a system to neutralize
division. Since its creation, the Madisonian system has with-
stood pressures that would easily have crushed its ancient prede-
cessors.

The legislative model was central to Madison's approach of
ameliorating factional pressures. '4 Madison recognized that fac-
tions and divisions within a nation can, if unresolved, fester into
open conflict or "convulse the society."'15 Madison foresaw the
natural inclination of citizens to divide on issues of importance
in a democratic system since "[tihe latent causes of faction are
... sown in the nature of man."' 6 Madison wanted to create a
system that would force such divisions into the open where they
could be transformed into majoritarian compromises.' ° The bi-
cameral system was a result of this deliberative democratic con-
cept. The key was to deal with the inevitable formation of fac-
tions while not suppressing liberty itself.' 8 Under this system,

101 Id. at 81.
102 While the United States presented greater chances for factionalism, Madison also

noted that the unique characteristics and the size of the new nation could help reduce
these dangers since "society itself will be broken into so many parts, interests and
classes of citizens, that the rights of individuals, or of the minority, will be in little dan-
ger from interested combinations of the majority ... The degree of security ... will
depend on the number of interests and sects." THE FEDERALIST No. 51, 324 (James
Madison) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 1961).

103 THE FEDERALIST No. 10, supra note 100, at 80.
104 Madison's vision of Congress was different in some respects from the system

adopted by the Constitutional Convention. For example, Madison believed that the
Senate should have proportional representation. See Kramer, supra note 96, at 653-62.
1
05 THE FEDERALIST No. 10, supra note 100, at 80.
106 Id. at 79.
101 See id. at 80.
108 As Madison explained, "[I]iberty is to faction what air is to fire, an ailment without

which it instantly expires. But it could not be a less folly to abolish liberty, which is
essential to political life, because it nourishes faction than it would be to wish the anni-

452 (Vol. 37
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factional interests can be realized in whole or in part only by
majoritarian agreement, forcing both the debate and reconcilia-
tion of differing public values. Such compromise necessarily re-
quires individual factions to appeal to interests and values out-
side of their own narrow agenda.10 Through debate and delib-
eration in the bicameral legislative process, factional interests
can be reshaped and patched together as majoritarian resolu-
tions. This is the "deliberative ideal,"110 albeit sometimes an un-
realized one."'

Threats to this Madisonian ideal come in a variety of forms.
The greatest temptation in our system is to avoid the inconven-
iences and costs of the political process in favor of judicial in-
tervention.112 The threat of circumvention is most profound when
one of the two political branches attempts an end-run around the
legislative process. This is precisely the danger in the latest ma-
neuverings of the tobacco wars.

Tobacco is an area rife with factional interests. There are eco-
nomic factions including the tobacco companies, tobacco work-
ers, unions, health insurance companies, 113 trial lawyers, inves-

hilation of air, which is essential to animal life, because it imparts to fire its destructive
agency." Id. at 78. Madison sought to balance these two interests, noting that "[t]o se-
cure the public good and private rights against the danger of such a faction, and at the
same time to preserve the spirit and the form of popular government, is then the great
object to which our inquiries are directed." Id. at 80.

109 See Letter from Thomas Jefferson to Edward Rutledge (June 24, 1798), reprinted
in 2 THE LIFE OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 24 (1837), quoted in Stewart Jay, Origins of Fed-
eral Common Law: Part One, 133 U. PA. L. Rnv. 1003, 1024 (1985).

"'Id. at 20.
m The public choice school has written extensively on the failures that can occur

within the legislative process. For work discussing these theories, see generally Jona-
than Turley, Through a Looking Glass Darkly, supra note 9; Turley, Dualistic Values in
the Age of International Legisprudence, supra note 9, at 185; Turley, "When in Rome,"
supra note 9, at 598; Turley, Transnational Discrimination and the Economics of Ex-
traterritorial Regulation, 70 B.U. L. REv. 339 (1990).

112 This is not to say that it is always inappropriate to seek major social or legal
changes through the courts. Some citizen groups like the civil rights groups of the
1960s found the federal courts to be the only forum open to the realization of principles
of equality and desegregation. Through cases such as Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S.
483 (1954), the federal courts succeeded not only in changing legal standards, but also
in creating a dialogue about racial issues among the three branches. There is a great
deal of difference, however, between marginalized groups seeking social justice in the
courts and a branch of government seeking such judicial relief. When the Executive
Branch seeks a judicial avenue for major policy changes, it is substituting a government
by legislation with a government by litigation.

3 Health care companies have proven some of the most aggressive litigants in search
of tobacco damages despite the danger of "double-dipping" in first seeking compensa-
tion in higher premiums and then seeking direct damages for the same costs. See Tur-
ley, The New Profiteers of the Tobacco War, supra note 41, at A29. Blue Cross and Blue
Shield companies have secured sizable damage awards as part of some state settlement
agreements. See, e.g., Settlement Agreement and Stipulation For Entry of Consent
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tors, state governments, and such collateral industry groups as
advertising companies, wholesalers, distributors, and retailers.
There are non-economic factions including smoking advocates,
anti-smoking advocates, religious denominations, citizens gen-
erally opposed to either government regulation or restrictions on
free choice, advocates for children, and medical advocacy
groups. Regional factions are also evident as a result of the
heavy reliance on the tobacco industry in the Southeast. Individ-
ual voters often embody a combination of these different views
of tobacco. Thus, for example, a citizen may take a narrow view
of the role of government as a conservative or libertarian, but be
personally opposed to tobacco for religious reasons., 4

The factionalized nature of the tobacco debate underscores the
need for a legislative resolution since it is only in Congress that
these factional interests can properly be reconciled. For this rea-
son, the decision of the Clinton Administration to pursue a judi-
cial remedy in the tobacco debate converted a quintessentially
Madisonian moment into a Madisonian nightmare. This night-
mare is the removal of a highly factionalized dispute from the
Legislative Branch to the Judicial Branch, and an invitation to
judicial activism. Instead of a deliberative debate reconciling the
numerous interests surrounding this important national issue,
unelected judges can now replace the public's views with their
own unaccountable, personal opinions. Although pursuing this
issue through the judiciary circumvents a lengthy political fight,
the cost to a Madisonian democracy of expediting such a process
is prohibitive.

B. The Federal Tobacco Litigation and the Circumvention of
Congress over Tobacco Regulation

The federal tobacco litigation was composed of two separate
actions: the failed assertion of Food and Drug Administration
("FDA") jurisdiction over tobacco, and the federal tobacco law-
suit for recovery of past federal expenditures to cover tobacco-

Judgment, State ex rel. Humphrey v. Philip Morris Inc., No. CI-94-8565, 1998 WL
394331, at *4, *6 (Minn. Dist. Ct. May 8, 1998) (specifying that Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Minnesota would receive $469 million in damages).

114 A particularly good example of such a legislator is Senator Orrin Hatch (R-Utah),
Chairman of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary and a Mormon opposed to smoking
and drinking. See Senate Tobacco Hearing, supra note 1 (statement of Sen. Orrin
Hatch).
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related illnesses.115 While these cases raise different legal ques-
tions, they both demonstrate the need for "institutional settle-
ment" within the political-rather than the judicial-system."'

The first executive effort to circumvent Congress occurred in
1995, when the FDA stated its intent to regulate tobacco without
a direct congressional mandate.117 Previously, the FDA main-
tained that it could not regulate tobacco absent new legislation to
that effect1 unless tobacco companies began to claim that to-
bacco had beneficial health effects." 9 The FDA asserted this po-
sition against public interest groups in court.12 0 While the FDA
repeatedly stated it lacked such jurisdiction despite its view of
the dangers of this product, Congress never acted to expand its
jurisdiction in the six legislative measures directed at tobacco
use. 121

115 See FDA v. Brown & Williamson, 120 S. Ct. 1291 (2000); United States v. Philip
Morris, Inc., No. 1:99CV02496 (D.D.C. 1999).

11
6 
See HENRY HART & ALBERT SACKS, THE LEGAL PROCESS: BASIC PROBLEMS IN

THE MAKING AND APPLICATION OF LAW 4 (1958) ("The principle of institutional set-
tlement expresses the judgment that decisions which are the duly arrived at result of
duly established procedures of this kind ought to be accepted as binding upon the whole
society unless and until they are duly changed.")

117 See 60 Fed. Reg. 41 (1995). Not only was such a mandate missing, but Congress
had statutorily expressed the view that marketing of tobacco was unique and deserving
of protection. 7 U.S.C. § 1311(a) (2000) (establishing that "the marketing of tobacco
constitutes one of the greatest basic industries of the United States with ramifying ac-
tivities which directly affect interstate and foreign commerce at every point, and stable
conditions therein are necessary to the general welfare").

11 See Cigarette Labeling and Advertising, 1965: Hearings on H.R. 2248 before the
House Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 89th Cong. 193 (1965); Federal
Cigarette Labeling and Advertising: Hearings before the House Comm. on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce, 88th Cong. 18 (1964); Memorandum from Bureau of Enforce-
ment, Food and Drug Admin., to Directors of Bureaus and Divisions and Directors of
Districts, Food and Drug Admin. (May 23, 1963), reprinted in Public Health Cigarette
Amendments of 1971: Hearings on S. 1454 Before the Consumer Subcomm. of the Sen-
ate Comm. on Commerce, 92d Cong. 240 (1972). In FDA v. Brown & Williamson, the
Supreme Court further noted other unambiguous statements by the FDA in prior litiga-
tion, including its prior insistence that "[iln the 73 years since the enactment of the
original Food and Drug Act, and in the 41 years since the promulgation of the modem
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, the FDA has repeatedly informed Congress that ciga-
rettes are beyond the scope of the statute absent health claims establishing a therapeutic
intent on behalf of the manufacturer or vendor." 120 S. Ct. 1291, 2000 U.S. LEXIS
2195, at *47-*48 (2000) (quoting Brief for Appellee (FDA) at 14-15, Action on
Smoking and Health v. Harris, 655 F.2d 236 (D. Cal. 1980).

n9 No such claims have been made by tobacco companies in decades.
12o See, e.g., Action on Smoking and Health v. Harris, 655 F.2d 236, 237 (D.C. Cir.

1980).
121 See Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act, Pub. L. No. 89-92, 79 Stat.

282; Public Health Cigarette Smoking Act of 1969, Pub. L. No. 91-222, 84 Stat. 87;
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Amendments of 1983, Pub. L. No. 98-24, 97 Stat. 175; Com-
prehensive Smoking Education Act, Pub. L. No. 98-474, 98 Stat. 2200; Comprehensive
Smokeless Tobacco Health Education Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-252, 100 Stat. 30;
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration Reorganization Act, Pub. L.
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In 1996, the FDA issued a final rule entitled "Regulations Re-
stricting the Sale and Distribution of Cigarettes and Smokeless
Tobacco to Protect Children and Adolescents,' '2 2 which reversed
its position and asserted jurisdiction to restrict the sale and ad-
vertisement of tobacco products to children and teens. The rule
additionally laid the foundation for more expansive regulation of
tobacco as a drug or device under the FDA's jurisdiction. After a
district court partially upheld the regulation,'2 a divided panel of
the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit ruled
against the FDA, and the Supreme Court granted certiorari to
hear the case. 124 In its interpretation of the statute, the Fourth
Circuit pointed to the rather clear "extrinsic evidence" that Con-
gress specifically chose not to grant the FDA the jurisdiction it
was now seeking from the judicial branch.'25 Included in this
evidence were the repeated FDA requests for such authority. The
court noted that Congress defeated fifteen bills that would have
specifically extended FDA jurisdiction over tobacco. 6 These
bills often represented the efforts of anti-tobacco members seeking
legislative mandates to respond to the FDA's long-standing posi-
tion that it lacked the same jurisdiction it later asserted in Brown
& Williamson. 27

In a five-four decision, the Supreme Court affirmed the Fourth
Circuit. Writing for the majority, Justice O'Connor rejected the
view that the FDA should prevail under Chevron, U.S.A. v. Natu-
ral Resources Defense Council, Inc. 2 The Court instead adopted
a strikingly contextual view that found evidence in the body of
statutory provisions and legislative history of an unambiguous
intent to preclude the FDA from asserting jurisdiction over to-

No. 102-321, § 202, 106 Stat. 394.
' Regulations Restricting the Sale and Distribution of Cigarettes and Smokeless To-

bacco to Protect Children and Adolescents, 61 Fed. Reg. 44,396 (1996) (codified at 21
C.F.R. pts. 801, 803, 804, 807, 820, 897 (1997)).

'2 See Coyne Beahm, Inc. v. FDA, 966 F. Supp. 1374 (M.D.N.C. 1997).
124See Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. v. FDA, 153 F.3d 155 (4th Cir. 1998),

cert. granted, 119 S. Ct. 1495 (No. 98-1152).
'2 See id. at 167. This extrinsic evidence included past failed legislative efforts, the

prior position of the FDA denying the authority it asserted in the case, and other laws
that indicated that Congress, and not the FDA, would make the decision on expanded
regulation of tobacco. See id.

1
26 See id. at 170; see also Susan M. Marsh, U.S. Tobacco Exports: Toward Monitor-

ing and Regulation Consistent with Acknowledged Health Risks, 15 Wis. INT'L L.J. 29,
78 (1996) (listing additional failed legislative proposals on expanding tobacco regula-
tion).

'z 153 F.3d 155, 170 (4th Cir. 1998).
' 467 U.S. 837 (1984). But see 120 S. Ct. at 1320 (Breyer, J., dissenting).
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bacco products. 129 The Court relied on a history of past denials of
jurisdiction by the FDA, intervention by Congress to prevent
such regulation, and the extreme measures that would be re-
quired of the FDA should jurisdiction be recognized. 10 Though
the Court did not emphasize the core separation of powers con-
cerns raised by legislative circumvention, the thrust of the deci-
sion was to leave the question of tobacco regulation with the
legislative and executive branches.

The circumvention of Congress in the FDA case was open and
notorious. Not only did the FDA break from its long-held posi-
tion that it lacked the authority to regulate tobacco, but prior to
seeking this authority through the courts, the Clinton admini-
stration was rebuffed in an attempt to secure a legislative man-
date. Despite these problems, the FDA case is not as troubling as
the massive federal lawsuit that followed. The FDA litigation
might be defended under a view of the expanded role of agencies
in a new age of regulation, 131 although it is difficult to discern
any honest intentionalist claim that the FDA possessed this
authority. The federal tobacco lawsuit, however, represented a
sweeping new federal program of cost-recovery that could mate-
rially alter, if not bankrupt, the industry.

In his 1999 State of the Union address, President Clinton an-
nounced the federal lawsuit and stated his goal of recouping the

129 See 120 S. Ct. at 1297. The Court rejected strict textualism. "In determining
whether Congress has specifically addressed the question at issue, a reviewing court
should not confine itself to examining a particular statutory provision in isolation. The
meaning-or ambiguity-of certain words or phrases may only become evident when
placed in context?' Id.

I" The Court concluded that "if tobacco products were 'devices' under the FDCA, the
FDA would be required to remove them from the market?' Id. at 1303. The Court did
not believe that potentially extreme measures should be based on a thin statutory foun-
dation for establishing congressional intent. The Court properly left such choices to the
political branches. This was in stark contrast to the suggested role advocated by aca-
demics like Walter Dellinger who predicted that the Court would tilt in favor of the
government due to a preference for regulation by the agencies rather than by the private
bar. Dellinger predicted that "[tihe court will realize there has to be a method of regu-
lating tobacco and having a responsible federal agency staffed by experts is a better
method than lawsuits, state attorneys general and contingency fees:' Albert R. Hunt,
Drug-Delivery Devices-Cigarettes-Should be Regulated, WALL ST. J., Dec. 2, 1999,
at A23 (quoting Walter Dellinger). Such a judicial choice would have required a major-
ity of justices to adopt a strikingly activist stance. It is not the province of the Supreme
Court to choose "better" systems of regulation. Dellinger's point only magnifies the
contemporary inclination to circumvent Congress to use courts as an alternative body
for policy corrections.

131 See, e.g., Sunstein, supra note 49, at 1021; Randolph J. May, When an Agency Ex-
tends Itself, LEGAL TIMES, Dec. 13, 1999, at 64 (quoting Sunstein stressing the role of
agencies like the FDA to "adapt[] the law to new circumstances, of both value and fact
... in [a] continuing process[] of both 'updating' and 'particularization"').
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"hundreds of billions" of federal funds spent covering tobacco
injuries via programs like Medicare. 3 2 As with the FDA lawsuit,
the Administration reversed its prior position, which rejected
that there was federal authority for such a lawsuit absent con-
gressional action. 33 The federal filing appears motivated, in part,
by a judgment of the White House that Congress would not sup-
port an independent governmental cause of action.'34 Thus, by
the time of the federal lawsuit, the White House had already
failed in its effort to secure funding for the lawsuit, and Con-
gress had barred the federal government from claiming any part
of the state settlements. 35 Any lawsuit that achieved President
Clinton's stated goal of billions in damages would have to be
based on a re-interpretation of existing law. Since the goal of a
massive recovery of Medicare funds was a new concept that did
not appear in any prior legislation or legislative record, such re-
interpretation would prove a difficult task. It required Justice

132 President Clinton stated:
Smoking has cost taxpayers hundreds of billions of dollars under Medicare
and other programs. You know the states have been right about this-taxpayers
shouldn't pay for the cost of lung cancer, emphysema and other smoking-
related illnesses. The tobacco companies should. So tonight I announce that
the Justice Department is preparing a litigation plan to take the tobacco com-
panies to court and with the funds we recover to strengthen Medicare.

Presidential Papers of William Jefferson Clinton, 35 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. Doc. 78
(Jan. 19, 1999).

133 Attorney General Janet Reno previously testified before the Senate Judiciary
Committee in April 1997 as to the lack of jurisdiction of the federal government to
pursue an action against the industry: "What we ... determined was that it was the
state's cause of action and that we needed to work with the states, that the federal gov-
ernment does not have an independent cause of action." Hearings on Justice Dep't Op-
erations Before the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 105th Cong. 72 (1997) (testimony
of Attorney General Janet Reno). This testimony was later defended as implicitly refer-
ring only to Medicaid recovery. See Senate Tobacco Hearing, supra note 1 (statement
of Sen. Ted Kennedy (D-Mass.)). But see A Review of the Global Tobacco Settlement
Before the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 105th Cong. 39 (1997) (testimony of Mis-
sissippi Attorney General Mike Moore that the Justice Department had refused "to file a
lawsuit on behalf of Medicare... [because] the Justice Department and others felt that
they didn't have a ... cause of action under the federal statutory framework"). Never-
theless, by May 5, 1999, Attorney General Reno informed the Senate that she had
found a basis for federal recovery. See Hearing on Oversight of the Dep' of Justice,
Before the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 106th Cong. (1999) (statement of Attorney
General Janet Reno, concluding "that there were viable bases for the Department to
pursue recovery of the federal government's tobacco-related litigation team, housed in
the Civil Division, to pursue recovery of these costs").

134 See Senate Tobacco Hearing, supra note 1 (statement of Senator Orrin Hatch and
testimony of Professor Jonathan Turley).

135 There was an attempt to bar federal funds from being used for this purpose. This
legislation, however, was met with a chorus of constitutional and policy objections.
Congress ultimately refused special funds but did not impose the prohibition. See
Saundra Torry & Helen Dewar, Possible Tobacco Suit Clears Hurdle: Senate Removes
Restriction That Might Have Killed Action, WASH. POST, July 23, 1999, at A10.
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Department attorneys to reverse-engineer from a public claim of
damages to a theory that would justify such damages while avoid-
ing the need for new legislation.

When the Clinton administration set out to circumvent Con-
gress, it chose a path previously barred by the Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court has been generally consistent in its response
to attempts at circumvention, no matter how creative the theory
or popular the cause. In United States v. Standard Oil Co. of
Cal.,136 the Executive Branch sought to recover tortious damages
from Standard Oil after one of its trucks injured a serviceman.
Advancing a common law claim for recovery for medical ex-
penses and wages, the Executive Branch sought damages that
were available to litigants in state court. The Supreme Court
ruled that the claim of the Executive Branch constituted a cir-
cumvention of the right of Congress to determine the circum-
stances under which the government could claim a cause of ac-
tion. 37

For grounded though the argument is in analogies drawn
from that field, the issue comes down in final consequence to
a question of federal fiscal policy, coupled with considera-
tions concerning the need for and the appropriateness of
means to be used in executing the policy sought to be estab-
lished .... [These analogies to tort law are] advanced... as
the instrument for determining and establishing the federal
fiscal and regulatory policies which the Government's ex-
ecutive arm thinks should prevail in a situation not covered
by traditionally established liabilities.'38

The Court returned to first principles, sending the Executive
Branch to Congress and the legislative process to achieve its
objectives.

Whatever the merits of the policy, its conversion into law is
a proper subject for congressional action, not for any crea-
tive power of ours. Congress, not this Court or the other fed-
eral courts, is the custodian of the national purse. By the
same token it is the primary and most often the exclusive ar-
biter of federal fiscal affairs. And these comprehend ... se-
curing the treasury or the government against financial

136 332 U.S. 301 (1947).
137The Court accepted that some historically recognized governmental claims do not

require congressional action. The Court noted that "it has not been necessary for Con-
gress to pass statutes imposing civil liability in those situations where it has been un-
derstood since the days of the common law that the sovereign is protected from tortious
interference' Id. at 315 n.22. This included such claims as trespass. Id. at 315 n.22.

138Id. at 314.
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losses however inflicted, including requiring reimbursement
for injuries creating them, as well as filling the treasury it-
self.

139

The only difference between the recent federal tobacco filing and
the failed effort at circumvention in Standard Oil is the current
Administration's pretense of a statutory basis. The government
was simply more straightforward in Standard Oil in acknowl-
edging that it sought to construct a new cause of action through
analogies to common law doctrines; it did not rely on the variety
of statutory sources which could have been commandeered to
serve as the basis for a new liability system. In evaluating the
new federal claim over tobacco damages, courts must still de-
termine whether there is any congressional intent to create such
a cause of action. Without debating the merits of each federal
claim, it is important to note the dubious statutory interpretation
theories that the government advocated in order to avoid seeking
a new and independent cause of action from the judiciary.

One claim made by the government was an attempt to seek
reimbursement under the Medical Care Recovery Act
("MCRA").' 40 MCRA was a belated response to the Standard Oil
decision in which Congress, fifteen years after the decision, gave
the federal government a right to recoup the costs for medical
care and treatment paid by the government. While the 1996
amendment to MCRA specifically allowed the government to
proceed independently against individual tortfeasors, it has never
been used for Medicare reimbursement. 4 This statute was de-
signed for the limited purpose of reimbursing the government for
the cost of medical care and treatment of members of the armed
forces and other federal employees. 42 The federal lawsuit would

139Id. at 314-15.
14042 U.S.C. § 2651 (1994 & Supp. IV 1998).
141 Moreover, while an independent right is expressly mandated, the sentence creating

the cause of action also refers to the action as subrogated. This makes ambiguous the
question of whether a true independent right exists or whether the government must still
stand in the shoes of the injured party. 42 U.S.C. § 2651(a) (1994 & Supp. IV 1998)
states:

the United States shall have a right to recover (independent of the rights of the
injured or diseased person) from said third person ... the reasonable value of
the care and treatment so furnished, to be furnished, paid for, or to be paid for
and shall, as to this right be subrogated to any right or claim that the injured or
diseased person ... has against such third person to the extent of the reason-
able value of the care and treatment so furnished, to be furnished, paid for, or
to be paid for.

142 See Hanoch Dagan & James J. White, Governments, Citizens, and Injurious In-
dustries, 75 N.Y.U. L. Rav. 354, 402 (2000) (discussing the limited purpose of MCRA
and its legislative history).
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convert this limited statute into a massive Medicare recovery
program without any legislative debate regarding the merits or
efficiency of expanding its use.143 Moreover, MCRA extends a
right of recovery to the government only when an individual is
harmed "under circumstances creating a tort liability upon some
third person.'" 44 Such "circumstances" are found in state tort
laws, which differ dramatically in terms of the elements and de-
fenses of tortious liability. The court would have to allow the
government to litigate an unprecedented number of individual
cases without reference to their underlying state issues. Such
litigation raises questions for any federal court concerned about
the separation of powers as to whether it should (1) manipulate
the language of a statute clearly designed for a different purpose
(2) in order to achieve a massive public policy objective that
(3) was never submitted to Congress.

The government also seeks to use the Medicare Secondary
Payer ("MSP")'T 45 provisions to secure compensation. The sug-
gested use of the MSP for tobacco claims is meritless and bor-
ders on frivolous. Congress enacted the statute to allow the gov-
ernment to seek reimbursement for Medicare funds. Although
Congress amended the Act in 1984 to expand the government's
cause of action, the statute is only designed to allow the pursuit
of insurers of tortfeasors, not the tortfeasors themselves. As a
threshold question, then, the court would have to find that to-
bacco companies constitute covered parties. In this sense, the
self-insurance of the companies would have to be construed as a
"primary plan," which is highly unlikely. Moreover, the MSP
allows for recovery under the auspices of the Health Care Fi-
nancing Authority ("HCFA") only through satisfaction of certain
claim filing requirements that are difficult to apply to tobacco
companies. Finally, the MSP refers to the recovery of payments
that should be paid "promptly." There is no plausible argument
that the tobacco companies ever had notice to pay costs since
HCFA never suggested any needed to be paid. Neither the statute
nor past practice would suggest to a tobacco company that it
should pay anything at all, let alone on a prompt basis.

143But see United States v. Gera, 279 F. Supp. 731 (W.D. Pa. 1968), rev'd on other
grounds, 409 F.2d 117 (3d Cir. 1969) (finding the United States had an independent
right of action under MCRA); United States v. Housing Auth. of City of Bremerton,
415 F.2d 239, 243 (9th Cir. 1969).

x" 42 U.S.C. § 2651(a) (1994 & Supp. IV 1998).
4 42 U.S.C. § 1395(b)(2) (2000).
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In order to assess damages against the tobacco industry under
either MCRA or the MSP, courts would not only have to ignore
the original intent behind these statutes, but also resolve a host
of problems regarding the advancement of the government's
case. These include statute of limitations problems. MCRA has a
three-year limitation, which begins to run as soon as the gov-
ernment knew or should have known that it had a cause of ac-
tion. MSP has a three-year limitation, though the operation of
the regulations could practically reduce this to one-year due to a
notice requirement. 46 The court would also have to aggregate
injuries on questions of proximate causation, employ statistical
methods of proof, bar individual defenses, and resolve various
choice of law problems relating to the tort laws of each state in-
volved in the pool of injured parties. Aggregation has never been
used in an MCRA action against any defendant, and there is no
authorization under the Act for such an action. Just as the Su-
preme Court declined to radically change the status of tobacco
as a regulated product in FDA v. Brown & Williamson,147 any
federal court should be highly resistant to an effort to create a
massive new recovery program under MCRA when the FDA
notably has avoided giving the question to Congress.

The strongest basis for recovery in the federal lawsuit is the
claim brought under the Racketeer Influenced Corrupt Organi-
zations Act ("RICO"). 48 Congress has allowed the statute to be
applied to areas far removed from the Act's origins in the fight
against organized crime. In fact, RICO contains an express invi-
tation to liberally interpret its applicability.149 The Supreme
Court has referred to "Congress' self-consciously expansive lan-
guage and overall approach [as well as] its express admonition"
in requiring federal courts to ensure that the law is "read
broadly."'50 This may carry the government past the threshold
question of congressional purpose and intent. The court is left,
however, with a host of subsidiary issues, including proof of in-
jury. In Holmes v. Security Investor Protection Corp.,5' the Su-
preme Court held that any RICO claim must show "some direct

146See 42 C.F.R. § 411.24(f)(2) (1999).
147 120 S. Ct. 1291 (2000).
14 18 U.S.C. § 1961 (1994).
149 Pub. L. No. 91-452, § 904(a), 84 Stat. 992, 947 (1970) (mandating that the law

"shall be liberally construed to effectuate its remedial purposes").
150 Sedima, S.P.R.L. v. Imrex Co., 473 U.S. 479, 497-98 (1985).
151 503 U.S. 258, 268 (1992).
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relation between the injury asserted and the injurious conduct
alleged" to satisfy proximate causation.5 2 Failure to meet this
requirement has led to dismissals in lower courts.15 3 Moreover,
the Government's argument advanced in the federal lawsuit
seeks RICO damages in a manifestly new and untested way for a
noncriminal enterprise. 5 4 While RICO has been shown to be
susceptible to the wildest of interpretations, the court must take
seriously the host of insular statutory and proof issues in adjudi-
cating the federal litigation.155

The application of RICO to the tobacco litigation would obvi-
ously have sweeping implications for both the tobacco industry
and smokers, and yet no one has seriously claimed outside of
this litigation that Congress ever intended for any of these stat-
utes to be used in this fashion. To the contrary, supporters of the
federal tobacco lawsuit have openly hailed the litigation as the
circumvention of a Congress unwilling to act to the satisfaction
of anti-smoking interests . 6 Until tobacco is considered in the
proper legislative manner, however, the position contained in any
federal lawsuit will merely represent the view of the Executive
Branch and not of the entire public for which it should speak.

152 Id. at 268.
153 See, e.g., Laborers Local 17 Health & Benefit Fund v. Philip Morris, Inc., 172 F.3d

223 (2d Cir. 1999), withdrawn and superseded by 191 F.3d 229, 236 (2d Cir. 1999)
("Where a plaintiff complains of injuries that are wholly derivative of harm to a third
party, plaintiff's injuries are generally deemed indirect and as a consequence too re-
mote, as a matter of law, to support recovery."); Steamfitters Local Union No. 420 v.
Philip Morris, Inc., 171 F.3d 912, 930 (3d Cir. 1999) (observing that "the tortured path
that one must follow from the tobacco companies' alleged wrongdoing to the Funds'
increased expenditures demonstrates that plaintiffs' claims are precisely the type of
indirect claims that the proximate cause requirement is intended to weed out"). How-
ever, Judge Jack Weinstein in the Eastern District of New York recently approved a
RICO action on behalf of self-insured ERISA trust funds and Blue Cross & Blue
Shield. See Blue Cross & Blue Shield of N.J., Inc. v. Philip Morris, Inc., 36 F Supp. 2d
560, 579 (E.D.N.Y. 1999).

154Most parties in RICO lawsuits proceed under Section 1964(c) for damages to
property. 18 U.S.C. § 1964(c). Third parties in tobacco cases, however, have been un-
successful under this provision. See, e.g., Steamfitters Local Union No. 420 Welfare
Fund v. Philip Morris, Inc., 171 F.3d 912 (3d Cir. 1999); International Bhd. of Team-
sters v. Philip Morris, Inc., 196 .3d 818 (7th Cir. 1999). Taking a new approach, the
Justice Department now seeks to use the equitable relief provisions of RICO, 18 U.S.C.
§ 1964(a) and (b), and seeks disgorgement of profits.
155 In the interest of full disclosure, the author has also found civil RICO an irresisti-

ble vehicle for application in areas far removed from its origins. See, e.g., Jonathan
Turley, Laying Hands on Religious Racketeers: Applying Civil RICO to Fraudulent
Religious Solicitation, 29 Wm. & MARY L. Rv. 441 (1988); Jonathan Turley, The
RICO Lottery and the Gains Multiplication Approach: An Alternative Measurement of
Damages Under Civil RICO, 33 VILL. L. REv. 239 (1988).

156 See Senate Tobacco Hearing, supra note 1 (statements of Senators Durbin, Ken-
nedy, and Schumer).
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The federal tobacco lawsuit demonstrates a most dangerous im-
pulse given our Madisonian system of government: a single fac-
tion has taken its insular interests to an unelected member of the
judiciary in order to achieve that which the majority in Congress
has previously denied. It is at this point that the Legislative
Branch must act in its own institutional interest and, ultimately,
in the interests of the entire constitutional system.

C. The Institutional Role of Congress in the Face of
Legislative Circumvention

Separation of powers was understood to be vital to the new
American model of self-government.'5 7 The problem of circum-
vention or usurpation would have to be checked to prevent a
consolidation of power, for even a brief period, in any one
branch.158 Madison had no delusions about the motivations of
individuals in politics or the institutional tendencies of the three
branches they would lead.'59 Throughout our history, there has
never been a Congress that did not want to act like the President;
a President who did not want to act like Congress; or judges who
did not want to act like both. Madison's ideal was to preserve the
balance of power by denying any one branch the ability to gov-
ern alone. 6

0 In some ways, our system is held together by the

157 James Madison stressed that the essence of good government required that "the
legislative, executive and judiciary departments ought to be separate and distinct." THE
FEDERALIST No. 47, at 331 (James Madison) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 1961).

158 This belief in the separation of powers was heavily influenced by John Locke.
While Locke referred to a separation of powers in two rather than three parts, he viewed
the separation as essential to defeat the "great temptation to human frailty" when those
with "the Power of making laws" are the same as those with "the power to execute
them." JOHN LOCKE, Two TREATISES ON GOVERNMENT 364 (Peter Laslett ed., Cam-
bridge Univ. Press 1988) (1690).

Montesquieu also emphasized the need to separate the power of government among
various branches. 11 BARON DE MONTESQUIEU, THE SPIRIT OF THE LAWS 152 (Franz
Neumann ed. & Thomas Nugent trans., 1949) (1748) ("There would be an end of eve-
rything, were the same man or the same body, whether of the nobles or of the people, to
exercise those three powers, that of enacting laws, that of executing the public resolu-
tions, and of trying the causes of individuals:'). Montesquieu noted that checks must
exist within a governmental system on the abuses of office since "constant experience
shews us, that every man invested with power is apt to abuse it; he pushes on till he
comes to the utmost limit." Id. at 200. A tripartite system thus allows "that by the very
disposition of things power should be a check to power." Id.

1S9 This was most evident in Madison's famous observation that "[i]f men were an-
gels, no government would be necessary. If angels were to govern men, neither external
nor internal controuls on government would be necessary." THE FEDERALIST No. 51,
322 (James Madison) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 1961).

160 The concept of separation of powers predates American jurisprudence and had
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simultaneous pressures of each of the branches, a type of inverse
pressure that holds the three parts as one. Madison relied on the
self-interest of each branch to maintain this institutional balance,
and expected that one branch would act in self-defense in the
face of circumvention by another.1 61 Madison believed that the
solution to the problem of political opportunism was for
"[a]mbition... to counteract ambition."' 62

Through the separation of powers and a system of checks and
balances, Madison sought to achieve the difficult goal described
in his Federalist No. 51: "In framing a government which is to
be administered by men over men, the great difficulty lies in
this: You must first enable the government to controul the gov-
erned; and in the next place, oblige it to controul itself."'163 This
goal required not only the separation of governmental powers
among "departments," but also a system of checks and balances
with each department possessing the means to defend its consti-
tutional prerogatives against other departments' encroachments.I 4

Our system is designed to compel the two political branches, 65

sometimes against the inclinations of their leaders, to deal with
each other in an open and deliberative way. It is only by passing
divisive issues through the legislative system that factional inter-
ests can be brought to the forefront and reconciled. Once either
political branch procedurally circumvents the other, the center of
gravity in the Madisonian system is displaced, precipitating po-
tentially dangerous consequences.

Madison anticipated that the branches would maintain a con-
tinual parry and thrust over their institutional prerogatives. 6 6 In

grown in sufficient popularity by the time of the Founding to be a familiar political
theory to the Framers. For an excellent treatment of the history behind the separation of
powers doctrine, see Robert J. Pushaw, Jr., Justiciability and Separation of Powers: A
Neo-Federalist Approach, 81 CORNELL L. REv. 393 (1996).

1
61 See THE FEDERALIST No. 48, 308 (James Madison) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 1961)

("Unless these departments be so far connected and blended, as to give each a constitu-
tional controul over the others, the degree of separation which the maxim requires as
essential to a free government, can never in practice, be duly maintained.").

162 THE FEDERALIST No. 51, supra note 159, at 322.
163 Id.
161 See id. at 321-22 ("[The great security against a gradual concentration of the sev-

eral powers in the same department, consists in giving to those who administer each
department the necessary constitutional means and personal motives to resist en-
croachments of the others".

'6 This term is used to refer to the Legislative and Executive Branches. Admittedly, it
is a crude device that ignores obvious political aspects of judicial rulings. The refer-
ence, however, reflects the Madisonian view that any political role of the courts should
be minimal in comparison to the central political functions of the other two branches.

166 See THE FEDERALIST No. 51, supra note 159, at 322.
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the tripartite system, the maintenance of the balance between the
branches is left to the self-interest of each branch to jealously
guard its own constitutional domain. Attempts at circumvention
by one branch, in and of themselves, present no particular dan-
ger to the system. The great danger arises when one branch at-
tempts such a circumvention and the other branch does nothing
in response. The failure of one branch to defend its constitu-
tional territory produces a vacuum of authority that is itself de-
stabilizing. The defense of the separation of powers is not left to
the courts alone but to each branch through the use of its con-
stitutional powers in defense of its institutional interests.

Congress, therefore, was given a powerful institutional interest
in deterring the circumvention of the legislative process by the
Executive Branch. That interest can be defended in a variety of
ways. The power of the purse given to Congress is not simply a
check on specific programs requiring appropriations. Congress
can use its appropriations authority to respond to circumvention
in the general budget authorizations for the affected agencies.
Appropriations are a signal of agreement between the two branches
on the conduct and goals of the government. If a majority of
Congress views the Executive Branch as pursuing extra-
legislative means to promote policy, it is entirely legitimate to
withhold public support for such unilateral behavior. 67 Likewise,
Congress may use its oversight authority to demand answers to
questions over the constitutionality or propriety of executive ac-
tions. Finally, Congress can directly legislate to bar legal theo-
ries by the Executive Branch or to create protections for targets
pursued by the Executive Branch. Congress can certainly over-
step its bounds in exercising such authority. In the case of the
federal tobacco lawsuit, however, a major policy question was
unilaterally removed to the courts to avoid a Congressional vote.
In such a circumstance, it is essential for Congress to respond
and re-establish its procedural prerogative to debate and resolve
legislative issues.

167 Some might object to such a use of the appropriations power as excessive and im-
pinging on areas of Executive Branch authority. In my view, however, the power of the
purse was given to Congress to force the Executive Branch into a continual dialogue
with the two houses. Where the Executive Branch is avoiding such a dialogue in pursuit
of judicial legislative acts, the purse can be drawn tighter to concentrate the collective
mind of the Executive Branch.

[Vol. 37
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The description of the "American Way" as seeking social
change in the courts may not be an exaggeration.1 6 Litigation is
a tempting recourse for citizens and public officials tired or
frustrated by the legislative process. A judge with the right po-
litical bias or slant can achieve in a single opinion what could
take years to achieve in Congress. Moreover, since the civil
rights period, citizens often view the courts as correcting the po-
litical failures or prejudices of government. Legislative members
who yield to this impulse and acquiesce to legislative circum-
vention, however, have struck a Faustian bargain. Ultimately, the
incremental benefits from circumvention will undermine the
very foundation of the tripartite system. Legislative circumven-
tion is primarily a counter-majoritarian device, useful to escape
the confines of a representative system. For a legislator to flirt
with such an extra-legislative solution is to hasten one's own ob-
solescence.

III. STATE TOBACCO LITIGATION, OPPORTUNISTIC LEGISLATION,

AND "THE LITIGATION LOTTERY"

The second area of concern for this Essay is the growing num-
ber of state class actions and mass tort cases in the country.
There should be no question that class actions are needed to
protect citizens and deter corporate misconduct. The mere occur-
rence of the insolvency of a given company is not, in itself, an
alarming or unjust result of these cases. Companies guilty of
callous disregard of human life and health are appropriately at
risk of such massive judgments. In the last decade, entire indus-
tries rather than individual companies are increasingly threat-
ened in these actions. These industries range from tobacco com-
panies to gun manufacturers to paint manufacturers.1 69 Even in
cases of single companies, state cases have created gross inequi-
ties for victims among the various states. It is precisely the im-
portance of class actions and mass tort litigation to consumer
protection that demands a re-examination of the efficiency and
fairness of the current system. The distortive effects of recent
litigation suggest not only the need for national legislation, but

16 See Senate Tobacco Hearing, supra note 1 (statement of Sen. Durbin).
169 See Senate Tobacco Hearing, supra note 1 (statement of Sen. Hatch).
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also a consideration of the role of factional interests in state leg-
islation governing the legal system.

The concept of achieving social change through private litiga-
tion would have been quite foreign to the Framers. This is not to
suggest that high-visibility litigation was itself a foreign concept
or that political trials were unknown. Litigation was a tool used
by the colonists against the Crown, particularly the use of colo-
nial grand juries.170 Individuals like John Adams were exceed-
ingly adept at using the courts as an alternative forum for politi-
cal expression. 171 Most such litigation, however, was confined to
criminal or quasi-criminal proceedings. Rarely was a civil case
viewed as a vehicle for meaningful social change. 72 The idea of
private litigation as a tool for achieving massive national change
would have seemed absurd at a time of largely narrow and for-
malistic legal judgments.

Our contemporary experience with class actions and mass
torts, however, does raise some interesting historical compari-
sons. Modern litigation has created the danger of a patchwork of
state laws and judgments that can contort a national market. A
single case like Engle v. R.J. Reynolds"' can now effectively
bankrupt an industry as opposed to only a company. In this "liti-
gation lottery,"'74 states will often compete in terms of the speed
with which such cases are filed, and the potential resources with
which punitive damages may be paid out in mass tort actions. 175

In the area of tobacco, states enacted special legislation to give
an advantage to local actions in pursuing damages vis-h-vis
other states. 176 Moreover, after the decision in Castano v. Ameri-

,"0 See Turley, Senate Trials and Factional Disputes, supra note 9, at 1.
171 See id.

172 There are a few notable exceptions where civil cases have had enormous political
consequences. See, e.g., Dredd Scott v. Sanford, 60 U.S. (19 How.) 393, 450-52 (1856)
(defining the rights of African Americans who escaped slavery in property claim of the
former owner); United States v. Amistad, 40 U.S. (15 Pet.) 518 (1841) (resolving ques-
tions of international law and slavery as part of a "property" dispute over the return of
captured Africans); Johnson v. M'Intosh, 21 U.S. (8 Wheat.) 543 (1823) (defining the
rights of Native Americans in the holding and transfer of property in resolution of pri-
vate land dispute). These cases developed from insular claims for damages, however,
and not efforts to create new law as an alternative to legislation.
,73 672 So. 2d 39 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1996). Recently, a state court of appeals re-

versed its own panel decision to allow for a single punitive award against the tobacco
companies without individual trials. See R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. v. Engle, 24 Fla.
Law W.D. 2192, 1999 Fla. App. LEXIS 13055 (Sept. 17, 1999).
174 See infra notes 204-205 and accompanying text.
175 See infra notes 189-201 and accompanying text.
176 For example, under Florida's Medicaid Third-Party Liability Act ("MTPLA"), Fla,

Stat. Ann. § 409.9 10 (West Supp. 1997), the state negated central parts of the common
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can Tobacco Co.,177 a shift occurred away from national class
actions in the federal system and toward state class actions. 178

This patchwork system raises some of the very dangers that
Madison condemned in his campaign against factions, and im-
plicates one of Madison's primary reasons for wanting to replace
the Articles of Confederation.

A. Madison, State "Encroachments," and the National Interest

During the Constitutional Convention, Madison sought to
counter the ill-effects that state laws produced on the national
government under the Articles of Confederation. Madison's con-
cerns in this area again turned on his view of factions and their
destabilizing effect on governmental systems. The factional ten-
dencies of the state legislatures prompted Madison to articulate
his comprehensive view of a large republic and national legisla-
ture. 17 As a result of his two years of service in the Virginia state
legislature and his observations of other states, Madison came to
view the states as fertile breeding grounds for factional interests,
and he saw state legislation as often advancing such interests to
the manifest disadvantage of the nation.180

Under the Articles of Confederation, states had created a
maddening patchwork of rivaling jurisdictions and barriers to

law to assist in the recovery of funds. Id. § 409.910(1) ("Principles of common law and
equity as to assignment, lien, subrogation, comparative negligence, assumption of risk,
and all other affirmative defenses normally available to a liable third party, are to be
abrogated to the extent necessary to ensure full recovery by Medicaid from third-party
resources...."). Maryland enacted similar legislation after a state judge imposed bar-
riers to the recovery of tobacco funds. See Daniel LeDuc, Md. Mulls Joining U.S. To-
bacco Settlement or Gambling With Lawsuit, WASH. POST, Nov. 14, 1998, at A09. Vari-
ous other states adopted similar legislation to allow for cases that would turn on statis-
tical proof and other nonconventional techniques. See Lauren Walker & John Monahan,
Sampling Liability, 85 VA. L. REv. 329, 330 (1999).

'7 84 F.3d 734 (5th Cir. 1996).
1
78 See Larry Kramer, Choice of Law in Complex Litigation, 71 N.Y.U. L. REv. 547,

575 (1996) (noting increase in state class actions); Susan E. Kearns, Decertification of
Statewide Tobacco Class Actions, 74 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1336, 1336 (1999). Some state
courts, however, have proven as hostile as federal courts to state class actions over to-
bacco injuries. See, e.g., Reed v. Philip Morris, Inc., No. 96-5070, 1997 WL 538921
(D.C. Super. Aug. 18, 1997); Small v. Lorillard Tobacco Co., 679 N.Y.S.2d 593 (App.
Div. 1998); Cosentino v. Philip Morris Inc., No. MID-L-5135-97 (N.J. Super. Ct. Oct.
22, 1998).
'79 1 THE RECORDS OF THE FEDERAL CONVENTION OF 1787 318 (Max Farrand ed.,

rev. ed. 1937) (noting that "the evils.., which prevail within the States individually...
indirectly affect the whole.).

110 See, e.g., James Madison, Vices of the Political System of the United States, in 9
PAPERS OF MADISON 353 (Robert A. Rutland et al. eds., 1977).
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commerce. Madison complained in a letter to Thomas Jefferson
that "[e]ncrouchments of the States on the general authority, sa-
crifices of national to local interests, interferences of the meas-
ures of different States, form a great part of the history of our
political system. '18' In a similar letter to George Washington,
Madison stressed the need for a new system and warned that,
absent a strong federal government, the state would "continue to
invade the national jurisdiction, to violate treaties and the law of
nations & to harrass each other with rival and spiteful measures
dictated by mistaken views of interest."'' 2 Madison was accu-
rately describing a nation that was stymied by conflicting laws
often reflecting the rawest opportunistic interests. As a result,
the young nation under the Articles of Confederation was
floundering from a lack of national government and majoritarian
legislation.

The "evils" of state legislation are what Madison sought to
address by creating a large republic in the interests of both "[the]
public Good and private rights." 3 Madison rejected the views of
political philosophers like Montesquieu who saw the ideal gov-
ernment as composed of small republics. Madison hoped to tear
factional interests from their moorings, and subject them to a
national legislative process. Only then, Madison believed, would
the national interest be safeguarded and protected from the in-
sular and often corrupt interests of the states.

Madison, however, was not satisfied with simply creating a
centralized federal government. In addition to arguing for the
adoption of a new constitutional system as a replacement for the
Articles of Confederation, Madison sought to give Congress the
authority to review and reject state legislation. Madison wanted
to apply the anti-factional benefits of the new system in checking
abuses to purely state matters. Through these measures, Madison
believed that he could "restrain the States from thwarting and
molesting each other, and even from oppressing the minority
within themselves by paper money and other unrighteous meas-
ures which favor the interest of the majority."'

"I Letter from James Madison to Thomas Jefferson (Oct. 4, 1787), in 10 PAPERS OF
MADISON 206, 210 (Robert A. Rutland et al. eds., 1977).

1 Letter from James Madison to George Washington (Apr. 16, 1787), in 9 PAPERS OF
MADISON 382, 384 (Robert A. Rutland et al. eds., 1975).

'8 Madison, Vices of the Political System of the United States, supra note 180, at 354.
14 Letter from James Madison to Thomas Jefferson (Mar. 19, 1787), in 9 PAPERS Or

MADISON 317, 318 (Robert A. Rutland et al. eds., 1975).
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While Madison's proposed veto was roundly rejected, 185 his
concern over checking the influence of state factions was achieved
by the federal preemption authority exercised by Congress in
areas of national interest. This authority has been used to protect
interstate commerce from the repeated efforts of states to favor
their own industries and citizens. This federal authority, how-
ever, has not been applied as rigorously when state legislation
favors local legal interests in creating friendly environments for
class actions or procedural rules with outcome-determinative
characteristics. As a result, mass tort litigation has produced a
patchwork of opportunistic laws that are driven by some of the
same factional influences described by Madison in 1787.

B. Mass Torts, Class Actions, and the "Litigation Lottery"

The state tobacco lawsuits have focused the states on the dual
objectives of securing state settlements with the industry and
assisting constituents in pursuing similar damages.8 6 After years
of heavy state taxation, states have pursued additional compen-
sation for tobacco-related expenditures in the form of Medicaid
reimbursement, payments which have often gone to a wide array
of projects unrelated to either smoking or its victims. 187 States
also have an interest in private litigation. With the explosion of
mass tort litigation,'88 states are increasingly competing for rapid
and binding judgments. These judgments compensate state resi-
dents, but they also infuse potentially hundreds of millions of
dollars into the state economy and provide support for trial law-
yers and related localized interests. Litigation has become part
of interstate commerce with each state able to construct proce-
dures that can act like legal speedtraps to capture wealth.'89

115 See Kramer, supra note 96, at 611.
1
86 This may of course change with the finalization of the state settlement agreements.

Many states have already begun to spend their part of the massive settlement and will
continue to receive these payments from the industry. Some states may no longer view
other lawsuits, either federal or individual, to be to their advantage since they now have
a considerable stake in the industry.

18 Elizabeth A. Frohlich, Statutes Aiding States' Recovery of Medicaid Costs from
Tobacco Companies: A Better Strategy for Redressing an Identifiable Harm?, 21 JAMA
445, 449 (1995).

188 Mass tort represents a small subset of tort litigation. By mass tort, I am referring to
legal actions that can encompass thousands or even millions of injured parties nation-
wide. I am not concerned with class actions or mass torts that are confined to a single
state.

1"9 See Jonathan Turley, Reforming the Great American Litigation Lottery, CHI. TaRB.,
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The best example of a state's ability to advantage its own citi-
zens over other victims can be found in Florida. 9' Florida fore-
saw a new wave of lawsuits for tobacco damages and took action
to remove obstacles that might stand between its citizens and
recovery. The legislature enacted a law that significantly eased a
plaintiff's burden in recovering costs from the tobacco industry,
and eliminated the core defense needed by the tobacco industry
to defend itself against such claims.19' Previously, a company
could raise any affirmative defense that it could raise against the
individual Medicaid recipient when sued by a third-party. Under
the Medicaid Third-Party Liability Act ("MTPLA"), 192 "[p]rinci-
ples of common law and equity as to assignment, lien, subroga-
tion, comparative negligence, assumption of risk, and all other
affirmative defenses normally available to a liable third party, are
to be abrogated to the extent necessary to ensure full recovery by
Medicaid from third-party resources.' ' 93 The MTPLA removed
even the need for the state to identify individual recipients when
the number of recipients "is so large as to cause it to be imprac-
ticable. 1 94 Such laws, enacted to ease the pursuit of damages
from big industry, 95 can give one state a fast-track to the recov-
ery of millions and even billions of dollars, and disadvantage
other states that maintain traditional common law defenses. Ac-
cordingly, a type of race to the bottom can occur as each state
attempts to position itself in the best-or at least equal-posi-
tion for recovery. 96

States have also enacted laws that greatly facilitate private
lawsuits by their citizens. These rules are not necessarily in-
tended to give advantages to victims from their state over vic-
tims from other states, but this is the result. Among the most
significant examples are rules regarding the conditional right to

Nov. 1, 1999, at All.
i9 Maryland and other states have enacted similar legislation. See supra note 176.
9' The Florida Supreme Court upheld these eliminations, although it struck down

other parts of the law. See Agency for Health Care Admin. v. Associated Indus. of Fla.,
Inc., 678 So. 2d 1239 (Fla. 1996), cert. denied, 520 U.S. 1115 (1997).

192 Fla. Stat. Ann. § 409.910 (West 1997).
"

3 Id. § 409.910(1).
I- Id. § 409.910(9)(a).
195 The MTPLA can technically be applied to any industry but the Florida Governor

has stated that it would only be used against tobacco companies. See Agency for Health
Care Admin., 678 So. 2d at 1246.

S96Normally, any federal preemption of such laws would raise serious federalism
concerns. These concerns are somewhat diminished, however, by the fact that Medicaid
is a joint state and federal interest and that the actions of the states in such laws can
have a significant effect on citizens of other states.
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appeal. Many states have laws that require the posting of a bond
as a prerequisite for appeal. In mass tort actions, however, a pu-
nitive damage award can easily threaten to divest the company of
its assets, or the assets necessary to remain solvent.'9 As a re-
sult, the appeal of even the most outrageous judgment can be
practically impossible, and settlements result where good-faith
appeals may be justified.'98 In Engle, for example, the tobacco
industry is eager to appeal a series of decisions by Judge Robert
Kaye, who made some highly controversial rulings in the case.
Under Florida law at the time Engle was filed, 199 however, to ap-
peal a final decision from Kaye the companies would have to
post a bond for the entire monetary judgment plus twenty per-
cent interest.2 Such a bond requirement could bankrupt defen-
dants in states with similar class action and appellate rules.
While the industry has promised billions of dollars to the states,
payments are spread across a number of years and tied to future
sales. A bond would have to be paid out of present assets. Even
if the industry could post such a bond, tobacco stocks would
likely go into a free fall. Yet if the tobacco companies do not
post a bond, they could be prevented from appealing and end up
stuck with the total bill for the punitive damages ultimately as-
sessed. Other industries may someday face this Catch-22 as
well, finding themselves subject to fifty different state laws

197 In Pennzoil Co. v. Texaco, Inc., 481 U.S. 1 (1987), the Supreme Court was con-
fronted with a bond requirement of $13 billion in order for Texaco to appeal an adverse
judgment. See id. at 5. While not the thrust of the decision, some members of the Court
were unwilling to view such a bond requirement as unconstitutional. Justice Brennan
stated that

Texaco's claim that the Texas bond and lien provisions violate the Fourteenth
Amendment is without merit. While Texaco cannot, consistent with due proc-
ess and equal protection, be arbitrarily denied the right to a meaningful op-
portunity to be heard on appeal, this right can be adequately vindicated even if
Texaco were forced to file for bankruptcy.

Id. at 18 (Brennan, J. with Marshall, J., concurring).
198 Florida also has such a preexisting law on performance bonds. See infra note 199

and accompanying text.
199 Shortly before this Article went to print, Florida enacted legislation that could

partially or wholly rectify this problem in that state. The new law caps any bond re-
quired to appeal a verdict to no more than $100 million. See Deal Protects Florida's
Tobacco Payments, N.Y. Tims, May 6, 2000, at 10. Other states, including North
Carolina, Virginia, Georgia, and Kentucky, have passed similar legislation. See Wendy
Koch, Tobacco Firms Catch a Break for T7me Being; Fla. Bill Ensures Industry Can
Appeal Jury's Verdict, USA TODAY, May 8, 2000, at 6A. The new Florida legislation
may face a challenge if applied in Engle, and has not been subject to judicial review.
Putting aside the question of its application in pending cases, however, it is the pre-
rogative of the legislature to dictate such bonding requirements.

20 See Turley, Reforming the Great American Litigation Lottery, supra note 189, at
All.
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passed by fifty different states all with one goal in mind: to se-
cure as great a share of the damages as possible.

The recent increase in mass tort filings creates the potential
for opportunistic state laws designed to advantage one state's
citizens over those of other states. When Madison warned of the
danger of "rival and spiteful measures dictated by mistaken
views of interest, '20 1 he could have been describing the develop-
ing system of conflicting state laws on mass torts and Medicaid
recovery systems. Litigation has become big business, and mass
torts now promise massive windfalls in punitive damages. In
most other spheres of commerce, efforts to favor in-state busi-
nesses would result in a sharp rebuke from the federal courts.
Rules governing litigation, however, are treated as manifestly
different from commercial barriers in every other type of busi-
ness. This is not to suggest that legal procedures are completely
analogous to market rules or barriers. On some level, however,
there must be a recognition that the rules governing litigation are
in part a restriction of a multi-billion dollar, national industry.
Legal rules are routinely protectionist and motivated by the raw
market interests of in-state lawyers. 2 Trial lawyers, moreover,
are an extremely powerful and effective lobbying group in every
state. This produces an environment ripe for factional opportun-
ism without the counter-pressure of the normal interstate com-
merce rules that govern other fields.

201 Letter from James Madison to George Washington (Apr. 16, 1787), in 9 PAPERS OF
MADISON 382, 384 (Robert A. Rutland et al. eds., 1975).

During the tobacco litigation, Maryland State Senate President Thomas V. Mike
Miller, Jr. admitted that the contingency fee with the state's retained counsel, Peter G.
Angelos, was reduced in exchange for changes in the state's laws. Miller noted that
"Mr. Angelos ... agreed to accept 12.5 percent if and only if we agreed to change tort
law, which was no small feat. We changed centuries of precedent to ensure a win in this
case." Daniel LeDuc, Angelos, Md. Feud Over Tobacco Fee, $4 Billion Payout to State
Will Be on Hold as Lawyer Argues for 25%, WASH. POST, Oct. 15, 1999, at 1301. In
other states, favoritism and cronyism was alleged in the awarding of state contracts to
pursue tobacco money under generous contingency arrangements. See, e.g., Pamela
Coyle, Tobacco Lawyers Reveal How They'll Divvy Up Fee, TIMES-PIcAYUNE, May 12,
2000, at A01 (noting that a firm with "close ties to Attorney General Richard Ieyoub"
was given state contract and would receive "more than $120 million"); Ted Wendling,
Bonanza for 3 Lawyers; Ohio Trio Could Split Up to $1 Billion in Tobacco-Case Fees,
PLAIN DEALER, Feb. 29, 2000, at IA (indicating that lead tobacco lawyer hired close
aide of state attorney general and his firm contributed roughly $26,000 to attorney gen-
eral's campaign); Robert A. Levy, Commentary, Hired Guns Corral Contingent Fee
Bonanza, LEGAL TIMES, Feb. 1, 1999, at 27 ("In Mississippi, Attorney General Michael
Moore selected his leading campaign contributor, Richard Scrugs, brother-in-law of
Sen. Trent Lott, to lead the Medicaid recovery suit."); id. (noting that four out of five
firms selected by Texas Attorney General Dan Morales "contributed nearly $150,000 in
campaign contributions to Morales").
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These state laws also raise simple questions of fairness and
equity. Mass torts are cases with victims spread across the coun-
try, but the current system allows for the distribution of damages
on the most inefficient and unfair basis. Litigants in mass tort
actions today are participants in a contest that has far more in
common with a lottery system than a legal system. There is no
better example of the workings of this lottery system than Engle.
In the second phase of that tobacco case, a jury of six people
will be asked to come up with a figure representing the punitive
damages to be assessed against the tobacco industry. Some pro-
jections suggest that the figure could soar as high as $300 bil-
lion.23 What is extraordinary is that a single state court could
demand most of the liquid capital of an industry. Such a verdict
could ultimately prevent payments towards the tobacco settle-
ments of some states, and, more importantly, could leave other
litigants with valid but valueless claims. This all will have come
about absent any political debate or public consensus. Whole
industries may fall, not by a vote of Congress, but due to mas-
sive blows delivered by mass tort lawsuits.

This is what fuels the litigation lottery. If you are the first in
line to demand punitive damages, you may receive awards in the
billions. Injured parties in later cases are likely to receive less as
courts tend to reduce damages after an initial punitive award.20

4

They may receive nothing if the first award killed the company
or the industry. None of this makes much sense. There is no rea-
son why one group of litigants should, solely on the basis of
residency in a particular state, receive the lion's share of dam-
ages to the deprivation of hundreds of thousands of other injured
parties. Moreover, there is no reason why one state should be
able to impose this result on other states when a problem and its
victims are shared by the nation as a whole.

Even when a state court agrees to extend a class to cover vic-
tims nationally, the result is far from optimal. As an initial mat-

203 Turley, Reforming the Great American Litigation Lottery, supra note 189, at All.
204 Judges in most states can reduce or eliminate punitive damage awards in a given

case. If the industry has already been saddled with a large punitive award, the judge can
deny a subsequent punitive award on the basis that it will not serve a deterrent function
(which was already served by the earlier judgment) and could force the company into
insolvency. Some states have codified such a limitation on punitive awards. See, e.g.,
Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 2315.21(D)(3)(b)(ii) (Anderson 1996) ("[A] court shall reduce
the amount of any punitive or exemplary damages otherwise awardable pursuant to this
section by the sum of the punitive or exemplary damages awards previously rendered
against that defendant in any state or federal court.").
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ter, such actions create unease merely because companies will
often be tried before an elected judge, susceptible to greater lo-
cal pressure than an Article III judge. This is particularly true
where a class of victims is certified against an unpopular defen-
dant, like an HMO company. The state must also make a choice
of law decision that may favor the state law. Such dangers are
evident in the Illinois class action against State Farm, in which a
state judge in Southern Illinois certified a national class against
the insurance company.205 Avery v. State Farm involved allega-
tions that State Farm improperly used "non-OEM" or after-
market repair parts.2 6 Illinois was viewed as a "friendly forum"
in which to file, but the class was extended to cover victims
across the country.207 The class included five million people and
the court applied Illinois law despite a patchwork of forty-eight
relevant laws in other states, including conflicting provisions in
states like Massachusetts.208 In a trial with both jury and bench
verdicts, the plaintiffs were awarded $456,636,180 for breach of
contract, $130 million in disgorgement damages and $600 million
in punitive damages, the largest damage award in the state's
history.2

9

Avery reflects many of the dysfunctional effects of the current
class action and mass tort system. The controversy over "after-
market parts" or "non-OEM repair parts" has divided states and
citizen groups.2 10 It is an issue with tremendous significance to
motorists across the country.211 Many states did not take the view
of the Illinois legislature or the Illinois courts in handling either

205 Avery v. State Farm, No. 97-L-1 14 (IIl. Cir. Ct. 1999).
206 "OEM" stands for "original equipment manufacturer." See Aaron Chambers, High

Court Mum on State Farm Appeal, CHI. DAILY L. BULL., Feb. 7, 2000, at 1.
o7See id. at 1.

In fact, due to conflicts between Illinois law and Massachusetts law, the Attorney
General of Massachusetts filed in Avery to support State Farm and oppose the class
action in Illinois. See Matthew L. Wald, Suit Against Auto Insurer Could Affect Nearly
All Drivers, N.Y TIMES, Sept. 27, 1998, at 29. Attorneys general from New York, Penn-
sylvania, and Nevada also filed in support of State Farm. See id.

20 Robert Manor, State Farms Liability Jumps to $1.1 Billion, CHI. SUN-TIMEs, Oct.
9, 1999, at 1.

210 There were citizen groups on both sides of the debate. Some consumer protection
groups favored the use of these parts as a way of controlling costs that would eventually
be passed on to the consumer. Various state insurance commissioners also filed in sup-
port of State Farm. Editorials also took this view in opposing the premise of the case.
See, e.g., Editorial, Mandating a Car Parts Monopoly, CHic. TRIB., Oct. 10, 1999, at 22
(warning that "[t]his verdict eliminates the competition and mandates the monopoly. It
is wrong'").

211 See Ralph Vartabedian, Losers in State Farm Case May Be Consumers, L.A.
TIMEs, Oct. 21, 1999, at W1 (discussing the effect that the decision will have on mo-
torists).
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class actions or this specific problem. All but eleven states allow
for the use of aftermarket parts when disclosed to the con-
sumer.212 Six states impose some form of consent requirement
while others require that consumers be given an option or more
detailed disclosures.213 The states also reflect different views on
consumer fraud cases or class actions. Three states actually bar
such claims in class actions.214 One state, Tennessee, rejected the
class action certification by the same counsel.2 .5 The Illinois
court, however, simply ignored these differences, certified a na-
tional class, and applied its own state laws. 216 Not surprisingly,
the ruling in Avery led to the filing of additional national class
actions in the same county court system.217 Likewise, such state
class actions have been used in other areas to impose national
standards on citizens of other states. 218 Such actions undermine
the protection laws as well as core due process questions of af-
fected citizens.21 9

212 See John Merline, Collison Repair Parts: Cheap, But Good?, CONSUMER'S RE-

SEARCH MAG., Dec. 1, 1999, at 15.
213 According to the Automotive Service Association, approval of the car owner is re-

quired in Hawaii, Indiana, Maine, Oregon, Rhode Island, and West Virginia. See
Amanda Levin, OEM Auto Part Overpriced, Ins. Study Says, NATIONAL UNDER-
WRITER-PROPERTY & CASUALTY, Sept. 6, 1999, at 4; see also Merline, supra note 212,
at 15 (discussing the requirement of consent in six states).214 T Ex. Bus. & Com. CODE § 17.50(a)(1) (1979); ALA. CODE § 8-9-10 (1975); R.I.
GEN. LAWvS § 6-13.1 to .4 (1992).

215 Murray v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., No. 96-2585-MI (W.D. Tenn. Aug. 19,
1997); see also Moorhead v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., No. 95-AR-0668-S (N.D.
Ala. Sept. 12, 1996) (rejecting class).

216 Even other county's in Illinois stood in contradiction to the Avery court's decision
to certify the class. See Rioas Allstate Ins. Co., No. CH 11396 (Cir. Ct. Cook County,
Ill. Jan. 27, 1998).

217 See, e.g., Paul v. County Mut. Ins. Co., No. 99 L 995 (Cir Ct. Madison County
filed Oct. 13, 1999); Hobbs v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., No. 99-L1068 (Cir. Ct.
Madison County filed Nov. 2, 1999).

218 See, e.g., Washington Mut. Bank v. Superior Court of Orange County, 7 Cal. App.
4th 299 (1999), cert. granted, Washington Mut. Bank v. Briseno, No. S070418 (Cal.
May 12, 1999) (A state class action on behalf of a national class of over 25,000 loan
borrowers was upheld despite differences in state laws.). In Washington Mutual Bank,
California courts will dictate whether consumers in virtually every other state can be
subject to "forced ordering" or "forced paring" of collateral protection insurance in
which a company demands borrowers secure hazard insurance and reserves the right to
impose a premium for insurance secured by the company if the borrower fails to main-
tain such coverage. Though there is a good faith basis for questioning the premiums
charged and practice of forced ordering, this is also a consumer question on which
states may disagree, particularly over the appropriate regulatory response. Some states
may conclude that, absent a failure to disclose, this is a matter that should be left to the
market while others may view the practice as fundamentally abusive. A similar problem
is found in Rosen v. Primus Automobile Financial Serv., Inc., 1999 Minn. LEXIS 538
(1999), in which a Minnesota class action has been allowed with a national class that
may set the standard for financed care leases.

219 This raises an issue reminiscent of the due process problem in Phillips Petroleum
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Putting aside the dysfunctional legal aspects of the current
system, there are also dysfunctional effects on national market
systems and interstate commerce. This emerging patchwork of
class action laws and specialized procedures for mass tort ac-
tions creates enormous costs for the market. Given the uncer-
tainty of liability, the market may respond wildly to the actions
of small state courts. As a result, there are massive costs to the
market as companies and investors try to anticipate filings in any
one of a number of favorable jurisdictions, any one of which
could claim the working assets of any industry.

All of these problems suggest the need for a national unified
system by which a narrow band of cases can be addressed in the
federal system, as discussed below.

C. The Role of Congress in Protecting National Interests in
Mass Torts and Class Actions

In Amchem Products, Inc. v. Windsor,22 the Supreme Court
was less than subtle in espousing its view that the national as-
bestos injury cases called for a uniform, federal response.22'
Congress can establish a national system for mass torts that
would remove these cases from state to federal courts. This
would prevent the ability of a state to gut an industry, and would
allow for the consolidation of cases for a national resolution.
Narrow criteria can be used to remove only those cases with
truly national impact and the greatest interstate dimensions.
These cases would be taken from a larger pool of litigation in-
volving class actions in which punitive damages are sought. The
removed cases would be class actions that are part of a product
liability theory with injuries and anticipated cases distributed
across the country. This would avoid the current danger in which
each state has the ability to hit an industry with a massive or
even fatal award to the deprivation of other states with similarly
situated victims. It would reduce the potential for windfall dam-
ages to the swiftest litigants or the most aggressive state proc-

Co. v. Shutts, 472 U.S. 797 (1985), when the Supreme Court rejected the use of Kansas
law in a national class action to cover citizens in other states.

O521 U.S. 591 (1997).
21 Id. at 628-29 ("[The argument is sensibly made that a nationwide administrative

claims processing regime would provide the most secure, fair, and efficient means of
compensating victims of asbestos exposure:').
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ess.m It would avoid the injustice of one state court domesticat-
ing an award when other states have citizens with equal claims.
And it would lend a degree of predictability and uniformity to
the markets. The markets have experienced highly inefficient
responses to the uncertainties of mass tort liability. Since any
state law could potentially seize the assets of an industry in mass
tort, the mere exposure of an industry results in expenditure of
capital and resources in an effort to hedge or insure against such
losses. Regardless of the ultimate liability of an industry like
tobacco, the nation should create a system that affords greater
structure and continuity to avoid such economic deadweight
losses. 32

A new federal scheme for mass torts and certain class actions
would also bring a greater degree of equity to the distribution of
damages in mass tort actions. Since compensatory damages
would be paid upon final judgment and appeal, the payout from
punitive awards can be delayed by a brief period to allow for the
consolidation of cases and to avoid premature exhaustion of the
fund. Congress could then mandate that punitive damage awards
be placed in a single pool to be divided more evenly among in-
jured parties. As part of this scheme, Congress should create
caps for legal fees. 224 This is not an effort to radically slash attor-
ney fees common to contingency litigation, which often serve as
a necessary incentive to bring many worthy suits. Rather, the
caps would only reduce the percentage that an attorney could
take on punitive damages to prevent a repeat of the state tobacco
scandals in which attorneys are entitled to billions of dollars (a

222 Currently, one could anticipate a type of "race-to-the-bottom" in which states at-
tempt to gain advantages for their citizens in mass tort claims. Mass tort litigation can
pit states against each other in seeking to offer their own citizens the same access and
potential recovery as the citizens of other states. If one state has a draconian bonding
requirement for appeal or a liberal proximate cause standard, for example, another state
could adopt similar rules to level the playing field. As noted earlier, however, some
states have in fact acted to reduce bond requirements that might be a barrier to appeal in
tobacco cases. See supra note 199.

2 But see Schuck, supra note 70, at 941 (suggesting the advantages of litigation over
legislation in resolving mass tort actions).

224 Alternatively, a federal statute could establish a uniform maximum percentage for
such awards. One of the most disturbing aspects of the tobacco legal fee awards was the
radical difference in percentages demanded by attorneys. See Pamela Coyle, Tobacco
Lawyers Reveal How They'll Divvy Up Fee, TIMES-PICAYUNE, May 12, 2000, at A01
(listing different percentage claims in various states). In Mississippi, private lawyers
will receive one-third of the state's $4.2 billion share of the tobacco settlement. See
Anti-Tobacco Lawyers Are Awarded Fees, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 1, 1999, at 25. In other
states, like Illinois, Kansas, and Iowa, the percentages were 1.3%, 3%, and 4.3% re-
spectively. See Coyle, supra, at A01.
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rate in some cases of $200,000 per hour).2 It would also avoid
the spectacle of single firms or attorneys claiming literally bil-
lions of dollars in attorney fees.2 6

This is a general outline of only one approach to deal with
mass torts. The merits of this proposal are less important than
the need for a legislative response to the problem. While inter-
state issues are easiest to understand in the form of pollution or
market barriers, it is now necessary to view some liability ques-
tions in interstate terms. The issues raised in cases like Engle
produce a highly factionalized debate that touches on the role of
lawyers, the role of tort liability, the conditions for business en-
terprise, and the right of states to control tort judgments. It is a
debate that does not belong in a state trial court. It is a debate
that belongs with the representatives of the entire populace, and
that calls for the involvement of both political branches of our
democracy.

IV. CONCLUSION

In the law of product liability, there is a legal term called
"foreseeable misuse." This term refers to the doctrine that a
manufacturer may still be liable for the misuse of a product if
the misuse was foreseeable. Legislative circumvention is the
constitutional counterpart to foreseeable misuse. Like any re-
sponsible product designer, James Madison anticipated such
misuse and created a system to function in light of such conduct.
The safety mechanism in the Madisonian design was a system of
checks and balances in which circumvented branches could force
correction and adherence to the original design. Such corrections
or responses occur continually in the inevitable tension of a tri-
partite system. The mere presence of conflict, therefore, is not

215 See The Tobacco Deal (ABC 20/20, June 4, 1999); see also Bob Van Voris, That
$10 Billion Fee, NAT'L L.J., Nov. 30, 1999, at Al (indicating that in Texas, the hourly
rate in the tobacco settlement was calculated at $92,000 per hour).

226 See, e.g., Marianne Lavelle & Angie Cannon, The Reign of the Tort Kings, U.S.
NEws & WORLD REPORT, Nov. 1, 1999, at 36 (reporting that "[l]awyers representing the
first three states that settled-Florida, Mississippi, and Texas-were awarded
$8.2 billion in legal fees"); Daniel LeDuc, Angelos, Md. Feud Over Tobacco Fee;
$4 Billion Payout to State Will Be on Hold as Lawyer Argues for 25%, WASH. POST,
Oct. 15, 1999, at B01 (reporting that lawyer Peter G. Angelos "has a three-year-old
contract with Maryland to pay him 25 percent of the proceeds from the litigation, or
about $1 billion"); Frank Phillips & Brian MacQuarrie, Law Firms Get $775n in Mass.
Tobacco Suit, BOSTON GLOBE, July 30, 1999, at Al (Five law firms have claimed
$2 billion in fees for the $8.3 billion state settlement in Massachusetts.).
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alarming. It is the possibility of acquiescence that is the danger
to this system. Once one branch allows circumvention of its con-
stitutional authority, the system becomes dangerously unstable.

This is not to say that the Republic will fall due to the filing of
a federal tobacco lawsuit. To the contrary, the Madisonian de-
mocracy is a system that can take enormous abuse and still retain
its integrity. The taste for legislative circumvention, however,
only increases with time. We have seen disturbing examples in
the recent circumventions and the negative effects of this trend
should not be underestimated for the future. Our nation is one of
the most pluralistic nations on Earth. We all come from different
cultural, racial, and religious traditions. We share, however, one
constitutional tradition. It is highly proceduralistic and prag-
matic. It is magnificent in its simplicity. It requires little of us.
The Madisonian democracy asks for only one thing, a type of
covenant with its people. We must be willing to submit to the
supremacy of a democratic process and the judgment of the ma-
jority. This judgment is found in the dialogue between the two
houses of Congress and between the two political branches. The
pressure of rivaling constituencies and institutional perspectives
can transform factional politics into a national consensus. This is
the Madisonian moment. What makes us unique as a people are
not our problems but how we chose to solve them.
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FEDERAL COURTS SHOULD DECIDE
INTERSTATE CLASS ACTIONS:

A CALL FOR FEDERAL CLASS ACTION
DIVERSITY JURISDICTION REFORM

VICTOR E. SCHWARTZ*
MARK A. BEHRENS**

LEAH LORBER***

Class action legislation now pending in Congress would allow inter-
state class actions easier entry into federal courts. In particular the leg-
islation would amend the diversity jurisdiction and removal statutes that
currently bar many interstate class actions from being heard in federal
courts. In this Essay, Victor E. Schwartz, Mark A. Behrens, and Leah Lor-
ber argue that passage of the pending legislation would be a welcome
change. They present a history of the class action system and an illustra-
tion of current abuses of that system, which they argue are attributable in
part to defects that the legislation would cure.

Consumers are being taken for a ride by a renegade legal
practice that often compensates them nominally-for example,
with coupons-while their lawyers take home millions of dollars
in fees.' Class actions-once considered an efficient means for
grouping together large numbers of individuals with common
legal claims-have become a cash cow for plaintiffs' attorneys
who find state courts willing to sanction sweetheart settlements
that enrich the lawyers, but provide little or no actual benefit to
their clients, the class members. 2
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1 See Mark A. Behrens, Reform Consumer Lawsuits, IDAHO STATESMAN, Oct. 6,
1999, at B6. Cf. Jayne O'Donnell, Class Action Inaction: Lawyers Reap More Than
Plaintiffs, USA TODAY, Dec. 9, 1998, at B1 (discussing the large profits of attorneys
bringing class actions against auto manufacturers).

2 See O'Donnell, supra note 1. Entrepreneurial class action lawyers are making in-
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Recently, contingency fee lawyers have launched new-style
lawsuits that intensify the abuse in the current class action sys-
tem and create new problems. These lawsuits allow private at-
torneys to serve their own ends by bypassing elected lawmakers
and regulating entire industries.

Some class action attorneys seek to manipulate Wall Street to
increase the power of their "legal extortion"3 and conduct legal
shakedowns.4 They utilize the threat of burdensome class action
litigation to drive down stock prices. They then agree to lift the
cloud of litigation from companies' balance sheets, restoring the
value of companies' stocks in exchange for lucrative settlements.
This practice puts enormous pressure on corporate executives to
settle even the flimsiest of cases in order to appease anxious
shareholders.

5

Class action abuse flourishes because of the ease with which
contingency fee lawyers manipulate federal law to avoid federal
courts and to have their cases heard in more sympathetic state
courts. State courts often express bias against out-of-state corpo-
rate defendants and fail to apply class action certification stan-
dards as rigorously as federal courts do. Plaintiffs' lawyers can
manipulate the system in this manner because of an unintended
technical flaw in the law governing federal court diversity-of-
citizenship jurisdiction: the complete diversity rule.6

In the class action context, the complete diversity rule requires
that all named plaintiffs in a suit be citizens of different states

creasing use of the Internet to drum up new business. Some sites include <http://www.
notice.com>, <http://www.classaction.com>, and <http:llwww.alexanderlaw.com>.
3 David Segal, Tag-Team Lawyers Make Businesses Blink; HMOs Latest to Grapple

With Threat of Investor-Scaring Mega-Verdicts, WASH. POST, Nov. 12, 1999, at Al
(quoting Victor Schwartz).4 See Seeds of Trouble, WALL ST. J., Sept. 15, 1999, at A32 (editorial referring to one
prominent class action attorney as a "corporate shakedown artist").
5 See Milo Geyelin, Lawyer Seeks Support for Settlement With HMOs, WALL ST. J.,

Nov. 22, 1999, at B2.
6See Strawbridge v. Curtiss, 7 U.S. (3 Cranch) 267 (1806). Strawbridge established

the complete diversity rule, the rule that federal diversity jurisdiction lies only when all
plaintiffs are citizens of states different than all defendants. See id. Strawbridge con-
strues the language of the 1789 Judiciary Act, not the limits of Article III diversity
jurisdiction. See id. The Supreme Court has made clear that the decision to require
complete diversity is a political decision not mandated by the Constitution, which re-
quires only minimal diversity. See, e.g., Newman-Green, Inc. v. Alfonzo-Larrian, 490
U.S. 826, 829 n.1 (1989). Since "Article III poses no obstacle to the legislative exten-
sion of federal jurisdiction, founded on diversity, so long as any two adverse parties are
not co-citizens," Congress is free to overturn the complete diversity rule. State Farm
Fire & Cas. Co. v. Tashire, 386 U.S. 523, 531 (1967).
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than all defendants in the case. Congress also imposes a mone-
tary threshold-now $75,000-for federal diversity claims.7

Federal diversity jurisdiction historically was constructed in
light of legitimate concerns that state courts might discriminate
against out-of-state defendants and hinder the development of
interstate commerce." Therefore, not only may a plaintiff bring a
diversity case in federal court, but a defendant may "remove" a
state civil action of which the United States District Courts
would have original jurisdiction to federal court.' There are,
however, time limits on removal. 10 A diversity case may not be
removed more than one year after an action commences."

Plaintiffs' lawyers have been able to exploit loopholes in the
federal jurisdictional rules to keep class action cases in sympa-
thetic state courts. 2 For example, if a case involves a question of
federal law, class action counsel may draft the complaint to ob-

See 28 U.S.C. § 1332. In class actions, the amount in controversy requirement nor-
mally is satisfied if each of the class members individually seeks damages in excess of
the statutory minimum. See Zahn v. International Paper Co., 414 U.S. 291 (1973). Fed-
eral courts, however, are divided over Zahn's breadth and vitality. See H.R. REP. No.
106-320, at 6 n.10 (1999).

8See, e.g., Pease v. Peck, 59 U.S. (18 Howe) 595, 599 (1856) ("The theory upon
which jurisdiction is conferred on the courts of the United States, in controversies be-
tween citizens of different States, has its foundation in the supposition that, possibly,
the State tribunal might not be impartial between their own citizens and foreigners").
The concern about state court bias against out-of-state defendants was well-founded.
The West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals has reflected on this issue in two product
liability cases. In Games v. Fleming Landfill, Inc., 413 S.E.2d 897 (W. Va. 1991), the
court stated the following:

State courts have adopted standards that are, for the most part, not predictable,
not consistent and not uniform. Such fuzzy standards inevitably are most likely
to be applied arbitrarily against out-of-state defendants. Moreover, this is a
problem that state courts are by themselves incapable of correcting regardless
of surpassing integrity and boundless goodwill. State courts cannot weigh the ap-
propriate trade-offs in cases concerning the national economy and national wel-
fare when these trade-offs involve benefits that accrue outside the jurisdiction of
the forum and detriments that accrue inside the jurisdiction of the forum.

Id. at 905 (emphasis added). Earlier, in Blankenship v. General Motors Corp.,
406 S.E.2d 781 (W. Va. 1991), the court explained:

[W]e do not claim that our adoption of rules liberal to plaintiffs comports,
necessarily, with some Platonic ideal of perfect justice. Rather, for a tiny state
incapable of controlling the direction of national law in terms of appropriate
trade-offs among employment, research, development, and compensation for
the injured users of products, the adoption of rules liberal to plaintiffs is sim-
ple self-defense.

Id. at 786.
9See 28 U.S.C. § 1441(a) (1994).
10 See 28 U.S.C. § 1446(b) (1994).
"' See id.
12 See Scott L. Winkelman & Lori A. Bean, Avoiding Federal Courts Through Re-

moval Abuse: The Problem and Some Proposals, PROD. SAFETY & LIAB. RP. (BNA),
Aug. 18, 1995, at 895.
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scure this fact or waive the federal claim altogether (which can
be detrimental to his class members). Class counsel also may
recruit citizens from a defendant's state to serve as named plain-
tiffs, preventing the defendant from removing to federal court by
destroying diversity jurisdiction.

More commonly, class action counsel name local parties, such
as retailers, wholesalers, and distributors, as co-defendants. The
lawyers rarely intend to obtain a judgment against these local
employers, who are dragged into the case simply to destroy di-
versity. This practice imposes legal costs on sellers. Ultimately,
these costs are passed on to consumers in the form of tort taxes
on the products and services they purchase. 3

The loopholes in the federal diversity-of-citizenship and re-
moval statutes can lead to perverse results. For example, a citi-
zen can make a federal case out of a simple $75,001 slip-and-fall
claim against a party from another state. But a class of twenty-
five million people living in all fifty states alleging claims col-
lectively worth $15 billion usually must be heard in state court.
Such a case would not satisfy the complete diversity require-
ment, even if the individual claims satisfied the federal $75,000
amount-in-controversy requirement.

Given the complexity and high stakes that large class actions
involve, it is unfair and unwise to allow state courts free reign to
adjudicate them. Interstate class actions are excellent candidates
for federal diversity jurisdiction because they implicate interstate
commerce, invite discrimination by states against outsiders, and
tend to cultivate bias against large business enterprises. They
should be decided in more neutral federal forums.

Part I of this Essay will discuss the purpose and development
of the federal class action system. Parts II, III, and IV will dis-
cuss the problems created by class action abuse and describe the
laissez-faire approach to class actions taken by some state courts.
Finally, Part V calls for Congress to amend the federal diversity-
of-citizenship and removal statutes to allow interstate class ac-
tions to be brought in or removed to federal court. Such reform
would ensure that interstate class actions are adjudicated in a
fair, consistent, and efficient manner, and that class attorneys do

13 See generally Victor E. Schwartz & Mark A. Behrens, Federal Product Liability
Reform in 1997: History And Public Policy Support Its Enactment Now, 64 TENN. L.
RFv. 595 (1997) (discussing costs of fraudulent joinder).
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not exploit the unintended, technical exclusion of interstate class
actions from federal jurisdiction.

I. DEVELOPMENT OF THE CLASS ACTION SYSTEM

A class action is a legal procedure for bundling together
claims involving common issues of law and fact into a single
proceeding.' 4 When used correctly, class actions promote efficien-
cy. They allow courts to resolve in one action many smaller,
similar claims that might otherwise remain unheard because the
cost of any particular suit would exceed the possible benefit to
the claimant. Class actions also allow defendants to focus their
energies on resolving all claims in one lawsuit, and prevent
courts from being flooded with duplicative claims.

A. Class Actions Were Originally Intended for
Civil Rights Cases

Class action lawsuits were developed mainly for civil rights
litigants seeking injunctions in discrimination cases.' Those
who wrote class action rules thought they would rarely, if ever,
apply to personal injury cases such as products liability. 6 Class
action status was disfavored even for simultaneous injury cases
such as airplane crashes or hotel fires. 17 The Advisory Commit-
tee on the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure explained:

A "mass accident" resulting in injuries to numerous persons
is ordinarily not appropriate for a class action because of the
likelihood that significant questions, not only of damages
but of liability and defenses of liability, would be present,
affecting the individuals in different ways. In these circum-
stances an action conducted nominally as a class action

14 See 5 JAMES Ws. MooRE ET AL., MooR's FEDERAL PRACTICE 23.02 (3d ed.
1999).

15 See John P. Frank, Prepared Statement of John P. Frank Before the Senate Judiciary
Comm. Administrative Oversight and the Courts Subcomm. on Senate Bill S. 353, at 3
(May 4, 1999) ("If there was a single, undoubted goal of the committee, the energizing
force which motivated the whole rule, it was the firm determination to create a class
action system which could deal with civil rights and, explicitly, segregation."), avail-
able in Federal News Service. Mr. Frank was a member of the Civil Procedure Com-
mittee when the present Rule 23 was promulgated. See id.

16 See id. at 3-4.
17 See FED. R. Civ. P. 23 advisory committee's note on the 1966 amendment.
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would degenerate in practice into multiple lawsuits sepa-
rately tried. 8

B. Class Actions Applied to Mass Torts

In the 1980s, some plaintiffs' lawyers tried to persuade judges
to expand the use of class actions to mass torts-cases typically
involving latent injuries allegedly caused by exposure to a prod-
uct over time. Plaintiffs' lawyers argued that the rules needed
broad interpretation; otherwise mass tort cases could slow or
stop the judicial system in its tracks. 19 Some courts subsequently
began to bend the rules and expand the types of claims they were
willing to certify as class actions.20

C. Class Actions Explode into State Courts

The 1990s saw a dramatic increase in class action filings, pri-
marily in state courts. 2' A recent survey of Fortune 500 compa-
nies found that from 1988 to 1998, class action filings against
those companies increased by 338% in federal courts and by
more than 1000% in state courts.22 A 1997 Rand Institute study
affirmed that "class action activity has grown dramatically" and
noted that the increase in class action activity "has been concen-
trated in the state courts." 23 One well-known class action lawyer
has candidly observed, "[ilt is no secret that class actions-for-
merly the province of federal diversity jurisdiction-are being
brought increasingly in the state courts. 24 The explosion of class
action filings and the trend toward state court adjudication of
class claims have highlighted existing problems in the current

Is Id.
19 See John C. Coffee, Jr., Class Wars: The Dilemma of the Mass Tort Class Action,

95 COLUM. L. REV. 1343, 1358 (1995); Victor E. Schwartz, "Class Action" Reform:
Endless Clashes of Values or Constructive Results?, 19 TRIAL DIPL. J. 231, 232 (1996).

20 See Coffee, supra note 19, at 1356-58, 1363-64.
21 See Federalist Society, Analysis: Class Action Litigation-A Federalist Society Sur-

vey, 1 CLASS ACTION WATCH 1, 5 (1999); Deborah Hensler et al., Preliminary Results
of the Rand Study of Class Action Litigation, 1997 INST. FOR CIV. JUST. 15.

22 See Federalist Society, supra note 21.
23 Hensler et al., supra note 21.
24 Elizabeth J. Cabraser, Life After Amchem: The Class Struggle Continues, 31 Loy.

L.A. L. REv. 373, 386 (1998). See also Larry Kramer, Choice of Law in Complex Liti-
gation, 71 N.YU. L. REV. 547, 575 (1996) (asserting that certification of nationwide
classes by state courts "has been increasing in recent years").
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class action system and have given plaintiffs' lawyers the free-
dom to manipulate the civil justice system in new and oppressive
ways.

II. PROBLEMS WITH POORLY CONTROLLED

CLASS ACTION LITIGATION

The current class action system encourages litigation and pro-
vides few effective safeguards against abuse. Far too often, unre-
strained class action litigation leaves defendants with no choice
but to settle claims of little or no merit in order to avoid the
enormous risks associated with defending class action suits. Fur-
ther, class action plaintiffs' counsel often receive inordinately
large fees while their clients receive nominal compensation, of-
ten in the form of coupons, for their injuries.

A. Class Actions Encourage Unwarranted Litigation

Class actions attract claimants in staggering numbers. As one
federal appellate judge observed, "[t]he drum beating that ac-
companies a well-publicized class action ... may well attract
excessive numbers of plaintiffs with weak to fanciful cases."' 5

One plaintiff in a mass tort case was quoted as saying that he did
not know whether he had a claim, but "heard that they were get-
ting up a suit .... [and] wanted to get in on the party."26

Sometimes class members are swept into lawsuits from which
they may not benefit and that they may not have wanted to bring
in the first place.27 This happens because under the current fed-
eral rule governing class actions 28 and under state rules that are
patterned after the federal rule,29 once a class is certified, all po-
tential plaintiffs are automatically included in the class unless

2 In re "Agent Orange" Prod. Liab. Litig., 818 F.2d 145, 165 (2d Cir. 1987), cert. de-
nied, 484 U.S. 1004 (1988).

26 Bruce Nichols, Steel Plant Lawsuit Lingers 9 Years, DALLAS MORNING NEWS, Apr.
21, 1996, at 32A.

27 See, e.g., Peter A. Drucker, Class Certification and Mass Torts: Are "Immature"
Tort Claims Appropriate For Class Action Treatment?, 29 SETON HALL L. REv. 213,
219 (1998); Barry F. McNeil & Beth L. Fanscal, Mass Torts and Class Actions: Facing
Increased Scrutiny, 167 F.R.D. 483, 490 (1996).

28 See FED. R. Civ. P. 23.
29 See H.R. Rep. No. 106-320, supra note 7, at 5 (stating that 38 states have adopted

the amended Federal Rule 23, sometimes with slight modifications).
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they affirmatively choose to "opt out "'30 The opt-out provision pro-
vides many benefits, such as allowing a defendant facing mas-
sive liability to adjudicate all claims at once. Yet the provision
can be a potent force for extra-legislative policy change. Poten-
tial class members, who may not understand an opt-out notice
written in dense legalese, may inadvertently be included in a
class. Plaintiffs' lawyers can use these larger classes to force de-
fendants into settling.

Class actions also spawn copycat cases in other states.3 Once
a class action is filed, lawyers in other jurisdictions frequently
file additional lawsuits-often on behalf of the same or similar
class members and often using the language of the original com-
plaint.32 Because state courts have no way to consolidate inter-
state cases, defendants are forced to spend substantial amounts
of money defending such duplicative suits. 33

B. Class Actions May Result in Judicial Blackmail

The certification of a class action places tremendous pressure
on a defendant to settle, regardless of a case's merit. "For defen-
dants, the risk of participating in a single trial [of all claims],
and facing a once-and-for-all verdict is ordinarily intolerable,"
even where an adverse judgment is improbable.3 4 As Judge Pos-
ner of the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals observed, certification
of class actions forces defendants "to stake their companies on
the outcome of a single jury trial, or be forced by fear of the risk
of bankruptcy to settle even if they have no legal liability" 35 He

30 See FED. R. Civ. P. 23(c)(2) & (3). Originally, the Federal Rules Advisory Com-
mittee recommended allowing claimants to opt in to a class certified under Rule
23(b)(3). See Proposed (But Unadopted) Amendment of 1955 to Rule 23, reprinted in
MOORE ET AL., supra note 14, 23 App. 03[1]. In 1966, when Rule 23 was completely
revised, the Advisory Committee included in the rule that class members are "in" the
case unless they "opt-out' Id. 23 App. 04[1]. See generally Benjamin Kaplan, Con-
tinuing Work of the Civil Committee: 1966 Amendments of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure (1), 81 HARV. L. REv. 356, 397-98 (1967) (discussing the rationale of the
opt-out rule).

31 See, e.g., N.J. users join wave of private lawsuits against Microsoft, Associated
Press Newswires, Dec. 29, 1999, available in WL APWIRESPLUS.32 See S.353: The Class Action Fairness Act of 1999: Hearings Before Subcomm. on
Administrative Oversight and the Courts of the Senate Judiciary Comm., 106th Cong. 8
(1999) (testimony of Stephen G. Morrison).33 See id.

34 McNeil & Fanscal, supra note 27, at 490; see also Drucker, supra note 27, at 219.35In re Rhone-Poulenc Rorer Inc., 51 F.3d 1293, 1299 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 516
U.S. 867 (1995).
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explained further: "[Defendants] may not wish to roll these dice.
That is putting it mildly. They will be under intense pressure to
settle."36 Judge Posner called the resulting settlements "black-
mail settlements."37

Other courts have described class actions as "legalized black-
mail" 38 and "judicial blackmail, ' 39 arguing that "a greedy and un-
scrupulous plaintiff might use the threat of a large class action,
which can be costly to the defendant, to extract a settlement far
in excess of the individual claims' actual worth."' 4 The Judiciary
Committee of the United States House of Representatives has
elaborated:

[T]he perverse result that companies that have committed no
wrong find it necessary to pay ransom to plaintiffs' lawyers
because the risk of attempting to vindicate their rights
through trial simply cannot be justified to their shareholders.
Too frequently, corporate decision makers are confronted
with the implacable arithmetic of the class action: even a
meritless case with only a 5% chance of success at trial must
be settled if the complaint claims hundreds of millions of
dollars in damages. 41

Moreover, defendants who are forced to settle in order to
avoid the remote, but potentially crippling, lightning-strike ver-
dict at trial are denied appellate review, the most important safe-
guard against unfairness in the court system.4 2

C. Class Action Status Influences Trial Outcomes

Class treatment can severely hamper a defendant's prospects
at trial by "skewing trial outcomes.' 43 Evidence indicates that the
aggregation of claims increases both the likelihood that a defen-
dant will be found liable and the size of any damages award

36 d. at 1298.
371d.
381n re General Motors Corp. Pick-Up Truck Fuel Tank Prods. Liab. Litig., 55 F.3d

768, 784 (3d Cir. 1995), cert. denied, 516 U.S. 824 (1995).39Castano v. American Tobacco Co., 84 E3d 734, 746 (5th Cir. 1996).
40 In re General Motors Corp., 55 F.3d at 784-85.
4 H.R. REP. No. 106-320, supra note 7, at 10 (citation omitted). The Committee also

explained that "[b]ecause the cases are brought on behalf of thousands (and sometimes
millions) of claimants, the potential exposure for a defendant is enormous ....
[P]laintiffs' counsel can use this potential exposure to coerce settlements that offer
minimal benefits to the class members. .. ' l.42See McNeil & Fanscal, supra note 27, at 490.
43 Castano, 84 E3d at 746.
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which may result.44 Defendants are far more likely to be found
liable in cases with large numbers of plaintiffs than in cases in-
volving one or just a few plaintiffs. 4

1 In addition, juries tend to
treat all plaintiffs alike, regardless of their individual circum-
stances, so that the presence of one severely injured plaintiff will
likely increase the damages awarded to all.4 6

D. Class Actions Allow Plaintiffs' Counsel to Benefit at the
Expense of Unnamed Class Members

In theory, a plaintiff's lawyer is supposed to be the servant of
his client. In class action practice, however, the roles of servant
and master are often reversed, leaving the plaintiffs' lawyers as
the only real winners.47

1. Plaintiffs' Lawyers, Not Their Clients, Call the Shots

The class action system allows lawyers, not their clients, to
decide when and whether to file lawsuits. While some class ac-
tions undoubtedly spring from the concerns of injured consum-
ers, many arise simply as a result of the creativity of entrepre-
neurial contingency fee lawyers. A newspaper investigation of
class actions filed in the Mobile County Circuit Court in Ala-
bama reported that in a number of cases, "plaintiffs had no plans
to sue, and no idea they might have cause to, until a lawyer or a
friend of a lawyer told them they'd been wronged."48

Class action lawyers may recruit their friends or employees to
serve as named plaintiffs, the parties who are supposed to repre-
sent the interests of all unnamed class members. 9 However, un-
named class members-the real parties in interest-may not
want their claims adjudicated in the forum chosen or under the
strategies selected. They may not even want to be plaintiffs.

44 See McNeil & Fanscal, supra note 27, at 491. See also Kenneth S. Bordens & Irwin
A. Horowitz, Mass Tort Civil Litigation: The Impact of Procedural Changes on Jury
Decisions, 73 JUDICATURE 22 (1989).

45 See McNeil & Fanscal, supra note 27, at 491.
46 See id.
47 See Jim Moran, A Class Action Should Be A Federal Case, WALL ST. J., May 6,

1998, at A22.
48 Eddie Curran, Have Class, Need Plaintiff, MOBILE REGISTER, Dec. 28, 1999, at IA.
49 See id.
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Lawyer-driven class actions can put class members' rights at
risk by proceeding on a lowest-common-denominator basis. Ex-
perienced class action defense attorney John Beisner told Con-
gress that class members with more serious and complex claims
may simply be "lumped into" the rest of the class and not given
the individual attention they need. 0 Moreover, plaintiffs' lawyers
may dispense with certain claims for tactical reasons-such as
waiving fraud claims because they require individual demon-
strations of reliance that can defeat class status.5 1 Or they may, to
achieve certification, seek to consolidate claims from many dif-
ferent states under one state's law, even though that state's law
may defeat some class members' claims.

These practices do a disservice to class members. In one case
pending before the Fifth Circuit, plaintiffs seek certification of a
nationwide class of claims alleging solely economic injuries. 52

The plaintiffs argue that common legal issues predominate be-
cause Georgia law governs the claims of plaintiffs from across
the country.53 The application of Georgia law, however, would
preclude the claims of many out-of-state class members. 54 Plain-
tiffs' counsel seem willing to sacrifice the claims of out-of-state
class members in order to obtain the coercive power of a class
certification.

Unnamed class members, particularly those without legal
training, have little say in how their claims are handled. Notices
of class actions or proposed settlements provide little or no in-
formation about rights to class members not versed in legalese.
As argued above, class members may therefore miss opportuni-
ties to make the crucial decision to opt out of a plaintiff class.

50 See John H. Beisner, Prepared Statement of John H. Beisner, O'Melveny & Myers
LLP, Washington, D.C., Before the Subcomm. On Administrative Oversight and the
Courts of the U.S. Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, Hearing on S. 353: "The Class Ac-
tion Fairness Act of 1999" 10 (May 4, 1999), available in Federal News Service.

51 See id.
52 See Spence v. Glock, appeal docketed, No. 99-40533 (5th Cir. May 6, 1999).53 Brief for Appellees at 39-43, Spence (No. 99-40533) (5th Cir. Sept. 9, 1999).
- See, e.g., Flintkote Co. v. Dravo Corp., 678 F.2d 942 (1lth Cir. 1982) (observing

that Georgia precedent barred recovery in tort for "economic loss" resulting from a
defective product where there was no personal injury or damage to other property).
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2. Plaintiffs' Lawyers Can Generate Windfall Fees While
Leaving Their Clients Empty-Handed

The opportunity to generate large fees is a major cause of the
increase in the number of class actions filed recently. Stanford
University Law Professor Deborah Hensler observes, "[l]awyers
are entrepreneurial, they're part of the capitalist economy, and
there are very powerful economic incentives to bring these types
of lawsuits. 5

Entrepreneurial plaintiffs' lawyers can draft broad claims so as
to pull in the greatest possible number of potential class mem-
bers. A large class gives a plaintiffs' attorney leverage against a
defendant and creates the potential to generate lucrative windfall
fees with low marginal investment. These fees often are obtained
at the expense of the lawyer's own clients.

Kamilewicz v. Bank of Boston Corp6 provides a perfect exam-
ple. That case involved allegations that the Bank of Boston had
over-collected escrow monies from homeowners and profited from
the interest. 7 The settlement, approved by an Alabama judge,
awarded up to $8.76 to individual class members. 8 The plain-
tiffs' lawyers received more than $8.5 million in fees, which
were debited directly from individual class members' escrow
accounts .59

One Bank of Boston class member, a Dallas lawyer, recalled
learning about the settlement after investigating a $144.25
charge identified as "Misc. Disburse." on his 1994 escrow state-
ment.6 "It was just unfathomable to me," the class member
said.6' "When I mentioned this to my legal colleagues, they said,
'No, that could not have happened. You couldn't get a court to
bless that.' To a person, that's the reaction I got."62

Similarly, a Florida court in 1998 approved a $349 million
settlement of a class action brought against tobacco companies

55 Eddie Curran, On Behalf of All Others: Legal Growth Industry Has Made Plaintiffs
of Us All, MOBILE REGISTER, Dec. 26, 1999, at IA.

56 92 F.3d 506 (7th Cir. 1996), cert. denied, 520 U.S. 1204 (1997). See also Hoffman
et al. v. BancBoston Mortgage Corp., No. CV-91-1880 (Cir. Ct., Mobile County, Ala.,
Jan. 24, 1994) (referred to in Kamilewicz).57 See id. at 508-09.

58 See id.
59 See Barry Meier, Math of a Class-Action Suit: 'Winning' $2.19 Costs $91.33, N.Y.

TIMES, Nov. 21, 1995, at Al.
6 See Eddie Curran, You Win, You Pay, MOBILE REGISTER, Dec. 29, 1999, at IA.
61 Id.
62 Id.
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by flight attendants who claimed injuries from exposure to sec-
ondhand smoke. 63 The individual flight attendants received
nothing, but their attorneys received $49 million in fees and ex-
penses.64 The rest of the settlement was applied to fund scientific
research.65 The settlement was approved over the objections of
thirty-five class members, who said that their attorneys had
breached their duty to the class, the settlement did not provide
any benefit to the class members, and the class representatives
did not adequately represent the class as a whole.66

Other examples of class members' claims being given short
shrift by their own lawyers abound. In 1998, an Illinois court
allowed a settlement offering $15 Cellular One vouchers to class
members and $1 million to their lawyers. 67 A California court
gave each of two million class members free phone service min-
utes, discounts on cellular phone accessories, or $20 in cash,
subject to reduction by over $9.5 million in attorneys' fees. 68

Another California court gave class members in a suit against
personal computer retailers discounts of seven percent or $25
(whichever amount was smaller) toward new purchases.69 The
attorneys in the case received $890,000.70 A Texas court gave
$5.50 refunds to each class victim of alleged insurance over-
charges, while reserving $10 million for the victims' lawyers. 71

63 See Broin v. Philip Morris Cos., Inc., 641 So.2d 888 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1994), rev.
denied, 654 So.2d 919 (Fla. 1995).

6 See Settlement of Broin Class Action Approved by Florida Judge, 1 NO. 6 DIET
DRUGS LITIG. RPTR. 17, Mar. 1998, at 17 [hereinafter Broin Settlement].

6 See id.
6 See id.
67 See Michelle Singletary, Coupon Settlements Fall Short, WASH. POST, Sept. 12,

1999, at H1.
6s See Martin Kassman, Judge OKs Coupons for Class Members, RECORDER, Feb. 24,

1998, at 4.
69 See Greg Miller, Accord Entitles Thousands to Computer Rebate, L.A. TIMES, June

18, 1998, atD3.
70 See id.
71 See Class Action Lawsuit: Examining Victim Compensation and Attorneys' Fees:

Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Administrative Oversight and the Courts of the
Senate Judiciary Comm., 105th Cong. 32 (1997) (statement of Hon. Paul V. Niemeyer,
U.S. Circuit Judge, Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit; Chair, Advisory Committee
on Civil Rules, Judicial Conference of the United States).
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III. A NEW AND INVITING FORUM FOR

CLASS ACTION LITIGATION

Plaintiffs' lawyers are targeting state courts as a new and in-
viting forum for class litigation. While federal courts must per-
form rigorous analyses of whether the claims before them merit
class treatment, many state courts take a more lax approach, en-
couraging plaintiffs' lawyers to manipulate the system to get
their cases heard before state judges.

A. Why Not Federal Court?

The key to success for a plaintiffs' counsel is often getting a
case certified for class treatment. Whether or not a suit has
merit, class certification threatens a defendant with the prospect
of a bet-the-company trial, where intangibles often weigh in
plaintiffs' favors and verdicts are often huge. After class certifi-
cation, settlement is often a defendant's only rational option.12

Federal courts are becoming more reluctant to grant class
certification.7 3 Before allowing plaintiffs to proceed as a class,
federal courts must question closely whether the claims satisfy
the requirements set forth in Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure. 4 Rule 23 requires that a party requesting class
certification satisfy four criteria:

1. Numerosity: The class must be so large that it would be
impractical to try the cases individually; 75

2. Commonality: The questions of law and fact must be
common to all class members; 76

3. Typicality: The claims of the named plaintiffs on the
lawsuit must be typical of the entire class;77 and

4. Representation: The named class members and their
lawyers must be ethical and capable to represent the inter-
ests of the class as a whole.78

72 See Eddie Curran, Critics Blast Alabama Judges' "Drive by' Rulings, MOBILE RE(-
ISTER, Dec. 28, 1999, at 9A.

73 See, e.g., Castano v. American Tobacco Co., 84 F.3d 734 (5th Cir. 1996); It re
Rhone-Poulene Rorer Inc., 51 F.3d 1293, 1299 (7th Cir. 1996), cert. denied, 516 U.S.
867 (1995); In re American Med. Sys., Inc., 75 F.3d 1069, 1085 (6th Cir. 1996).

74 See, e.g., General Tel. Co. v. Falcon, 457 U.S. 147, 161 (1982) (requiring a "rigor-
ous analysis" of Rule 23 prerequisites); Castano, 84 F.3d at 740 (5th Cir. 1996).

75 See FED. R. Civ. P. 23(a)(1).
76 See Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(a)(2).
77See Fed. R. Civ. R 23(a)(3).78See Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(a)(4).
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Under subdivision (b)(3) of Rule 23, a provision often used to
certify classes in consumer cases, a party must satisfy two addi-
tional criteria:

5. Predominance: The issues of law and issues of fact that
are common to members of the class must predominate over
(be greater than) the issues of law and fact that are not in
common;79 and

6. Superiority: Class treatment is truly the best method for
resolving the plaintiffs' claims."

1. Predominance and Commonality

The United States Supreme Court has spoken with precision
on the issue of predominance. In Amchem Products, Inc. v.
Windsor,81 "hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions, of indi-
viduals" allegedly injured by past exposure to asbestos-containing
products sought certification of a settlement class under Rule
23(b)(3).8 2 The Court found that the proposed settlement class
failed to satisfy Rule 23(b)(3)'s predominance requirement.83

The Court explained the case's certification-defeating factual
variations among class claims:

In contrast to mass torts involving a single accident, class
members in this case were exposed to different asbestos-
containing products, in different ways, over different peri-
ods, and for different amounts of time; some suffered no
physical injury, others suffered disabling or deadly diseases. 4

Issues of law also varied significantly among claims. For ex-
ample, common defenses such as individual responsibility 5 var-
ied under the laws of the several states implicated. 6

79See Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3).
1° See id.
81 521 U.S. 591 (1997).
8Id. at 597.83 See id. at 623-25. The Court also ruled that the proposed class failed to satisfy

Rule 23(a)(4)'s adequacy-of-representation requirement. See id. at 625.
MId. at 609.

85 See VICTOR E. SCHWARTZ, COMPARATIVE NEGLIGENCE (3d ed. 1994).
86 In a few states, plaintiff fault is a complete defense to liability. See id. at Appendix

B (text of all states' comparative negligence statutes). In a majority of states, however,
the defense of contributory fault applies only if a plaintiff is more at fault than a defen-
dant. See id. Other states allow plaintiffs to recover some amount if the defendant bears
at least some (e.g., one percent) responsibility. See id.
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The Amchem opinion makes absolutely clear that federal class
certification is inappropriate in toxic tort cases. Common issues
do not predominate in these cases.

Most lower federal courts have followed the Supreme Court's
lead in rigorously analyzing class certification motions. The
Fifth Circuit, for example, reversed a district court's grant of
class certification to a national class of smokers.17 The court
cited numerous variations in state law in its decision. 8 Similarly,
the Sixth Circuit denied class certification to claims involving
penile implants.89 That court noted that "strict adherence to Rule
23 in products liability cases involving drug or medical products
which require FDA approval is especially important '90

2. Representation

Federal courts take the fair representation requirement seri-
ously. They are unlikely to approve settlements that enrich
plaintiffs' counsel at the expense of their clients. For example,
the Fourth Circuit, in a case alleging injuries associated with
Dalkon Shield IUD contraceptives, refused to allow class attor-
neys to receive an additional ten percent in fees from an unan-
ticipated surplus of settlement funds set aside for class mem-
bers.9' The court indicated that allowing the additional fees
would be unreasonable because few of the claims went to arbi-
tration or trial, most did not require extensive preparation, and it
was clear early on that the claims would settle.92 The court also
implied that the attorneys were acting only for their own interest
because none of the 10,000 class members joined the attorneys
in their appeal for more compensation. 3

There are other examples of federal courts acting responsibly
in policing sweetheart settlements. In 1998, a New York federal
court, in a gender discrimination case, rejected a proposed set-
tlement that provided an estimated $13.2 million in attorneys'

87 See Castano v. American Tobacco Co., 84 F.3d 734 (5th Cir. 1996).
88 See id. at 746.
89 See In re American Med. Sys., Inc., 75 F.3d 1069, 1085 (6th Cir. 1996).
9 Id. at 1089 (emphasis added).
91 See In re A.H. Robins Co., Inc., 86 F.3d 364 (4th Cir. 1998), cert. denied sub norn.

Bergstrom v. Dalkon Shield Claimants Trust, 519 U.S. 993 (1996).
92 See id.
93 See id.
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fees, while allocating $15 million to ambiguously defined anti-
discrimination initiatives over a four-year period.94

In 1997, another federal court rejected a proposed settlement
of a class action filed against American Honda Finance Corp.95

In rejecting the settlement that would have given the class mem-
bers coupons worth between $75 and $150 and the lawyers
$140,000 in fees, the judge said that "a $140,000 attorneys' fee
award ... is more than just suspect. It is wholly inappropriate." 96

In 1996, the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed a federal
district court decision denying a request for $33 million in fees
by plaintiffs' lawyers who settled a products liability class action
against a heart valve manufacturer.97 The district court instead
awarded the attorneys about $10.25 million (plus expenses and
the right to petition for ten percent of future payments for the
following ten years), ruling that early settlements in the case
significantly reduced the attorneys' risk and that awarding the
requested amount would be excessive.98

B. Plaintiffs Benefit from Lax State Court Control over
Class Actions

Unlike the scrupulous practice of federal judges, some state
judges have taken laissez-faire attitudes toward class certification.
As a result, entrepreneurial contingency fee attorneys can bypass
the rigorous review given by federal judges and obtain certification
of questionable claims and approval of outrageous settlement
agreements. This practice can lead to absurd results: over a re-
cent two-year period, a state court in rural Alabama certified al-
most as many class actions (thirty-five cases) as all 900 federal
district courts did in a year (thirty-eight cases). 99

94 See Martens v. Smith Barney, Inc., 181 F.R.D. 243 (S.D.N.Y. 1998).
95 See Clement v. American Honda Finance Corp., 176 F.R.D. 15 (D. Conn. 1997).
96 d. at 32. See also Joe Stephens, Lawyers Get Cash, Class Action Plaintiffs Get

Coupons; The Results Get a Bit 'Kafkaesque' Out There, Judge Says, WASH. POST, Nov.
22, 1999, at A7.

97 See Bowling v. Pfizer, Inc., 102 F.3d 777 (6th Cir. 1996).
91 See id. at 780.
99 See John B. Hendricks, Statement on Mass Torts and Class Actions Before the

Subcomm. On Courts and Intellectual Property of the House Comm. on the Judiciary
on behalf of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce (Mar. 5, 1998), available in Federal
Document Clearing House Congressional Testimony.
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1. Laissez-Faire Enforcement of Existing Standards

Many states adopted the federal class action rule, Rule 23,
when they created their own class action procedures.' °0 Courts in
these states often follow federal courts' approaches when making
their class certification decisions. 10

This approach is not a matter of federalism; rather it makes
sense, both practically and as a matter of public policy. As a
practical matter, federal courts are familiar with the benefits and
drawbacks of using the class action. Federal courts' experience
here could help guide state judges who are less familiar with the
often subtle issues implicated by class litigation. As a matter of
policy, it makes sense for federal and state courts to use similar
standards in certifying class actions. Otherwise, systematic
abuse such as forum shopping becomes inevitable.

Abuse is occurring now. Some state courts are so lax in their
application of class certification standards that fundamental due
process protections are threatened. In one instance an Alabama
judge certified a nationwide class of persons who alleged that
their house siding was defective,' ° while a federal district judge
later rejected class certification in an action against the same de-
fendant and presenting identical legal issues.'03 The federal judge
found that the parties' due process rights, among others, ren-
dered class treatment impossible.' °4

Similarly, an Alabama state court judge certified a nationwide
class of consumers who had purchased allegedly defective sport
utility vehicles.'0 5 The state court plaintiffs claimed, inter alia,
that design and manufacturing defects caused the vehicles to roll
over and that the defendant fraudulently marketed the vehicle. ,o6
A federal judge in the Eastern District of Louisiana had earlier

100 See H.R. REP. No. 106-320, supra note 7, at 5 (stating that 38 states have adopted
the amended Federal Rule 23, sometimes with slight modifications).

101 See, e.g., Exparte AmSouth Bancorp., 717 So. 2d 357, 362 n.5 (Ala. 1998) ("This
Court has previously recognized that Rule 23, Ala. R. Civ. P., is virtually identical to
the corresponding federal rule. Thus, when interpreting Rule 23 of the Alabama Rules
of Civil Procedure, this Court has traditionally looked to federal cases construing Rule
23, Fed. R. Civ. P., as persuasive authority." (citations omitted)).

102 See Naef v. Masonite Corp., No. CV-94-4033 (Cir. Ct., Mobile County, Ala., Nov.
15, 1995).

103 See In re Masonite Hardboard Siding Prods. Liab. Litig., 170 F.R.D. 417, 424
(E.D. La. 1997).

I" See id. at 427.
105 See Rice v. Ford Motor Co., No. CV-93-965 (Cir. Ct., Green County., Ala., Aug.

26, 1993).
106 See Complaint, Rice (No. CV-93-965).
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been confronted with similar factual and legal claims against the
same defendant in a similar lawsuit, but had refused to certify a
nationwide class because he concluded that certifying a class in
such a case would result in denial of due process and jury trial
rights. 10 While the state and federal lawsuits were separate ac-
tions, the state court was faced with the exact same issues in re-
solving the class certification motion as was the federal court. 18

The state court judge certified the class anyway, without ex-
plaining why or whether he believed the federal court's determi-
nation to be erroneous.1 9

2. Drive-By Class Certifications

Some state judges engage in so-called "drive-by" class
certifications-the certification of a class at the request of plain-
tiffs' counsel before defendants have been served with a com-
plaint or been given an opportunity to answer.110 Class certification,
one of the most important decisions in a case, is thus sometimes
made with neither the defendant's knowledge nor his opportunity
to respond.

In a lawsuit filed against a major automobile manufacturer in a
Tennessee state court, plaintiffs filed several inches of docu-
ments with their complaint."' By the end of the same day the
lawsuit was filed, the court certified a nationwide class of
23 million automobile owners-one of the largest class actions
ever certified by any court.112 In its certification order, the court
stated that it had conducted a "probing, rigorous review" of the
matter,1 13 a practical impossibility given the few hours allotted
the review and the utter lack of thoughtful response to the plain-

i7 See In re Ford Motor Co. Bronco H Prod. Liab. Litig. 177 F.R.D. 360 (E.D. La.
1997) (variations in state laws and facts of case defeat predominance prong of FED. R.
Civ. PRO. 23(b)(3), but plaintiffs' proposed solution-applying the law of one state to
the claims of class members from 51 jurisdictions-was barred by due process problems).

108 Compare FED. R. Civ. PRO. 23(b)(3) with ALA. R. Civ. PRO. 23(b)(3) (both re-
quiring that common issues of law and fact predominate).

,0 See John W. Martin, Jr., Statement of John W. Martin, Jr., Vice President-General
Counsel, Ford Motor Company, Before the Courts and Intellectual Property Subcomm.
of the House Comm. on the Judiciary Hearing on Mass Torts and Class Actions (Mar. 5,
1998), available in Federal Document Clearing House Congressional Testimony; John
H. Beisner, The State Court Class Action Crisis, in UNDERSTANDING CLASS ACTIONs 2
(1998 presentation at the Manhattan Institute's Center for Judicial Studies).110 See H.R. REp. No. 106-320, supra note 7, at 8.

Il See Martin, supra note 109.
112 See id.
113 Id.
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tiff's motion. This practice of ex parte certification offends no-
tions of due process and fundamental fairness.

Many plaintiffs' lawyers argue that no harm is done in such
circumstances because the certifications are conditional, allow-
ing defendants to challenge them subsequently. But where certifi-
cation decisions are made against out-of-state defendants by a
plaintiff-friendly state court judge, it can be very much an uphill
battle for the defendant to change the judge's mind after the fact.

3. Easy Approval of Questionable Class-Action Settlements

In states where judges are elected, some judges may feel po-
litical pressure to approve large class action settlements so as to
project an image of looking out for consumer interests and
bringing large sums of money into their jurisdictions. Other
judges may fall victim to prospects of economic or professional
goodwill from plaintiffs' lawyers, giving only cursory review of
their settlement offers.

Several class action settlements approved by state courts are
notable in this regard. A California stockbroker protested two
class action settlements in which she was a plaintiff."14 She re-
couped about $700 of her investments "--little more than $1 per
share-while attorneys got $11 million."" 5

In a proposed $25 million settlement between a large insur-
ance company and 1600 of its employees arising from disputes
over travel expenses, attorneys are expected to receive $7.5 million
in fees." 6 Employees will each receive $10,000, but will lose
their jobs and be rehired as independent agents." 7

A California court approved a class action settlement of an
action brought against computer monitor manufacturers on the
ground that they misrepresented their screen size to consum-
ers."' Under the settlement, the plaintiffs' lawyers collected a fee
of approximately $6 million. "9 The class members, however, re-
ceived a $13 coupon toward the purchase of a new computer
monitor or system costing hundreds of dollars, with the option of

114 See Russ Britt, Judicial Conference, Prop. 201 May Reform Group-Lawsuit Prac-
tice, If Not, It's... Class Wars, L.A. DAILY NEWS, Mar. 24, 1996, at B1.

I Id.
116 See id.
117 See id.
II See Marc Fisher, Class Actions' Big Winners: The Lawyers; Huge Fees Contrasted

With Plaintiff Benefits, WASH. PosT, May 25, 1997, at Al.
119 See id.
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holding the coupon and redeeming it about three years later for
$6 in cash. 120

IV. REGULATION BY LITIGATION:

A NEW AND TROUBLING USE FOR CLASS ACTIONS

An emerging trend in litigation is the increasing tendency of
some judges and plaintiffs' lawyers to attempt to regulate society.

Some judges and plaintiffs' lawyers believe that the normal
political processes have been blocked by special interests and
that only the judiciary can make things right. Former Clinton
Administration Labor Secretary Robert Reich astutely observed
that "[t]he era of big government may be over, but the era of
regulation by litigation has just begun."12

A. The Birth of Regulation by Litigation

The trend of regulation by litigation first arose during gov-
ernment recoupment lawsuits against the tobacco industry. Ac-
tivist trial courts in a few of these cases departed from funda-
mental legal principles in order to tip the scales and allow gov-
ernment plaintiffs to achieve their public policy goals through
litigation.122

What changes did these courts make? Some departed from the
fundamental tort principle that no one indirectly harmed by a
tortfeasor's acts has a greater legal claim against the tortfeasor
than does the victim who is directly and physically injured.l 3

For example, one court allowed a state to maintain a direct claim
against tobacco companies for recoupment of health care costs. 24

Allowing the action gave the state a more powerful claim than
any to which the directly injured individuals would have been

120 See id.
121 Robert B. Reich, Regulation Is Out, Litigation Is In, USA TODAY, Feb. 11, 1999, at

A15.
2 See Victor E. Schwartz, The Remoteness Doctrine: A Rational Limit on Tort Law,

8 CORNELL J.L. & PUB. POL'Y. (forthcoming Spring 1999).
3 See, e.g., ARTHUR LARSON, 2 LARSON WORKERS' COMPENSATION, Desk Edition,

§ 75:00 (Matthew Bender Co. 1999).
1
24 See Texas v. American Tobacco Co., 14 F. Supp. 2d 956, 962 (E.D. Tex. 1997)

(quoting Alfred L. Snapp & Son, Inc. v. Puerto Rico, 458 U.S. 592, 602 (1982)).
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entitled, because the state was not subject to the powerful as-
sumption-of-risk defense.'25

As a result of the advantage given the government plaintiffs in
these actions, the tobacco companies were forced to settle en
masse rather than risk multi-billion dollar judgments. 26 Not all
of the defendant tobacco companies could have met the oppres-
sive bonding requirements-up to 200% of the judgment in some
states-that would have been necessary to appeal the trial
courts' decisions. 127 These cases were not class actions-the gov-
ernments filed suit on their own behalf. Nevertheless, they
forged the tactical weapons now used by private contingency fee
lawyers in class action suits.

B. Personal Injury Lawyers Refine the Trend

Personal injury lawyers who partnered with state attorneys
general in the tobacco litigation saw first-hand the coercive ef-
fect of massive coordinated lawsuits. Now they seek to use class
actions to regulate other industries, bypassing the legislative
branch entirely. These lawyers have refined the approach they
developed in the tobacco litigation, employing deliberate and
recognizable tactics.

First, the lawyers vilify the target company or industry to shift
public opinion against the defendant. 2  They want the court of
public opinion to hold the defendant liable before there is ever a
judicial trial.

15 Three states passed legislation to facilitate the state's victory in court. See FLA.
STAT. ch. 409.910 (1997); 1998 Vt. Acts & Resolves 142 (codified in part at VT. STAT,
ANN. tit. 33, §§ 1904, 1911 (1998)); MD. CODE ANN., HEALTH-GEN. I § 15-120 (1998).
See generally Robert A. Levy, Tobacco Medicaid Litigation: Snuffing Out the Rule of
Law, 22 S. ILL. U. L.J. 601 (1998).
126 See John Fund & Martin Morse Wooster, The Dangers of Regulation Through Liti-

gation, 11 (American Tort Reform Foundation 2000).
27 See, e.g., Ala. Code § 12-12-73 (2000) (requiring supersedeas bond "in twice the

amount of the judgment"); Iowa R. App. Pro. Rule 7(b) (West 1999) (in appeal of
money judgment, "the penalty of such bond shall be one hundred twenty-five percent of
the amount thereof, including costs... "'). Cf N.J. R. App. Pro. R. 2:9-6 (West 1999)
(unless court orders otherwise, bond "shall be conditioned for the satisfaction of the
judgment in full, together with interest and trial costs, and to satisfy fully such
modification of judgment, additional interest and costs and damages as the appellate
court might adjudge").

128 See John Coale, The Public Policy Implications of Lawsuits Against Unpopular
Defendants: Guns, Tobacco, Alcohol and What Else (presentation before The Federalist
Society on Law and Public Policy Studies, Nov. 11, 1999) (transcript on file with authors).
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Next, the lawyers persuade their allies in government to sign
on to and popularize attacks against the target industry through
hearings, introduction of legislation, press conferences, and public
statements.1 29 They encourage this help by giving massive amounts
in campaign contributions to their friends. 30

Finally, once they have softened up an industry, the lawyers
file massive, coordinated lawsuits, often based on dubious legal
claims, in order to leverage lucrative settlements out of the de-
fendants.' In the case of the managed care industry, plaintiffs'
attorneys have given the sword of class action litigation a sharper
point: they use the threat of dropping stock prices due to class
action litigation as a weapon to force quick settlements and
promises of better behavior from skittish defendants.1 32

1. A Case Study: New Style Class Actions Against
Health Maintenance Organizations

In September 1999, a handful of personal injury lawyers, who
are expected to reap hundreds of millions of dollars for their
work in the state tobacco cases, 133 announced that they would file
coordinated class action lawsuits against health maintenance or-
ganizations ("HMOs") in order to "level the playing field" be-
tween the managed care industry, health care consumers, and
medical professionals. 34 They have since filed numerous putative
nationwide class actions, including at least five in federal court
in Hattiesburg, Mississippi. 35

Plaintiffs' lawyers have made clear that there is a regulatory
purpose to these suits. Plaintiffs' lawyer Richard Scruggs, who

129 See id.
130 The American Tort Reform Foundation recently announced a Web site, Tracking

the Trial Lawyers (visited Feb. 20, 2000) <http://www.triallawyermoney.org>, that
provides quarterly updated contribution numbers and the tools necessary to analyze
them. The site not only tracks trial lawyer political action committees, but also those of
individual trial lawyers and tobacco settlement law firms, their partners, and employees.

1
3 1 See Coale, supra note 128; Bill Pryor, Curbing the Abuses of Government Law-

suits Against Industries (presentation before the American Legislative Exchange Coun-
cil) (Aug. 11, 1999) (transcript on file with authors).

1
3 2 See infra text accompanying notes 145-147.

1
33 See Milo Geyelin, Lawyer Seeks Early HMO Settlement: Five More Suits Filed

Against Health hzsurers, WALL ST. J. EUR., Nov. 25, 1999, at 11.
"3 Laurie McGinley and Milo Geyelin, Attorneys Prepare Suits Against HMOs:

Class-Action Strategy Used Against Tobacco Industry Is Readied for New Push, WALL

ST. J., Sept. 30, 1999, at A3.
135 See REPAIR Files Class-Action Suits Against Cigna, Foundation, Three Other

Plans, 9 MANAGED CARE WK. 42, Nov. 29, 1999; Philip Connors, Former Insider Helps
in Suits Against HMOs, WALL ST. J., Nov. 26, 1999, at B 1.
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made a reported $1 billion for coordinating some of the govern-
ment tobacco suits,36 styled these HMO suits as "the last line of
defense for millions of men, women and children who were sold
a bill of goods at the expense of their health. They have asked us
to change this unconscionable health care system through the
courts and that is what we will do.' 137 But just as in the tobacco
litigation, the novel claims asserted in the HMO class actions are
dependent on convincing a court to assume the role of regulator
and to reject existing principles of law.

At least one complaint alleges that managed care companies
violated the Racketeer-Influenced and Corrupt Organizations
(RICO) Act'38 by failing to disclose the details of certain incen-
tive-based cost containment programs.'39 It alleges that incentive-
based business practices could hurt the quality of care in the fu-
ture. 140 The plaintiffs allege no actual injury, for example, that
they were not provided coverage for a medical condition under
their health coverage plans.' 4' Plaintiffs' failure to even allege
actual injury flouts the law 42 and suggests that other motivations
are at work.

Mr. Scruggs has suggested that he never wants these cases to
go to trial, that he simply wants to see them settled.143 While Mr.
Scruggs has claimed that his goal "is not to simply shake a set-
tlement out of the industry,"' 44 he has counseled stock analysts
and institutional investors about the potentially disastrous effect
that class action litigation could have on prices of managed care
stocks. 145 Mr. Scruggs has said, "[i]f HMO investors were smart,
they'd lean on their companies to see if we can work something
out."I  The price of managed care stocks dropped dramatically at
the time these lawsuits were announced and subsequently plum-

136 See Eddie Curran, A Class Action Prescription, MOBILE REG., Dec. 30, 1999, at 10A.
1
37 Id.

138 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961-8 (1994).
1
39 See Maio v. Aetna, No. CIV.A.99-1969, 1999 WL 800315, at *1 (E.D. Pa. Sept.

29, 1999).
140 See id.
141 See id. at *2.
142 See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 1964(c); Sedima, S.P.R.L. v. Imrex Co., Inc., et al., 473 U.S.

479, 496 (1985) (plaintiff has standing in a civil RICO action only if he has been in-
jured in his business or property by the conduct constituting the violation).

1
43 See Collin Levey, Three Ways to Shake Down an HMO, WALL ST. J., Jan. 3, 2000,

at A19.
144 Id.
14s See id.; Geyelin, supra note 133.
1
46Levey, supra note 143.
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meted to half their 1999 highs. 147 Mr. Scruggs's attempts have
serious consequences for retirees, people close to retirement, and
other shareholders who count on their investments to provide
them with financial security.

C. Regulation by Class-Action Litigation Usurps the
Role of Legislatures

The attempts by some trial lawyers and judges to regulate en-
tire industries through class action litigation has adverse impacts
on our society. The lawsuits interfere with the lawmaking func-
tions of Congress and state legislatures and can lead to bad pub-
lic policy. Robert Reich, who coined the term "regulation by liti-
gation, 1 48 has observed that "[t]he strategy may work, but at the
cost of making our frail democracy even weaker .... This is
faux legislation, which sacrifices democracy to the discretion of
administration officials operating in secrecy. 149

1. The Role of the Legislature

Legislatures are in the best position to consider far-reaching
and complex public policy issues. They can collect information
from a wide and diverse range of sources to help them decide
how and whether the law should be changed.

Legislatures also are situated uniquely to respond to public
concerns. They make decisions in the open. Any citizen can be
heard on an issue. If citizens want a law changed, they can peti-
tion their representatives. If they are unhappy with the legisla-
ture's response, they can vote their representatives out of office.
In our democratic system, if far-reaching public policy changes
are to be made, the public should have the opportunity to weigh
in on those changes.

Finally, legislatures make law prospectively. This helps ensure
that citizens have fair notice about important legal changes. As
the United States Supreme Court noted in a landmark decision
regarding punitive damages, "[e]lementary notions of fairness
enshrined in our constitutional jurisprudence dictate that a per-

147 See id.
14
8 Reich, supra note 121.
149 Robert B. Reich, Don't Democrats Believe in Democracy?, WALL ST. J., Jan. 12,

2000, at A22.
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son receive fair notice.., of the conduct that will subject him to
[liability] '."150

2. The Role of the Court

Courts are not lawmakers and are not well-equipped to make
broad public policy decisions, as is required to accommodate the
new legal theories presented by trial lawyers in the new style
class actions. Courts are best suited to develop incrementally
existing legal principles over time.

Judges decide controversies one case at a time. They are pre-
sented with a limited set of facts in each lawsuit. And this input
is often colored by the arguments of opposing counsel, who are
seeking to serve purely private interests. The focus on individual
cases does not provide comprehensive access to broad informa-
tion, and judicial changes in tort law may not provide fair and
prospective notice to everyone affected. 51

3. State Court Influence over National Public Policy

When class actions are filed in state courts, state judges are
able to dictate national public policy from local courthouse
steps. Many state class actions involve class members from
across the country and claims aggregating billions of dollars.

To facilitate the certification of such nationwide or interstate
class actions, some state courts have declared the laws of their
forum to apply to all claims in an action, even where that state
law is inconsistent with the laws of the jurisdictions where other
claims arise.52 In short, some state courts are federalizing state
law claims, declaring the laws of one state to apply in all juris-
dictions. 53 The United States Supreme Court declared this prac-
tice to constitute a denial of due process in Phillips Petroleum
Co. v. Shutts,154 but it continues.' 5

150 BMW of N. Am., Inc. v. Gore, 517 U.S. 559, 574 (1996) (emphasis added).
151 See BMW, 517 U.S. at 574.
1
52 See Walter E. Dellinger, Statement of Walter E. Dellinger Before the House Judi-

ciary Comm. Hearing on H.P. 1 R75: "The Interstate Class Action Jurisdiction Act of
1999" (July 21, 1999), available in Federal Document Clearing House Congressional
Testimony.

153 See id.
154 472 U.S. 797 (1985).
15 5 See Dellinger, supra note 152.
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In other interstate class actions, state courts have ruled on the
law of other jurisdictions, effectively telling other states what
their laws mean. When a jury or a judge holds a corporate de-
fendant accountable under such legal schemes, that defendant
must shape its behavior across the nation to comply with the
court's policy decisions.

For example, in Avery v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Insur-
ance Co.,156 an Illinois trial court entered a judgment of almost
$1.2 billion against State Farm in favor of a purported nation-
wide class of State Farm policyholders. 57 The case arose out of a
longstanding State Farm practice (shared by other automobile
insurers), which was fully disclosed to policyholders, of using
non-Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) parts to repair
cars after accidents.1 5

1 State Farm and others followed this policy
to create and assure a competitive market with OEM parts and to
reduce repair costs. 59 Since State Farm is a mutual insurance
company, its policy holders directly benefited from any savings
from the use of non-OEM parts.' 6°

State insurance regulators and legislators throughout the United
States, as well as consumer groups, have supported the use of
non-OEM parts.' 6' The majority of states expressly permit insur-
ers to specify non-OEM parts, either by statute or regulation. 62

Nevertheless, in Avery an Illinois trial court and jury nullified
considered judgments made by regulators and legislatures
throughout the country about the use of non-OEM parts. 63

The certification of a class in this case was misguided. Plain-
tiffs claimed that all non-OEM parts used by policyholders were
inferior to OEM parts, and that State Farm had breached its con-
tractual obligation to policy holders and committed fraud when-
ever it specified such parts. 64 When the case went to trial, plain-

'
56 No. 97-L-1 14, 1999 WL 955543 (1I1. Cir. Ct. Oct. 8, 1999).
157 See id.
158 See Memorandum of State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company in Sup-

port of its Motion for Direct Appeal Pursuant to Rule 302(b) at 2, Avery (No. 97-L-1 14)
[hereinafter State Farm Memorandum].

'59 See id.
160 See id. at 8-9.
161 See, e.g., Motion Of State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company For Di-

rect Appeal Pursuant To Supreme Court Rule 302(b), Exs. F, G, and I through N, Avery
(No. 97-L- 114); Motion Of Center For Auto Safety, Inc. And Public Citizen, Inc. For
Leave To File An Amicus Curiae Brief In Support Of Appellant's Request For A Direct
Appeal Under Supreme Court Rule 302(b) at 1-2, Avery (No. 97-L-1 14).

162 See State Farm Memorandum, supra note 158, at 10 (citing statutes).
163 See Avery, 1999 WL 955543.
164 See id.
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tiffs submitted little evidence that all non-OEM parts were infe-
rior or that there was no variance.'65 Nevertheless, the trial court
permitted the jury to make a group judgment on a class action.'66

The plaintiffs in the class came from states throughout the na-
tion, but the trial court swept under the rug the fact that the
claims of each policyholder arose under different states' laws.'67

The case has been appealed,1 68 but in the current climate of
state versus federal forums with different rules and different
policies, the outcome cannot be predicted. Avery illustrates how
lower state courts may shape aspects of national public policy.
Basing public policy on such private interests is unwise.

V. CLASS ACTION ABUSE:
WHAT CAN AND SHOULD BE DONE TO STOP IT

Many of the abuses of the class action system occur when
state courts are asked to adjudicate complex and high-stakes
cases involving interstate claims. The Class Action Fairness Act
of 1999,169 now pending in Congress, would provide a fairer and
more impartial federal court forum for interstate class actions.
The legislation has been the subject of numerous hearings in
both the House and Senate: it has been reported out of the House
Judiciary Committee twice, 70 passed by the full House once, 7'
and reported out of the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Ad-
ministrative Oversight and the Courts once. 7 2

A substantially similar measure was enacted into law as part
of the federal Year 2000 Readiness and Responsibility Act
("Y2K Act"). 73 The Y2K Act established procedures and legal

165 See generally Avery, No. 97-L-1 14 (Ill. Cir. 1999).
166 See Avery, 1999 WL 955543.
167 See, e.g., Order and Findings that Action May Be Maintained as a Class Action

For Breach of Contract, Consumer Fraud, and Equitable Relief Claims, Avery (No. 97-
L-114); Ordering Regarding Law to be Applied to Class Members' Claims, Avery (No.
97-L-114).

163 See Notice of Appeal, Avery (No. 97-L-1 14).
169 S. 353, 106th Cong. (1999) (introduced by Sen. Grassley (R-Iowa)).
170 See H.R. REP. No. 106-320, supra note 7; H.R. REP. No. 105-702 (1998).
1 See 145 CONG. REc. D1025-01 (Sept. 23, 1999).
7 See 144 CONG. Rc. D956 (daily ed. Sept. 10, 1998) (favorably reporting the Class

Action Fairness Act of 1998, S. 2083, 105th Cong. (1998)).
173 Year 2000 Readiness and Responsibility Act, Pub. L. No. 106-37, 106 Stat. 185

(1999).
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standards for lawsuits stemming from Year 2000 computer date-
related failures.1 74

A. Changes in Jurisdictional and Removal Statutes Would
Eliminate Game-Playing by Plaintiffs' Counsel

The approach taken by Congress does not affect Rule 23 it-
self. 75 Instead, the approach provides for a limited change in the
laws governing the jurisdiction of federal courts. 176 Specifically,
the legislation eliminates the federal jurisdiction loopholes ex-
ploited by plaintiffs' counsel in their attempts to keep cases be-
fore a state tribunal.177

The legislation preserves the rights of persons to obtain class
treatment of the claims in their lawsuit. 7 It also preserves and
helps fulfill the original purpose of federal diversity jurisdiction:
to assure a fair forum when an out-of-state defendant is sued. 179

The legislation would not limit the ability of anyone to file a
class action lawsuit or change anyone's right to recovery.8 0

The proposed federal legislation would amend the federal di-
versity-of-citizenship statute 8' to grant original jurisdiction in
the federal courts to hear interstate class actions where any
member of the proposed class is a citizen of a state different
from any defendant' 82-- a change from complete diversity to
minimal diversity.

This expanded jurisdiction would not include disputes that are
truly local in nature. 3 Accordingly, the House legislation would
exempt from its reach the following: (1) intrastate cases-cases
in which a "substantial majority" of the class members are citi-
zens of the same state and the claim will be governed primarily

174See generally H.R. CONF. REP. No. 106-212 (1999); 145 CONG. REc. H5198-99
(daily ed. July 1, 1999).

17 Indeed, the Rules Enabling Act places the authority to promulgate and modify fed-
eral court rules in the hands of the federal judiciary, subject to Congressional acquies-
cence. See 28 U.S.C. §§ 2071-7 (1994).

176 See The Interstate Class Action Jurisdiction Act of 1999, H.R. 1875, 106th Cong.
§§ 3, 4; The Class Action Fairness Act of 1999, S. 353, 106th Cong. §§ 3, 4.

177 See H.R. 1875 §§ 3, 4; S. 353 §§ 3, 4.
178 See H.R. RP. No. 106-320, supra note 7, at 11-12 (1999).
179 See id.
10 See id.
"' 28 U.S.C. § 1332 (1994).
182 See H.R. 1875 § 3(b); S. 353 § 3.
'83See id.
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by that state's law; 1' 4 (2) limited scope cases-cases involving
fewer than one hundred class members or where the aggregate
amount in controversy is less than $1 million;"s5 and (3) state
action cases-cases where the primary defendants are states or
state officials, or other government entities against whom the
district court may be foreclosed from ordering relief.'86 The pro-
posed Senate legislation requires the federal district court to ab-
stain from hearing the action if a majority of the parties are resi-
dents of the same state and the claims asserted will be governed
primarily by the laws of the state, or the primary defendants are
government entities or officials. 87

The proposed legislation also would eliminate some of the
tactics used by plaintiffs' lawyers to avoid removal of a state
class action to federal court.

First, unnamed class members (plaintiffs) would be allowed to
remove to federal court class actions in which their claims are
being asserted.'88 Under current rules, only defendants are per-
mitted to remove.189 The legislation would allow unnamed class
members to remove a case if they are concerned the state court
has not or will not protect their interests, as, for example, in a
coupon settlement case. 19o

Second, parties could remove without the consent of any other
party.' 91 Current removal rules, which apply only to defendants,
require the consent of all defendants to remove an action. 92 The
proposed change would prevent plaintiffs' lawyers from adding
defendants to their cases in order to destroy diversity. 93

Third, removal to federal court would be available to any de-
fendant, regardless of whether the defendant is a citizen of the
state in which the action was brought. 9 4

184 See H.R. 1875 § 3(b)(2)(A)(i).
'8 See id. § 3(b)(2)(A)(ii).
16 See id. § 3(b)(2)(A)(iii).
19

7 See S. 353 § 3(3).
181 See id. § 4.
189 See 28 U.S.C. § 1441(a) (1994).
,90 See S. 353 § 4.
191 See id.
192See 28 U.S.C. § 1441(a) (1994); Chicago, Rock Island & Pac. Ry. Co. v. Martin,

178 U.S. 245, 248 (1900); Tri-Cities Newspapers, Inc. v. Tri-Cities Pressman & Assis-
tants' Local 349, 427 F.2d 325, 326-7 (5th Cir. 1970).193 See H.R. RP. No. 106-320, supra note 7, at 7.

194 See S. 353 § 4.
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Fourth, the current time bar to removal of class actions to fed-
eral court 195 would be eliminated, although the requirement that
removal occur within thirty days of notice of grounds for re-
moval would be retained. 196

B. Changes in Notice Provisions Protect Putative Class
Members'Interests

The current Senate class action reform bill also would require
that any written notice to the class contain a "short summary
written in plain, easily understood language" and provide other
information about the content of the notice. 197 For example, if the
notice is sent to inform class members of a proposed settlement,
the notice would have to explain the benefits of the settlement,
the rights the class members will lose by entering into the set-
tlement, the obligations imposed on the defendants, and certain
information about their attorneys' fees. 198

This legislation would ensure that class members are aware of
their rights and that lawyers cannot draft intentionally mislead-
ing or obscure notices that hide counsel-friendly settlements that
do not serve the class members' interests.

C. Limitations on Attorneys'Fees

The current Senate legislation would also set limits on the
amount of fees recoverable by lawyers for the plaintiffs' class. It
provides that the lawyers' total fees and expenses cannot exceed
a "reasonable percentage" of the following: the damages and
prejudgment interest actually paid to the class; future financial
benefits to the class based on the cessation of alleged improper
conduct by the defendants; and the costs actually incurred by all
defendants in complying with the terms of an injunction order
and settlement agreement. 99 One attorney has noted that "[t]hese
are very modest fee limitations" and "'percentage of fund' fee
awards in class actions are usually wholly unwarranted. '2° While

195 See 28 U.S.C. § 1446(b) (1994).
196 See id.; H.R. REP. No. 106-320, supra note 7, at 12.
I- S. 353 § 2.
198 See id. § 3.
199 See id. § 2.20 Beisner, supra note 50, at 23.
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giving plaintiffs' counsel a percentage of the plaintiffs' recovery
in an individual case can be justified, giving class counsel a per-
centage of the entire class recovery hands them a "major, totally
unjustifiable windfall. '2 0'

VI. CONCLUSION

Class actions have their proper place in our legal system.
Class actions work when common issues of law and fact pre-
dominate, representation is fair, and judicial economy can be
achieved. Where federal courts follow these rules and a few state
courts do not, however, chaos, forum-shopping, and denials of
due process of law prevail, thus necessitating change. Change
also is needed when class actions are used to enrich a few attor-
neys, substitute for legislatures, or serve as tools for extorting
unfair settlements.

The proposed federal class action diversity jurisdiction reform
legislation will not cure all misuses of the class action device.
Nevertheless, it is a welcome start toward that goal and should
be enacted now.

201Id.
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SYMPOSIUM

SOCIAL ISSUE LITIGATION AND
THE ROUTE AROUND DEMOCRACY

JEFF REH"

The increasing use of litigation to effect social reform has raised con-
cerns about the extent to which lawsuits-and the threat of lawsuits-
should be used as regulatory devices. Using cities' lawsuits against gun
manufacturers as a context, Jeff Reh argues that litigation is an undemo-
cratic substitute for legislation.

In October 1998, the Honorable Marc Morial, mayor of New
Orleans, Louisiana, filed a lawsuit on behalf of his city against
various firearm manufacturers for the costs associated with the
criminal and negligent misuse of handguns in New Orleans.'
Morial's theory of liability was premised upon the contention
that the manufacturers had failed to build internal locks in their
products to prevent their unauthorized use and had failed to in-
corporate other features deemed by the mayor to increase fire-
arm safety.2

One month later, the mayor of Chicago, the Honorable Rich-
ard Daley, filed his own suit against gun manufacturers.' The
Chicago suit claimed that because firearm manufacturers failed
to prevent criminal access to guns and firearms were a public
nuisance, the manufacturers should reimburse the City of Chi-
cago for $435 million incurred in fighting gun-related crime and
in paying for the costs of gun misuse.4

Between October 1998 and February 2000, twenty-one other
city mayors and four county executives filed lawsuits against gun
manufacturers similar to those initiated by mayors Monal and

* General Counsel for Beretta U.S.A. Corp. Beretta U.S.A. Corp., a manufacturer of
semi-automatic handguns, supplies the standard service sidearm for the United States
Armed Forces, as well as providing sidearms to law enforcement and civilian customers
in the United States and Canada.

See Morial v. Smith & Wesson Corporation., No. 19 98-18578, 2000 WL 248364
(La. Civil Dist. Ct., Feb. 28, 2000).

2 See id.
3 See City of Chicago and County of Cook v. Beretta U.S.A. Corp., No. 98 CH 15596

(Ill. Cir. Ct. Cook County).
4 See id.
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Daley.5 Three private citizens and the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored Persons (NAACP) also initiated
similar suits.6

Public reaction to the lawsuits has been generally negative.7

Opinion polls and news editorials revealed a general sentiment
that it was unfair to blame gun manufacturers for subsequent
criminal misuse over which they had no control. 8 Critics of the
lawsuits point out that areas in the country with the highest per-
centage of gun ownership have the lowest crime rates.9 Several
commentators express serious concern about the short and long-
term national economic consequences of suing industries simply
because their products can be misused.'0 Critics fear that these
suits could eventually target the automobile, alcohol, and enter-
tainment industries, as well as the internet." Other critics decry
the suits as diversionary, blame-making attempts by city officials
to draw attention away from the failure of the city mayors to do

5 See, e.g., Complaint, City of Boston v. Smith & Wesson, No. 99-2590 (Mass. Sup.
Ct. Suffolk County filed June 3, 1999); Complaint, City of Camden v. Berretta U.S.A.
Corp., No. L451099 (N.J. Super. Ct. Camden County filed June 2, 1999); Complaint,
Camden County v. Beretta U.S.A. Corp., No. 99CV2518 (D. N.J. filed June 1, 1999);
California ex reL Renne, v. Arcadia Machine & Tool, No. 303753 (Cal. Super. Ct. San
Francisco filed May 25, 1999); Complaint, California ex rel. Co. of Los Angeles, v.
Arcadia Machine & Tool, No. BC214794 (Cal. Super. Ct. Los Angeles County filed
Aug. 6, 1999); Complaint, Archer & City of Detroit v. Arms Technology, Inc., No. 99-
912658 (Mich. Cir. Ct. Wayne County filed Apr. 26, 1999); Complaint, Ganim and City
of Bridgeport v. Smith & Wesson, Inc., No. CV99-036-1279 (Conn. Super. Ct. Dist. of
Fairfield filed Jan. 27, 1999); Complaint, White and City of Cleveland v. Hi-Point Fire-
arms, No. 381897 (Hamilton County, Ohio Ct. of Common Pleas filed Apr. 8, 1999);
Complaint, James and City of Newark v. Arcadia Machine & Tool, No. L-6059-99 (N.J.
Super. Ct. Essex County filed June 9, 1999); Complaint, City of St. Louis v. Cernicek,
No. 992-01209 (Cir. Ct. St. Louis, 22d Jud. Cir. filed Apr. 30, 1999).

6 See Ceriale v. Smith & Wesson, No. 99L05628 (Ill. Cir. Ct. Cook County, May 20,
1999); NAACP v. A.A. Arms, Inc., (E.D.N.Y., July 16, 1999); Smith v. Navegar, No. 98
L 13465 (Ill. Cir. Ct. Cook County, June 9, 1998); Young v. Bryco Arms, No. 98 L 6684
(Ill. Cir. Ct. Cook County, June 9, 1998).

7A Reuters poll released January 6, 1999 found that only 19.3% of persons surveyed
supported the suits. See Bill Hoffmann, Americans Don't Back Gun Suits-Survey, N.Y.
POST, Jan. 8, 1999, at 018. A December 31, 1998 CNN poll found that 92% of partici-
pants believed that gun manufacturers should not be held liable for gun violence. See
Should gun manufacturers be held liable for gun violence? (visited Jan. 5, 1999)
<http://www.cnn.com/POLL/results/1067781.html>.8 See, e.g., An Uncivil Action, NEw REPUBLIC, Mar. 1, 1999, at 9; George F. Will,
Handguns and Hired Guns, WASH. POST, Jan. 24, 1999, at B07; Courtroom Cowboys,
WALL ST. J., Nov. 16, 1998, at 38; Gun Suit Misses the Mark, Bus. INS., Nov. 16, 1998,
at 8; Now Let's Fleece Gun Manufacturers, ATLANTA J., Jan. 7, 1999, at A18; John
Lott, Keep Guns Out of Lawyers Hands, WALL ST. J., June 23, 1998, at 20.

9 See supra note 8.
10 See id.
1 See id.
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the job for which they were hired-to reduce crime in their ju-
risdictions.

2

Some have critiqued the city lawsuits on different grounds,
expressing concern that the sheer cost of defending the cases
could bankrupt the firearm industry and deprive American citi-
zens of an important means of self or community defense.1 3 Fire-
arms, they argue, provide private persons as well as federal,
state, and, ironically, local law enforcement agencies with a
valuable tool for fighting crime.14 The manufacture of firearms is
a protected industry in many countries for the very reason that
the civil and national defense of the nation may depend upon the
ability to make and own firearms. 15 Such an important national
interest, the argument goes, should not be undermined by a
group of local officials acting out their own agenda.' 6

More troubling, however, is that these suits undermine the
democratic process. Gun control advocates and other instigators
of the lawsuits have been refreshingly candid in acknowledging
that the suits were brought because legislative bodies had failed
to require firearm manufacturers to adopt the various remedies
sought in the lawsuits. 7 For example, shortly after the city of
New Orleans filed its lawsuit, its attorney, Wendell Gauthier,
said, "I think legislatures need our help."' 8 John P. Coale, a
plaintiff's attorney involved with Gauthier's efforts, stated the
issue even more bluntly when he said, "[t]he legislature has
failed."'19

Whether disclosed by candor or not, this is, in fact, exactly
what the lawsuits seek to do.20 Mayors in the cities that have
brought suit-and their private litigant counterparts-are using
litigation as a substitute for regulating firearm design and distri-
bution through legislative means. Thus, when Coale says "The

12 See id.
13 See id.
14 See id.
15 See id.
16 See id.
17 See E. Tyler, Tobacco-Busting Lawyers on New Gold-Dusted Trails, N.Y TIMEs,

Mar. 10, 1999, at Al.
18 Id.
19 Id.

20 See, e.g., Memorandum of Decision on Defendants Motion to Dismiss, at 34, in
Ganim and the City of Bridgeport v. Smith & Wesson, No. X05-CV-99-0153198S
(Conn. Super. Ct. Dec. 10, 1999) ("'[T]he statutory pattern evinces a legislative intent
to regulate the flow of handgun sales and restrict the right to sell to those establishing
the requisite qualifications.' ... It is clear to this court that the plaintiffs seek to act or
have the court act to control the flow of handguns in a more comprehensive manner.").
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legislature has failed," he is really saying that the legislature has
not done what he wants it to do.2'

In fact, the United States Congress, state legislatures, county
commissions, and city councils across the country have consid-
ered and acted upon-sometimes by rejecting-many of the
points raised in the city lawsuits.22 The distribution of firearms is
already one of the most heavily regulated activities in this coun-
try; a plethora of federal, state, and local laws, as well as the
voluntary acts of firearms industry members themselves, restrict
firearm sales.23 Legislatures throughout the country, including
Congress, have addressed design considerations numerous times. 24

Gun control advocates, however, point out that Congress ex-
empted firearms from the regulatory authority of the Consumer
Product Safety Commission ("CPSC"), which they interpret as a
failure of the legislative process.2Y What these advocates do not
mention is that Congress specifically exempted firearms from
CPSC jurisdiction because Congress did not want firearm design
control-and thus the potential to ban firearm manufacturing-
in the hands of a few regulators. When Congress exempted fire-
arms from CPSC jurisdiction, it did so as an affirmative act to
protect the exercise of Second Amendment rights in this coun-
try.26

21 Big Guns: Plaintiff's Lawyers Declare Themselves the "Fourth Branch of Govern-
ment" and Go After Firearms, REASON, Oct. 1999, at 60; Attorney General Bill Pryor,
Trial Lawyers Target Rule of Law, ATLANTA CONSTITUTION, Jan. 13, 1999.

2 See infra notes 23, 24.
23 There are approximately 20,000 laws regulating firearms in the United States.

Profs. Daniel D. Polsby & Dennis Brennan, Taking Aim at Gun Control, A HEARTLAND
POLICY STUDY, Oct. 30, 1995.

2 Examples of such legislation include firearm design controls enacted in California
in 1999 (SB15, SB23, and AB106), in Massachusetts in 1998 ("Massachusetts Gun
Control Act of 1998") and in Maryland in 1989 (Art. 27, §§ 36F-36J).

2 See Robert T. Delfay, A Failure to Communicate, Address Before The Center on
Crime, Community and Culture, Open Society Institute, (July 15, 1999).

26

If consumer products do include firearms, authority is granted to the Commis-
sion to set certain standards with respect to consumer products which include,
among other things, requirements as to performance, composition, design,
construction, and other matters. Failing in meeting those standards subject to
certain administrative review provisions, the consumer product can be denied
in commerce entirely. Therefore, what we have, no more nor less, is a gun
control bill by administrative rule rather than by act of Congress. Now, I want
to say that I support a regulation of weapons. The House Judiciary Committee
is now considering a gun control bill of sorts and I expect to support a reason-
able bill. But the Congress ought to consider it, and the Congress ought to
adopt the law and not delegate its responsibility to a commission....

CONG. REc. at 31406 (1972). See also Committee for Handgun Control, Inc. v. Con-
sumer Product Safety Comm., 388 F. Supp. 216 (D.D.C. Dec. 19, 1974).
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The courtroom provides an excellent means of resolving fac-
tual disputes in a particular action, but jurors are not chosen to
decide the wide-ranging policy considerations that lie within the
sphere of legislative authority. Litigation which seeks to define
the distribution or design of firearms according to the opinion of
twelve jurors, instead of through the informed opinion of nu-
merous elected officials, can fail to account for broader, equally
important policy considerations such as the number of lives
saved and the costs avoided through defensive gun use, the de-
terrent effect on criminal activity associated with private gun
ownership, the role that widespread private firearm ownership
has played in the history of United States military effectiveness,
and even the simple fact that the American citizenry has chosen
through laws authorizing personal firearm ownership, and have
economically endorsed through their daily purchase of firearms,
the very products that the lawsuits against the firearm industry
seek to restrict or change.

Equally troubling is the notion that someone who is unable to
convince a majority of elected officials in their state as to the
wisdom of their viewpoint would then resort to harassing litiga-
tion to extort adherence to their opinions. Each city that has sued
the firearms industry could require, through legislation, that guns
sold within its boundaries have numerous safety features. Each
city could seek to control the distribution requirements for
firearms in their jurisdiction or even ban such sales. Instead, the
mayors have filed lawsuits to compel adherence to their demands
on a national scale. Mayor Daley was blunt in stating that since
handgun ownership is illegal in Chicago, other people in Illinois
should not be allowed to purchase handguns in neighboring
counties. 2 Many of the suits complain about the ease with which
firearms are purchased in other states.2 8 Thus, these mayors ad-
mittedly seek to control the distribution and design of firearms,
not only in the jurisdiction in which they are elected, but
throughout the United States. The city lawsuits (and, equally,

2760 Minutes (CBS television broadcast, Feb. 14, 1999). Mayor Dailey's Complaint
against the firearm industry similarly includes the assertion that citizens of Chicago
should not be allowed to legally purchase handguns elsewhere in the state. Chicago,
supra note 3, 15.

2 See, e.g., Complaint, City of Boston v. Smith & Wesson, No. 99-2590, at 8 (Mass.
Sup. Ct. Suffolk County filed June 3, 1999); City of Camden v. Beretta U.S.A. Corp.,
No. L451099, at 11 (N.J. Super. Ct. Camden County filed June 2, 1999); Complaint,
Camden County v. Beretta U.S.A. Corp. No. 99CV2518, at 9 (D. N.J. filed June 1,
1999).
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similar private lawsuits) are an attempt by a handful of people to
federalize their particular judgments about firearm issues with-
out the approval of the American electorate.

These suits also violate the separation of powers. A mayor
who succeeds in using the courts to obtain his ends might soon
forego the legislative process altogether. State legislatures through-
out the country have begun to reign in these circumventive at-
tempts by blocking city lawsuits through legislation, 29 but the
very fact that legislative countermeasures are being brought into
play confirms the seriousness of the issue. The lawsuits against
the gun industry are no longer about product design or distribu-
tion, or even only about Second Amendment rights. They now
involve an end run around democracy and the breakdown of the
separation of powers. Consequently, these lawsuits are undemo-
cratic and improper.30

29 To date, 14 states have done so, and bills are pending in 20 other states for the same
purpose. See NRA-1LA Fax Alert (last modified Feb. 18, 2000) <http://www.nraila.
org>.

30 Trial judges are already beginning to dismiss the municipal lawsuits, citing, among
other reasons, the improper regulatory nature of the cases. See Order on Pending Mo-
tion to Dismiss, at 4, Penelas v. Arms Technology, Inc., No. 99-01941 CA-06 (Fla. Cir.
Ct. Dec. 13, 1999) ("In seeking this relief, the County explicitly seeks to regulate as-
pects of the manufacture, sale and distribution of firearms. Only the Florida legislature
has the standing to authorize such a claim."); see also Cincinnati v. Beretta U.S.A.
Corp., No. A9902369 (Ohio Ct. of Common Pleas Oct. 7, 1999). For recent rulings
dismissing private party suits against firearm manufacturers as an improper circumven-
tion of legislative prerogative, see Forni v. Ferguson, No. 132994/94, at 14-15 (N.Y.
Sup. Ct. Aug. 2, 1995), aff'd, 232 A.D.2d 176, 648 N.Y.S.2d 73 (1996) ("At oral argu-
ment of this motion, I told counsel that I personally hated guns and that if I were a
member of the legislature, I would lead a charge to ban them. However, I do not hold
that office. Rather, I am a member of the [j]udiciary and must respect the separation of
the function:'); McCarthy v. Sturm, Ruger & Co, Inc., 916 F. Supp. 366, 372 (S.D.N.Y.
1996), aff'd, 119 F.3d 148 (2d Cir. 1997) ("[Plaintiffs] claims seek legislative reforms
that are not properly addressed to the judiciary. [As] Judge Schlesinger wrote in Forn
.... I too would work to ban ammunition like the Black Talon if I was a member of the
New York legislature. As judges, though, we both are constrained to leave legislating to
that branch of government."); Whitfield v. Matasareanu, No. EC 023-123 (Cal. Super.
Ct. May 4, 1999).

Characteristics of lawsuits improper in these regards include the facts that the perti-
nent legislative body has already considered and either regulated or refused regulation
of the activity in question, that, in the municipal litigation context, the plaintiff already
has the authority to regulate the activity in question or, equally telling, has had that
authority pre-empted by state or federal regulation, that the sought-after remedy impli-
cates broader public policy concerns, that the claims are remote, general or speculative
in nature, that the product involved is not defective in that it functions as intended and
because the risks associated with the product are known.



NOTE

THE CONDITION DILEMMA:
A NEW APPROACH TO

INSURANCE COVERAGE OF DISABILITIES

JENNIFER S. GEETTER*

Recent cases have radically changed the scope of the American with
Disabilities Act (ADA), fundamentally altering and reshaping protections
for the disabled. In light of the Seventh Circuit's controversial opinion in
Doe v. Mutual of Omaha, there is a pressing need for a clear standard to
define what medical care legally can be excluded from insurance cover-
age. In this Note, Jennifer Geetter argues that an approach seeking a cor-
relative and causation relatedness standard steered by impartial medical
science would better serve the interests of insureds and would provide in-
surance companies with a clear outline of their privileges and limitations.

The scope and intent of the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA),' passed in 1990, continue to be debated today. Although
it is clear that the purpose of the ADA is to protect disabled peo-
ple from discrimination,2 contentious debate persists over what
constitutes a disability3 or discrimination. While the ADA does

* B.A., Columbia College, Columbia University, 1997; Member, Harvard Law School
Class of 2001. This Note could not have been written without the assistance and en-
couragement of the entire staff of the New York State Task Force on Life and the Law.
Additionally, I am extremely grateful to Justine A. Levin, a graduate fellow at the
Rockefeller University in Neuroscience and Genetics, for her invaluable assistance in
surveying and analyzing the medical literature for examples to explore the proposals
contained in this Note. This Note bears her indelible mark, and her commitment to this
Note illustrates the best partnership between science and law.

142 U.S.C. § 12101(b)(1) (1994).
2 "It is the purpose of this chapter ... to provide a clear and comprehensive national

mandate for the elimination of discrimination against individuals with disabilities ...
[and] to ensure that the Federal Government plays a central role in enforcing the stan-
dards established in this chapter on behalf of individuals with disabilities" 42 U.S.C.
§12101(b) (1994).

3 The Supreme Court did recently begin to answer this question. See Sutton v. United
Airlines, 527 U.S. 471, 119 S. Ct. 2139 (1999). In this case involving airline employees
with severe myopia, the court addressed what happens when corrective measures can be
used to control disability. The Supreme Court held that any condition that can be com-
pletely corrected does not constitute a disability, since no "major life activity" is limited
once the condition is corrected. See 119 S. Ct. at 2149. Therefore, the employee is not
entitled to ADA protection when her employer terminates her employment based on the
corrected condition. Courts are now beginning to apply this articulated standard. See,
e.g., Krocka v. City of Chicago, Nos. 98-2250, 98-2478 and 98-3880, 2000 WL 137441
(7th Cir. Feb. 8, 2000) (holding that the use of Prozac is a corrective measure for clini-
cal depression); Ivy v. Jones, 192 F.3d 514 (5th Cir. 1999) (finding the use of a hearing
aid is a corrective measure for a hearing loss); Fjellstad v. Pizza Hut of Am., 188 F.3d
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not attempt to remove all of the hurdles the disabled face, it does
ban discrimination based on the personal status of being dis-
abled. Unlike choices made on the basis of someone's race,4 a
person's disability may frequently influence employment or in-
surance policy determinations without violating the law. An im-
portant task, therefore, is for courts to distinguish between an
insurance company's legitimate decision-making based on dis-
ability and unfair discrimination that violates the ADA.

Adequate health insurance coverage is vital to the disabled.
Securing affordable coverage, however, can prove difficult if an
insurance company fears that reimbursement for care related to a
disability will be too costly to justify insuring the disabled per-
son. Insurance companies use actuarial science- to estimate the
risks of covering applicants for insurance. Insurers convert these
risks into actuarial tables6 to set rates or to limit the scope of
coverage. Advocates for the disabled argue that denying cover-
age or setting increased rates based on an individual's disability
constitutes discrimination. 7 They state that "but for" the appli-
cant's disability, she would not have been denied coverage or
would have received coverage at a lower premium rate. Insur-
ance companies respond that they calculate the risk of insuring a
specific medical disability, but do not intentionally target the
disabled. Just as they consider an applicant's age, gender, occu-
pation and family medical history,8 they factor in an applicant's
disability in trying to predict the extent of future requests for
medical care reimbursement.

944 (8th Cir. 2000) (declining to apply the test because employee continued to be sub-
stantially disabled as a result of an uncorrectable prominent weakness in her arms). For
a lengthy discussion of what constitutes a disability, see Smauel R. Bagenstos, Subor-
dination, Stigma, and "Disability" 86 VA. L. REv. 101 (2000).

4 42 U.S.C.A. § 2000e-2(a)(1) (1994) ("It shall be an unlawful employment practice
for an employer ... to discriminate against any individual.., because of... race.").

5 See, e.g., MERRIAM WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY 12 (10th ed. 1998) (actu-
arial science relates to the "statistical calculation" of risk).

6See, e.g., BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 36 (6th ed. 1990) (actuarial table is a "form of
organized statistical data which indicates the life expectancy of a person and which is
admissible in evidence through expert witness. Such table are used by insurance com-
panies in determining premiums").

7See, e.g., Doe v. Mutual of Omaha, 999 F Supp. 1188, 1191 (N.D. Ill. 1998) rev'd,
179 F.3d 557 (7th Cir. 1999), cert. denied, 68 U.S.L.W. 3327, 68 U.S.L.W. 3424, 68
U.S.L.W. 3432, 10 A.D. Cases 64 (U.S., Jan 10, 2000) (NO. 99-772). Plaintiffs "allege
that ... policy caps on AIDS and ARC (AIDS related condition) benefits violate the
ADA's prohibition against discrimination on the basis of disability." Id.

8 See, e.g., Bonanza Insurance Services, Individual Health Insurance Quote (visited
Mar. 28, 2000) <http://www.rightrates.com/HeathQuote.html>. This insurance rate
service asks many questions on family, gender, tobacco use, medical history, age and
other categories to determine a proper rate.
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Most courts considering this question have concluded that the
ADA cannot be read to require insurers to abandon actuarial
principles and to cover all disabilities regardless of risk.9 This
does not mean, however, that the ADA provides no supervision
of the decisions made by insurers. For reasons discussed in this
Note, the ADA has a proper role in protecting the disabled from
unfair insurance policy decisions that violate its mission. Courts
must supervise how insurance companies make their decisions to
ensure that objective actuarial science, rather than animus
against the disabled, motivates policy decisions. Thus, the ADA
demands that courts mind the gap between unfair discrimination
against disabled persons and appropriate distinctions between
classes of risk.10

In what may prove to be a disturbing trend, insurance compa-
nies can exclude a disability, classify additional medical care
that is tangentially related to the disability as care for the ex-
cluded disability, and then deny reimbursement." For example,
an insurance company legally might exclude coverage for Alz-
heimer disease, but cover bone fractures. If an Alzheimer's pa-
tient becomes disoriented and breaks her hip after falling down a
flight of stairs, should her insurance company be allowed to deny
treatment for her painful hip fracture under the premise that the
injury is a result of her Alzheimer disease?

Despite this pressing question, the concept of determining
where a medical condition begins and ends, which directly im-
plicates access to insurance, has received scant legal attention
until recently. On June 2, 1999, however, the Seventh Circuit
Court of Appeals announced in Doe v. Mutual of Omaha an
opinion that could radically alter the scope of the ADA. Up-
holding coverage caps for care related to Human Immunodefi-
ciency Virus (HIV), the court concluded that the ADA requires
only minimal supervision of insurance policies.' 2 It applied such
a broad definition of HIV that a wide range of conditions could

9 See infra note 57.
10 As Mary Crossley has noted, our society must address difficult questions involving

the rights of the disabled, society's interest in protecting and obligation to protect those
with disabilities, and community standards of how scarce medical resources are to be
distributed. See Mary Crossley, Medical Futility and Disability Discrimination, 81
IowA L. Rnv. 179, 181 (1995).

11 See, e.g., Mutual of Omaha, 179 F.3d at 565 (Evans, J., dissenting) (stating that
Mutual of Omaha's policy is akin to a camera store that "lets disabled customers in the
door, but then refuses to sell them anything but inferior cameras.").

12 See id. at 564-65.
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be categorized as HIV-related, and therefore potentially ex-
empted from reimbursement.

Insurance companies in the Seventh Circuit now have wide
leeway to organize coverage to exclude many conditions. Should
the Seventh Circuit's approach be followed in other circuits, ju-
dicial scrutiny of insurance policies will be minimal. Conse-
quently, health insurance coverage available to the disabled
could be curtailed significantly as these loose constructions of
the definitions of disease and disability become so broad that
even conditions that bear only a tenuous connection to the ex-
cluded disability will be denied treatment. This is the "condition
dilemna"-the unresolved question of how a disability's medi-
cal and legal boundaries should be drawn under the ADA. To
resolve the dilemma, courts must provide guidelines to indicate
when a disabled person's medical care can fairly and accurately
be described as treatment for the disability.

This Note traces the recent developments in ADA jurispru-
dence that have led to the condition dilemma and suggests a pos-
sible course for the future. Part I reviews the judicial system's
attempts to demarcate the protections granted by the ADA. Part
II elaborates on the condition dilemma and focuses on an analy-
sis of Mutual of Omaha. Part III offers an alternative methodol-
ogy, the "condition-extension test," to the Seventh Circuit's
analysis and approach.

I. LEGAL BACKGROUND

Although viewed as a major victory for the disabled, the
ADA's track record in protecting the interests of the disabled is
inconsistent.1 3 Rare efforts by the courts to take an expansive
view of the ADA have been met with fears that the ADA will
cripple business1 4 and extend beyond Congress's original intent."

13 See R. Colker, The Americans with Disabilities Act: A Windfall for Defendants, 34
C.R.-C.L. L. REv. 99, 108 ("Defendants prevailed in 448 of 475 [ADA] cases (94%) at
the trial court level and in 376 of 448 instances (84%) in which plaintiffs appealed these
adverse judgments."). See also David Orentlicher, Rationing and the Americans with
Disabilities Act, 271 JAMA 308, 308 (noting with surprise the federal government's
reliance on the ADA in rejecting Oregon's plan to ration medical care, and stating that
"[w]hen limitations in health care coverage have been challenged under other laws
protecting the disabled, courts have not been sympathetic").

14 See, e.g., Ford v. Schering-Plough Corp., 145 F.3d 601, 608 (3d Cir. 1998).
15 See, e.g., Sutton v. United Airlines, 527 U.S. 471, 119 S. Ct. 2139, 2147 (finding
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Consequently, the ADA remains a modest tool to protect the dis-
abled.

An expansionist understanding of what constitutes a disability
would at first glance seem to favor the disabled. While an expan-
sionist list of court recognized disabilities might afford more
people legal recourse to the ADA, however, a broad definition of
what conditions fall within the realm of a recognized disability
actually could leave more people uninsured. If an insurance
company can refuse to cover a disability, and if many different
conditions are held to be offshoots and symptoms of that dis-
ability, then less insurance coverage will be available.

To understand this complexity, it is important to understand
the status of ADA jurisprudence. The ADA is divided into five
titles. This Note focuses on Titles I and 111.16 Title I governs the
relationship between employer and employee, and covers in-
stances in which insurance is provided to employees by the em-
ployer. Title m deals with public accommodations and is thought
by some courts to govern the relationship between insured and
insurer. 17

A. Title I

No covered entity shall discriminate against a qualified indi-
vidual with a disability because of the disability of such in-
dividual in regard to job application procedures, the hiring,
advancement, or discharge of employees, employee compen-
sation, job training, and other terms, conditions, and privi-
leges of employment ....

[T]he term "discriminate" includes ... participating in a
contractual or other arrangement or relationship that has the
effect of subjecting a covered entity's qualified applicant or
employee with a disability to the discrimination prohibited
by this subchapter (such relationship includes ... an organi-

that the ADA's reference to 43,000,000 Americans suffering from disabilities as strong
evidence of congressional intent to limit the scope of the ADA and prevent it from be-
coming all-inclusive).16 Title II, 42 U.S.C. § 12131 (1994), governs public entities; Title IV, 47 U.S.C.
§ 225 (1994), governs telecommunications; Title V, 42 U.S.C. § 12181 (1994), deals
with miscellaneous issues.

17 See infra Part I.B for a discussion of Title Il.
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zation providing fringe benefits to an employee of the cov-
ered entity .... )1s

Courts have recognized that a "fringe benefit" of employment
includes insurance benefits administered by the employer, such
as disability, life, and health insurance. 9 To bring a Title I suit
alleging discrimination in the administration of such benefits, a
plaintiff must first demonstrate that she is disabled 0 and then
show that she "with or without reasonable accommodation can
perform the essential functions" of the employment position.21

The employer then must make reasonable accommodations for
the employee, or show that making such accommodations would
pose an undue hardship.22 Thus, to challenge an insurance policy
administered by an employer, an employee must document that
she is a qualified individual with a disability. Once this standing
has been established, a court can evaluate whether the insurer
constructs or administers its policy in a discriminatory fashion.

Courts have split on the question of whether a plaintiff has a
Title I claim if she had a controllable disability (i.e., one that did
not prevent her from performing her job responsibilities) when
hired but later became totally disabled and unable to work;23 for

18 42 U.S.C.A. § 12112(a)-(b) (1994).
19See, e.g., Weyer v. Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp., 198 F.3d 1104, 1107 (9th

Cir. 2000); Equal Employment Opportunity Comm'n v. Staten Island Say. Bank, Nos.
99-6011, 99-6035, 2000 WL 297510, *5 (2d Cir. Mar 23, 2000).20See 42 U.S.C. § 12102 (1994). The ADA includes three definitions of disability.
One must either (1) have a mental or physical condition that substantially limits a major
life activity, (2) have a record of such a medical or physical condition, or (3) be per-
ceived as having such a physical or mental condition. See id. For a detailed discussion
of these definitions, especially the difficulties inherent in documenting the perception of
disability, see Peter David Blanck & Mollie Weighner Marti, Attitudes, Behavior and
the Employment Provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act, 42 VILL. L. Rev.
345 (1997).

21 See 42 U.S.C. § 12111(8) (1994). See also Philip G. Peters, Jr., When Physicians
Balk at Futile Care: Implications of the Disability Rights Laws, 91 Nw. U. L. Rev. 798,
808 (1997).

2See 42 U.S.C.A. § 12111(9) (1994). The ADA contains guidance as to the extent of
reasonable accommodations. The text reads:

The term "reasonable accommodation" may include-(A) making existing fa-
cilities used by employees readily accessible to and usable by individuals with
disabilities; and (B) job restructuring, part-time or modified work schedules,
reassignment to a vacant position, acquisition or modification of equipment or
devices, appropriate adjustment or modifications of examinations, training
materials or policies, the provision of qualified readers or interpreters, and
other similar accommodations for individuals with disabilities.

Id.
2 As commentators have noted, this is especially problematic for people with mental

disabilities. See, e.g., Nicole Martinson, Inequality Between Disabilities: The Different
Treatment of Mental Versus Physical Disabilities in Long-Term Disability Benefit Plans,
50 BAYLOR L. REV. 361 (1998).
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example, an individual who began her job with treatable depres-
sion can no longer work after a year because the depression be-
came much more severe.

Adopting a restricted reading, some courts have reasoned that
once an individual becomes totally disabled, she is no longer a
"qualified individual with a disability" who can perform the "es-
sential functions" of her job. Therefore, her situation lies outside
the purview of the ADA.24 This approach leaves employees who
become totally disabled after starting work with no legal remedy
under Title I to challenge the terms and administration of their
insurance policies.

In contrast, other courts hold that the ability of the employee
to meet employment obligations when hired establishes her as a
"qualified" individual, and any subsequent inability to work is
precisely the hardship that the ADA was enacted to cover. 5

These courts note that the restrictive view of the ADA severely
curtails the ability of disabled employees to bring suits under
Title 1.26

The analysis of Mutual of Omaha will significantly impact a
disabled person's access to proper health insurance under either

24 Parker v. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 121 F.3d 1006, 1008 (6th Cir. 1997) (holding
that employees who become totally disabled after starting work are not covered by the
ADA). See also Gonzales v. Garner Food Services, Inc., 89 F.3d 1523, 1528 (11th Cir.
1996); Equal Employment Opportunity Comm'n v. CNA Ins. Co., 96 F3d 1039, 1044
(7th Cir. 1996); Weyer v. Twentieth Century Fox Corp., 198 F.3d 1104, 1108-09 (9th
Cir. 2000).

2 See, e.g., Castellano v. City of N.Y., 142 F.3d 58, 68 (2d Cir. 1998) (holding that a
plaintiff suing under the ADA need only have been qualified to work when hired); Con-
ners v. Maine Med. Ctr., 42 F Supp. 2d 34, 45 (D. Me. 1999); Lewis v. Aetna Life Ins.
Co., 982 F Supp. 1158, 1162 (E.D. Va. 1997); Ford v. Schering-Plough Corp., 145 F.3d
601, 608 (3d Cir. 1998) (stating that "Title I of the ADA does permit disabled individu-
als to sue their former employers regarding their disability benefits").

26See, e.g., Lewis, 982 F Supp. at 1162-63.
Under [the restrictive] interpretation, [plaintiff] would lack standing to sue un-
der Title I until he had claimed benefits under the disability policy. In order to
obtain benefits, however, [plaintiff] would be required to show that he was to-
tally disabled and unable to perform the functions required by his position. By
doing so, [plaintiff] would render himself unable to maintain suit as a
"qualified individual with a disability" pursuant to Title I. Such an interpreta-
tion would effectively prevent any plaintiff from challenging an employer's
provision of disability benefits as discriminatory under Title I of the ADA. So
enormous a gap in the protection afforded by Title I would be clearly at odds
with the expressed purpose of the ADA.

Id. See also Conners, 42 F Supp. 2d at 44.
Such a construction of the statute would result in the situation that just when
an employee becomes eligible for disability benefits offered by his or her em-
ployer, he or she is at the same moment ineligible to assert his or her right to
receive those benefits free of discrimination based on his or her disability.
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interpretation. A totally disabled individual living in a jurisdic-
tion using the more restrictive Title I standard will find that un-
der the Mutual of Omaha approach, once she loses her Title I
claim, she has no recourse to challenge her insurance policy.
Alternatively, if an insurance policy construes the boundaries of
her disability broadly, as under Mutual of Omaha, then the dis-
abled person may find that much of her medical care costs can-
not be reimbursed. In jurisdictions allowing a totally disabled
individual's access to a Title I claim, Mutual of Omaha may still
wield influence over the court. The defendant insurance com-
pany will have a decided advantage if the court adopts the Mu-
tual of Omaha position that medical care for a condition can
rightfully be excluded if treatment for that condition is charac-
terized as treatment for the disability. Thus, the Seventh Circuit's
analysis of Title III may significantly inform and shape the scope
of Title I.

B. Title III: Does the ADA Regulate the Content of
Insurance Policies for the Disabled?

No individual shall be discriminated against on the basis of
disability in the full and equal enjoyment of the goods,
services, facilities, privileges, advantages, or accommoda-
tions of any place of public accommodation by any person
who owns, leases (or leases to), or operates a place of public
accommodation.27

As with Title I, courts differ over the intent and coverage of
Title III, which prohibits discrimination in places of public ac-
commodations and requires "reasonable accommodation" of
people with disabilities.28 Basic Title Ill protection pertains to
physical egress and ingress into public places and is widely rec-
ognized for requiring businesses to be handicapped-accessible.
Title III also may cover insurance policies purchased from, or
administered by, an insurance company.2 9 For individuals who

42 U.S.C.A. § 12182(a) (1994).
2s42 U.S.C.A. § 12182(b)(2)(A) (1994). The ADA prohibits three types of discrimi-

nation in public accommodations. Public accommodations cannot: 1) use criteria in
order to "screen out" the disabled; 2) refuse to accommodate the disabled, unless doing
so would significantly hamper or alter the service provided; and 3) refuse to provide
auxiliary aids for the disabled. See id.29Insurance companies are explicitly mentioned in the statute: "The following private
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lack recourse to Title I, a suit under Title III directly against the
insurance company that administers the insurance policy may be
the last resort.30 Such situations compel courts to decide if Title
III merely governs physical access to an insurance company's
premises, or if Title III also governs the content of the insurance
policy.

Courts have split on this question and have adopted three ap-
proaches. First, some courts opt for a restricted interpretation,
arguing that Title III only refers to access to physical struc-
tures.3' Under this model, if a plaintiff does not face discrimina-
tion in accessing the physical premises of the insurance company
(as a place of public accommodation), the insurer has not vio-
lated the ADA.

As a second approach, some courts rule that the ADA covers
more than mere physical access to a place.3 2 Rather, ability to
contract with insurance companies in receiving a policy repre-
sents part of public accommodations doctrine. 33 Courts adopting
this model contend that, should the more restrictive reading be
adopted, an absurd result would follow: phone solicitations that

entities are considered public accommodations for purposes of this subchapter, if the
operations of such affect commerce ... insurance office" 42 U.S.C. §12181(7)(F)
(1994).

" Unfortunately for disabled plaintiffs, circuits in which Title I has been held to be
inaccessible once the plaintiff is totally disabled are also the circuits in which a more
conservative Title III analysis has been adopted. See, e.g., Parker v. Metropolitan Life
Ins. Co., 121 F.3d 1006, 1014-15 (6th Cir. 1997). Thus, the Title m analysis is most
relevant to individuals who buy their insurance directly as opposed to having it pro-
vided by the employer and also to individuals living in circuits that preserve access to
Title I, even after complete disability.
31 See, e.g., Ford v. Schering-Plough, 145 F.3d 601, 612-13 (3d Cir. 1998); Parker,

121 F.3d at 1011; Doe v. Mutual of Omaha, 179 F.3d 557, 559-60 (7th Cir. 1999).
When physical access is the issue, plaintiffs suing via Title I will not have a claim. The
courts reasoned that the employee does not physically access the insurance company so
Title I does not apply. See Parker, 121 F.3d at 1011. Further, since the employer pur-
chased the insurance plan on behalf of the employee, it was the employer who inter-
acted with the insurance company. The employee could not have purchased the plan
directly; therefore, the employee cannot, by definition, access the insurer's place of
business. For an in-depth discussion of why the ADA only covers physical access to
insurance offices, see Luke A. Sobota, Does Title III of the Americans with Disability
Act Regulate Insurance?, 66 U. CHI. L. REv. 243 (1999).32 See, e.g., Kraul v. Methodist Med. Ctr., 95 F.3d 674, 677-78 (8th Cir. 1996); Car-
parts Distribution Ctr., Inc. v. Automotive Wholesaler's Ass'n of New England, Inc., 37
F.3d 7, 19 (1st Cir. 1994); Conners v. Maine Med. Ctr., 42 F. Supp. 2d 34, 46 (D. Me.
1999); Kotev v. First Colony Life Ins. Co., 927 F. Supp. 1316, 1321 (C.D. Cal. 1996)
(holding that "the plain language of Title III covers [plaintiff's] claim [to coverage for
his HIV-infected wife] because its scope is not limited to the mere denial of physical
access to places of public accommodation").
33 See, e.g., Conners, 42 F. Supp. 2d at 46 (holding that the insurance plan adminis-

trator constitutes the place of public accommodation).
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refuse to sell to the disabled would be legal, whereas similar re-
fusals of sales on the premises of the business would notY

This approach does not require that an insurance policy cover
every disability, however. Under this interpretation, an insurer
does not violate the ADA when an insurance policy becomes
less valuable to an insured because that insured's specific dis-
ability is not covered or only has limited coverage. For example,
such courts argue, Title III requires a book store to sell a blind
person books but does not require the store to stock Braille
books. 35 This middle approach has been expressly adopted in at
least three circuits36 and has not been expressly rejected in two.37

Courts adopting this standard have disagreed, however, on the
appropriate level of scrutiny.38

A third alternative approach, and the most expansive, suggests
that the ADA governs the content of insurance policies. 9 No cir-
cuit, however, has yet adopted the stance that Title III requires
an insurance company to cover every disability. The debate over
whether Title III controls the content of insurance policies is es-
sentially a debate about drawing the line between discriminating
against a disabled person, and making appropriate choices based
on the presence of a disability.

Authorities arguing against extensive scrutiny of insurance
coverage of disabilities contend that the ADA merely prohibits
providing coverage for a condition, such as a broken arm, to the

34 See, e.g., Carparts, 37 E3d at 19.
35 See, e.g., Doe v. Mutual of Omaha, 179 F3d 557 (7th Cir. 1999).36See, e.g., Carparts, 37 F.3d at 7; Pallozzi v. Allstate Life Ins. Co., 198 F.3d 28 (2d

Cir. 1999), rev'd No. 98-7552, 2000 WL 122129 (2d Cir. Jan. 13, 2000); Mutual of
Omaha, 179 F.3d at 557.

37 See, e.g., Ford v. Schering-Plough, 145 F3d 601 (3d Cir. 1998); Parker v. Metro-
politan Life Ins. Co., 121 F.3d 1006 (6th Cir. 1997).3 8 See, e.g., Pallozzi, 198 F3d at 33 (discussing the circuit split).39 See, e.g., Carparts, 37 F.3d at 20 (raising the issue in dicta but refusing to decide);
Chabner v. United of Omaha Life Ins. Co., 994 F Supp. 1185, 1193 (N.D. Cal. 1998)
(stating that insurance underwriting is covered by Title III of the ADA); Cloutier v.
Prudential Ins. Co. of Am., 964 F Supp. 299, 302 (N.D. Cal. 1997); Doukas v. Metro-
politan Life Ins. Co., 950 . Supp. 422, 425-26 (N.H. 1996) (finding that "under the
plain language of Title III, the Act would extend to the substance or contents of an
insurance policy where, as here, the plaintiff has been denied access to insurance be-
cause of his or her disability"); Anderson v. Gus Mayer Boston Store of Del., 924 F
Supp. 763, 780 (E.D. Tex. 1996) (stating that the complete denial of coverage, with no
explanation of risk classifications, is prohibited by Title I); Lewis v. Aetna Life Ins.
Co., 982 R Supp. 1158, 1168 (E.D. Va. 1997) ("Both a decision to deny coverage on the
basis of mental disability and to provide inferior coverage for mental disabilities target
the mentally disabled for inferior treatment'"). But see Pallozzi 198 F.3d at 34-35 (an-
nouncing a more cautious approach, yet holding that the ADA does regulate under-
writing practices in specific circumstances).
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non-disabled but not to the disabled ° This more restrictive view
has been described as the "equal benefits requirement" under
which "every person has access to the same package of benefits,
[but] not that all individuals receive treatment tailored to their
needs."

4'

Proponents supporting a high level of scrutiny of insurance
policies state that in order for the Title III "privileges" of public
accommodation to be equal between the non-disabled and the
disabled, the disabled must be able to receive coverage for their
disabilities.42 If a disability is not covered, the disabled receive a
less valuable product than the non-disabled and hence are denied
the privilege of adequate insurance that the non-disabled receive.

Three primary reasons combine to support the interpretation
that Title III requires at least some supervision of the content of
insurance policies, without requiring that insurance policies
cover every disability. First, Title III's safe harbor provision
(§ 501(c)) 43 supports this contention by essentially prohibiting
insurance plans from unfairly underwriting risks.44 Insurance
companies can continue their traditional practice of underwriting
that denies coverage for certain conditions so long as the exclu-
sion is not inconsistent with state insurance law45 and does not
commit "subterfuge." 4 Unless insurance companies design risk-

40 See, e.g., Conners, 42 F. Supp. 2d at 53-54 ("[A] benefits plan that distinguishes
between disabilities is conceptually different from a benefits plan that distinguishes
between the disabled and the non-disabled ... if all individuals are denied the same
benefits and no differential treatment between the disabled and nondisabled occurs in
the initial provision of benefits, no discrimination under the ADA has taken place:').

4' Orentlicher, Rationing and the ADA, supra note 13, at 309. For a discussion of why
future health care plans might elicit a different response from the Supreme Court, see
id. at 309-10.

42 See, e.g., Karen M. Volkman, The Limits of Coverage: Do Insurance Policies Ob-
tained Through an Employer and Administered by Insurance Companies Fall within the
Scope of Title III of the Americans with Disabilities Act?, 43 ST. Louis U. L.J. 249
(1999); Pallozzi, 198 F.2d at 31 (stating that insurance policies are the "most conspicu-
ous" "good or service" provided by an insurance office).

43 42 U.S.C. § 12201(c) (1994). See infra Part II.A for a more detailed discussion of
the safe harbor provision. See infra note 60 for the text of § 501(c).

44 See id.
45 State insurance regulations generally require that coverage decisions be based on

actuarial principles. See, e.g., 215 ILL. ComtP. STAT. ANN. 5/351B-4(j) (West 1993); 215
ILL. Comp. STAT. ANN. 5/364 (West 1993); N.Y. INs. LAw § 4224(b) (McKinney 1999);
FLA. STAT. ch. 626.9541. See also, Pallozzi v. Allstate Ins. Co., 198 F.3d 28, 32 (2d Cir.
1999) ("If the ADA were not intended to reach insurance underwriting under any cir-
cumstances, there would be no need for a safe harbor provision exempting underwriting
practices that are consistent with state law .... Considering the net effect of these pro-
visions, it seems clear to us that Title I was intended by Congress to apply to insur-
ance underwriting:').

4See, e.g., First Colony Life Ins. Co., 927 F. Supp. 1316, 1322 (C.D. Cal. 1996)
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evaluation principles to torpedo the spirit and purpose of the
ADA, they can continue to classify risks out of their coverage,
even if such classifications have a negative impact on the dis-
abled.47 While courts generally defer to insurers' actuarial cal-
culations, some courts have expressed guarded reservations
about the methods of these calculations.4 Thus, § 501(c) repre-
sents Congress's intent to allow insurance companies to continue
traditional business practices only so long as those practices are
justifiable.

49

This judicial oversight into insurance policies does not mean
that insurance companies must cover all disabilities, however.
The United States Supreme Court reached this conclusion
through an interpretation of the Rehabilitation Act 50 in Alexander
v. Choate.51 The Court upheld a Tennessee Medicaid policy that
limited reimbursement for in-patient care to fourteen days per

("[Defendant] has not explained why insurers would need this 'safe harbor' provision
under Title III if insurers could never be liable under Title III for conduct such as the
discriminatory denial of insurance coverage.').

47 The EEOC has issued guidelines to aid courts in isolating instances of subterfuge.
EEOC Interim Guidance on Application of ADA to Health Insurance, Daily Lab. Rep.
(BNA) No. 109, at E-3 (June 9, 1993). The Supreme Court has described subterfuge as
a "scheme" in the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) context. See Public
Employees Retirement Sys. of Ohio v. Betts, 492 U.S. 158, 171 (1989). It is not clear,
however, that the Supreme Court intended its definition of subterfuge to apply to health
insurance plans. See Maxwell J. Mehlman et al., When Do Health Care Decisions Dis-
criminate Against Persons With Disabilities?, 22 J. HEALTH POL., PoL'Y & L. 1385,
1405 (1997).48 See, e.g., Pallozzi, 198 E3d at 35; Carparts Distribution Ctr., Inc. v. Automotive
Wholesaler's Ass'n of New England, Inc., 37 F.3d 12, 20 (1st Cir. 1994) (contemplating
in dicta that the ADA might govern the content of insurance policies).

4 9 See, e.g., H.R. REP. No. 101-596, at 259 (1990), reprinted in 1990 U.S.C.C.A.N.
565.

The Committee added § 501(c) to make it clear that this legislation will not
disrupt the current nature of insurance underwriting or the current regulatory
structure for self-insured employers or of the insurance industry in sales, un-
derwriting, pricing, administrative and other services, claims, and similar in-
surance related activities based on classification of risks as regulated by the
States. However, the decision to include this section may not be used to evade
the protections [of the ADA].

Id.
-' Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, 29 U.S.C. 794 (1994), prohibits discrimina-

tion against the disabled by entities receiving federal assistance and is considered the
predecessor to, and model for, the ADA. As such, courts hearing cases under the ADA
are likely to consider precedential any cases decided based on § 504. See Mary A.
Crossley, Of Diagnoses and Discrimination: Discriminatory Nontreatment of Infants
with HIV Infection, 93 COLUM. L. REV. 1581, 1617 (stating that "the ADA can and
should be construed as prohibiting discriminatory nontreatment based on disability, in
much the same way that section 504 can be construed as prohibiting nontreatment
based on handicap?').

51469 U.S. 287 (1985).
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year.5 2 Plaintiffs argued that such a limitation discriminated
against people with disabilities because they would, as a group,
require more hospitalization than their non-disabled counter-
parts, and therefore they received a less valuable product that
would provide them with fewer hospital privileges.53 The Su-
preme Court, however, ruled that because non-disabled and dis-
abled enrollees possessed the same policy, no discrimination ex-
isted 4 Although the Supreme Court has not yet ruled on the
similar issues raised by the ADA, the commonality of purpose
and statutory language between the Rehabilitation Act and the
ADA combined with the precedential deference given to Reha-
bilitation Act rulings for current ADA cases suggests that the
court would rule similarly concerning the ADA.5

Finally, if Congress intended such a sweeping change of the
insurance industry and of health care delivery by requiring cov-
erage of every disability regardless of risk, then such an inten-
tion would be explicit in the Act itself. 56 While deducing the
motivation of Congress is not simple, the complete absence in
the Act of any unambiguous language concerning universal in-
surance coverage of disabilities makes such a reading of the
ADA unlikely.

II. DEFINING DISABILITY: THE CONDITION DILEMMA

Despite the incongruent court conclusions on Title III, courts
generally agree that the ADA does not require insurance policies
to cover every single disability.5 7 With this understanding, courts
must now decide two subsequent questions:

52 Id. at 289.
51 See id.
54 See id. at 302. Circuit precedent under Title II also suggests that the ADA does not

require that insurance plans be equally valuable to different groups. See, e.g., Rodriguez
v. City of N.Y., 197 F.3d 611, 619 (2d Cir. 1999) (holding that the ADA only requires
that once personal-care services are offered to some Medicaid recipients they be offered
to all, even if some recipients need extra "safety monitoring" to take advantage of these
services).

5 For a discussion of how future health care plans might elicit a different response
from the Supreme Court, see Orentlicher, Rationing and the ADA, supra note 13, at
309.

56 See Ford v. Schering-Plough, 145 F.3d 601, 608 (3d Cir. 1998).
57 See, e.g., Parker v. Metropolitan Life Ins., Co., 121 F.3d 1006, 1012 (6th Cir. 1997);

Carparts, 37 F.3d at 20; Doukas v. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 950 F. Supp. 422, 428
(N.H. 1996).
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1. Even if the ADA allows insurance companies to exclude
disabilities, does the Title III § 501(c) safe harbor provision
mean that courts can supervise policies to ensure that they do not
discriminate unjustly against the disabled?

2. If so, how can courts determine that insurance companies
fairly decide what care is related to the person's disability and
what care is unrelated?

Answering these questions leads to the heart of the condition
dilemma. Since courts interpret the ADA to permit insurance
companies to exclude disabilities from coverage, mechanisms
must be developed to police the boundary between lawful and
unlawful exclusions. One parameter that courts will have to
monitor is the way an insurance company defines a disabled per-
son's condition. Too broad a definition results in unlawful dis-
crimination.

A. Section 501(c)

As the previous discussion on Title III illustrates, those courts
holding that the ADA requires them to supervise insurers' actu-
arial procedures" and those holding that the ADA does not re-
quire such supervision 9 both find support in the existence of the
safe harbor provision of § 501(c).60 In Mutual of Omaha, the

58See, e.g., Kotev v. First Colony Life Ins. Co., 927 F Supp. 1316, 1322 (C.D. Cal.
1996); Pallozzi, 198 F.3d at 31-32.

5 See, e.g., Ford v. Schering-Plough, 145 F.3d 601, 611 (3d Cir. 1998); Doe v Mutual
of Omaha, 179 F.3d 557, 562 (7th Cir. 1999).

0 42 U.S.C. § 12201(c) (1994). Section 501(c) reads:
[Titles] I through III... and Title IV of this Act shall not be construed to pro-
hibit or restrict-
(1) an insurer, hospital or medical service company, health maintenance or-
ganization, or any agent, or entity that administers benefit plans, or similar or-
ganizations from underwriting risks, classifying risks, or administering such
risks that are based on or not inconsistent with State law; or
(2) a person or organization covered by this chapter from establishing, spon-
soring, observing or administering the terms of a bona fide benefit plan that
are based on underwriting risks, classifying risks, or administering such risks
that are based on or not inconsistent with State law; or
(3) a person or organization covered by this chapter from establishing, spon-
soring, observing or administering the terms of a bona fide benefit plan that is
not subject to State laws that regulate insurance.
Paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) shall not be used as a subterfuge to evade the pur-
poses of [Titles] I and III of this [Act].

[Vol. 37
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Seventh Circuit accepted the logic of the latter approach. It
stated that § 501(c) is a "backstop" for the insurance industry to
reinforce the fact that Title III "regulates only access and not
content."' Actions constituting subterfuge under the ADA, pro-
hibited by § 501(c), are limited to refusing to sell insurance to a
disabled person or offering a policy designed to deter the dis-
abled person from purchasing the policy.62 Further, the Seventh
Circuit contends, Congress could not have intended to involve
the federal judiciary in supervising the content of all retail prod-
ucts sold through places of public accommodation since this
would greatly expand the scope of the ADA and heavily burden
federal judges.63

Following from this premise, if the ADA was not enacted
specifically to regulate insurance, then applying the ADA pro-
spectively to insurance violates the McCarren-Ferguson Act.'4

This Act prohibits using a federal statute to interfere with state
insurance law unless the federal statute was specifically enacted
to regulate insurance. 5 Thus, in determining when an insurance
company is discriminating against a disabled person, the Seventh
Circuit answers that targeting a disabled person because of that
disability is unlawful, but taking actions that significantly harm
the disabled for non-malicious reasons is not unlawful.

If federal courts adopt this approach and refuse to supervise
insurers, then insurers will have an incentive to raise premiums
for the disabled or to place unrealistic caps on coverage for dis-
abilities to the extent that disabled persons-because they are
disabled-will not be able to secure insurance. As long as a
court does not detect a "scheme" to subvert the ADA, the insur-

61 Mutual of Omaha, 179 F.3d at 562.
62 See id. It is interesting that the Seventh Circuit considers a refusal to sell an insur-

ance policy entirely as discrimination. Given its argument that courts should not inquire
into the actuarial principles that underpin such decisions, it is not clear how the Seventh
Circuit would evaluate an instance in which the significantly higher risk of medical care
reimbursement costs made it unprofitable to insure a disabled person. Further, it is un-
clear how the Seventh Circuit would evaluate a plan that, given its raised premiums for
disabled persons, essentially placed insurance coverage out of their financial reach.

6See id. at 560.
15 U.S.C. § 1012(b) (1994).

6 A federal act cannot "invalidate, impair, or supersede any law enacted by any State
for the purpose of regulating the business of insurance ... unless such Act specifically
relates to the business of insurance" 15 U.S.C. § 1012(b) (1994). The McCarren-
Ferguson Act is understood "to apply not only to federal statutes that 'invalidate, im-
pair, or supersede' state laws, but also to federal statutes that would 'interfere with a
State's administrative regimen."' Pallozzi v. Allstate Life Ins. Co., 198 F.3d 28, 33 (2d
Cir. 1999) (quoting Humana, Inc. v. Forsyth, 525 U.S. 299, 309-10 (1999)).
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ance policy will not be successfully challenged, and disabled
enrollees will have little ammunition to battle discrimination. 66

Title III § 501(c) suggests an alternative approach to Mutual of
Omaha's result. Insurers are a business and as such must make
business choices, including assessments of risk. Section 501(c)
recognizes that insurers must be allowed to measure bona fide
risks using actuarial science. Risk classification allows insurance
companies to guarantee that they will have sufficient funds to
cover claims and to limit the degree to which healthy people
subsidize the care of less healthy people.6 7 However, § 501(c)
places limits on the range of choices available to insurers.63 Sec-
tion 501(c) allows insurers to underwrite risks provided that the
methodology used to arrive at calculations of risk are legitimate,
and not designed to subvert the mission of the ADA. If insurance
companies use sound methods and objectively weigh risks and
costs, then the ADA will not interfere with their policy making
because discrimination against disabled persons does not moti-
vate the insurers' decisions. 9 However, if the insurers' method-
ology discourages the disabled from seeking insurance, or un-
fairly limits coverage for disabled persons, then the policy dis-
criminates against disabled persons, and is a subterfuge of the
ADA. Thus, § 501(c) qualifies discrimination against the dis-
abled in insurance policies.

Legislative history also suggests that the ADA requires courts
to supervise the actuarial soundness of insurance plans. Several

66 See supra note 47.
67 See Orentlicher, Rationing and the ADA, supra note 13, at 310; see also Karen A.

Clifford & Russel P. Iuculano, AIDS and Insurance: The Rationale for AIDS-Related
Testing, 100 HARV. L. REv. 1806, 1807-09 (1987) (discussing methods of insurance
risk underwriting).

6 Contrary to the Seventh Circuit's contention that a broad reading of the safe harbor
provision would require Title I to be read as regulating "the content not only of insur-
ance policies but also of all other products and services, since [Title III] is not limited
to insurance" Mutual of Omaha, 179 F.3d at 562, the safe harbor provision itself refers
only to organizations that offer "benefit plans" or are involved in "underwriting risks,
classifying risks, or administering such risks." 42 U.S.C.A. §12201(c) (1994). There-
fore, the safe harbor provision can be read to require court supervision of insurance
plans without embroiling the federal judiciary in a wholesale supervision of all retail
goods.

69 See Chabner v. United of Omaha Life Ins. Co., 994 F. Supp. 1185, 1195 (N.D. Cal.
1998) ("While sound actuarial principles may include elements of discretion and
judgement based on individual circumstances, they must also include reference to some
sort of actuarial date either in the form of actuarial tables or clinical studies" docu-
menting the increased risk, in order not to violate the ADA.). See also Lewis v. Aetna
Life Ins. Co., 982 F. Supp. 1158, 1169 (E.D. Va. 1997) (holding that the ADA does not
require that every disability be covered, but that "sound actuarial principles" underpin
decisions concerning the scope of coverage).
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courts have cited extensively from the legislative record in sup-
port of their conclusion that the ADA does require some super-
vision of insurance policies. 70 The legislative history is worth
quoting at length. As stated in the House of Representatives Re-
port:

Under the [ADA], a person with a disability cannot be de-
nied insurance or be subject to different terms and condi-
tions of insurance based on disability alone, if the disability
does not impose increased risks. Moreover, while a plan
which limits certain kinds of coverage based on
classification of risk would be allowed under this section,
the plan may not refuse to insure or limit the amount, extent,
or kind of coverage available ... solely because of physical
or mental impairment, except where the refusal, limitation,
or rate differential is based on sound actuarial principles or
is related to actual or reasonably anticipated experience. 71

The House Report continues:

Specifically, [the safe harbor provision] makes it clear that
insurers may continue to sell and to underwrite individuals
applying for life, health, or other insurance on an individu-
ally underwritten basis, or to service such products, so long
as the standards used are based on sound actuarial data and
not on speculation .... 72

The Senate Report summarized the safe harbor provision as fol-
lows:

[The safe harbor provision] is intended to afford to insurers
and employers the same opportunities they would enjoy in
the absence of this legislation to design and administer in-
surance products and benefit plans in a manner that is con-
sistent with basic principles of insurance risk classification.
With such a clarification, this legislation could arguably find
violative of its provisions any action taken by an insurer or
employer which treats disabled persons differently under an
insurance or benefit plan because they represent an increased
hazard of death or illness.73

Thus, Congress intended the safe harbor provision to act as a
check on the discretion of insurance companies to construct
policies that depart from actuarial principles. Since the ADA is
"specifically related to the business of insurance" because the

70 See, e.g., Lewis, 982 F. Supp at 1166.7 1 H.R. RP. No. 101-485 (1990), reprinted in 1990 U.S.C.C.A.N. 267.
72 Id.
73 S. REP. No. 101-116, at 84 (1990).
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safe harbor provision targets insurance policies directly, the
McCarren-Ferguson Act preclusion 4 does not apply.75

If this approach, guided by § 501(c), is applied, courts will
begin to supervise the actuarial methods of insurance companies
in order to determine whether a request for reimbursement in-
volves an excluded or capped disability, or conversely, an unre-
lated condition. While courts might worry that this will embroil
the federal judiciary in complicated fact finding pursuits, this
need not be so. If insurers know that plaintiffs can challenge
their actuarial policies, insurers will be more careful to prevent
such lawsuits by relying on consistent and fair actuarial meth-
ods.

Such an approach balances the legitimate needs of the insur-
ance industry with the legal rights of the disabled. In some ways,
this question of "relatedness" is not new. Courts have been asked
in other contexts to decide when consideration of an individual's
disability is appropriate and how it should be factored.7 6

B. University Hospital: Relatedness in the
Medical Treatment Context

Cases involving severely disabled newborns epitomize the
condition dilemma. 77 Survey evidence suggests that physicians
are less likely to pursue aggressive life-sustaining treatment for
newborns who test HIV-positive. 78 Commentators and physicians
have begun to address the question of "how medical decision-
makers may legitimately take into account HIV infection or
other disabilities in making treatment decisions and recommen-
dations. 79 This question, however, is not limited to HIV or to
children. Physicians need to navigate the delicate divide between
avoiding unfair discrimination against disabled patients on the

74 See supra text accompanying notes 64-65.
75 See Pallozzi v. Allstate Life Ins. Co., 198 F.3d 28, 33-34 (2d Cir. 1999).76See, e.g., Doe v. N.Y Univ., 666 F.2d 761, 775 (2d Cir. 1981) (discussing how an

applicant's handicap should be considered in determining qualification for medical
school admissions).

'n See, e.g., United States v. University Hosp., State Univ. of N.Y. at Stony Brook, 729
R2d 144 (2d Cir. 1984).

78 See Crossley, Of Diagnoses and Discrimination, supra note 50, at 1582-87, 1605-
06 (reviewing findings of such studies and noting how physicians are looking for guid-
ance in determining when they can withhold care).79Id. at 1589.
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one hand and exercising their medical judgment by taking into
account the specific medical conditions-that is, the disabili-
ties-that might hamper the efficacy of the denied treatment on
the other.

Courts have developed a relatively unified approach to deal
with this difficult issue. In United States v. University Hospital,
State University of New York at Stony Brook,80 the Second Cir-
cuit heard a petition by the United States to open the sealed
medical records of baby Jane Doe.8 ' Doe was born severely dis-
abled with multiple debilitating handicaps.8 2 After hearing her
prognosis and learning that their daughter would be severely re-
tarded, Doe's parents refused aggressive treatment for Doe's
spina bifida, opting instead for a conservative approach of good
nutrition, antibiotics and the dressing of her exposed spinal sac.8"
The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), charged
with monitoring claims of discrimination against disabled new-
borns, expressed concern that the hospital unlawfully denied
medical care to Doe because of her disabilities.8" HHS requested
that University Hospital release Doe's medical records so that
HHS could conduct a discrimination investigation under the Re-
habilitation Act."' University Hospital refused and the litigation
ensued.1

6

To determine whether the Rehabilitation Act required Univer-
sity Hospital to turn over the medical records to HHS, the court
first needed to determine whether any unlawful discrimination
had occurred.8 7 The United States argued that Doe's mental re-
tardation qualified as a disability and that a baby who was not
retarded would have received the corrective surgery needed to
treat spina bifida.88 The Second Circuit rejected this argument,
holding that Doe was not "otherwise qualified" since it was be-

80 729 E2d 144 (2d Cir. 1984).
81 See id. at 146.
82 See id.
83 See id.

94 See id. at 149.
85 See id.
86 See id.
87 The parents' decision was not directly covered under the Rehabilitation Act, since

that legislation only affects actors receiving federal funds. The only avenue for enforc-
ing the Act in this case was to demonstrate that the Hospital, a recipient of public
funds, had an obligation not to let discrimination occur on its premises. See id.

88 See id. at 150.
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cause of other disabilities that she would need corrective sur-
gery."' The court explained:

Doe establishes that section 504 prohibits discrimination
against a handicapped individual only where the individual's
handicap is unrelated to, and thus improper to consideration
of, the services in question. As [University Hospital]
point[s] out, however, where medical treatment is at issue, it
is typically the handicap itself that gives rise to, or at least
contributes to, the need for services. 9

Furthermore, the court, wary of embroiling courts in difficult
medical fact-finding missions, stated:

Where the handicapping condition is related to the condi-
tion(s) to be treated, it will rarely, if ever, be possible to say
with certainty that a particular decision was "discrimina-
tory." ... [I]t would invariably require lengthy litigation
primarily involving expert testimony to determine whether a
decision to treat, or not to treat, or to litigate or not to liti-
gate, was based on a "bona fide medical judgement .... 91

Other courts have followed the Second Circuit's reliance on a
relatedness analysis to discern instances of discrimination.9 2

A less frequently adopted interpretation suggests that § 504 of
the Rehabilitation Act would apply to some cases in which a
handicapped individual was denied medical treatment.93 Under
this rationale, more medical decisions would be subject to court
scrutiny. A severely disabled individual who might get minimal

89 See id. at 156.
90Id.
911d. at 157.
92 In Doe v. New York University, a case dealing with a bi-polar individual who was

denied admission to N.Y.U. Medical School, the court stated:
"[O]therwise qualified handicapped individual."., refers to a person who is
qualified in spite of her handicap and that an institution is not required to dis-
regard the disabilities of a handicapped applicant, provided the handicap is
relevant to reasonable qualifications for acceptance... but may take an appli-
cant's handicap into consideration, along with all other relevant factors, in de-
termining whether she is qualified for admission.

Doe v. N.Y. Univ., 666 F.2d 761, 775 (2d Cir. 1981). See also Johnson by Johnson v.
Webb Thompson, 971 F.2d 1487, 1493 (10th Cir. 1992) (adopting reasoning of Univer-
sity Hospital). But see Bowen v. American Hosp. Ass'n, 476 U.S. 610, 625 (1986) (de-
clining to rule on applicability of the Rehabilitation Act to severely handicapped indi-
viduals, instead ruling by plurality that rules that required hospitals to take an active
role in making sure that handicapped infants received heroic measures were unconsti-
tutional).

93See, e.g., Bowen, 476 U.S. at 655 (White, J. dissenting) (disagreeing on grounds
that difficulties in applying § 504 and deciding which cases it covers "do not support
the categorical conclusion that the section may never be applied to medical decisions
about handicapped infants").
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benefit from the medical care in question would still be entitled
to receive treatment under the Act if a non-disabled patient
would receive the care. Although a doctor may believe that the
patient's dim prognosis rendered medical intervention of little
likely benefit, the doctor's judgment as to the futility of the
situation would be irrelevant. 94

Thus, the threshold question remains unanswered: if the ADA
requires doctors-or insurers-to provide care that is available
to the non-disabled to the disabled as well, how are providers to
determine whether a denial of coverage is discriminatory or is
legitimately related to the disability itself?95 Critics of the fed-
eral-level response to the University Hospital decision focused
on this question. One commentator expressed discomfort with
the idea of forcing doctors to perform heroic measures on se-
verely disabled children:

While it may be logically and morally correct to say that,
except for having Down's syndrome, Baby Doe was simi-
larly situated to an infant of normal intelligence with an
esophageal blockage and therefore should not have been de-
nied the benefit of treatment, it makes no sense to apply this
line of reasoning to an infant whose need for medical treat-
ment is generated by a condition that, by definition, is never
present in nondisabled infants. Stated more generally, the
argument is that the nondiscrimination principle is logically
inapplicable to a disabled patient who seeks medical treat-
ment somehow related to her disability because nondisabled
but otherwise similarly situated patients do not exist.96

A number of cases have also featured adults suffering from
debilitating illnesses that included a complex web of symptoms
and conditions.97 Although the ADA was largely interpreted to
demand that treatment available to the non-disabled also be de-

94See, e.g., id. at 655 (White, J. dissenting) (stating that an "esophageal obstruction
... would not be part and parcel of the handicap of a baby suffering from Down's syn-
drome, and the infant would benefit from and is thus otherwise qualified by having the
obstruction removed in spite of the handicap"); Glanz v. Vernick, 750 F. Supp. 39, 45
(D. Mass 1990) (holding that plaintiff adequately stated claim when she was denied
treatment for an ear perforation because she had AIDS).
95 Commentators have noted that the ADA itself does not answer this question. See,

e.g., Lawrence 0. Gostin, The Americans with Disabilities Act and the U.S. Health
System, HEALTH AFF., Fall 248, 251 (1992) ("The ADA does not completely clarify the
distinction between genuine exercise of clinical judgment and unlawful discrimina-
tion.').96 Crossley, Of Diagnoses and Discrimination, supra note 50, at 1645.
9 See, e.g., Glanz v. Vernick, 756 F. Supp. 632 (D. Mass. 1991) (holding that individ-

ual's HIV-positive status was only relevant to ear surgery insofar as infection posed
risks to the patient and the physician).
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livered to the disabled, it was entirely unclear when disability
should medically matter. Commentators have grappled with the
question of when certain medical conditions are a legitimate rea-
son for denying organ transplantation98 and when debilitating
illnesses such as cancer would limit the efficacy of traditional
treatments for unrelated conditions, such as heart disease.99 This
debate over relatedness directly carries over into the world of
insurance. In that field, rather than asking if a doctor must pro-
vide care for condition X given the presence of disability Y, in-
surance companies are denying coverage for X, given the pres-
ence of, and limitations on coverage for, Y.

C. Doe v. Mutual of Omaha

While cases like University Hospital govern the medical
community's response to disabled patients under the ADA, the
ADA should be read to govern the principles that determine
when an insurance company's decision to deny coverage is le-
gally related to the insured's disability. Mutual of Omaha repre-
sents the Seventh Circuit's attempt to establish the legal differ-
ence between legitimately denying treatment and discriminating
against a disabled person in violation of the ADA. The Seventh
Circuit's novel conclusion defining the boundaries of HIV in this
case warrants serious attention due to its potential long-term im-
plications for the disabled and for the role that the ADA will
play on the American legal landscape.

In Mutual of Omaha, John Doe and Richard Smith (pseudo-
nyms provided by the court) took out health insurance policies
from the Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company. 10 Both plaintiffs
were HIV-positive.'0 Their policies carried a lifetime limit on
coverage of $1,000,000, with the stipulation that should this

9 8 See, e.g., David Orentlicher, Destructuring Disability: Rationing of Health Care
and Unfair Discrimination Against the Sick, 31 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REv. 49, 58 (1996)
(noting that the ADA "suggest[s] that transplant programs can use eligibility criteria as
long as they really help distinguish among different candidates for organ transplantation
in terms of the candidates' likelihood of benefiting from the transplant .... [T]his con-
clusion is consistent with judicial opinions interpreting similar provisions in the Reha-
bilitation Act when rationing decisions have been challenged.").

99 See Peters, supra note 21, at 805 (contending that only rarely should physician's
assessment of patient's predicted quality of life be permitted to influence medical care).

100See Doe v. Mutual of Omaha, 999 F. Supp. 1188, 1190 (N.D. 111. 1980).
101 See id. at 1190.
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limit be exceeded, coverage would be reinstated if the insured
did not submit any claims for reimbursement for two full
years. 10 Both policies, however, contained further limitations on
coverage for care for AIDS or AIDS-related conditions (ARCs).
Doe's policy limited coverage for AIDS and ARCs to a $100,000
lifetime cap, while Smith's policy had a lifetime cap of
$25,000.103 These caps could not be extended.'04

The trial court, reviewing the interpretation of Title III, con-
cluded that since the defendant's policies would lead to different
coverage for the same disease, the plaintiffs' allegations were
sufficient to state a claim for discrimination.0 5 To illustrate the
discriminatory nature of these policies, the trial court cited an
example provided in the plaintiffs' brief."6 Should an HIV-
negative person contract pneumonia and require medical atten-
tion, the plaintiffs argued, the cost of such medical attention
would be covered so long as the $1,000,000 cap was not ex-
ceeded.' 7 Should an HIV-positive insured individual contract
pneumonia, however, coverage would not be available if that in-
dividual had exceeded the cap on AIDS care, since the insurer
classified pneumonia as an ARC.0 8 Medical coverage for a given
disease would therefore vary not upon the disease itself, but
solely upon whether the insured was HIV-positive.' °9 In ruling
for the plaintiffs, the trial court held that such a difference in
treatment between the disabled and the non-disabled was pre-
cisely the sort of discrimination that the ADA prohibited. 10

This victory was short-lived, however, as Mutual of Omaha
appealed the decision and prevailed at the circuit level. The Sev-
enth Circuit departed from the reasoning of the lower court in
two prominent ways. First, the court held that Title III does not
regulate the content of insurance policies."' The court based this

102 See id.
103 See id.
1 See id. David Orentlicher refers to this type of insurance as "rationing by service"

and notes that it "can... subject the sickest persons to unfair discrimination. Rationing
by service may result in coverage for persons with a milder form of an illness while
leaving those with a more severe form of the same illness uncovered." Orentlicher,
Destructing Disability, supra note 98, at 54.

105 See Mutual of Omaha, 999 F. Supp. at 1196-97.
106 See id. at 1196.
107 See id. at 1190.
108 See id. at 1196.
109 See id.
"1

0 See id. at 1196-97.
III See Doe v. Mutual of Omaha, 179 F3d 557, 563 (7th Cir. 1999).
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finding on an examination of legislative intent, stating that if
Congress had intended to "impose so enormous a burden on the
retail sector of the economy... it would have made its intention
clearer and would at least have imposed some standards."" 2 The
court therefore rejected the argument that plaintiffs were entitled
to a policy that was equal in value to what would be available to
a non-disabled insured." 3

The second holding is more controversial and significant. The
court explicitly addressed the legality of including conditions
within the AIDS cap, such as pneumonia, that are considered
ARCs but are also contracted by HIV-negative individuals. The
Seventh Circuit held that the ADA does not prohibit an insur-
ance company from placing such conditions under its AIDS and
ARCs reimbursement cap.11 4

The court, noting that "HIV doesn't cause illness directly," ar-
gued that "opportunistic infections" are the primary medical
conditions associated with being HIV-positive.15 The court
stated:

What the AIDS caps in the challenged insurance policies
cover, therefore, is the cost of fighting the AIDS virus itself
and trying to keep the immune system intact plus the cost of
treating the opportunistic diseases to which the body be-
comes prey when the immune system has eroded to the point
at which one is classified as having AIDS. 6

In addition to potentially classifying care that someone who is
HIV-positive might require as falling under the AIDS and ARCs
cap, the court redefined "disease" so as to insulate insurers from
any accusation that they are reimbursing the costs of medical
care for non-disabled persons but not for disabled persons for
what appears to be the same disease."7 The court reasoned:

1
2 Id. at 560.
13 See id. at 559 (illustrating the point by stating that a shoe store could not forbid a

one-legged person from entering its premises, but it would not be required to sell to the
person a single shoe if it normally sold shoes by the pair).

1"4 See id. at 560-61. This holding directly contradicts the EEOC's guidelines. See
EEOC Interim Enforcement Guidance on the Application of the Americans with Dis-
abilities Act of 1990 to Disability-Based Distinctions in Employer Provided Health
Insurance, No. N-915.002, reprinted in EEOC Compl. Man. (CH) P 6902 at 5313-19
(June 8, 1993) (stating that caps violate the ADA if they result in different treatment of
persons with disabilities).

"5 See Mutual of Omaha, 179 F.3d at 560-61.
n6 Id. at 561.
1

7 See id.
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It is true that as the immune system collapses because of in-
fection by HIV, the patient becomes subject to opportunistic
infection not only by the distinctive AIDS-defining diseases
but also by a host of diseases to which people not infected
with HIV are subject. Even when they are the same disease,
however, they are far more lethal when they hit a person
who does not have an immune system to fight back with.
Which means they are not really the same disease.'18

This interpretation of Title III has a dramatic effect on
insurance coverage for the disabled. Current law permits insur-
ance companies to cover some conditions but to refuse to cover
others, but does not permit an insurance company to cover a
condition for non-disabled persons but to deny coverage to dis-
abled persons. Rather than interpreting Mutual of Omaha's pol-
icy as an attempt to cover pneumonia for the non-disabled (HIV-
negative) but not to cover pneumonia for the disabled (HIV-
positive), as did the trial court, the Seventh Circuit held that
pneumonia contracted by HIV-negative individuals is an entirely
different condition from pneumonia contracted by HIV-positive
individuals. This legal distinction allows Mutual of Omaha to
place coverage limitations on reimbursement in a way it previ-
ously could not, freeing it from providing the actuarial justifica-
tion that would normally be required under § 501(c) of the ADA.
Quite tellingly, Mutual of Omaha conceded that it had no actu-
arial justification for its cap.'1 9

The court's decision extended beyond the limits of the HIV
context. The opinion provided an alternative scenario that would
be governed by its holding: "If a health insurance policy that ex-
cluded coverage for cancer was interpreted not to cover the
pneumonia that killed a patient terminally ill with cancer, this
would not be 'discrimination' against cancer."'120 Since the court's
opinion is not limited to the intricacies posed by HIV, lower
courts are already citing this case as support for the broader
proposition that courts are not to use the ADA to supervise the
content of insurance policies under Titles I and 11.121 Insurers
therefore have wide latitude to make their policies unappealing

11 Id. (emphasis added).
119 See id. at 562.
,20 Id. at 561.
121 See, e.g., Micek v. City of Chicago, No. 98 C 6757, 1999 WL 966970 (N.D. Ill.

Oct. 4, 1999) (dismissing suit against an insurer that refused to cover hearing aids for
the chronically hearing impaired, even though it covered most other medical devices
and did reimburse for hearing aids to correct short-term hearing loss).
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to the disabled, with the net result being less coverage for the
disabled. Thus, Mutual of Omaha goes beyond merely catego-
rizing the conditions that disproportionately affect those with
HIV; indeed, it divides illnesses into disabled and non-disabled
categories and cauterizes coverage for the nation's disabled.

This leads to the "condition dilemma," the fundamental ques-
tion of how to tally our health conditions. As doctors unravel the
complicated links between different medical conditions, the
boundaries separating one illness from another begin to disinte-
grate, and the distinctions between relative risk, 22 symptom' -

and co-morbid condition' 24 blur. Consider the following hypo-
thetical: an insurance company does not cover treatment for
throat cancer. Chemotherapy is clearly treatment for cancer, and
therefore could rightly be excluded. In advanced stages of throat
cancer, however, when the patient can no longer swallow, a
feeding tube may be necessitated by the onset of malnutrition. Is
the feeding tube treatment for the disability of cancer? This is
the condition dilemma.

As medical science improves and the elements that contribute
to illness and health become better understood, an increasing
number of factors will be recognized as being related to people's
illnesses. Medical science will be better equipped to understand
the interrelations between myriad conditions. This knowledge
undoubtedly will aid physicians by alerting them to predisposi-
tions for additional medical conditions and will help them focus
on the factors that may be contributing to an illness. Because the
Seventh Circuit offered no guidance as to when a condition
should or should not fall under a cap, the trend toward constru-
ing the ADA in a pro-defendant way'2 suggests that more, rather
than fewer, conditions will fall under caps or be "defined out" of
the ADA.

122 Risk factor is the layman's term for relative risk, which is "the ratio of the risk of
disease among those exposed to a risk factor to the ratio among those not exposed."
STEDMAN'S MEDICAL DICTIONARY 1576 (27th ed. 2000).

'7 "Any morbid phenomenon or departure from the normal in structure, function or
sensation, experienced by the patient and indicative of disease:' Id. at 1742.

124 "Co-morbidity is a concomitant but unrelated pathologic or disease process; usu-
ally used in epidemiology to indicate a co-existence of two or more disease processes'
Id. at 387.

17 See supra note 13.
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III. AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH:

THE CONDITION EXTENSION TEST

An alternative approach must be developed to counter the
significant drawbacks of the Seventh Circuit's analysis in Mutual
of Omaha. Medical classifications of disease are independent of
the severity and incidence considerations referenced by the Sev-
enth Circuit. 26 One prominent medical dictionary defines disease
as an "interruption, cessation, or disorder of body functions,
systems or organs ... [a] morbid entity characterized usually by
at least two of these criteria: recognized etiologic agents(s),
identifiable group of signs and symptoms, or consistent anatomi-
cal alternations."1 27 This definition focuses on the chemical deri-
vations of the disease and its tell-tale symptoms. No mention is
made of severity or incidence, suggesting that the Seventh Cir-
cuit's reliance on such considerations may have been misguided.

Developing an alternative to the Seventh Circuit approach
serves the interests of both the disabled and insurance commu-
nities. Medical problems that occur within and without a specific
disabled population need to be classified so that insureds and
insurance companies know whether coverage can legitimately be
refused. Now that courts have interpreted the ADA to permit in-
surance companies to isolate certain disabilities and to exclude
them, some reliable and consistent methodology must be devel-
oped to determine when an insured is actually seeking reim-
bursement for an excluded disability rather than for a separate
condition. Courts' interpretations of the ADA created the condi-
tion dilemma, and this dilemma requires a responsible resolution
to protect the disabled.

If dividing the same chemical or symptomatic condition into
multiple and distinct diseases is inappropriate, one alternative is
to determine when a symptom or disease is so related to the dis-

26 It is difficult to determine on what basis the court arrived at its conclusion that
certain opportunistic infections were different diseases when contracted by individuals
with AIDS, since no medical authorities were cited as support for this proposition.
While the opinion did cite Anthony S. Fauci & H. Clifford Lane, Human Immu-
nodeficiency Virus (HIV) Disease: AIDS and Related Disorders, 2 HARRISON'S PRINCI-
PLES OF INTERNAL MEDICINE 1791, 1824-45 (1998) for the proposition that opportun-
istic infections are the real danger to an HIV-positive person, there are no citations to
support the court's statement that pneumonia contracted by a person who is HIV-
positive is a distinct disease from the pneumonia contracted by someone who is HIV-
negative.

127 STEDMAN'S, supra note 122, at 509.
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ability that to treat the symptom or disease is to treat the disabil-
ity.1' This approach to evaluating a patient's medical status will
be referred to here as the "condition-extension test." This test is
so named because it determines when a secondary medical con-
dition can be fairly and accurately characterized as an extension
of the primary condition. The condition-extension test will avoid
a medical "decision-maker's reliance on the mere existence of
disability as a proxy for an individualized, factual assessment of
the disabled person's condition."' 29 In addition, this test will ac-
complish the goals of disability protection jurisprudence out-
lined by the Supreme Court, namely, that disability law take into
account "two powerful but countervailing considerations-the
need to give effect to the statutory objectives and the desire to
keep [statutory protections] within manageable bounds."3

A. Construction of the Test

The condition-extension test is two-pronged. First, an insur-
ance company would be required to document that the two con-
ditions in question were statistically correlated to the appropriate
significance level. 3' Absent a showing that the medical commu-
nity understood the two conditions to be correlated (i.e., statisti-
cally linked), the insurance company could not exclude cover-
age. If the insurance company demonstrates correlation, it would
then need to satisfy the second prong-the causation require-
ment-by documenting that the conditions were understood
within the medical community to be conditional extensions of
one another. This second prong traverses the murky distinction

128 Cf Crossley, Of Diagnoses and Discrimination, supra note 50, at 1662. Crossley
suggests how to apply the ADA to medical decision-making with respect to severely
disabled infants. She argues that the ADA should apply "to all medical decision mak-
ing" but that "its antidiscrimination mandates [only prohibit] nontreatment based on the
mere existence of disability, while allowing consideration of the medical effects of the
disability." Id. at 1664. Crossley seems to support incorporating a relevancy analysis
into ADA antidiscrimination law. While she disagrees with the relatedness analysis
announced in University Hospital as it pertains to disabled newborns, she does support
an approach where the ADA applies only when doctors take into account "irrelevant"
factors. She calls this the "medical effects approach," which "seeks to identify illegiti-
mate discrimination by distinguishing between decisions made based on the mere exis-
tence of disability and those made after considering the medical effects of disability."
Id. at 1651.

129 Id. at 1654. For Crossley's discussion of the benefits of the medical effects model,
see id. at 1650-62.

130 Alexander v. Choate, 469 U.S. 287, 299 (1985).
131 See infra note 137 for definitions of statistical significance.
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between correlation and causation. 132 It is the judgment that
having disability X caused condition Y. It asks whether it is pos-
sible to tell a story that links Y with X, leaving little room for an
alternative explanation. Therefore, before an insurance company
could take the potentially devastating step of denying reim-
bursement for condition Y, it would need to convince the trier of
fact that X and Y are not merely correlated, but rather that the
requested treatment for secondary condition Y (for example,
end-stage renal failure) is effectively treatment for the primary
condition X (for example, Type H diabetes).' 33

Medical literature reports varying degrees of relatedness. For
example, the literature reports some preliminary findings on the
relationship between Alzheimer disease and depression.'3 It al-
ternatively documents that individuals who have hypertension
are at a greater risk for stroke, 35 and that people with HIV have a
worse outcome if they develop Kaposi's sarcoma than do HIV-
negative patients who also develop Kaposi's sarcoma. 136 Each of
these distinct classifications will have a different place in the
insurance context. These differences will be further examined in
Section C below.

The determination of relatedness is the battleground for insur-
ers. Given the current prevailing judicial interpretation of the
ADA, insurers have a tremendous incentive to push under the
umbrella of an excluded disability as many additional conditions
as possible, further limiting the available coverage. The condi-
tion-extension test represents one method of governing this un-
ruly and unsettled area of ADA jurisprudence.

132 "Correlation is the mutual or reciprocal relation of two or more items or parts,
while causation is the relating of causes to the effects they produce. The pathogenesis
of disease and epidemiology are largely concerned with causality." STEDMAN'S, supra
note 122, at 414.

133 See Eberhard Ritz et al., End-Stage Renal Failure in Type II Diabetes: A Medical
Catastrophe of Worldwide Dimensions, 34(5) AM. J. KIDNEY DISEASES 795, 796 (1999).

134 See infra note 153.
135 See Ralph L. Sacco et al., Risk Factors and their Management for Stroke Preven-

tion: Outlook for 1999 and Beyond, 53 (Supp 4) NEUROLOGY S15, S18 (1999).
136 Kaposi's sarcoma is a rare blood vessel cancer believed to be caused by a virus and

is overwhelmingly present in the AIDS community. It is rarely life-threatening in HIV-
negative individuals. See Sarah Watstein, THE AIDS DICTIONARY 153-55 (1998).
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B. The Need for the Condition Extension Test

The condition-extension test addresses the lack of predictabil-
ity and reliability in insurance policy coverage. For insurers and
insureds to have an informed negotiation over what will be cov-
ered and to what extent in a policy, insurance companies need a
predictable means of establishing when a condition is sufficient-
ly related to an underlying disability. Although lacking perfect
certitude, medical science can establish the degree to which two
or more conditions are statistically correlated.'37 Thus, while
medical science might indicate that having X increases the risk
of contracting Y, medical science can also indicate that treatment
for Y is not treatment for X. Even though insurance companies
are permitted to exclude coverage for disabilities, they should
not be allowed to exclude coverage for every additional medical
condition for which a disability creates a greater risk of devel-
opment, but does not directly cause.

C. Application of the Condition-Extension Test

Any effective tool to protect insurers and insureds alike must
keep up with the rapid pace of discoveries occurring in medical
science. As conditions become less interrelated due to medical
advances that curb the devastating effects of the condition, or
new understandings of the make-up and course of an illness fo-
cus on its interaction with other conditions, the relatedness fac-
tor declines 38 or is disputed.'39 On the other hand, in the future,

137 Cf. Doe v. N.Y. Univ., 666 F.2d 761, 777 (2d Cir. 1981) (noting that the appropri-
ate standard for determining whether student's mental illness rendered her not other-
wise qualified was whether there was "significant risk" that her condition would be
related to her performance in medical school). Statistical significance means that "sta-
tistical methods allow an estimate to be made of the probability of the observed degree
of association between variables and from this the statistical significance can be ex-
pressed, commonly in terms of the P value" with the term "significant" meaning the
"reliability of a finding or, conversely, the probability of the finding being a result of
chance (generally < 5%)'" STEDMAN'S, supra note 122, at 1641, 1693. Therefore, for
the purposes of this Note, the term "significant" will be used to refer to a statistical
significance.

"I For instance, recent studies have found that the correlation between certain ill-
nesses and AIDS is declining. See A. Mocroft et al., Changes in AIDS-Defining Ill-
nesses in a London Clinic, 1987-1998, 21 J. ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYN-
DROMES 401, 404 (1999) (examining incidence of AIDS-defining conditions in the HIV-
positive population and finding a statistically significant decrease in incidence).

139 For example, it was thought for some time that the popular medication for the
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scientists may discover new correlations and causations to un-
derlying disabilities. Using the condition-extension test would
require insurers to update their coverage and to protect the dis-
abled from outdated and misinformed classifications of diseases
and disabilities.

The two-prong test is best illustrated by example. The fol-
lowing hypotheticals explore the different types of medical sce-
narios that might confront a court and demonstrate how the con-
dition-extension test could resolve the question of coverage ex-
clusion.

1. Hypothetical One: Prong One Correlation Is Proven and
Prong Two Causation Is Proven

Certain disabilities, like non-insulin-dependent diabetes mel-
litus ("Type II diabetes")1 40 are especially debilitating because of
the large number of associated potential complications, includ-
ing coronary artery disease, congestive cardiac failure, stroke,
and complications of peripheral vascular disease.141 In addition,
hyperglycemia 4 2 is found in people with Type II diabetes.143

Some of the main complications of having hyperglycemia in

treatment of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), 6-mercaptopurine, caused malignant
neoplasms (cancer). In other words, developing malignant neoplasms was often the
result-a sort of bizarre symptom-of IBD and its subsequent treatment. However,
recent studies have indicated that there may not be such a significant relationship. See
Burton I. Korelitz, Malignant Neoplasms Subsequent to Treatment of Inflammatory
Bowel Disease with 6-Mercaptopurine, 94 AM. J. GASTROENTEROLOGY 3248, 3248
(1999).

"4 The Supreme Court has heard claims of discrimination under the Rehabilitation
Act in which plaintiffs were diagnosed as having diabetes mellitus, which includes
Type II diabetes. The Court assumed, without deciding, that such a condition consti-
tuted a disability. See Lane v. Pena, 518 U.S. 187 (1996); Atascadeor State Hosp. v.
Scanlon, 473 U.S. 234 (1985); Rouse v. Plantier 182 F.3d 192 (3d Cir. 1999) (accept-
ing, without discussion, that diabetes mellitus is a disability under the ADA).

141 See S. Edwin Fineberg, M.D., The Treatment of Hypertension and Dyslipidemia in
Diabetes Mellitus, 26(4) DIABETES 951, 951-52 (1999) (reviewing treatment options
for Type II diabetes and reporting an increased risk for these complications in Type II
diabetes patients versus non-Type II diabetes patients). See also Markku Laakso, Hy-
perglycemia and Cardiovascular Disease in Type 2 Diabetes, 48 DIABETES 937, 937
(1999); James R. Gavin III, M.D., New Classification and Diagnostic Criteria for Dia-
betes Mellitus, 1(3) CLINICAL CORNERSTONES 1, 1 (1998).

142 Hypergylcemia is "an abnormally high concentration of glucose in the circulating
blood, seen especially in patients with" Type I and II diabetes. STEDMAN'S, supra note
122, at 849.

143 See, e.g., Rouse, 182 F.3d at 194 (expert testimony in an ADA dispute established
that "a characteristic of insulin-dependent diabetes is an abnormally high amount of
sugar in the blood due to insulin deficiency"); Gavin, supra note 141, at 4 ("[A]ny
symptomatic person with a ... glucose level [greater than] 200mg/dL... is defined as
having diabetes.').
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Type II diabetes are microvascular I44 and neuropathic complica-
tions "which do not occur in people without diabetes."'45 Hyper-
glycemia is a requirement for the development of neuropathic
complications, such as retinopathy. 146

Consider David, who has hyperglycemia and Type II diabetes.
His insurance company caps coverage for care for diabetes,
which he exceeds prior to his diagnosis with a retinopathy.
Could David's insurance company deny reimbursement for the
treatment of the retinopathy? The insurer could unquestionably
satisfy prong one. Studies document that there is a statistical
correlation between Type II diabetes and hyperglycemia, and
between hyperglycemia and diabetic retinopathy. David's insurer
will also likely satisfy prong two. Using scholarly studies, the
insurer will be able to inexorably link Type II diabetes with hy-
perglycemia and ultimately with the retinopathy. Because hyper-
glycemia is a necessary condition to develop diabetic retinopa-
thy, treatment for the retinopathy may fairly be described as ex-
tended treatment for the Type II diabetes. In other words, the
retinopathy is a natural complication of Type II diabetes, and the
insurance cap would apply.

2. Hypothetical Two: Prong One Correlation Is Proven but
Prong Two Causation Is Inconclusive

a. Risk of contracting disease. The Rehabilitation Act has
recognized obesity as a disability. 47 Studies demonstrate that pa-

144 See Mark L. Moster, M.D., Neuro-opthamology of Diabetes, 10 CURRENT OPINION
IN OPTHAMOLOGY 376, 376 (1999) (stating that visual complications may be "related to
the vascular, neuropathic, or metabolic changes induced by" Type II diabetes).
145 Richard C. Eastman, M.D. et al., Prevention and Treatment of Microvascular and

Neuropathic Complications of Diabetes, 26(4) DIABETES 791, 793-94 (1999). See also
Wan Nazaimoon et al., Systolic Hypertension and Duration of Diabetes Mellitus are
Important Determinants of Retinopathy and Microalbuminuria in Young Diabetics,
46(3) DIABETEs REs. & CLINICAL PRAC. 213, 221 (1999) (stating that 10% of Type II
diabetes mellitus patients developed a retinopathy within five years of diagnosis and
prevalence increased to 42.9% for patients with a diagnosis of ten years or older).
146 See Eastman, supra note 145, at 793-94. See also P.E. Stranga, M.D. et al., Ocular

Manifestations of Diabetes Mellitus, 10 CURRENT OPINION IN OPTHAMOLOGY 483, 483
(1999).
147 See, e.g., Cook v. State of R.I., Dep't of Mental Health, Retardation, and Hosps.,

10 F.3d 17, 23 (1st Cir. 1993). It is not clear whether obesity would be considered a
disability under the ADA. The majority of cases on obesity dealt with employees argu-
ing that they could no longer perform the "major life activity" of working because of
obesity. The courts responded that since the employees could work in a different capac-
ity, they were not disabled under Title I. See, e.g., Walton v. Mental Health Ass'n of
S.E. Pa., 168 F.3d 661, 665 (3d Cir. 1999) (determining that the inability to perform a
specific job because of obesity does not substantially limit the major life activity of
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tients who are clinically obese are at a greater risk for additional
health problems. 148 For instance, they develop gallstones at a
significantly higher rate than do non-obese patients.1 49 Jane, who
is obese, takes out a health insurance policy that has a lifetime
cap of $20,000 on reimbursement for treatment of obesity. After
experiencing extreme abdominal pain, she consults her physi-
cian, who diagnoses her with gallstones, a common symptom of
gallbladder disease.

Could Jane's insurance company deny reimbursement for
medical costs incurred in treating her gallbladder disease? The
insurance company would find ample evidence documenting a
correlation as required by the test's first prong. It would then
have to present medical evidence narrating the relationship be-
tween the two conditions to document causation. Jane can offer
her own evidence to persuade the trier of fact that it was not
probable that obesity caused her gallbladder disease.1 50 Ulti-
mately, to secure coverage, Jane will have to convince the trier
of fact that there are too many other reasons why she might have
developed gallbladder disease to support a finding of causation.
Given the current medical understanding of these two diseases,
she is unlikely to be successful. Thus, in this case, despite the
inconclusive' nature of the causation evidence, the facts may
still be strong enough to satisfy the second prong favoring the
insurance companies.

Inconclusivity also can operate the other way. Consider Sarah,
who suffered from depression ten years ago and has recently

working); Pepperman v. Montgomery County Bd. of Educ., No. 99-1366, 1999 WL
1082546, at *1-2 (4th Cir. Dec. 2, 1999) (per curiam) (finding that the inability to walk
fast due to obesity is not a disability). Some jurists, however, have not ruled categori-
cally that obesity could not be a disability under the ADA, especially if it prevented the
individual from participating in a major life activity like lifting, walking or eating. See,
e.g., Land v. Baptist Med. Ctr., 164 F.3d 423, 426 (Arnold, J., dissenting) ("[W]hen in
the physician's assessment... the obesity is severe enough to substantially limit a ma-
jor life activity, the participant then meets the definition of' a disabled person.).

148 See Aviva Must, Ph.D. et al., The Disease Burden Associated With Overweight and
Obesity, 282 JAMA 1523, 1523 (1999). Obesity is associated with cardiovascular dis-
ease, Type II diabetes, hypertension, stroke, dyslipidemia, osteoarthritis, and some
cancers. These factors may differ across racial and ethnic lines. See id.
M4 See, e.g., id. at 1526; Charles H. Halstead, Obesity: Effects on the Liver and Gas-

trointestinal System, 2 CURRENT OPINION IN CLINICAL NUTRITION AND METABOLIC
CARE 425, 426-27 (1999) (citing a study that found a sevenfold higher risk for gall-
stones in obese versus non-obese women); F. Xavier Pi-Sunyer, Comorbidities of Over-
weight and Obesity: Current Evidence and Research Issues, 31(11) SuPP MEDICINE &
SCIENCE IN SPORTS & EXERCISE S602, S603 (1999).
150 See infra Part III.E.1 Concerns About Expert Testimony.
151 "Inconclusive" in this Note refers to a lack of consensus in the medical literature

concerning the correlation between two conditions.
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been diagnosed with Alzheimer disease (AD). Her insurer ex-
cludes coverage for depression. Statistical evidence shows that
pre-clinical AD patients 15 2 have a higher rate of depression than
non-demented patients, suggesting a significant correlation be-
tween depression and AD.- 3 Therefore, an insurance company
might be able to satisfy prong one. However, it should not be
able to support the causation prong, as scientific evidence cannot
substantiate the claim that depression causes AD.'' Rather, de-
pression may be a susceptibility factor for the pathogenesis of
disease or a tragic harbinger of the dementia to come. While
there is a relationship between the two conditions, Sarah's in-
surer cannot tell a convincing story that depression caused Sarah
to develop AD, and therefore, any denial of coverage would not
be based on sound actuarial principles.

b. Risk of developing a disease. The first two examples in this
section dealt with the risk of contracting a disease. This next ex-
ample of an inconclusive second prong explores the subtle dif-
ference of the risk of actually developing a disease once the dis-
ease has been contracted.

The Supreme Court has recognized that HIV is a disability for
the purposes of the ADA. 55 While tuberculosis (TB) is consid-
ered a significant complication of being HIV-positive, 56 the ma-
jority of individuals who contract TB are HIV-negative 57 How-
ever, when exposed to the TB bacteria, an HIV-negative individ-
ual usually remains healthy and only develops a latent infection,
while an HIV-positive individual is more likely to progress to the
active disease. The immunological factors contributing to this

152 "Pre-clinical" refers to the time "before the onset of disease." STIIDMAN'S, supra
note 122, at 1437.

153 See A.K. Berger et al., The Occurrence of Depressive Symptoms in the Preclinical
Phase ofAD: A Population-Based Study, 53 NEUROLOGY 1998, 2000 (1999) (indicating
that "AD patients had [significantly] more depressive symptoms at [the pre-clinical
phase] than their non-demented counterparts" and noting that depressive symptoms in
pre-clinical AD individuals is not "merely a by-product of self-perceived cognitive
difficulties").

'm See Carl E. Speck et al., History of Depression as a Risk Factor for Alzheiner's
Disease, 6(4) EPIDEMIOLOGY 366, 366 (1995) ("A history of depression before the onset
of symptoms of AD, however, may be an independent risk factor for AD.").

155 See Bragdon v. Abbott, 524 U.S. 624, 631 (1999).
15 AIDS DICTIONARY, supra note 136, at 282 ("HIV-positive people have a higher

risk of developing active TB disease.").
157 Tuberculosis has also been significantly linked to illegal drug use, being older than

60 years of age, over-crowding, foreign birth, and malnutrition. See Venkatarama K.
Rao, M.D. et al., The Impact of Comorbidity on Mortality Following In-Hospital Diag-
nosis of Tuberculosis, 114(5) CHEST 1244, 1247-48 (1998).
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discrepancy are unknown, but the tendency of an HIV-positive
individual to develop active TB more easily is probably due to
the body's inability to mount a sufficient immune response. 58

Two friends, Jason (infected with HIV) and Michael (not in-
fected with HIV, but weakened from a recent bout with the flu),
visit a hospital maternity ward together to congratulate a friend
who has just delivered a child. As a result of exposure to TB in
the hospital, both contract the disease and become symptomatic.
Does it make sense for Michael to receive coverage when he
contracts TB and for Jason to be denied coverage since he has
exceeded the cap on care related to being HIV-positive?

Under the condition-extension test, a court would first ask an
insurer to show that developing TB is significantly correlated
with being HIV-positive. The medical literature would document
that among people who are infected with TB, people who are
HIV-positive are more likely to become symptomatic'5 9 and non-
responsive to medication than those who are HIV-negative60 Ja-
son's insurer, therefore, could document a correlation between
developing symptomatic TB and being HIV-positive. Because a
sizeable number of HIV-negative individuals also get TB (often
because their immune system is also weakened in some way),
however, Jason's insurer could not tell a story that being HIV-
positive necessarily means a person will develop symptoms of
TB, and would therefore fail prong two.

This is essentially the scenario, using different conditions, de-
scribed in Mutual of Omaha. In the Seventh Circuit's hypotheti-
cal, an insurance policy excluded cancer, but not pneumonia. 6 If
the insurance company argues that the weakening from cancer
increased the risk of developing pneumonia, the Seventh Circuit
places its imprimatur of approval on the denial of coverage.
Since the opinion proffers no guidance as to the extent to which
one event (having cancer) is related to another (developing
pneumonia), however, scenarios like this hypothetical are left

Mn See Peter L. Alpert et al., A Prospective Study of Tuberculosis and Human Immu-
nodeficiency Virus Infection: Clinical Manifestations and Factors Associated with Sur-
vival, 24(4) CLINICAL INFECTIOUS DISEASE 661, 663 (1997) (stating that people who
are HIV-positive developed extrapulmonary TB at a significantly higher rate than HIV-
negative people). See also AIDS DICTIONARY, supra note 136, at 282.

159 See, e.g., M. Moore et al., Cross-Matching TB and AIDS Registries: TB Patients
with HIV Co-Infection, United States, 1993-94, 114 PUBLIC HEALTH REPORTS 269,
271-73 (1999).

1
60 See id. at 276.

161 See supra text accompanying note 120.
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ambiguous, leaving insureds uncertain about the true extent of
their coverage. The condition-extension test would not allow a
denial of coverage in either the TB or the cancer instance.

3. Hypothetical Three: Prong One Correlation Is Inconclusive
and Prong Two Causation Is Unproven

As discussed in the second hypothetical, people suffering from
obesity face an array of additional health risks. 62 Bill is mor-
bidly obese and has exceeded his insurance company's $5000
cap on coverage for obesity. After a routine colorectal exam, he
is diagnosed with colon cancer, for which obese people may be
at a higher risk.'63 The association between obesity and colon
cancer is inconclusive, however. Some studies have found a
positive association between obesity and colon cancer, while
others have found no such correlation.' 6 Consequently, the rela-
tionship between obesity and colon cancer should not meet the
requisite level of statistical correlation to satisfy prong one.
Since the plaintiff bears the initial burden of documenting that
the insurer's decision was not based on actuarial principles, such
an inconclusive result might be held in the insurance company's
favor.65 If so, the plaintiff would turn to prong two for additional
justification that the exclusion of coverage was unlawful. 166 The
condition-extension test limits the power of insurance companies
to create concentric circles linking the initial disability with or-
biting deteriorating health.

167 See supra note 148.

16 Obesity has been found to be a risk factor for many cancers, including endome-
trial, breast, gallbladder, cervical and ovarian cancer among women, and prostate and
colon cancer among men. See Pi-Sunyer, supra note 149, at S603.

164 See, e.g., Ean S. Ford, Body Mass Index and Colon Cancer in a National Sample of
Adult US Men and Women, 150 AM. J. EPIDEMIOLOGY 390 (1999). The study noted,
however, that the relationship between obesity and colon cancer is not well understood,
and it is not clear whether obesity causes colon cancer. Id. at 396,

165 Courts may disagree over whether demonstrating inconclusivity satisfies the bur-
den of proof or whether a more scientifically unanimous denial of correlation is re-
quired. Cf. Chabner v. United of Omaha Life Ins. Co., 994 F. Supp. 1185, 1193-94
(N.D. Cal. 1998) (If defendant produces "evidence that the differential [in rates] was
based on the [actuarial principles], [plaintiff] must overcome that evidence and ulti-
mately prove otherwise."). But see Anderson v. Gus Mayer Boston Store of Del., 924 F.
Supp. 763, 779 (E.D. Tex. 1996) ("The ADA puts the burden on those actors classifying
risks to show both their rationality and permissibility.").

6 The plaintiff would be able to tell multiple stories showing why he developed co-
lon cancer.
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4. Hypothetical Four: Prong One Correlation Is Unproven and
Prong Two Causation Is Unproven

The condition-extension test might also prevent a cascade of
reimbursement denial for those suffering from chronic and life-
changing conditions. Angela, a schizophrenic, after exceeding
her nominal coverage for schizophrenia, visits her general phy-
sician who notices signs of malnutrition and open sores. Can
Angela's insurance company, which normally provides nutri-
tional and basic medical care coverage, deny her request for re-
imbursement for dietary supplements, visits to a nutritionist, and
prescription antibiotics for her infections?

Studies document that sufferers of schizophrenia are not at a
higher risk for self-neglect-a constellation of symptoms in-
cluding poor nutrition. 67 These problems also affect many peo-
ple who do not have schizophrenia and may be due to socio-
economic status.1 6

1 While it is possible that Angela's schizophre-
nia led to these conditions, it is not certain. Thus, the insurance
company could not prove the statistical burden of either prong,
and Angela's coverage could not be denied.

This scenario mimics the Seventh Circuit's observation in
Mutual of Omaha that an insurance company could not refuse to
reimburse care for a broken leg for someone who is HIV-
positive. 69 While the court does not indicate explicitly why this
would be unlawful, presumably it understood that there would be
no sound actuarial reason for an insurance company to refuse
care for a broken leg simply because the person requesting reim-
bursement is HIV-positive. The only explanation for such a de-
nial of coverage would be discrimination against a disabled per-
son. Perhaps the Seventh Circuit opinion also recognized that
there must be limitations on the extent to which an insurance
company can deny coverage for one medical condition because
of the existence of a disability. However, the absence of inter-
pretive limiting instructions turns the opinion into a manipulat-
ive tool of insurance companies. The condition-extension test
provides those missing guidelines.

167 See, e.g., Larry S. Goldman, M.D., Medical Illness in Patients with Schizophrenia,
60 (SuPP. 21) J. CLINICAL PSYCHIATRY 10, 11 (1999).

163 See Christine M. Kennedy, Childhood Nutrition, 16 ANN. REv. NURSING REs. 3, 4
(1998).

169 See Doe v. Mutual of Omaha, 179 F.3d 557, 561 (7th Cir. 1999).
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D. Benefits of the Condition-Extension Test

The preceding hypotheticals illustrate that the instances of
coverage denial would be rare. Yet, in theory, such an approach
would be neither pro-plaintiff nor pro-defendant. Since the ADA
is currently interpreted to mean that, while an insurer need not
cover every disability, it cannot deny reimbursement of an oth-
erwise covered condition to the disabled, insurers are presuma-
bly already required to have in place some means of categorizing
medical conditions. Allowing insurers to limit the confines of
care for a disability without regard to scientific data dispropor-
tionately shifts power to the insurer. The two-prong condition-
extension test reapportions power more evenly between insurer
and insured.

The condition-extension test does benefit the disabled plaintiff
in ways that the Mutual of Omaha approach lacks. The primary
criticism of the University Hospital line of cases 70 that estab-
lished the relatedness principle in the medical context is that it
"unwisely insulates from challenge all treatment decisions that
arise out of the patient's disability, no matter how patent the
prejudice.'' This criticism does not apply to the use of a condi-
tion-extension test in the insurance context because physicians
would not be determining how effective a treatment would be or
the extent of the patient's quality of life. Rather, a treatment plan
would already be plotted, and the inquiry would turn to insur-
ance coverage, with the physician asked to testify in court re-
garding the correlation and causation prongs. Although the test
would generally be objective, common sense indicates that any
bias exhibited would tend to be pro-patient because doctors may
have an interest in lobbying that the care they recommend be
covered by insurance companies.

While insurance companies might have legitimate reasons for
their policies, the temptation exists for them to deny coverage
first and explain later because of the limited judicial review of
the content of insurance policies. The condition-extension test
could correct that skewed incentive for unfairness by requiring
insurance companies to abide by medical determinations of re-
latedness. Mutual of Omaha illustrates how important this might
be, as the insurance company conceded that it had not consid-

170 See supra note 92.
17' Peters, supra note 21, at 800.
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ered any actuarial justification for its inclusion of certain types
of conditions under the HIV disability cap. 172 Forced to justify
their choices, insurance companies will no longer find it cost-
effective to simply make policies and later construct an ex post
justification that will likely be recognized by a court as subter-
fuge. 73 Under the condition-extension test, Mutual of Omaha
might very well come out the same, as a medical evaluation
might suggest that the conditions discussed in the opinion are
associated with HIV. The condition-extension test would require
the Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company to articulate its
justification, however, thereby limiting its ability to deny cover-
age without a satisfactory explanation.1 74 This would also help
insureds better select plans.

The ADA is already sensitive to the need for reliable tests to
discern where actuarial science ends and discrimination begins.
In addition to the subterfuge provision in Title III, Title I also
places restrictions on the means by which an employer can de-
cide whether someone who is disabled can execute job responsi-
bilities. The ADA requires that employment tests be adminis-
tered "in the most effective manner to ensure that, when such
test is administered to a job applicant or employee who has a
disability ... such tests results accurately reflect ... whatever
... factors that the test purports to measure.' 75 Further, it pro-
hibits the use of "selection criteria that screen out or tend to
screen out an individual with a disability or a class of individuals

172 See Mutual of Omaha, 179 F.3d at 562.
173 This higher standard for overcoming an allegation of Title III subterfuge is demon-

strated in the bench opinion in Mason Tenders District Council Welfare Fund v.
Donaghey, No. 93 CIV. 1154, 1993 WL 944580 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 19, 1993). The court
ruled that pension plans governed by ERISA were required to meet ADA guidelines,
and thus provide documentation to prove its caps on AIDS coverage were not subter-
fuge: "I think subterfuge and pretext in the context of this argument are interchange-
able. You have carved out this one assumption based on actuarial assumptions, and
there will have to be a trial on this issue." Id. at *8. Furthermore, the court refused to
apply the definition of subterfuge that the Supreme Court has used in ADEA cases. See
supra note 47. Commentators have noted that the defendant will have a difficult time
demonstrating a satisfactory actuarial justification. See, e.g., Karen Donovan, Health
Fund Held Subject to ADA in AIDS Exemption, 16 NAT'L L.J. 2 (1993).

17 4 The issue of proof is all the more urgent since courts generally place the burden of
proof of demonstrating discrimination on the plaintiff. See, e.g., Pallozzi v. Allstate Life
Ins. Co., 198 E3d 28 (2d Cir. 1999) (holding that the burden of proof for showing dis-
crimination should rest with the plaintiff, a system patterned after the Supreme Court's
decision in Public Employees Retirement Sys. of Ohio v. Betts, 492 U.S. 158 (1989)
concerning the ADEA). Since plaintiffs shoulder this burden, a carefully constructed
test that allows them to turn to the medical testimony of experts will be crucial.

1- 42 U.S.C. § 12112(b)(7) (1994).
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with disabilities."1 76 As a result, an employer cannot manipulate
tests to avoid hiring the disabled. Likewise, the condition-
extension test would place logical limits on the ways insurance
companies could craft their policies to avoid the maximum
amount of reimbursement.

The condition-extension test would also fit neatly into current
discrimination suits under the ADA, which follow a predictable
pattern. First, a plaintiff must satisfy the basic elements of a
prima facie case. 177 The burden then shifts to the defendant to
offer a non-discriminatory reason for the denial of the service . 7

Courts have expressed some willingness to shift the burden in
discrimination cases to ease the plaintiff's burden in disputes
under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Noting that the
ADA is a "sibling statute 179 to Title VII, some courts have ar-
gued that they should consider the approach to the burden of
proof in Title VII disputes when confronting similar issues in the
ADA arena.180 In St. Mary's Honor Center v. Hicks,'"' the Su-
preme Court noted that under Title VII the plaintiff must first
establish a prima facie case by a preponderance of the evi-
dence.18 2 If the plaintiff meets this burden, the prima facie case
"in effect creates a presumption" of unlawful discrimination.'8 3

Such a presumption places a burden on the defendant to produce
evidence that its actions were not unlawfully discriminatory.1"
Ultimately, the final burden rests upon the plaintiff to show that
the defendant's rationale was mere pretext for discrimination.'85

If courts uniformly impose this Title VII burden shifting in ADA

17642 U.S.C. § 12112(b)(6) (1994).
'7See, e.g., Amir v. St. Louis Univ., 184 F.3d 1017, 1027 (8th Cir. 1999) (comment-

ing on 42 U.S.C. § 12182(a) and (b)(2)(A)(ii) (1994)). The elements include showing
that she is disabled, that the defendant is a private entity with a place of public accom-
modation, that the defendant took adverse action against the plaintiff based upon her
disability, and that the defendant failed to make reasonable modifications that would
accommodate the plaintiff's disability without fundamentally altering the nature of the
public accommodation. See id.

""8See, e.g., id. at 1017. Cf Doe v. N.Y. Univ., 666 F.2d 761, 776-77 (2d Cir. 1981)
(utilizing a similar burden shifting premise under the Rehabilitation Act).
,79 Ford v. Schering-Plough, 145 F.3d 601, 606 (3d Cir. 1998).
,80 See, e.g., Ford, 145 F.3d at 606 ("[T]he ADA's accompanying House report states

that the purpose of the ADA is 'to provide civil rights protections for persons with dis-
abilities that are parallel to those available to minorities and women."') (internal cita-
tions omitted).
18, 509 U.S. 502 (1993).
is2 See id. at 506.
1
83 Id.
,8 See id.
'85 See id. at 507.
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cases, insurance companies would need to be prepared to con-
vincingly support their coverage denying decisions.

The Rehabilitation Act also offers guidance in assigning bur-
dens. In Doe v. New York University, the court recognized that,
unlike discrimination cases involving race, religion, national ori-
gin or gender, the defendant will typically acknowledge consid-
ering the plaintiff's disability, but will argue that consideration
of the disability was based on appropriate factors.'86 The court
held that:

In a suit under [the Rehabilitation Act] the plaintiff may
make out a prima facie case by showing that he is a handi-
capped person under the Act and that, although he is
qualified apart from his handicap, he was denied [an oppor-
tunity] because of his handicap. The burden then shifts to
the [defendant] to rebut the inference that the handicap was
improperly taken into account by going forvard with evi-
dence that the handicap is relevant [to the defendant's deci-
sion]. The plaintiff must then bear the ultimate burden of
showing by a preponderance of the evidence that in spite of
the handicap he is qualified. 17

Under this model, a plaintiff would have to document that the
insurer did not apply sound actuarial principles in denying cov-
erage. To do so, the plaintiff would present evidence following
the two-prong condition-extension test.

Thus, in insurance coverage disputes, the plaintiff would need
to document that she was disabled; that she purchased a product
(insurance) from a place of public accommodation; 88 and that
the insurer took adverse action by denying coverage for medical
care that the insured believes is not significantly related to her
excluded disability. The insurer would then have to respond by
actuarially justifying the decision. The burden shifts back to the
plaintiff, who must show that the given reason is really pretext to
hide a discriminatory action. However, by placing a significant
burden of proof on the defendant to rebut the prima facie case,
insureds will receive more protection since insurance companies
will be less likely to deny coverage without adequate reason.

The condition-extension test might also require that courts
shift their understanding of how the safe harbor provision of

8 See Doe v. N.Y. Univ. 666 F.2d 761 (2d Cir. 1981).
117 Id. at 776-77 (internal citations omitted).
's Insurance companies are specifically mentioned in the ADA as places of public ac-

commodation. See 42 U.S.C. § 12181(1)(7)(f) (1994).
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§ 501(c) works in building a defense to a discrimination suit. In
Ford v. Schering-Plough,'89 the Third Circuit, relying on a Su-
preme Court definition of subterfuge as "scheme," held that a
plaintiff must demonstrate that an insurance plan is adopted
specifically to evade the purposes of the ADA.'90 Under the new
proposed standard, plaintiffs could prove specific discriminatory
intent by documenting that the insurance companies did not cor-
rectly draw the boundaries of the care generated by the disabil-
ity.9 ' Since § 501(c)(3) already requires insurance companies to
provide statistical support for their coverage decisions to show
that such decisions are actuarially sound, satisfying both prongs
of the condition-extension test would show that the policies are
based on sound actuarial methods and not a "scheme" to subvert
the ADA.

By requiring a demonstration of the justification for the insur-
ance policies, the condition-extension test incorporates medical
science into the courtroom. It is telling that the paragraph in Mu-
tual of Omaha explaining the separate disease ruling cites no
medical authorities.' With court decisions requiring a clearer
definition of a statistically related condition, judicial interpreta-
tion should naturally be informed by the professionals most ca-
pable of understanding disease.1 93 Physicians and medical scien-
tists can best testify to causality, explaining to the jury the like-
lihood that disability X has caused the development of condition
Y. 194

'89 145 F.3d 601 (3d Cir. 1998).
' See id. at 611.
191 Cf Henderson v. Bodine, 70 F.3d 958 (8th Cir. 1995) (noting this disincentive for

fairness: "We do not believe it is unfair to expect [defendant] and its sophisticated
health insurance providers to promptly provide some general evidence that [high dose
chemotherapy treatment] is not an accepted therapy for breast cancers like [plaintiff's].
After all, such coverage issues lie at the heart of a health insurance provider's expertise

'92See Doe v. Mutual of Omaha, 179 F.3d 557, 561 (7th Cir. 1999).
193 See Crossley, Of Diagnoses and Discrimination, supra note 50, at 1654. In dis-

cussing a medical effects approach to care for critically ill infants, Crossley argues that
medical assessment should be part of an ADA analysis and ultimately indicates that a
"high level of statistical correlation" between an infant's condition and the ineffective-
ness of available treatment would make a decision not to treat acceptable. Id. Likewise,
a physician's determination that the insured's condition is significantly related to the
uncovered disability would justify denial of insurance coverage under the ADA. See id.

194 In the toxic torts arena, physicians already evaluate a series of potential causes for
a plaintiff's injury and sequentially eliminate them, leaving the defendant's action as
the only possible remaining cause. Courts have accepted this type of medical expert
testimony, called differential diagnosis. The type of testimony proposed in this paper
would be even more exacting since it would require an established significance level
before even progressing past prong one. See generally Michael Kent, Jr., Daubert,
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E. Potential Points of Concern

1. Concerns About Expert Testimony

Undoubtedly, the condition-extension test has its drawbacks.
Reliance on medical experts to testify as to the relatedness be-
tween the disability and the medical condition will increase the
number of claims and force juries and judges to evaluate com-
plex medical testimony. 95 This test will predictably create a bat-
tle of the experts, with doctors on both sides offering competing
calculations of relatedness. Juries, however, are fact finders. As
society has grown more technical, juries are increasingly asked
to hear complicated claims. And while judicial burden is a con-
sideration, it should not be a barrier to a compassionate and le-
gitimate interpretation of the ADA. If this test were adopted, a
consensus could begin to emerge concerning the degree of relat-
edness between conditions, decreasing the need for litigation.

The Supreme Court's decision in Daubert v. Merrell Pharma-
ceuticals Inc.'96 also clarifies the process for admitting expert
testimony under the Federal Rules of Evidence. Rule 702 reads:
"If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will as-
sist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a
fact in issue, a witness qualified as an expert by knowledge,
skill, experience, training, or education, may testify thereto in
the form of an opinion or otherwise.' 197 Under this standard, evi-
dence is admissible if it will assist a jury in deciding the matter
of controversy. Expert testimony need not be universally ac-
cepted by the general scientific community.19 8 Instead, the jury
decides which expert's testimony to heed.

The Daubert court understood that expert testimony is not a
"perfect science." Although dispute and disagreement will fol-
low expert testimony, 9 Daubert does expect that the testimony

Doctors and Differential Diagnosis: Treating Medical Causation Testimony as Evi-
dence, 66 DEF. COUNS. J. 525 (1999).
195 See generally United States v. Univ. Hosp., 729 F.2d 144, 157 (2d Cir. 1984) (ar-

guing that relatedness will "invariably require lengthy litigation primarily involving
conflicting expert testimony").

196 509 U.S. 579 (1993).
197 FED. R. EVID. 702.
198 The Court discusses extensively what types of testimony will "assist" the trier of

fact. It requires that the testimony pertain to "scientific knowledge" and not merely be
"subjective belief or unsupported speculation" Daubert, 509 U.S. at 590.
199 See id. at 590 ("Of course, it would be unreasonable to conclude that the subject of

scientific testimony must be 'known' to a certainty; arguably, there are no certainties in
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be based on a reliable methodology.210 This standard would give
plaintiffs and defendants leeway to introduce experts to testify
on the degree of relatedness between a disability and a subse-
quent medical condition. Because the condition-extension test is
based on the scientific method, experts would be required to tes-
tify as to the degree of statistical significance between condi-
tions, satisfying the Daubert requirement that expert testimony
be based on sound principles.

A testifying medical expert would review the patient's file and
make a determination, based on his expertise, as to whether the
excluded disability caused the secondary medical condition. To
prove the reliability of the expert's testimony, counsel could
supplement the expert's testimony with scholarly articles and
studies201 to verify that her testimony is based on sound scientific
principles and is generally accepted in the community.2°2

2. Other Concerns with the Condition-Extension Test

Another potential problem is doctors' unwillingness to act as
intermediaries between their patients and the insurance compa-
nies. When a disability is excluded from coverage, doctors will
no doubt feel pressure to "find" unrelatedness; and when a dis-
ability is covered, doctors will no doubt feel pressure to "find"
relatedness. In both cases, the physician's testimony may be the
decisive factor as to whether the patient receives the care. Un-
fortunately, physicians already play this undesirable role, and

science"). See also Ruiz-Troche v. Pepsi Cola of Puerto Rico Bottling Comp., 161 F.3d
84, 85 (1998) (stating that expert testimony "should be tested by the adversary proc-
ess-competing expert testimony and active cross-examination-rather than excluded
from jurors' scrutiny for fear that they will not grasp its complexities or satisfactorily
weigh its inadequacies.").
2°See Daubert, 509 U.S. at 592-93. See also Ruiz-Troche, 161 F.3d at 81 (arguing

that courts should "focus on an expert's methodology, rather than his conclusions" in
determining admissibility).

201 See FED. R. EvID. 803(18) (experts can reference "learned treatises" in explaining
or corroborating their testimony). See also Graham v. Wyeth Lab., 906 F.2d 1399, 1413
(10th Cir. 1990) (suggesting, without deciding, that an American Medical Association
report, if left unredacted, could be submitted as a learned treatise as long as the plain-
tiff's witness established the relevancy of the report and the defendant had an opportu-
nity to cross-examine the witness and challenge the report); Constantino v. Herzog, No.
99-7476, 2000 WL 149263, at *6 (2d Cir. Feb. 10, 2000) (stating that publication in an
esteemed journal that subjects its contents to close scrutiny and peer review might
sufficiently attest to the article's reliability).

202 See, e.g., Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 43 F.3d 1311, 1316 (9th
Cir. 1995); Ruiz-Troche, 161 F.3d at 84 (1998) (finding that "publication and peer re-
view demonstrate a measure of acceptance of the methodology within the scientific
community").
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our current health insurance system demands that physicians be
partners in defining the care that insurance companies cover.

Perhaps the most damaging criticism is that this relatedness
analysis will deny medical care to disabled people who desper-
ately need it. This is no doubt true. But courts have already de-
cided that disabilities need not be covered. The condition-
extension test attempts to fairly determine what is the disability,
and to draw the boundaries of that disability as narrowly as pos-
sible to ensure that the disabled have access to as much medical
care as possible under current judicial interpretations.

IV. CONCLUSION

Recent cases have radically changed the scope of the ADA,
fundamentally altering and reshaping protections for the dis-
abled. With several circuits agreeing that disabilities can be ex-
cluded from insurance coverage under Title III, one area of po-
tential legal controversy will be to define what care falls within
the purview of the exclusion.

The Seventh Circuit opinion in Mutual of Omaha offers one
such legal roadmap. However, its lack of scientific underpinning
and clear application guidelines limits its viability as a solution.
There are simply too many situations in which insurance compa-
nies can argue, without foundation, that a condition is related to
an uncovered disability with no oversight or restriction.

An alternative approach seeking a correlative and causation
relatedness standard steered by impartial medical science will
better serve the interests of the insureds and will provide insur-
ance companies with a clear outline of their privileges and limi-
tations. Placing a burden on insurance companies to justify their
choices will protect the insured from outdated understandings of
disability and will prevent insurance companies from wagering
that an insured will not bring suit.

The ADA requires a balance between the often competing in-
terests of the disabled and the insurance industry. Importing an
analytical structure that is neither facially pro-disabled nor pro-
business can help balance these interests as fairly as possible.
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FEDERAL HOUSING SUBSIDIES

With the federal budget in surplus for the foreseeable future,'
the Clinton Administration and Congress have just fought an-
other round on low-income housing funding. Rather than re-
turning to the traditionally liberal "supply-oriented" approach of
directly increasing the low-income housing stock, which was
popular from Franklin D. Roosevelt's presidency through the
mid-1970s, President Clinton has embraced voucher subsidies as
a market-based poverty alleviation measure. In support of this
policy, the Administration contends that vouchers are more cost
effective than new government-funded construction, and help
low-income workers move closer to their jobs and secure more
stable housing.2

Against the backdrop of 1997 and 1998 congressional freezes
on new vouchers,3 followed by a modest increase in 1999, 4 Con-
gress initially eliminated from the proposed Fiscal Year 2000
budget all 100,000 incremental housing vouchers requested by
the Administration.5 In final budget negotiations, Congress
changed course, allocating $346,560,000 for 60,000 new incre-
mental housing vouchers in Title II of Public Law 106-74, the
Fiscal Year 2000 appropriations bill for the Departments of Vet-

' This year, the federal budget surplus is estimated to be approximately $167 billion.
See Martin N. Baily, Boom v. Boom: '90s Beat the '80s, WALL ST. J., Feb. 25, 2000, at
A18.

2 See The White House, Office of the Press Secretary, Statement by the President
(Dec. 29, 1999) (visited Feb. 25, 2000) <http:llwww.pub.whitehouse.gov/urires/
12R?urn:pdi://oma.eop.gov.us/1999/12/29/4.text.l> [hereinafter Clinton]. See also
John F. Harris, Clinton Will Request Expansion of Rental Subsidies, WASH. POST, Dec.
29, 1999, at A5.

3 See Department of Veterans Affairs and Housing and Urban Development, and In-
dependent Agencies Appropriations Act, Fiscal Year 1998, Pub. L. No. 105-65, Title II,
111 Stat. 1344 (1997); Department of Veterans Affairs and Housing and Urban Devel-
opment, and Independent Agencies Appropriations Act, Fiscal Year 1997, Pub. L. No.
104-134, Title I, 110 Stat. 1321 (1996). See also U.S. DEP'T OF HOUSING AND URB.
Dnv., WAITING IN VAIN: UPDATE ON AMERICA'S RENTAL HOUSING CRISIS (visited Apr.
25, 2000) <http://vww.huduser.org/publications/affhsglwaitinglexecsum.html> [herein-
after HUD].

4 For fiscal year 1999, $283,000,000 was set aside for 50,000 new vouchers, with a
strong tie-in to welfare-to-work initiatives. See Department of Veterans Affairs and
Housing and Urban Development, and Independent Agencies Appropriations Act, Fis-
cal Year 1997, Pub. L. No. 105-276, Title 11, 112 Stat. 2461, 2470 (1998). See also
Clinton, supra note 2.

5 See Alan Fram, House GOP Yields on Budget, Gives Clinton Billions More, TIMES-

PECAYNE (New Orleans, La.), Oct. 8, 1999, at AS.
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erans' Affairs, and Housing and Urban Development, and Inde-
pendent Agencies. 6

In light of skyrocketing rents and a record 5.3 million house-
holds experiencing worst-case housing needs,7 the modest
voucher funding enacted during the last session of Congress will
make a disappointingly small dent in an increasingly severe
housing crisis. Although it appears that the battle over how to
spend housing resources has been resolved, perhaps too rigidly,
in favor of "demand-oriented" housing vouchers rather than
"supply-oriented" new construction, the debate continues over
how much funding to commit to low-income housing. For Fiscal
Year 2001, the Administration has requested $690 million for
120,000 new low-income vouchers, 8 which would mark a
significant increase over this year's funding and may confront
stiff opposition in Congress.

After examining the current low-income housing crisis and its
paradoxical relation to the nation's economy, this Essay revisits
the debate between "demand-oriented" and "supply-oriented"
government intervention strategies, with particular emphasis on
comparative costs, poverty concentration, and effects on em-
ployment patterns. In the end, this Essay concludes that Public
Law 106-74's federal low-income housing subsidy measures
have four major shortcomings, namely: (1) it lacks flexibility in
state use of funding; (2) it does not provide funding for housing
location assistance; (3) it neglects to coordinate land-use plan-
ning efforts; and (4) it does not provide adequate funds to reign
in the nation's housing crisis.

Amid extraordinary national prosperity, the poverty rate
dropped to 12.7% in 1998, 9 with child poverty at its lowest rate
since 1980.10 Across all racial groups, more poor people are

6 See Department of Veterans Affairs and Housing and Urban Development, and In-
dependent Agencies Appropriations Act, Fiscal Year 2000, Pub. L. No. 106-74, Title II,
113 Stat. 1047, 1056 (1999). See also Eric Pianin, Hill Negotiators Agree on VA-HUD
Spending Bill, WASH. POST, Oct. 8, 1999, at A7.

7 See HUD, supra note 3, at 1.
8 See James Bennet, Clinton to Seek $1 Billion for 'Skills Gap,' WASH. POST, Jan. 29,

1999, at A12. See Clinton, supra note 2. By historical standards, Clinton's proposed
increase was modest. From 1978 through 1984, an average of 230,000 additional
households were provided federal rental assistance each year. This dropped to approxi-
mately 126,000 per year from 1985 to 1995. See HUD, supra note 3, at 2.

9 This number is down from 13.3% in 1997, lifting 1.1 million people from poverty.
See JOSEPH DALAKER, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, POVERTY IN THE UNITED STATES: 1998 v
(1999).

10 See id.
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working, and their wages are rising." The unemployment rate
has fallen to four percent, the lowest rate in thirty years. 2 Work-
ers at all levels are experiencing wage gains." Ironically, the
strength of the United States economy is exacerbating an already
severe housing crisis for lower-income Americans. As incomes
for upper-class Americans have increased faster than those for
lower- or middle-class Americans,14 rents have skyrocketed. 5

The number of households living in substandard housing or
paying more than one-half of their income in rent has reached an
all-time high. 6 Even with wages increasing in inflation-adjusted
terms, they are not rising fast enough to account for the acceler-
ating rent burdens.' 7

Meanwhile, the number of available low-income rental units
has plummeted. 8 In Waiting in Vain: Update on America's
Rental Housing Crisis, the Department of Housing and Urban
Development ("HUD") describes the 1996 congressional freeze
on new housing vouchers as a "historic reversal of Federal
housing policy" that was "devastating to low-income families
and senior citizens."'9 HUD contends that, now more than ever,
federal housing assistance efforts must increase steadily just to
keep up with increased low-income housing needs because the
opportunity costs of not investing in more lucrative unsubsidized
real estate has led many private owners to opt out of HUD-

'I See Megan Twohey, No Room Amid the Boom, NATIONAL J., Jan. 29, 2000, at 315.
'2 See U.S. Dep't of Labor, Office of Public Affairs, Statement by Secretary of Labor

Alexis M. Herman on the January Employment Situation (Feb. 4, 2000) (visited Apr. 25,
2000) <http:llwww.dol.gov/dollopalpublic/medialpress/opa/opa2000036.htm>.
13 See Twohey, supra note 11, at 315. See also William Julius Wilson, All Boats Rise.

Now What?, N.Y TIMES, Apr. 12, 2000, at A31.
'4 See Twohey, supra note 11, at 315. See also MELVIN L. OLIVER & THOMAS M.

SHAPIRO, BLACK WEALTH/WHITE WEALTH: A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON RACIAL INE-

QUALITY 12 (1995) (arguing that, with regard to the economic gap between classes, a
focus on income rather than wealth may understate the problem, especially from a ra-
cial perspective. Persistent, vast wealth discrepancies between African Americans and
whites with similar achievements and credentials presents another daunting social pol-
icy dilemma).
'15 See Twohey, supra note 11, at 315.
16The number now stands at 5.3 million. See HUD, supra note 3, at 1.
17 Between 1995 and 1997, rents increased faster than income for the 20% of Ameri-

can households with the lowest incomes. The Consumer Price Index for residential rent
rose 6.2% between 1996 and 1998, compared with a 3.9% rate of inflation during the
same period. See HUD, supra note 3, at 1, citing the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

18 Over the past 25 years, the low-income housing stock has been in decline, with a
precipitous drop of 19% (1.3 million units) between 1996 and 1998. Adjusted for
inflation, the number of units that rent for less than $300 fell from 6.8 million to 5.5
million in the period from 1996 to 1998 in spite of recent increases in construction of
multifamily houses. See HUD, supra note 3, at 1-4.
,9 HUD, supra note 3, at 1-2.
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assisted subsidy contracts 1 In 1998 alone, 13,000 low-income
units were taken out of the Section 8 program. 2

1 By 2004, two-
thirds of all project-based Section 8 contracts will expire, af-
fecting almost 14,000 properties, each containing one million
subsidized housing units. 22

The result is a severe housing crunch, with an increasing num-
ber of low-income renters competing for a diminishing number
of affordable housing units. Predictably, this crunch has led to
increased waits for public housing units and vouchers, and many
cities have closed waiting lists due to their enormous size.24

While they are waiting, low-income families and seniors have
limited options. The average household that receives HUD as-
sistance needs to spend more than seventy-five percent of its al-
ready low income to rent a typical unsubsidized unit.21 The rela-
tive inelasticity of the housing market is one of the main reasons
low-income families face difficulty finding affordable housing
alternatives. 26 Although some alternatives-such as increasing
the number of occupants per unit-do exist, housing demand is
less responsive to changes in price than many other goods. When
rents are too high, families begin to pay for housing with money
previously earmarked for food, clothing, and health care. More
of the poor now work, but having a full time, low paying job
may not be sufficient to resolve worst-case housing needs.2

Government proposals for addressing the affordable housing
shortage can be divided into two basic categories: "supply-
oriented" and "demand-oriented." Supply-oriented approaches
focus on direct government intervention in the supply of low-
income housing by constructing new units and subsidizing de-

20See id. at 4.
21 See id. at 1.
22See U.S. DEP'T OF HOUSING AND URB. DEV., OPTING IN: RENEWING AMERICA'S

COMMITMENT TO AFFORDABLE HOUSING, (visited Apr. 25, 2000) <http://www.hud.gov/
pressrel/optingin.html>.

23 By 1995, 10.5 million low-income renters, which was up 70% since 1970, were
competing for a pool of low-income units that fell from 6.5 million to 6.1 million dur-
ing the same period. See Twohey, supra note 11, at 315.

2 See HUD, supra note 3, at 1. From 1996 to 1998, the average waiting time for
vouchers rose from 26 to 28 months. From 1998 to 1999, the number of families on the
waiting lists increased 10 to 25%. See id.

2 See id.
26 See WILLIAM G. GRIGSBY, HOUSING MARKETS AND PUBLIC POLICY 82 (1967); Alli-

son D. Christians, Breaking the Subsidy Cycle: A Proposal for Affordable Housing, 32
COLUM. J.L. & SOC. PROBS. 131, 135 (1999).

2 See HUD, supra note 3, at 2.
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velopers,2 while demand-oriented approaches provide recipients
with financial assistance to purchase housing on their own.29 The
rationale for "supply-oriented" programs is that insufficient low-
income housing would be built without direct government inter-
vention.30 Regardless of the demand for low-priced housing,
builders often choose to build high-priced residences that pose
less risk and are more profitable, since housing construction in-
volves fixed costs that cannot be reduced below a certain level.31

Administrative rules and requirements further reduce the
profitability of constructing low-income housing. 32 Public subsi-
dies and tax credits can .help, but such programs are often not
sufficient to compete with market rents.33 Consequently, as men-
tioned earlier, many Section 8 landlords choose to opt out of
their contracts, exacerbating the shortfall in affordable units. 34

Starting in 1974, Congress significantly cut funding for sup-
ply-oriented programs and began to shift resources toward de-
mand-oriented subsidies .3 The primary motivation for the shift
was the significant cost savings of demand-oriented programs.36

Under the current system, which President Clinton is currently
proposing to expand, 37 all participating tenants receive a subsidy
equal to the difference between thirty percent of their income
and the Fair Market Rent ("FMR") limit in their area.38 Since the
government's share of the rent is fixed under Title II of Public
Law 106-74, recipients whose rent exceeds the FMR pay more

23 See Michael H. Schill, Distressed Public Housing: Where Do We Go From Here?,
60 U. CHI. L. REV. 497, 524 (1993).29 See id. at 524.

30 See Christians, supra note 26, at 137-38.
3' See id.32 See id. at 136.
33 See HUD, supra note 3, at 4.
34 See id.
35 See generally William H. Apgar, Which Housing Policy is Best?, 1 Hous. POL'Y

DEBATE 1, 5 (1990); Schill, supra note 28, at 525.
36See JAMES E. WALLACE ET AL., ABT ASSOCIATES, INC., PARTICIPATION AND

BENEFITS IN THE URBAN SECTION 8 PROGRAM: NEW CONSTRUCTION AND EXISTING

HOUSING (1981). But see Jennifer J. Curhan, The HUD Reinvention: A Critical Analy-
sis, 5 B.U. PUB. INT. L.J. 239, 245-46 (1996) (citing studies claiming that demand-
oriented approaches are more costly than supply-oriented approaches).

37 Under the Quality Housing and Work Responsibility Act of 1998, vouchers and
certificates were combined, largely perpetuating the voucher model. See Quality Hous-
ing and Work Responsibility Act, Pub. L. No. 105-276, 112 Stat. 2461 (1998). See gen-
erally Peter W. Salsich, Jr. & Nathan A. Orr, Legislative Note-Congress Approves
Major Housing Legislation, 8 J. AFFORDABLE HOUSING & COMMUNITY DEv. L. 175,
175 (Winter 1999) (analyzing the Quality Housing and Work Responsibility Act).

38 See Schill, supra note 28, at 525.
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than thirty percent of their income. 9 Although vouchers do not
involve direct construction of low-income housing, demand-
oriented advocates argue that vouchers stimulate an increase in
low-income housing stock through "filtering," or the passing
down of older housing units from higher-income inhabitants to
lower-income ones.40

In addition, unlike supply-oriented government interventions,
which contribute to the "concentration effects" of poverty by
building or subsidizing low-income housing increases in the in-
ner city, vouchers give recipients mobility, helping them escape
cyclical poverty while promoting racial and socioeconomic inte-
gration.41 Vouchers therefore also help mitigate the "spatial mis-
match" between where lower-income Americans live and where
they work.42 Although demand-oriented proposals offer significant
benefits, namely cost effectiveness, reduction of concentration ef-
fects, and "spatial mismatch" alleviation, Public Law 106-74's

39 See Apgar, supra note 35, at 3-5. Unlike direct subsidies to landlords under the
Section 8 program, vouchers have fewer perverse economic incentives since
beneficiaries do not benefit from collusion and are inclined to resist increases in rent
that do not carry with them a corresponding improvement in housing services or qual-
ity. See id. at 5. Furthermore, vouchers are less likely than Section 8 certificates, or
other supply-oriented government programs, to encourage "over-consumption" of
housing because those who rent apartments for less than the FMR retain a portion of
the subsidy. See id. at 3-4.

40 Under the "filtering" theory, dwellings that are occupied by one group become
available to the next lower income group as technological obsolescence, style obsoles-
cence, and deterioration cause decline either in the sales price or the rental value. When
the rich move into new homes, they free up older units that are subsequently rented at
lower rates by households in the next tier down of income. In this way, households of
successively lower incomes sequentially occupy a unit. Everyone in the market theo-
retically moves up, thereby freeing units at the bottom for low-income tenants without
ever actually building new low-income housing. See generally GRIGSBY, supra note 26,
at 85 (describing and analyzing critiques of the filtering theory).

41 See generally WILLIAM J. WILSON, THE TRULY DISADVANTGED: THE INNER CITY,
THE UNDERCLASS, AND PUBLIC POLICY (1987) (arguing that the exodus of middle-class
and working-class African Americans removes an important "social buffer" that could
otherwise deflect the full impact of prolonged joblessness by acting as role model.
Those that remain are a concentrated group of the most "truly disadvantaged," a "ghetto
underclass" experiencing "social dislocation" and self-reinforcing crime, joblessness,
out-of-wedlock births, and welfare dependency). See also Michael H. Schill, Decon-
centrating the Inner City Poor, 67 CHI.-KENT L. REv. 795 (1991) (advocating demand-
oriented housing policies as a tool for addressing the "concentration effects" Wilson
describes).42 See generally Schill, supra note 41, at 796-804 (describing the "spatial mismatch"
problem facing poor Americans who live in the inner city); see also PAUL A. JARGOW-
SKY & MARY J. BANE, GHETTW POVERTY IN THE UNITED STATES, 1970-1980, in THE

URBAN UNDERCLASS 235, 253 (Christopher Jencks & Paul E. Peterson eds., 1991)
(demonstrating that a large percentage of the inner city poor are high school dropouts);
JOHN H. MOLLENKOPF, THE CONTESTED CITY (1983) (giving a historical account of the
de-industrialization of the inner city and the growth of high-tech, financial sector, and
service jobs in downtown areas).
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modest use of such measures has four major shortcomings that
need to be addressed.

First, Public Law 106-74 is short-sighted in failing to give
states some flexibility in using Title II funding for housing con-
struction. In a 1990 article, entitled "Which Housing Policy is
Best," the United States Assistant Secretary for Housing at
HUD, William Apgar, contended that "housing vouchers or
similar demand subsidies may be appropriate in some contexts,
but economic theory and recent empirical analysis suggest that
such subsidies are 'not the best at all times and under all situa-
tions. ' ' 43 His argument is that, in a high rent environment, the
apparent cost advantages of demand-side subsidies may be re-
duced as the cost of new construction rises less rapidly than the
rent for decent available housing.44 Apgar also argued that, under
some circumstances, housing vouchers may themselves contrib-
ute to a "strong upward pressure on rents," which adversely af-
fects the non-subsidized poor.45 In the absence of an entitlement
to rental assistance, according to Apgar, the fate of the poor who
are still waiting for housing assistance must also play a promi-
nent role in federal housing policy.

He suggests that demand-oriented policies may have other
perverse effects. For example, in metropolitan areas character-
ized by significant disinvestment in inner-city neighborhoods, a
housing allowance program, which requires recipients to live in
housing that meets certain minimum standards, might further
destabilize the housing market by compelling households to
move out of areas with high vacancy rates and low-quality
housing into areas with low vacancy rates and upward pressure
on rents. 46 Arguably, such a migration could lead to the worst
possible result: abandonment pressures in the inner city, excess
demand pressures elsewhere, and no effect on supply that could
control price increases.47

The limitations of "filtering" present another concern about
the efficacy of an exclusively demand-oriented strategy. In a
booming real estate market, where developers are increasingly

41 Apgar, supra note 35, at 1.
44 See id.
41 Id. at 10. But see John C. Weicher, Comment on William Apgar's "Which Housing

Policy is Best," 1 HoUSING Poi'Y DEBATE 33 (1990) (contesting the empirical validity
of Apgar's arguments and contending that rent burdens, not the availability of severely
inadequate housing, is the greatest obstacle faced by low-income tenants).46 See Apgar, supra note 35, at 10.
47 See id.
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opting out of their Section 8 contracts, the removal of housing
from the overall stock may prevent housing from filtering down.
Furthermore, the lack of family mobility not only may be a
problem, but also the filtering down of housing may also not
necessarily be accompanied by a filtering up of occupants." For
instance, zoning ordinances, historical preservation, and conser-
vation efforts can limit where new building may take place.49

Due to such constraints, "downward movement, even in constant
dollars, [is] the exception, confined to at most about one-quarter
of the stock. 50

In addition, private owners sometimes contribute to abandon-
ment pressures by neglecting maintenance or leaving neighbor-
hoods to avoid the effects of declining prices on property val-
ues.51 Alternatively, owners may have a long-term motive to see a
neighborhood bottom out and become attractive to a new set of
buyers.5 2 Such neglect may often bring about "gentrification," the
process of renewal and rebuilding, whereby middle-class and
upper middle-class people move into a once-deteriorating area,
displacing poorer residents. 3 Buildings are condemned, sold to
speculators, and subsequently rebuilt as higher-income hous-
ing.54 Although gentrification offers significant benefits, such as
increased tax revenues, improved schools, and new businesses,
gentrification hurts the poor by raising rents and decreasing the
affordable housing supply.55 In light of such concerns, it would
be preferable for federal housing assistance legislation to give
states the discretion to use funds for supply-oriented programs

48 Alternatively, with generally rising real incomes, a group of dwellings may be oc-
cupied by successively higher income groups as the relative values of the units decline.
Other difficulties include removal of houses from the supply when new households are
formed, when there is a change in tenure or land use, abandonment, demolition, or
gentrification. See GRIGSBY, supra note 26, at 61, 87, 107-10; Christians, supra note
26, at 137.49 See, e.g., Christians, supra note 26, at 140-41 (discussing how zoning ordinances
prevent the construction of affordable housing).
50 GRIGSBY, supra note 26, at 155; Christians, supra note 26, at 137.
51 See GRIGSBY, supra note 26, at 100. See also Duncan Kennedy, The Effect of the

Warranty of Habitability on Low Income Housing: "Milking" and Class Violence, 15
FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 485, 489 (1987) (arguing that landlords in deteriorating neighbor-
hoods have an incentive to charge tenants the highest possible rents while neglecting
maintenance.)

-2 See Christians, supra note 26, at 138.
5mSee id. at 139. But see, e.g., ROLF GOETZE, UNDERSTANDING NEIGHBORHOOD

CHANGE (1979) (providing a positive and normative account of the process of gen-
trification).
54 See Christians, supra note 26, at 139.55 See id. at 140.
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when necessary. For example, states where urban vacancy rates
for affordable units5 6 remain at less than four percent57 for two or
more years could opt out of the voucher program and receive
their federal housing funding as a block grant, specifically ear-
marked for both new construction and new vouchers. By allow-
ing state and local governments to meet the specific housing
needs of their communities, and also acknowledging the prefer-
ence for demand-oriented subsidies, such legislation would, in
the end, be more economically efficient, help de-concentrate the
poorest communities, and combat "spatial mismatch," while also
recognizing the regional affordable housing market conditions.

Second, federal appropriations for housing assistance should
also provide funding for programs that help aid recipients find
available housing. Besides lack of personal income, other obsta-
cles prevent the urban poor from moving out of the inner-city.
For instance, zoning restrictions and amenities drive suburban
rents beyond the affordable range.58 Also, in spite of several fed-
eral regulations meant to address the issue, significant housing
discrimination, which is often based on racial prejudice, still
exists. 9 Search assistance programs aimed at connecting recipi-
ents with landlords willing to rent to them have therefore pro-
duced more favorable results than non-search assisted pro-
grams.60 Furthermore, since voucher programs are of no value
unless beneficiaries can actually use them, funding for search
assistance programs is especially important in tight rental mar-
kets.

Third, there is also a need for coordinated land-use planning
that integrates the poverty de-concentration priorities of supply-
oriented policies with zoning oversight and overall regional
transportation, conservation, and anti-sprawl initiatives. In the
early 1970s, Congress almost succeeded in passing federal land-
use planning legislation, which would have given states grants to

56 In this context, "affordable" refers to units rented at below FMR.
57 This percentage figure is suggested in Raymond J. Struyk, Comment on William

Apgar's "Which Housing Policy is Best?, 1 HOUSING PoL'Y DEBATE 41, 46 (1990)
(arguing that, in many markets, adding more units at about the FMR will simply cause
additional units to leave the stock).
58 See Schill, supra note 41, at 811-12.
59 See Peter P. Swire, The Persistent Problem of Lending Discrimination: A Law and

Economic Analysis, 73 Tax. L. REv. 787, 793 (1995). See also OLIVER & SHAPIRO,
supra note 14, at 136-47.
60 See Curhan, supra note 36, at 250-51.
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establish such programs.6 ' The proposal would have linked fed-
eral funding with state and local programs that involved large-
scale development and had a significant environmental impact.62

During the last few years, there has been a resurgent interest in
coordinated land-use planning, focusing on combating the eco-
logical, economic, and aesthetic consequences of "sprawl," a
phenomenon involving low population density and an inefficient
allocation of resources. Anti-sprawl advocates see land-use
planning as an opportunity to re-think regional transportation
strategies, residential housing patterns, and land conservation.6 3

In the context of urban housing policy, the discourse sur-
rounding anti-sprawl policies offers an exciting opportunity to
incorporate the goals of federal housing policy, such as de-
concentrating poverty and the alleviation of "spatial mismatch,"
into regional land-use coordination strategies. The federal gov-
ernment could play a leadership role by funding and catalyzing
statewide land-use strategies that integrate disparate areas of
concern including transportation, conservation and environ-
mental protection, economic development, and poverty de-
concentration.64 If efforts to assist poor inner city workers that
move to the suburbs are given priority in "livability" efforts,

61 See Land Use Policy and Planning Assistance Act of 1972, S. 632, 92d Cong.
(1972) (passed the Senate on September 19, 1972). The House version of the bill, the
National Land Use Policy Act of 1972, H.R. 721, 92d Cong. (1972), was not acted on.
See 118 CONG. Rac. H15,278 (daily ed. Sept. 19, 1972). In 1973, Senator Jackson re-
introduced the legislation, which again passed the Senate. See S. 268, 93d Cong.
(1973). The House version, however, was defeated. See Land Use Planning Act, H.R.
10,294, 93d Cong. (1973); 120 CONG. REc. H5019, H5042 (daily ed. June 11, 1974).

62 See Shelby D. Green, The Search for a National Land Use Policy: For the Cities'
Sake, 26 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 69, 117 (1998) (describing the approach as preferable to
the current federal approach to land use, which she describes as an "intricate matrix"
that is "without logic").

63See, e.g., Mike Snyder, "Smart growth" re-examines sprawl; Movement ains to
harness regional development patterns, transportation policy, Hous. CHRON., Mar. 19,
2000, at Al.

64 Additionally, local zoning boards and courts approving zoning regulations must be
proactive to avoid community pressures that defacto exclude the poor from the suburbs
through seemingly innocuous regulations such as lot sizes, setback requirements, ex-
pensive subdivision exactions, and no-growth ordinances that ensure that housing costs
will exceed the ability of even voucher recipients to pay. See, e.g., Southern Burlington
County NAACP v. Township of Mount Laurel, 290 A.2d 465 (N.J. Super. 1972)
(finding that municipal zoning ordinances and budgetary policies had exhibited eco-
nomic discrimination and deprived the poor of adequate housing and the opportunity to
secure construction of subsidized housing); Southern Burlington County NAACP v.
Township of Mount Laurel, 336 A.2d 713 (N.J. 1975) (requiring that municipalities'
land use regulations provide a realistic opportunity for low- and moderate-income
housing); Southern Burlington County NAACP v. Township of Mount Laurel, 456 A.2d
390 (N.J. 1983) (holding that the State Development Guide Plan serves as a remedy for
violations of the Mount Laurel doctrine).
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significant strides can be made on all fronts. On the other hand,
without factoring in how land-use planning could affect those in
need of suburban affordable housing, land-use coordination
strategies could inadvertently add to the obstacles faced by
poorer Americans who try to move out of the inner-city. 65

The fourth and greatest shortcoming of Public Law 106-74's
federal housing assistance measures is the number of qualified
low-income people who are, literally, left out in the cold. Greater
efforts need to be made to assist those on waiting lists for hous-
ing vouchers. Currently, there are thirty-five million poor people
in the United States. 6 Collectively, public housing, Title II
vouchers, and Section 90 project-based programs account for 4.3
million subsidized units. 67 The working poor who qualify for
housing assistance, but do not receive any federal housing as-
sistance, are falling steadily further behind,68 spending an aver-
age of seventy-five percent of their income on rent,69 with corre-
sponding decreases in money available for food, clothing, edu-
cation, and health care.

In light of these figures, the Administration's proposal for
120,000 new vouchers is a modest first step to fully addressing
the nation's affordable housing crisis and should be enacted. The
states also need to do their part to insulate the poor from the ad-
verse rent consequences of the booming economy and provide
affordable housing opportunities. In the wealthiest country in the
history of the world, more must be done to prevent the working
poor from having to choose between hunger and homelessness.

-Quentin A. Palfrey

65I am indebted to Professor Michael Schill for raising concerns about the compati-
bility of these two agendas.

6 See U.S. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, POVERTY RATE DOWN, HOUSEHOLD INCOME
UP-BOTH RETURN TO 1989 PRE-RECESSION LEVELS, CENSUS BUREAU REPORTS, (vis-
ited Feb. 25, 2000) <http://www.census.gov/Press-Release/cb98-175.html>.

67 1.3 million in public housing, 1.5 million in vouchers and certificates, and 1.5 in
Section 8 project-based properties. See HUD, supra note 3, at 2.

6 In 1995, 40% of working poor renters spent more than 50% of their income on
rents and utilities. This trend continued in the ensuing years, as rents increased faster
than incomes for the 20% of Americans with the lowest incomes. See Twohey, supra
note 11, at 315-16.69See HUD, supra note 3, at 1.
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1999 marked not only the end of a decade of remarkable eco-
nomic growth, but also the historic demise of federal banking
regulations that had been in place for over six decades. On No-
vember 12, 1999, after twenty years of effort by industry lobby-
ists and lawmakers,1 the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Financial Mod-
ernization Act2 was signed into law, having passed Congress
with overwhelming support in both the House and the Senate.3

The legislation repeals the 1933 Glass-Steagall Act, 4 which sepa-
rated commercial banking from investment banking, and amends
the 1956 Bank Holding Company Act ("BHCA"),5 which sepa-
rated banks from insurance companies. The legislation's reform
measures allow commercial banks, securities firms, and insur-
ance companies to enter one another's businesses or merge more
easily6 under a new type of Financial Holding Company ("FHC"). 7

An understanding of the significance of the Gramm-Leach-
Bliley Act requires a brief examination of the inception of the
Glass-Steagall Act and the BHCA. The Glass-Steagall Act, born
out of the United States's worst depression, encapsulated the
then-prevailing belief that the involvement of banks in securities
transactions had caused the extensive failure of commercial
banks and the 1929 stock market crash.8 Spearheaded by Senator
Carter Glass, congressional inquiries led many lawmakers to
conclude that banks had engaged in risky investments and in

I See Kathleen Day, Banking Accord Likely to Be Law; Clinton Hails Hard-Reached
Agreement, WASH. POST, Oct. 13, 1999, at Al. See also Linda B. Tigges, Functional
Regulation of Bank Insurance Activities: The 7tme Has Come, 2 N.C. BANKING INST.
455 (1998). Ten attempts have been made over the past 20 years to pass financial serv-
ices reform legislation. See id.

2 Gramm-Leach-Bliley Financial Modernization Act, Pub. L. No. 106-102, 113 Stat.
1338 (1999).3 The Senate easily passed the bill by a vote of 90-8, see 145 CONG. REc. S13,917
(1999), and the House also approved it by a lopsided vote of 362-57. See 145 CONG.
REc. Hll,551 (1999).

4The Glass-Steagall Act is the name commonly used to refer to §§ 16, 20, 21, 32 of
the Banking Act of 1933, 12 U.S.C. §§ 24, 78, and 377-378 (1994 & Supp. I 1997)
(repealed 1999).

5 12 U.S.C. §§ 1841-1850 (1994 & Supp. II 1997) (amended 1999).
6 Citicorp's purchase of Travelers Insurance in 1998 is evidence that this process of

consolidation had begun. Without the new law, insurance operations might have been
excluded from the post-merger entity. See Laura J. Cox, Note, The Impact of the Citi-
corp-Travelers Group Merger on Financial Modernization and the Repeal of Glass-
Steagall, 23 NOVA L. REV. 899, 922 (1999).

7 See Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act §§ 101-103, 113 Stat. at 1341-51 (1999).
8 See generally GEORGE J. BENTSON, THE SEPARATION OF COMMERCIAL AND INVEST-

MENT BANKING: THE GLASS-STEAGALL ACT REVISITED AND RECONSIDERED (1990).
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reckless stock market speculation. Populist sentiment, however,
not careful inquiry, prompted the passage of the Glass-Steagall
Act.9 In light of disclosures of disreputable practices and dishon-
est dealings by National City Bank, the predecessor to Citibank,
public mistrust of speculative securities dealings carried over
into commercial banking, thereby hastening the enactment of the
Glass-Steagall regulatory measures. 0

Over two decades later, Congress passed the BHCA, which re-
stricted bank holding companies from acquiring or retaining
ownership or control of the voting shares of non-banking enti-
ties, in particular, insurance companies." The BHCA required
compliance with section 7 of the Clayton Act, 2 as well as sec-
tions 1 and 2 of the Sherman Antitrust Act, 3 in its regulation and
approval of mergers, consolidations, and acquisitions among
banks and bank holding companies.14 In addition to requiring the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System ("the Fed")
to approve mergers and acquisitions among banking entities,
Congress granted both antitrust agencies-i.e., the Department
of Justice ("DOJ") and the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC")-
and banking agencies-i.e., the Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency ("OCC"), the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
("FDIC"), and the Fed-the authority to review the competitive
consequences of such transactions. 5

9 See Carter H. Golembe, History Disputes Tales of Pre-1933 Securities Irregularities
by Banks, BANKING PoL'Y REP., Apr. 3; 1995, at 3. See also ROBERT E. LITAN, WHAT
SHOULD BANKS Do? 27 (1987) (citing Stock Exchange Practices: Hearings Before a
Subcomm. of the Senate Comm. on Banking and Currency on S. Res. 84 and S. Res.
239, 72d Cong. (1933)). Ferdinand Pecora, chief counsel of Senator Glass's banking
subcommittee, led hearings investigating major abuses involving large commercial
banks and their securities affiliates. See id. The hearings examined loans, which were
made to securities purchasers to support artificially elevated securities prices and poorly
performing stocks, that were dumped into trust accounts managed by banks. See id.
10 See Golembe, supra note 9, at 3.
11 See 12 U.S.C. §§ 1841-1850 (1994 & Supp. II 1997) (amended 1999).
12 15 U.S.C § 18 (1994) (prohibiting mergers or acquisitions where "the effect of such

acquisition may be substantially to lessen competition, or to tend to create a monopoly").
'3 15 U.S.C. §§ 1-2 (1994) (prohibiting, respectively, "[e]very contract, combination

in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce
among the several States..." and unilateral monopolization or attempted monopoliza-
tion by combination or conspiracy).
14 See 12 U.S.C. § 1828(c) (1994 & Supp. 1996).
15 See 12 U.S.C. § 1842 (1994). In banking mergers, the DOJ's Antitrust Division

normally has authority to assess anticompetitive effects and pursue appropriate reme-
dies, such as divestitures, while the FTC has concurrent jurisdiction to review those merg-
ers that require filing pursuant to the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act. See 15 U.S.C. § 18(a)
(1994).
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The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, which is over four hundred
pages in length, is a complex piece of legislation that modifies
much of existing federal banking law. The Act repeals the Glass-
Steagall prohibitions against the affiliation of Fed member banks
with entities involved in securities activities and against officials
of securities entities from having supervisory positions in mem-
ber banks." The legislation fosters further consolidation within
the financial services industry by allowing new FHCs to own
subsidiary corporations involved in any activity deemed to be
financial in nature, 17 and by preempting any state law designed to
prevent such consolidation. s The Fed will regulate the new
FHCs in concert with other appropriate federal agencies.19

The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act establishes a number of safe-
guards designed to mitigate the adverse consequences that may
arise from consolidation within the financial services industry.
Bank holding companies seeking FHC status must be, at a
minimum, "well-capitalized" and "well-managed. 20 In addition,
the bank holding company must pass minimum Community Re-
investment Act ("CRA") requirements, 21 although the Act does
not grant the Fed any remedial powers, such as requiring disso-
lution of a holding company because of a poor CRA rating.22 The
legislation also restricts cross-marketing arrangements within
FHCs between the bank and non-financial subsidiaries.2 Another
provision calls for a report on the impact of financial moderni-
zation on lending to small businesses and farms.24 Furthermore,

16See Gramm-Leach-Bliley Financial Modernization Act, Pub. L. No. 106-102,
§§ 101-103, 113 Stat. 1338, 1341-51 (1999).

1 See id. §§ 102-103, 113 Stat. at 1341-51.
18 See id. § 104, 113 Stat. at 1352.
19See id. § 103, 113 Stat. at 1342-51.
20 See id. § 103(a), 113 Stat. at 1346.
21 See id., 113 Stat. at 1346-47. The Community Reinvestment Act was passed in

1977 as a response to discriminatory lending practices. The CRA mandated that federal
regulators encourage banks to lend to formerly underserved markets. Regulators im-
plemented this mandate, in part, by devising a rating system that measured the extent to
which a single bank serves undercapitalized markets. When a bank seeks to merge, one
of the factors regulators consider is the bank's CRA rating. See, e.g., Keith N. Hylton &
Vincent D. Rougeau, Lending Discrimination: Economic Theory, Econometric Evi-
dence, and the Community Reinvestment Act, 85 GEo. L.J. 237, 241-44 (Dec. 1996).
Whether the CRA rating scheme for bank mergers should be preserved in the Gramm-
Leach-Bliley Act proved to be one of the most contentious issues during its drafting
and passage. See, e.g., Day, supra note 1, at Al.

2 See Gramm-Leach-Bliley Financial Modernization Act, Pub. L. No. 106-102,
§ 103, 113 Stat. 1338, 1346-47 (1999).

2 See id. § 103(a), 113 Stat. at 1348-49.
24See id. § 109, 113 Stat. at 1362.
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the legislation includes privacy safeguards for customers. 2 For
instance, regulatory agencies must establish standards to protect
the confidentiality and integrity of customer information.26 In-
stitutions generally also may not disclose private account infor-
mation to nonaffiliated third parties. 27 Finally, the Act requires
institutions that operate automatic teller machines ("ATMs") to
post notice of any fees charged for use of ATMs, and to provide
notice of fees upon issuance of an ATM card. 28

Few provisions of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act directly con-
front the antitrust issues, which will likely arise due to the its
facilitation of consolidation within the financial services indus-
try.29 The legislation amends the BHCA by requiring the Fed to
notify the FTC of any merger or acquisition involving nonbank-
ing interests, and also expands the categories of mergers and ac-
quisitions that must be reported to the FTC pursuant to the Hart-
Scott-Rodino Act.3 0 Additionally, to protect against the possibil-
ity of institutions becoming "too big to fail,"' the legislation re-
quires that the Fed and the Department of Treasury study
whether the FHCs and banks that it spawns should maintain
portions of their capital as subordinated debt.32

Commentators have generally praised the enactment of the
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, mainly because the prior existing fed-

2 Privacy concerns were an aspect of the legislation that drew much attention. See,
e.g., Day, supra note 1, at Al; Michael Schroeder, Clinton Signs Financial Services
Bill, But Cautions about Privacy Shortfalls, WALL ST. J., Nov. 15, 1999, at A41.
26 See Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act §§ 501, 113 Stat. at 1436-37.
27 See id. §§ 501-502, 113 Stat. at 1438-39. Significantly, the exceptions to the non-

disclosure policy are broad. An institution may provide nonpublic personal information
to third parties if the institution notifies the customer and gives her a chance to "opt-
out." See id. § 502(e), 113 Stat. at 1438-39.
2 See id. §§ 702-703, 113 Stat. at 1463-64. Fees charged by ATMs have recently be-

come a controversial consumer welfare issue. See, e.g., Peter Pae, ATM Fees Spreading,
Study Says; More Banks Impose Charges; Fees Rise, WASH. POST, Apr. 2, 1998, at Cl.

29 See, e.g., Joseph Kahn, A NEW FINANCIAL ERA: THE IMPACT; Financial Serv-
ices Industry Faces a New World, N.Y. TiMEs, Oct. 23, 1999, at Cl.
3°See Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act § 131, 113 Stat. at 1382; 15 U.S.C. § 18(a) (1994)

(requiring that mergers and acquisitions between companies meeting certain minimum
assets thresholds, or certain minimum ownership thresholds, be reported to the FTC,
and that the merger or acquisition not be consummated until the appropriate waiting
period has expired).

31 An institution becomes "too big to fail" when its failure poses risks to a particular
economic system. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) first articulated
the doctrine while protecting both insured and uninsured depositors in certain ex-
tremely large banks (assets greater than $500 million) at risk of failing in the 1980s.
See Arthur R. Wilmarth, Jr., Too Big to Fail, Too Few to Serve? The Potential Risks of
Nationwide Banks, 77 IowA L. REV. 957, 994 (1992).32See Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act § 108, 113 Stat. at 1361-62.
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eral banking regulations were seen as artificial and obsolete.33

The legislation's predicted impact includes more convenience for
consumers, expansion of available services, and lower fees. 34 In
response to the anticipated conglomeratization of the financial
services industry, lobbyists and regulators argued that reform
was necessary to make American institutions more competitive
at home and in global markets. 35 In the long run, deregulation
could translate into lower prices for innovative products that
would come to market more quickly than under the old regula-
tions.36 Moreover, supporters point out that more diversified
financial services conglomerates will be better insulated from
the boom and bust of the business cycle.37

Given the spate of merger activity in the last several years, 38

and while the reform of federal regulations has been greeted by
the financial services industry with almost universal enthusiasm
and by its critics with tempered skepticism, 39 noticeably absent
from the discourse is an in-depth analysis of the anticompetitive
consequences and antitrust enforcement issues that the Act raises.

On its face, the Act relies on the present regulatory structure
(encompassing the DOJ's Antitrust Division, the FTC, the OCC,
the FDIC, and the Fed) to continue to implement traditional
merger oversight and to protect against the dangers of concentra-
tion. The evidence, however, suggests that, in light of the its reform
measures, new procedures or safeguards may be necessary.

The DOJ and the FTC have already established a step-by-step
process by which they determine whether any particular combi-
nation of firms will have anticompetitive consequences. The Hori-

33 See, e.g., Ron Chernow, The New Deal's Gift to Wall Street, WALL ST. J., Nov. 11,
1999, at A26 (arguing that the Securities Act of 1933 was much more instrumental than
the Glass-Steagall Act in assuring transparency within securities markets and facilitat-
ing the consumerization of securities investing); Randall Smith & Deborah Lohse, Fi-
nancial Firms Already Know How to Avoid Barrier Rules, WALL ST. J., Oct. 22, 1999,
at C1 (pointing out that the lines between commercial banks, investment banks, and
insurance were becoming more and more blurry).

34 See Michael Schroeder, Congress Passes Financial Services Bill, WALL ST. J., Nov.
5, 1999, at A2.

35 See, e.g., Day, supra note 1, at Al.
36 See id.
37 See Leaders Killing Glass-Steagall: Not Before Time, America's Congress Has De-

cided to Repeal This Bad Law., EcONOMIsST, Oct. 30, 1999, at 18.
38 The United States is in the midst of a tremendous merger wave. The value of merg-

ers in 1998 was 10 times the value of mergers in 1992, and the total value of all merg-
ers was over $1.6 trillion. See Richard G. Parker & David A. Balto, The Merger Wave:
Trends in Merger Enforcement and Litigation, 55 Bus. LAw. 351, 351 (1999).

39 See, e.g., Kathleen Day, Reinventing the Bank; With Depression-Era Law About to
Be Rewritten, the Future Remains Unclear, WASH. POST, Oct. 31, 1999, at H1.
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zontal Merger Guidelines,4° promulgated jointly by the agencies,
identify five core parts to a merger analysis: market definition,
competitive effects, entry, efficiencies, and the failing firm de-
fense. A merger analysis typically begins by identifying the
product market and geographic markets in which the firms par-
ticipate.41 Once the agencies define the proper market, they may
assess the extent of concentration that the combination would
create.42 If a merger significantly enhances a firm's share of the
market, the Guidelines require that the agencies next determine
what would be the merger's competitive effect.43 Competitive
effects analysis involves identifying the specific ways that a
combination will undermine competition." The most common
type of competitive effect-or at least the easiest one to measure
or to prove-is a unilateral effect, wherein a combination allows
a single firm to have sufficient market share to implement a price
increase unilaterally, or to reduce output.45 Finally, the Guide-
lines require that the agencies assess the extent to which possible
new entry or efficiencies resulting from the combination will miti-
gate its anticompetitive consequences. If a merger involves a failing
firm or a failing division, the Guidelines mandate that the agencies
take this factor into account.46 The Guidelines' primary concern is
market power: "[M]ergers should not be permitted to create or en-
hance market power or facilitate its exercise "' 47

A unilateral competitive effect may result where the merged
firms each have products that act as close substitutes to one an-
other so that the merged entity would produce the two best prod-
ucts. 48 In this scenario, a financial conglomerate could increase
the price of one product without bearing any net profit loss that
might result from losing customers to a competitor. Assuming
the conglomerate offers two similar financial products, custom-

401992 Horizontal Merger Guidelines, 57 Fed. Reg. 41,561 (1992) [hereinafter
Guidelines].
41 See id. § 1.0, at 41,554.42 See id.
43 See id. § 2.0, at 41,558.
4See id. § 2.0, at 41,558.
45 See id. § 2.2, at 41,560.
46 See id. §§ 3-5, at 41,561-63.
47 1d. § 0.1, at 41,553 (defining market power as "the ability profitably to maintain

prices above competitive levels for a significant period of time").
48 See James F Rill, Speech Before ABA Section of Antitrust Law, 62 BNA ANTI-

TRUST & TRADE REG. REP. No. 1560, at 488 (1992). See also Michael A. Greenspan,
Geographic Markets in Bank Mergers: A Potpourri of Issues, 2 N.C. BANKING INST. 1,
15 (1998).
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ers unwilling to bear the increased costs simply would switch to
the second best product offered by the same conglomerate with-
out switching to another competing institution.49

Two possible explanations may account for a consumer's
hesitancy to switch to a competing institution. First, consumer
perception heavily influences a consumer's loyalty to a particular
financial institution and, as a result, a consumer's preference for
switching products rather than switching institutions. 0 A con-
sumer's perception of an institution may be shaped by factors
such as the competitive prices it offers, its size and prestige, and
the convenience of one-stop shopping. For instance, if a financial
conglomerate were to increase the price of its best product, it may
be irrelevant that the institution's second best product may also be
available at a competing institution on more favorable terms so long
as the customers perceive that the second best product originates
from the same institution that offers the first best product.,

A second explanation for the consumer's unwillingness to
switch institutions may rest in the high costs associated with
switching institutions.5 2 Conglomerates of commercial banking,
securities, and insurance likely will provide all of a customer's
financial needs 3.5 The benefits of one-stop shopping, however,
may be outweighed by the high transaction costs involved in
transferring multiple accounts between two competing institu-
tions. The costs of switching institutions for all products, or for
one product, could likely offset any benefits gained from ob-
taining the lower price, unless the price difference is substantial.
Also, switching all accounts to a new institution for the benefit
of one product may neither be beneficial nor practical and is un-
likely to occur. Furthermore, establishing multiple accounts at
various institutions to get the best overall deal defeats the pur-
pose of one-stop shopping. Lastly, transferring one account from
a conglomerate to a competing institution raises privacy con-
cerns, thereby resulting in significant monitoring costs.

49 See Rill, supra note 48, at 488.
50 See Neal R. Stoll & Shepard Goldfein, Merger Enforcement for the Nineties and

Beyond, N.Y.L.J., Apr. 21, 1992, at 3.51 See id.
52 See Gina M. Kilian, Bank Mergers and the Department of Justice's Horizontal

Merger Guidelines: A Critique and Proposal, 69 NOTRE DAME L. Rtv. 857, 876 (1994).
53 See Gregory Elliehausen & John Walker, Small Business Clustering of Financial

Service and the Definition of Banking Markets for Antitrust Analysis, 37 ANTITRUST

BULL. 707, 735 (1992).
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The consumers' propensity not to switch between competing
financial institutions suggests that financial service conglomer-
ates, formed as a direct consequence of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley
Act, may acquire increased market power sufficient to affect an-
ticompetitive price increases. Ordinarily, one assumes that a
consumer facing an anticompetitive price increase will switch to
another firm, thereby disciplining the original firm and con-
straining prices.54 If a customer is less likely to switch between
competing financial institutions because of either firm loyalty or
high transaction costs, however, a firm may in fact gain a type of
market power absent a concurring increase in that firm's market
share. For example, Commercial Bank A merges with Investment
Bank B. Suppose that the merger passes regulatory barriers be-
cause it does not result in an immediate increase of either banks'
share in any relevant market, although both banks are substan-
tially large nationally. Customer X originally had accounts at
both banks before the merger. After the merger, the merged en-
tity, Bank AB, maintains checking account fees, but raises bro-
kerage fees by ten percent. Before the merger, Customer X would
have switched to another investment bank to avoid the price in-
crease; however, as a result of the merger, Customer X does not
switch because she is loyal to Bank B and it would be very costly
for her to move both her checking account and investment ac-
count.

The Act's proponents may argue that the hypothetical cus-
tomer does not switch because the convenience value of one-stop
shopping outweighs the fee increase, thus justifying the price
increase on efficiency grounds. Although such an argument may
well pass muster in an agency's analysis of a combination, there
remains another concern: the additional amount of information
about Consumer X that is available to the merged institution after
the combination may allow it to price discriminate against her.5"

See Guidelines, supra note 40, § 1.11, at 41,554.
5_ see id. § 1.12, at 41,555 ("Existing buyers sometimes will differ significantly in

their likelihood of switching to other products in response to a 'small but significant
and nontransitory' price increase. If a hypothetical monopolist can identify and price
differently to those buyers ('targeted buyers') who would not defeat the targeted price
increase by substituting to other products in response to a 'small but significant and
nontransitory' price increase for the relevant product, and if other buyers likely would
not purchase the relevant product and resell to targeted buyers, then a hypothetical
monopolist would profitably impose a discriminatory price increase on sales to targeted
buyers. This is true regardless of whether a general increase in price would cause such
significant substitution that the price increase would not be profitable:').
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This concern helps explain why consumer privacy was such a
contentious issue during the bill's passage.5 6

Unilateral activity, and the ensuing market power, may also
arise in markets where products are similar and where a large
firm can restrict its output to gain further leverage.17 A conglom-
erate, for instance, might decrease its output of loans to a par-
ticular segment of consumers, such as small businesses 8 without
any sacrifice in net profits.5 9 In large geographic markets where
presumably many conglomerates will operate, the threat of this
type of unilateral activity is minor, assuming that customers are
both able and willing to switch institutions. On the other hand,
such a reduction may be profitable in small markets where na-
tional conglomerates can easily displace small, individual
financial service providers. For example, once a national con-
glomerate enters a small market and acquires, or edges out, ex-
isting fragmented financial service providers who normally cater
to small to mid-sized businesses, it may prioritize its services to
satisfy large business clients. Regional and national businesses,
compared with their smaller, local counterparts, have larger port-
folios that are more attractive to banks, which, for reasons of
administrative efficiency, prefer to service one large account
rather than multiple small ones. 6°

Recent studies have shown that large banks make significantly
fewer small business loans in comparison with smaller, local
banks.6' Compared with loans to large businesses, loans to small
businesses, whose creditworthiness is more difficult to deter-
mine, are much more costly for big banks.62 Unlike loan manag-

56 See supra text accompanying note 25.
57 See Guidelines, supra note 40, § 2.22, at 41,561.
58 Small businesses are defined by the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) as

firms with fewer than 500 employees. See generally Rebel A. Cole & John D. Wolken,
Financial Services Used by Small Businesses; Evidence from the 1993 National Survey
of Small Business Finances, 81 FED. REs. BULL. 629, 629 (1995).

59 See Rill, supra note 48, at 488 ("[T]he lost mark-ups on the foregone sales may be
outweighed by the resulting price increase on the merged base of sales.").

60 See, e.g., Bank Mergers May Hurt Small Business Lending, 8 EcoN. UPDATE No. 3
(Federal Res. Bank of Atlanta, Ga.), July-Sept. 1995, at 2 (according to economist
Larry Wall, small business loans may be less profitable for larger banks as a result of
the costly "bureaucracy" involved in big bank lending decisions).

61 See Arthur E. Wilmarth, Jr., Too Good to be True? The Unfulfilled Promises Behind
Big Bank Mergers, 2 STAN. J. L. Bus. & FIN. 1, 36-37 (1995) (citing, among others,
Joe Peek & Eric S. Rosengren's study of lending patterns in New England during 1993
and 1994 and Allen N. Berger & Gregory F. Udell's study of national lending patterns
from 1986 to 1994). See also Cheryl R. Lee, Amalgamation of the Southern California
Banking Industry: San Diego a Microcosm, 35 CAL. W. L. REv. 41, 123-24 (1998).

62 See Wilmarth, supra note 61, at 39.
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ers of local banks, who are more likely to authorize a small
business loan based upon personal relationships and the owner's
reputation within the community, the personnel of large banks
usually lack such familiarity with those in the community and
hence rely heavily on strict, numerical criteria to make loan de-
terminations. 63

The anticompetitive effects of unilateral activities are am-
plified in small or regional markets. Local providers of commer-
cial banking, securities, and insurance are unlikely capable of
competing against national conglomerates, whose entry into a
local market may result in a wave of consolidation through the
absorption of local competitors. This phenomenon of consolida-
tion may result in small markets being highly concentrated, es-
pecially if these markets represent areas in which national con-
glomerates may not invest the resources to enter and compete
against one another. Small and regional markets, therefore, may
not only experience a vast reduction in choices for financial
service providers, but also face the prospect of having to choose
among the only few national conglomerates that are willing to
invest the resources to enter and compete in such markets. As-
suming that local choices will be severely reduced, small busi-
nesses and individual customers do not have sufficient assets and
resources to obtain effective negotiation power in dealings with
conglomerates. With limited local choices, small businesses and
individual customers, due to resource and geographic con-
straints, may likely be unable to obtain financial services from
providers outside of their community.

The DOJ, as authorized by section 3 of the BHCA,64 section 7
of the Clayton Act, and its own merger guidelines, has reviewed
bank mergers with the goal of preempting unilateral behavior.61

63 See id.
6 Section 3 of the BHCA provides:

The Board shall not approve (A) any acquisition or merger or consolidation
under this section which would result in a monopoly, or which would be in
furtherance of any combination or conspiracy to monopolize or to attempt to
monopolize the business of banking in any part of the United States, or
(B) any other proposed acquisition or merger or consolidation under this sec-
tion whose effect in any section of the country may be substantially to lessen
competition, or to tend to create a monopoly, or which in any other manner
would be in restraint of trade, unless it finds that the anticompetitive effects of
the proposed transaction are clearly outweighed in the public interest by the
probable effect of the transaction in meeting the convenience and needs of the
community to be served.

12 U.S.C. § 1842(c) (1994).
6 See James F Rill, An Antitrust Screen for Merger Masters of the 1990s, 27 MERO-
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Nevertheless, given the heightened merger activity the Gramm-
Leach-Bliley Act will likely foster, the DOJ should assess the
anticompetitive effects of such deals with heightened scrutiny. In
1997, the DOJ's approach for reviewing the anticompetitive ef-
fects of mergers and acquisitions was liberalized by revisions of
its Guidelines. "The overall effect of the revisions to the DOJ's
Guidelines is that the DOJ has abandoned its past rigid position in
merger analysis by explicitly denouncing pure reliance on market
structure as the primary indicator of anti-competitiveness." s By
adopting a less stringent approach in the evaluation of proposed
bank mergers, the DOJ's approach has increasingly come to re-
semble that of the Fed.67 The Act, under Title I, gives authority to
the DOJ, along with the FTC, for antitrust review without
specifically mentioning which standards to apply.68 Consequently,
the DOJ has to craft its own framework for reviewing the antitrust
effects of mergers within the financial services industry.

Courts, in cases involving merger enforcement, have generally
relied upon United States v. Philadelphia National Bank,69

wherein the Supreme Court held that a high concentration of
commercial banking facilities within a particular market by an
institution established a rebuttable presumption of illegality.70 In
order to analyze the bank merger in question, the Supreme Court
adopted the "cluster market" concept, whereby products and/or
services commonly marketed together are regarded as belonging
in one market, to determine the relevant product market.71 Al-
though the "cluster market" concept may be too evasive as a
standard, it serves as a starting point for analyzing mega-mergers
that involve closely related financial products and services. The
fact that banks have minimally engaged in non-banking financial
activities72 demonstrates that industry has come to accept that
commercial banking, securities, and insurance are in the same
cluster and can be perceived as one product market. Absent
specific mandates from the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, the DOJ,
therefore, should evaluate mergers within the financial services

ERS & ACQUISITIONS 52, 54 (1992).
66 Kilian, supra note 52, at 858.67 See Lee, supra note 61, at 101.
63 See Gramm-Leach-Bliley Financial Modernization Act, Pub. L. No. 106-102, § 131,

113 Stat. 1338, 1382 (1999).
69374 U.S. 321 (1963).
70 See id. at 363-65.
71 See id. at 356-57.
72 See generally Day, supra note 39, at E1l; Smith & Lohse, supra note 33, at Cl.
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industry not only in with its Guidelines and existing antitrust
statutes, but also by viewing the merged sectors of financial
services as belonging to a singular product market.

In addition to the "cluster market" concept, the agencies
should also consider whether a merger will result in a "too big to
fail" institution. As mentioned earlier, the Gramm-Leach-Bliley
Act overlooked the "too big to fail" doctrine, an important factor
that is outside the traditional realm of antitrust law. Whether an
institution is "too big to fail" is a function of market concentra-
tion: the institution has become so large that its potential col-
lapse threatens an entire economic system, thus requiring pre-
emptive government assistance.

In light of recent events demonstrating the risks that "too big
to fail" institutions pose in today's economy,73 the legislation's
failure to attach importance to this concern should be remedied.
As already mentioned, the Act's only mention of the "too big to
fail" issue is a relatively trivial requirement that the Department
of Treasury and the Fed conduct a study on whether the large
banks FHCs that arise from deregulation should keep some por-
tion of their capital as subordinated debt.74 This provision begs
the question of what would happen if a large commercial-
investment-insurance hybrid with a speculative investment sub-
sidiary gets into financial difficulty. The Fed retains broad dis-
cretionary powers as a result of the Act,75 and since it was the
Fed that has reacted in recent financial crises involving "too big

73 For example, in September 1998, a large financial firm operating in New York City,
the hedge fund Long-Term Capital Management ("Long-Term"), nearly collapsed, A
worldwide financial crisis, due to Long-Term's highly speculative investments in ab-
stract financial instruments, was narrowly avoided. Despite being a purely private in-
vestment firm, with two Nobel laureates in its employ, the fund was able to secure pub-
lic aid in its bailout, including advice and counsel from Chairman of the Board of the
Federal Reserve Alan Greenspan. See Timothy Canova, Banking and Financial Reform
at the Crossroads of the Neoliberal Contagion, 14 AM. U. INT'L L. Rav. 1571, 1578
(1999) (arguing that the Long-Term incident demonstrates that the United States is not
immune to such criticisms as a continuing lack of transparency in securities markets and
susceptibility to cronyism); Timothy L. O'Brien & Laura M. Holson, BLIND TRUST A
Special Report; A Hedge Fund's Stars Didn't Tell, And Savvy Financiers Didn't Ask, N.Y.
TmmI, Oct. 23, 1998, at Al (describing Long-Term's secretive practices and the powerful
investors associated with the fund). Many feared that if Long-Term was permitted to fail,
the resulting financial shakeup could destabilize economic systems around the world. See
Diana B. Henriques, BACK FROM THE BRINK; The Fear That Made The Fed Step In,
N.Y. TImEs, Dec. 6, 1998, § 3, at 13 (describing the financial panic that might have ensued
had Long-Term begun missing payments to creditors).

74See Gramm-Leach-Bliley Financial Modernization Act, Pub. L. No. 106-102,
§ 501, 113 Stat. 1338, 1436-37 (1999).

75See id. § 103, 113 Stat. at 1342-51.
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to fail" institutions,76 legislators may have assumed that it is ca-
pable of handling such concerns. Absent, however, is any debate
of whether such reactionary oversight, given that most of the in-
vestments will be private, is an appropriate use of public funds.
One might respond that most of a depository institution's in-
vestments are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpo-
ration (FDIC). Nevertheless, the problem posed by the "too big
to fail" doctrine is that one firm's collapse will not just harm that
firm's investors; rather, its collapse could have system-wide or
market-wide implications. 77 Regardless, the legislation leaves the
Fed to play catch up with any systemic crises that could result
from deregulation of the financial services industry.

Second, the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act fails to address an in-
stitutional competency issue lurking behind the "too big to fail"
problem: whether the Fed is the best agency to handle a concen-
tration analysis for determining if a post-merger institution is
"too big to fail." Traditionally, the FTC and the DOJ have en-
forced the antitrust laws. As it is, the legislation does nothing to
suggest that the FTC or the DOJ analyze "too big to fail" issues
when reviewing a merger application. If it included such lan-
guage, thus helping to ensure that proposed mega-institutions do
not pose undue risk to the market should they fail, the legislation
might prevent, in the spirit of the Clayton Act, a combination
whose effect "may be substantially to lessen competition. 78 In-
stead, the Act leaves the Fed, an institution with uncertain anti-
trust competency,79 to apply only remedial measures. Further-
more, reliance on such measures runs counter to a central idea of
federal merger regulation, namely its prophylactic nature, since
remedial action may not be able to fully compensate for the
widespread harm caused by market-impairing mergers. 0 The
Act, therefore, should have required the FTC and the DOJ to
consider possible "too big to fail" effects when approving
merger applications.

The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act was one of the highest profile
pieces of legislation enacted during the last session of Congress,

76 See supra note 73.

'n See Canova, supra note 73, at 1581; Henriques, supra note 73, at 13.
78 15 U.S.C. § 18 (1994).
79 See Henriques, supra note 73, at 14.
80 See, e.g., Guidelines, supra note 40, § 0.2, at 41,554 ("[T]he Guidelines reflect the

congressional intent that merger enforcement should interdict competitive problems in
their incipiency.").
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and should prove to have an immediate impact on the structure
of the American financial services industry. Undoubtedly, in the
long run, the legislation will have overall benefits for consum-
ers.81 Nevertheless, it fails to consider adequately the anticom-
petitive implications of financial services concentration and ne-
glects to articulate any new antitrust enforcement standards. As
discussed, the legislation's possible consequences include uni-
lateral effects that lead to elevated prices and reduced output,
and high market concentration, particularly at the local market
level, with adverse effects on individual consumers and small
businesses. Also, from a broader perspective, conglomeratization
could lead to ever larger, "too big to fail" firms that are insulated
from market risk at a potentially high cost to American taxpay-
ers. Instead of addressing these concerns, Congress has relegated
them to marginal studies without clear guidance and specific
mandates, and assumed that the Fed will be able to step in if a
failing, post-merger mega-institution poses a significant risk to
the economy. It is, therefore, incumbent upon regulatory agen-
cies to clarify and promulgate standards and rules that will pre-
vent the anticompetitive consequences that may result from the
expected conglomerization within the financial services industry.
The DOJ, along with the FTC, should assess mergers of com-
mercial banking, securities, and insurance pursuant to Hart-
Scott-Rodino requirements and in light of the Supreme Court's
"cluster market" concept. The "cluster market" concept may
prove especially relevant, since the DOJ and the FTC have not
had to assess financial services consolidations of the magnitude
anticipated. Moreover, any regulatory assessment should be
subject to criteria espoused by the DOT's Horizontal Merger
Guidelines, particularly with regard to unilateral effects and
market concentration. The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act is historical
both in its scope and potential benefits, and the issues raised in
this Essay are but preliminary steps toward a more thorough
evaluation of this legislation and of its consequences that only
time will reveal.

-Adam Nguyen
Matt Watkins

81 See, e.g., Chernow, supra note 33, at A26; John S. Gordon, Manager's Journal:
May Glass-Steagall Rest in Peace, WALL ST. J., Oct. 26, 1999, at A26.
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During the last session of Congress, Senator Ted Kennedy (D-
Mass.) introduced Senate Bill 622,1 the Hate Crimes Prevention
Act (HCPA), a legislative response to the steady climb in nation-
ally reported hate crimes and the increasing public support for
harsher penalties against bias attacks.2 In fact, the number of re-
ported hate crimes has risen each year since 1991, 3 and a Sep-
tember 1999 Gallup poll found that seventy percent of Ameri-
cans favor stiffer penalties for hate crimes.4 The Senate passed
the HCPA without dissent as an amendment to the Senate Com-
merce, Justice and State appropriations bill,5 but it was subse-
quently removed by the Conference Committee, which could not
resolve a conflict between the HCPA provisions and more lim-
ited hate crime legislation introduced by Senator Orrin Hatch
(R-Utah).6 The HCPA will likely again stand before Congress
this year;7 however, its passage seems doubtful since it lacks
much needed support from the Republican leadership.8

The HCPA would amend Section 245 of Title 18 to enhance
penalties for defendants convicted of injuring other persons be-
cause of real or perceived race, color, national origin, religion,
gender, sexual orientation, or disability.9 Although some states
presently have and enforce their own hate crime statutes, the
HCPA would give the Department of Justice (DOJ) broad dis-
cretion in prosecuting bias-motivated crimes in any jurisdic-
tion.10 The HCPA adopts the same definition for hate crimes as
Section 280003(a) of the Violent Crime Control and Enforce-
ment Act of 199411: "a crime in which the defendant intention-
ally selects a victim, or in a case of a property crime, the prop-

' S. 622, 106th Cong. (1999).
2 See Reported Hate Crimes on the Rise; Blacks Are Targeted Most, Records Show,

WASH. POST, Aug. 7, 1999, at A10 [hereinafter Reported Hate Crimes].
3See id.
4 See Jessica Y Lee, Murky Future for Hate-Crime Bills, NEW AM. NEWS SERVICE,

Sept. 10, 1999, available in LEXIS, New Am. News Service database.
5 See 145 CONG. REc. S9033 (1999).
6 See Effort to Broaden Hate-Crime Law Fails, N.Y. TIMEs, Oct. 20, 1999, at A20. See

also DNC: Republican Senate Strips Hate Crimes Prevention from HCPA, U.S. NEWS-

WIRE, Oct. 19, 1999, available in LEXIS, U.S. Newswire database.
7 See Richard Saltus, To Honor King, Build On His Goals, Fellow Minister Says Key-

note Speaker Talks Of Work To Be Done, BOSTON GLOBE, Jan. 18, 2000, at B3.
8 See Charles Babington, Clinton Challenges Congress to Act On Taxes, Health Care,

Gun Control, WASH. POST, Jan. 28, 2000, at Al.
9 See S. 622, 106th Cong. § 4 (1999).
10 See id.
11 See id. § 3.
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erty that is the object of the crime, because of the actual or per-
ceived race, color, religion, national origin, ethnicity, gender,
disability, or sexual orientation of any person." The legislation
would also provide grants to state and local authorities for com-
bating hate crimes. 13

Opponents of the HCPA have challenged the bill on several
grounds. Critics not only claim that the HCPA would unduly en-
croach upon states' rights, exceeding the enumerated powers of
the federal government, but also question the constitutionality of
the HCPA's penalty-enhancement provision, arguing that the
legislation would essentially penalize beliefs and speech pro-
tected by the First Amendment. 4 Another concern is that the
HCPA, like other such hate crime efforts, would, in effect,
privilege historically oppressed minorities, offering the victims
of bias crimes a form of punitive entitlement.I

This Recent Legislation Essay will not only examine the
problems that the HCPA was intended to address, but also argue
against the various challenges raised by its critics. Furthermore,
this Essay will assert that the HCPA is a critical step in halting
the nationwide increase in hate crimes and protecting the civil
rights of all Americans.

Historically, those seeking civil rights protection have turned
to the federal government.' 6 As legal scholar James Morsch
writes:

State and local prosecutors traditionally enjoyed a poor rec-
ord of prosecuting members of racist organizations for
crimes against minorities. As a result, victims of hate crimes
relied on federal prosecutors to enforce civil rights statutes
against perpetrators of hate crimes. Federal prosecutions of
these crimes lessened the impact of local prejudices on the
initiation of such actions and brought the full power of the
national government to bear on the problem of hate-
motivated violence. 17

1228 U.S.C. § 994 note (1994).
13See S. 622, 106th Cong. § 6 (1999).
14See infra notes 45, 49-52 and accompanying text.
15 See infra notes 76-78 and accompanying text.
,6 See generally FREDERICK M. LAWRENCE, PUNISHING HATE: BIAS CRIMES UNDER

AMERICAN LAW (1999) (noting that those seeking civil rights protection have generally
used federal law such as the Thirteenth Amendment).

17 James Morsch, Comment: The Problem Of Motive In Hate Crimes: The Argument
Against Presumptions Of Racial Motivation, 82 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 659, 662
(1991).
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The earliest federal civil rights legislation was enacted during
the post-Civil War era when ex-slaves in recalcitrant Southern
states sought to exercise rights guaranteed by the Fourteenth
Amendment.'" In particular, these statutes aided in the prosecu-
tion of crimes committed by members of the Klu Klux Klan in
the former Confederate states.19 Professors James B. Jacobs and
Kimberly Potter note in Hate Crimes that:

[F]ederal statutes did not aim to enhance punishment or to
recriminalize conduct already covered by criminal law. At
the time, these statutes provided the only de facto law en-
forcement option. If local law enforcement officers had in-
vestigated and prosecuted those who victimized the former
slaves, there would have been no need for the federal laws. 20

The legacy of such federal protection suggests that legislation
like the HCPA could act as an umbrella, protecting minorities in
states hesitant to punish hate crimes and remaining unused in
others.

Today, ethnic, racial, and religious diversity is now a fast-
approaching national reality. By 2050, researchers predict that
the United States will be a country without any racial majority
whatsoever. 2 A shift in the country's racial composition does not
necessarily forecast heightened racial animosity or increased
hate crimes; however, the advent of a thoroughly diverse society
could result in an increased number of hate crimes, crimes moti-
vated as much by anti-white tensions as by horizontal tensions
across minority groups or by the relatively decreasing white
majority. Regardless, the number of hate crimes has been, and
likely will continue to be, on the rise.22

Although race and religious bias remain the principal motiva-
tions of American hate crimes, 23 many hate crimes are also based
on the victim's sexual orientation. 24 Some might argue that ho-

'See JAMES B. JACOBS & KIMBERLY POTTER, HATE CRIMES: CRIMINAL LAW AND

IDENTITY POLITICS 36 (1998); Lu-in Wang, The Transforming Power of "Hate": Social
Cognition Theory And The Harms of Bias Related Crime, 71 S. CAL L. REV. 47, 61-62
(1997).

19 See JACOBS & POTTER, supra note 18, at 36.
20Id.
21 See Robert Stacy MacCain, Minorities to account for most future U.S. population

rise; Higher domestic birthrates, immigration cited by study, WASH. TIMES, Oct. 7,
1999, at A10.

22 See Reported Hate Crimes, supra note 2, at A10.
2 See id.
24 see FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, HATE CRIME STATISTICS 7 (1998) (re-

porting 1260 sexual-orientation criminal incidents).
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mosexuals are most in need of federal protection because many
states have been hesitant in addressing anti-homosexual hate
crimes35 For instance, the 1999 ax handle beating death of Billy
Jack Gaither is sometimes cited as a proof of the need for a fed-
eral hate crime law.26 Mr. Gaither was a gay man who supposedly
made an advance toward one of his alleged murderers.27 Mr.
Gaither's murder was neither reported nor prosecuted as a hate
crime in Alabama.2 This should not be that surprising: of the
forty-two states that have hate crime statutes, less than half ad-
dress crimes against homosexuals.2 1 Meanwhile, the number of
hate crimes against homosexuals has risen by ten percent each
year.3

0

Long before the widely covered slayings of Matthew Shepard3

and James Byrd 2 in 1998, the July 4th murder spree of Benjamin
Nathaniel Smith33 and the Los Angeles synagogue4 shooting in
1999, Congress realized the need to combat hate crimes. In
1990, Congress overwhelming approved the Hate Crimes Statis-
tics Act (HCSA),35 which required the DOJ to gather data on bias
crimes for five years to gauge the scope of what was, at that
point, an unquantified problem.3 6 Commenting on the passage of
the Act, William Sessions, then director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI), stated, "Until now, we have been unable to
ascertain the full scope of hate crimes in America '31 Data col-

25 See, e.g., Anthony S. Winer, Hate Crimes, Homosexuals, and the Constitution, 29
HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REv. 387 (1994) (contending that, due to the brutal nature and
prevalence of anti-homosexual hate crimes, states should include sexual orientation as a
protected class).
26 See Greg Barret, Bias in Hate Crime Is Difficult to Assess, Reliably Track, DES

MOINEs REG., Aug. 15, 1999, at (Nation World) 6.
27 See id.
2 See id.
29See id.
30 See Lee, supra note 4.
31 See generally James Brooke, Gay Man Beaten and Left for Dead; 2 Are Charged,

N.Y. IMES, Oct. 10, 1998, at A9.32 See generally Carol M. Cropper, Black Man Fatally Dragged In a Possible Racial
Killing, N.Y. TIMES, June 10, 1998, at A16.

33 See generally Bill Dedman, Midwest Gunman Had Engaged In Racist Acts at 2
Universities, N.Y. TmEs, July 6, 1999, at Al.

34 See generally James Sterngold, Suspect in Los Angeles Shootings Confesses to a
Killing, N.Y TIMEs, Aug. 13, 1999, at A18.
3- Hate Crimes Statistics Act, Pub. L. No. 101-275, 104 Stat. 140 (1990) (codified as

amended at 28 U.S.C. § 534 note (1994)). The Act easily passed the House by a vote of
368-47, see 135 CONG. REc. H3238 (1989), and passed the Senate by a vote of 92-4,
see 136 CONG. REc. S1754 (1990).36 See 28 U.S.C. § 534 note (1994). See also Andrew Rosenthal, President Signs Law
For Study Of Hate Crimes, N.Y TImEs, Apr. 24, 1990, at B6.

37 Jerry Seper, FBI Chief Pledges to Make Hate-Crimes Data Priority, WASH. TIMES,
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lected by the FBI have shown how pervasive hate crimes are in
American society: in 1998 alone, there were a reported 9,722
victims of hate crime offenses.38

In many respects, the HCPA is the logical culmination of the
HCSA,39 the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Amend-
ments of 1992,40 the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforce-
ment Act of 1994,4' and the Church Arson Prevention Act of
1996 (CAPA),42 some of which grew out of past hate crime leg-
islation or out of sensational hate crimes. For instance, the rash
of arsons targeting African American churches in the mid-1990s
gave impetus to the creation of CAPA, which, besides reauthor-
izing the HCSA for another five years,43 amended Section 247 of
Title 18 to expand federal jurisdiction by punishing acts damag-
ing religious property that affected interstate commerce.44

Opponents of hate crime legislation have challenged the
HCPA on several grounds. One argument often raised is that the
HCPA would unduly expand federal authority and thus infringe
on the states' discretion in prosecuting criminal conduct. For in-
stance, Senator Hatch remarked, "Before we take the step of
making every criminal offense motivated by hatred a federal of-
fense, we ought to equip states and localities with the resources
necessary so that they can undertake these criminal investiga-
tions and prosecutions on their own."45 Under the HCPA, how-
ever, federal involvement would not necessarily mean direct fed-
eral intervention, but would more likely take the form of federal

Apr. 5, 1991, at A6.
38 See FED. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, supra note 24, at 3.39 The Hate Crimes Statistics Act of 1990, like the HCPA, confronted significant con-

servative resistance at its inception, in part because it included "sexual orientation" as a
class of hate crime victims. Senator Jesse Helms (R-N.C.) called the bill the "flagship
of the militant homosexual legislative agenda." Amy Bayer, Senators Pass Bill Requir-
ing Data Gathering on Hate Crimes, S.F. CHRON., Feb. 9, 1990, at A19.
40 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Amendments of 1992, Pub. L. No.

102-586, 106 Stat. 4982 (1992) (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. §§ 5601-5785
(1994)). The Act, inter alia, provides funding for state programs that help prevent or
reduce hate crimes committed by juveniles. See 42 U.S.C. § 5633(a)(10)(N) (1994).

4 1 Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994, Pub. L. No. 103-322,
108 Stat. 1796 (1994) (codified in pertinent part as amended at 28 U.S.C. §§ 991-996
(1994)). The Act, inter alia, required the U.S. Sentencing Commission to provide sen-
tencing enhancements for hate crimes. See 28 U.S.C. § 994 note (1994).

42 Church Arson Prevention Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-155, 110 Stat. 1392 (1996)
(codified in pertinent part as amended at 18 U.S.C. § 247 (1994 & Supp. III 1997) and
28 U.S.C. § 534 note (1994 & Supp. m 1997)).

43 See 28 U.S.C. § 534 note (1994 & Supp. III 1997).
44 See 18 U.S.C. § 247(b) (1994 & Supp. IV 1998).
45 Lee Davidson, Hatch Opposes Measure to 'Federalize' Hate Crimes, DESERET

NEWS, May 11, 1999, at B4.
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assistance to local and state authorities. As Deputy Attorney
General Holder stated, "It must be emphasized that even with the
enactment of the bill, state and local law enforcement agencies
would continue to play the principal role in the investigation and
prosecution of all types of hate crimes."46 Furthermore, there do
exist obvious precedents for federally expansive legislation like
the HCPA, namely the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Since the Civil
War, Congress has created over 3000 federal criminal offenses,
offenses that conventionally were prosecuted by the states. 47

Lastly, such federalization may be necessary for more sophisti-
cated, multistate hate crimes-such as those committed by na-
tional hate groups-where lack of coordination between state
and local authorities could create complications. 48

Even though the HCPA may not be the federal juggernaut that
many states' rights advocates fear, criticisms of HCPA linger,
such as the argument that hate crime legislation is a form of
thought control, punishing beliefs and not just actions.49 For ex-
ample, James Q. Wilson argued in The National Review that the
HCPA would penalize a criminal's beliefs by laying undue em-
phasis on motive, thereby constituting a form of legislated po-
litical correctness.50 It is interesting that Wilson, however, would
allow an exception for penalty enhancement for killings that tar-
get police officers because such "motive can be shown by objec-
tive evidence, not by speculating about subjective states." ' ,
Nonetheless, it remains to be seen how assessing a defendant's
motives in the prosecution of a hate crime and assessing the mo-
tives of a defendant accused of killing a police officer can be
distinguished. Proving that a defendant shoots a police officer
because she is a police officer would seem no more objectively
discernible than proving that a defendant shoots an African
American because he is an African American.

46Hate Crimes: Hearing on H.R. 1082 Before the House Comm. on the Judiciary,
106th Cong. 3 (1999) (statement of Eric Holder, Deputy Attorney General of the United
States).

47 See FREDERICK M. LAWRENCE, PUNISHING HATE: BIAS CRIMES UNDER AMERICAN
LAW 115 (1999).

41 See Thomas M. Mengler, The Sad Reform of Tough on Crime: Some Thoughts on
Saving the Federal Judiciary from the Federalization of State Crime, 43 U. KAN. L.
REv. 503, 517-18 (1995).

49 
See, e.g., James Q. Wilson, Justice; Hate And Punishment; Does The Criminal's

Motive Matter? NAT'L RV., Sept. 13, 1999, at 18; George Will, Current Laws Enough
to Punish Hate Crimes, SAN ANTONIO EXPRESs-News, Oct. 19, 1998, at 13A.

50 See Wilson, supra note 49, at 20.
51 Id.
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Wilson's concerns about thought control are, in effect, echoing
the First Amendment concerns of those critical of hate crime
statutes: such laws target and stifle unpopular beliefs and
speech.52 Arguably, the First Amendment challenges raised by
many hate crime legislation critics overlook the routine assess-
ment of a defendant's motivations in the criminal justice system
since, as Professor Carol Steiker notes, "[d]eterminations about
which motivations are good ones and bad ones are deeply in-
scribed in the law itself. '53 Therefore, those who contend that
hate crime statutes infringe on constitutionally protected forms
of expression fail to recognize the degree of subjectivity in as-
sessing motives already inherent in criminal law, such as the in-
troduction of mitigating or aggravating factors during the sen-
tencing hearing.

In addition, harming or murdering a person because of his
race, religion, gender, or sexual orientation has legal parallels
with other civil rights violations currently prosecuted by federal
law. The prosecution of employment discrimination under Title
VII is analogous to the prosecution of hate crimes in that guilt
hinges on a determination of the defendant's motivations. 54 In
most states an at-will employee may normally be fired for any
reason whatsoever;55 under existing federal civil rights law, how-
ever, the same firing becomes illegal if based on ethnic, gender,
religious prejudice, etc. 56 In such an instance, the determination
of the employer's motive is necessary.57 From this vantage, the
HCPA appears to intrude upon First Amendment rights no more
than Title VII. Furthermore, in Hishon v. King & Spaulding,
where a female associate at a large Atlanta firm filed a claim
against her employer for sexual discrimination, the Supreme

52 See, e.g., Steven G. Gey, What if Wisconsin v. Mitchell Had Involved Martin Luther

King Jr.? The Constitutional Flaws of Hate Crime Enhancement Statutes, 65 GEo.
WASH. L. REv. 1014, 1070 (1997) (arguing that "the regulation of speech simply be-
cause it is in some way associated with criminal activity would permit the government
to regulate an entire range of speech that is now beyond government control because of
the strong political speech protections incorporated into the Brandenburg standard").

53 Carol S. Steiker, Identity and Equality: Punishing Hateful Motives: Old Wine in a
New Bottle Reviews Calls for Prohibition, 97 MICH. L. Rv. 1857 (1999) (book re-
view).
54 See 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2 (1994).
55 Hate Crimes: Hearing on H.R. 1082 Before the House Comm. on the Judiciary,

106th Cong. (1999) [hereinafter Hearings] (statement of Prof. Frederick M. Lawrence).
56 See 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2 (1994). See also Hearings, supra note 55.
5 See Hearings, supra note 55.
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Court upheld Title VII in face of a challenge claiming that it in-
fringed on the employer's freedom of expression.5 1

Even under the HCPA, one would be free to hate African
Americans as much as one wishes, even to publish one's thoughts
or assemble other like-minded individuals. If one were to select
and kill an African American because of his race, however, the
federal government, in order to protect the civil rights of all
Americans, should be able to distinguish such an act from com-
mon murder due to the defendant's discriminatory motive.
Viewing the victims of bias crimes as victims of discrimination,
it would seem reasonable that the same sorts of federal resources
made available to victim of employment or housing discrimina-
tion be made available to the victim of hate crimes since he is
"unable to change the characteristic that made him a victim."'59

It is true that, under most penalty-enhancement statutes such
as the HCPA, the words and beliefs of someone convicted under
a criminal statute can be used to prove bias, thereby raising First
Amendment concerns. Some have therefore contended that it is
in assessing the mens rea that the HCPA may be infringing on
free speech. For instance, Professors Jacobs and Potter claim,
"[W]e must consider whether punishing crimes motivated by
politically unpopular beliefs more severely than crimes moti-
vated by other factors itself violates our First Amendment tradi-
tions."6 Nevertheless, the Supreme Court has rejected the mens
rea concerns raised by opponents of hate crime legislation. In
Wisconsin v. Mitchell, the Court found that the First Amendment
did not prohibit Wisconsin's hate crime penalty enhancement
statute, which is similar to the HCPA. 62 After watching a film
called Mississippi Burning, Todd Mitchell, a nineteen-year-old
African American incited his friends to beat up a white boy.
Mitchell was charged with aggravated assault.63 The aggravated
assault charge normally carried a sentence of two years under
Wisconsin law; because a jury found that Mitchell had selected
the victim on the basis of his race, however, the two-year maxi-
mum sentence was increased to seven years under the state's

5 8 See Hishon v. King & Spaulding, 467 U.S. 69 (1984).
59 See Hearings, supra note 55.
60 See Wisconsin v. Mitchell, 508 U.S. 476 (1993).
61 JACOBS & POTTER, supra note 18, at 129.
62 See Mitchell, 508 U.S. at 476.
6 See id. at 479.
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hate crime statute. 64 Chief Justice Rehnquist, writing for a
unanimous court, claimed that "[t]raditionally sentencing judges
have considered a wide variety of factors in addition to evidence
bearing on guilt in determining what sentence to impose on a
convicted defendant .... The defendant's motive for committing
the offense is one important factor."6 In other words, the use of
motive under the penalty enhancement statute is the same as un-
der previously enacted federal and state anti-discrimination laws.
The Court also held that the penalty enhancement statute was not
directed at expression, but was "aimed at conduct unprotected by
the First Amendment."66

The Wisconsin hate crime statute "does not criminalize mere
thought .... Rather, the statute penalizes acting upon a thought.
Although preventing government from shaping our beliefs is one
of its important underlying values, the First Amendment has
never prohibited the state from sanctioning a person's thoughts
when they are manifested in committing a crime."67 Hate crime
legislation opponents tend to overlook the distinction between
protected and unprotected speech since violent acts, which are
solely based on beliefs of racial or religious hatred, do not fall
within the First Amendment's protectorate for acts of expres-
sion. As Chief Justice William Rehnquist writes, "the Constitu-
tion does not erect a per se barrier to the admission of evidence
concerning one's beliefs and associations at sentencing simply
because those beliefs and associations are protected by the First
Amendment. "I8

In upholding penalty enhancement for crimes motivated by
bias, the Court was, in part, relying on its earlier holding in
Barclay v. Florida, wherein it upheld the submission of evidence
of racial bias in the sentencing process. 6 9 The Court found that
evidence regarding the defendant's racial animus could be used
as an aggravating factor in the sentencing phase of a capital case
that involved the murdering of a white man by a group of Afri-
can Americans. °

64 See Wis. Stat. § 939.645 (1997-98).
6

1 Mitchell, 508 U.S. at 485.
66Id. at 487.67Note, Recent Case: First Amendment-Bias-Motivated Crimes-Court Strikes

Down Hate Crimes Penalty Enhancer Statute-State v. Mitchell, 106 HARV. L. REv.
957, 960 (1993).

6s Mitchell, 508 U.S. at 488 (quoting Dawson v. Delaware, 503 U.S. 159 (1992)).
69 See Barclay v. Florida, 463 U.S. 939 (1983).
70 See id.
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The submission of evidence regarding bias does have consti-
tutional limits. In Dawson v. Delaware, the Court remanded the
defendant's death sentence because it found that consideration of
his membership in the Aryan Brotherhood during the penalty
hearing violated the First Amendment. The defendant had es-
caped from a Delaware prison; while at large, he killed a
woman, stole her car and was ultimately tried and convicted in
Delaware on first-degree murder.71 At his sentencing hearing,
evidence of the defendant's involvement in the Aryan Brother-
hood was introduced. 72 The Court held that the introduction of
his involvement with the Aryan Brotherhood while in prison was
unconstitutional because it was not relevant to the murder and
"proved nothing more than the [the defendant's] abstract be-
liefs" 73 Chief Justice Rehnquist noted, "Even if the Delaware
group to which Dawson allegedly belongs is racist, those beliefs,
so far as we can determine, had no relevance to the sentencing
proceeding in this case '74

Dawson may appear to have serious implications on the
HCPA's penalty enhancement provisions; however, it only ap-
plies to use of bias evidence not germane to a state penalty
hearing for first-degree murder. On the other hand, under the
HCPA, evidence of bias would be inherently relevant when de-
termining penalty enhancement for hate crimes and should there-
fore be admissible. The distinction between Dawson and
Mitchell is thus the distinction between the use of the defen-
dant's motivations for prosecuting "bias-inspired conduct,"
which falls within the purview of criminal punishment, and the
use of the defendant's abstract ideas and associations, which are
protected by the First Amendment and are irrelevant in sentenc-
ing proceedings for the prosecution of non-hate crimes.75

In addition to concerns regarding federal expansionism and
the First Amendment, critics of the HCPA claim that the bill tar-
gets white persons and is overly protective of minorities.76 For
instance, Wilson writes that Senator Kennedy and other HCPA
supporters "are interested, in short, in making the criminal law
an affirmative-action schedule. They want the law to be tough on

71 See Dawson v. Delaware, 503 U.S. 159, 160 (1992).
72 See id.
See id. at 167.

74d. at 166.
75 See Wisconsin v. Mitchell, 508 U.S. 476, 486 (1993).
76 See Wilson, supra note 49, at 20.
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people who kill blacks, immigrants, Jews, or gays and lesbians,
all of whom to be sure, have been the object of some degree of
social oppression. 77 The flaw in Wilson's argument stems from
his conflation of the words "race" and "minority," or perhaps, the
conflation of the words "race" and "non-white." The argument
put forward by opponents of hate crime legislation often pre-
sumes that race, under the HCPA, is not a demographic category
applicable to all persons, but is a special-interest group of mi-
nority victims. Critics believe that federal prosecutors will in-
voke the HCPA only in hate crimes against minorities but not
when the victims are white. Wilson, for instance, claims that
federal prosecutors will not "go around looking for white males
who have been beaten up by black gangs."78 Nevertheless, the
FBI classified 989 of the 9,235 hate crime offenses as anti-
white79 and listed 958 of the 9,235 offenders as black 0 The sub-
stantial number of anti-white hate crimes recorded by the FBI
suggests, although contrary to Wilson's assertions, that those
prosecuted for hate crimes under the HCPA would not only be
white males.

Unlike Wilson, who contends that stricter enforcement of cur-
rent laws should suffice to address the problem of hate crimes in
America, other critics of the HCPA believe that although some
hate crime legislation is needed, the HCPA simply goes too far.
As mentioned earlier, during the last session of Congress, Sena-
tor Hatch introduced competing hate-crime legislation, Senate
Bill 1406, which would increase federal funding for state prose-
cution of hate crimes, while limiting federal jurisdiction. Sen-
ate Bill 1406 includes gender and age within its parameters of
hate crimes, but excludes sexual orientation. 2 Because Senate
Bill 1406 only "encourages" the development of a model statute
with the cooperation and the consent of states rather than estab-
lishing a federal standard as proposed by the HCPA,83 this legis-
lation may likely not change the status quo: federal involvement
still comes at the request of the individual states, making it

771d.
78 See id.
79 See FED. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, supra note 24, at 7.
80 See id.
8' See S. 1406, 106th Cong. (1999).
82 See S. 1406, 106th Cong. § l(d)(1)(A)(iii)(1999).
Va See S. 1406, 106th Cong. § 1(c) (1999).
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nearly impossible to ensure uniform protection of civil rights for
all Americans.

In light of the inconsistency of state hate crime laws and en-
forcement, and the proven effective use of federal anti-
discrimination laws, the HCPA is a necessary means for reining
in the nationwide increase in hate crimes. Contrary to its critics,
the HCPA does not unduly infringe upon states' rights, at least
no more so than under previous civil rights legislation, and does
not punish constitutionally protected beliefs. Furthermore, the
legislation would benefit all Americans who fall victim to crimes
based on bias. By extending federal prosecutorial sway and of-
fering necessary federal assistance in addressing hate crimes
throughout every state across the country, the HCPA would
widen federal prosecutorial reach to states with inadequate hate
crime laws and to states with no hate crimes laws whatsoever.
The HCPA also creates a categorical formulation of hate crime
across the country, effectively ending the current variance among
states. If the HCPA were passed, someone convicted of a hate
crime in Florida would be certain to receive the same sentencing
enhancements as someone convicted of a hate crime in Ala-
bama.84 As a result of the HCPA, the ten states that have yet to
even address the issue of hate crimes at all would be drawn in
under the federal umbrella.85

Nonetheless, until the enactment of the HCPA or similar leg-
islation, federal prosecutors can only act under limited circum-
stances with regard to hate crimes based on race, religion, or
ethnicity, and cannot act at all with regard to hate crimes based
on gender, sexual orientation, or disability-even when state and
local officials are unwilling to prosecute. Left to their own de-
vices, individual states have produced what is arguably a shoddy
record of legislating against, prosecuting, or even reporting hate
crimes.86 On the other hand, the federal government, armed with

84 This assumes that the DOJ would prosecute both hypothetical cases.
8 See C.J. Karamargin, Bill to Expand Federal Hate Crimes Law Introduced, STATES

NEWS SERVICE, Mar. 12, 1999, available in LEXIS, States News Service database.
86 Only about 11,000 of the 16,000 local law-enforcement agencies report hate crimes

to the FBI. See Greg Barrett, Bias in Crime is Difficult to Assess, Reliably Track, DES
MOINEs REG., Aug. 15, 1999, at (Nation World) 6. The Florida Department of Law
Enforcement has a state hate crime law on the books; nevertheless, Miami-Dade
County's annual reported hate crimes have recently been called into question as being
suspiciously low, and the City of Miami, the largest city in Miami-Dade County, does
not track hate crime statistics at all, as required by state law. See Editorial, Numbers of
Hate Crimes Disturbing, SUN-SENTINEL, Aug. 7, 1999, at A14. In 1997, Alabama,
Mississippi and Arkansas each reported no hate crimes to the FBI while New Hamp-
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legislation providing itself with the authority to protect the civil
rights of all Americans, has proved to be an effective force in
fighting discrimination in America.87 Such a proven track record
for federal civil rights legislation justifies granting the federal
government the power and resources to rein in another form of
harmful discrimination that is prevalent nationwide: hate crimes.

-Murad Kalam

shire and Hawaii did not even participate. See Greg Barrett, Bias in Crime is Difficult to
Assess, Reliably Track, DES MOINES RFG., Aug. 15, 1999, at (Nation World) 6.

87 See, e.g., ROBERT E. LOEVY, THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964: THE PASSAGE OF THE

LAw THAT ENDED RACIAL SEGREGATION (1997) (contending that federal civil rights
legislation has made significant progress ending racial segregation in American soci-
ety).
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SCHOOL VOUCHERS

In attempting to fulfill the constitutional guarantee of a "high
quality education," ' to every child in the state, Florida, under the
leadership of Governor Jeb Bush, recently enacted the A+ Plan
for Education, 2 instituting the first statewide educational voucher
program in the nation.' This legislation seeks to remedy the in-
creasingly common problem of students, especially those from
poor school districts, receiving an inadequate education at the
hands of the state.4 As expected, the program has been chal-
lenged on both state and federal 6 constitutional grounds. This
Recent Legislation Essay focuses solely upon the federal Estab-
lishment Clause challenge. Regardless of how the state challenge
is finally decided, the design of the Florida program retains na-
tional implications as it serves as a model for many other states
considering voucher initiatives. 7 Although the Supreme Court
has yet to rule definitively on the constitutionality of school
vouchers,8 Florida's A+ Plan for Education should endure an
Establishment Clause attack because it has two important quali-
ties that the Court has emphasized in upholding programs that
confer some benefit to religious institutions: religion-neutrality
and distribution of aid through private decision-making.9

1 FLA. CONST. art. IX, § 1.
2 See FLA. STAT. ANN. § 229.0537 (West Supp. 2000). The findings and intent of the

statute recognize "that the voters of the State of Florida, in the November 1998 general
election, amended s.1, Art. IX of the Florida Constitution so as to make education a
paramount duty of the state:' Id. § 229.0537(1).

3 See Jodi Wilgoren, School Vouchers Are Ruled Unconstitutional in Florida, N.Y.
TIMES, Mar. 15, 2000, at A20.

4 School choice stirs emotions in players on both sides of the issue. Opponents fear
school choice will lead to the denigration of the public school system. See, e.g., Jodi
Wilgoren, Florida Voucher Program a Spur to 2 Schools Left Behind, N.Y. TIMES, Mar.
14, 2000, at A18. ("Opponents fear vouchers would drain resources from troubled
schools, leaving them worse off for the students who stay?'). Proponents argue school
choice is necessary to resuscitate public school systems already drowning in failure.
See, e.g., CLINT BOLOCK, TRANSFORMATION: THE PROMISE AND POLITICS OF EMPOWER-

MENT 53 (1998) ("[School Choice] can mean for the first time something approaching
equal educational opportunities?').5 See FLA. CONST. art. IX, § 1 (education provision); FLA. CONST. art. IX, § 6 (public
school funding clause of the education provision); FLA. CONST. art. I, § 3 (the religious
establishment and freedom provision).

6 U.S. CONST. amend. I ("Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion .... ).

7 See Wilgoren, supra note 3, at A20.
8 The Supreme Court denied review of school choice legislation that was upheld by

the Wisconsin Supreme Court. See Jackson v. Benson, 578 N.W.2d 602 (Wis. 1998),
cert. denied, 119 S.Ct. 466 (1998).

9 Florida's voucher program, however, may have difficulty overcoming state constitu-
tional objections. On March 14, 2000, Circuit Court Judge L. Ralph Smith Jr. for the
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This legislation applies a grading system for Florida public
schools, assigning each school a letter grade between "A" and
"F."10 The state will provide opportunity scholarships-i.e.,
vouchers-to students attending schools that receive an "F" for
two consecutive years." Using their vouchers, students can trans-
fer to a public school that received a grade of "C" or better, a
sectarian private school, or a non-sectarian private school.' 2 The
legislation gives parents of eligible students the choice of where
to send their children. The parents can choose a religious private
school, but nothing in the program compels them to make that
decision. As a safeguard against religious discrimination, the
legislation requires participating private schools to admit stu-
dents on a random and religion neutral basis. 3 And importantly,
schools may not compel any voucher student to state a certain
belief, to pray, or to worship. 4

Economist Milton Friedman first developed the idea of im-
proving schools with a system that requires local public school
monopolies to compete in a market to produce the best educa-
tion.' 5 The concept of "school choice" encompasses several pos-
sible variations of programs, ranging from plans restricting
choice to public schools to plans where the government allows
vouchers to be used to enroll in religious schools. 6 Programs
may also vary in funding, eligibility, safeguards, and admini-

Second Judicial Circuit of Leon County, Florida, ruled that a provision of the Florida
Constitution forbids using public money for private school tuition. See Holmes v. Bush,
Case No. CV 99-3370. See also Wilgoren, supra note 3, at A20. Judge Smith held that
Article IX, § 1, of the Florida Constitution directs that the state provide an "adequate
provision" for the education of Florida children, only through a system of public
schools. See id. Since the legislation seeks to provide a "high-quality" education, in
part, through private schools, Judge Smith found that the legislation violated the con-
stitutional provision. The state plans to appeal. See id.

10 See FLA. STAT. ANN. § 229.57 (West 1998 & Supp. 2000).
11 See FLA. STAT. ANN. § 229.0537(2) (West Supp. 2000). As the legislation grandfa-

thered ratings that the schools had received from the Florida Department of Education,
students at two elementary schools in Pensacola, Florida are eligible for the program
during the first year.
12 See id.
13 See id. § 229.0537(4)(e).
14 See id. § 229.0537(4)0).
15 See Milton Friedman, The Role of Government in Education, in ECONOMICS AND

THE PUBLIC INTEREST 123 (Robert A. Solow ed., 1955), cited in Kathleen M. Sullivan,
Parades, Public Squares and Voucher Payments: Problems of Government Neutrality,
28 CONN. L. REV. 243, 247 n.22 (1996). Assuming that participating schools want to
attract students, creating a market that allows individual parents to make the choice
where to send their children gives the competing schools an incentive to improve their
own educational system.
16 See Suzanne H. Bauknight, The Search for Constitutional School Choice, 27 J.L. &

EDUC. 525, 526 (1998) (outlining the different variations of school choice legislation).
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stration. 17 As a result, the constitutionality of a specific program
could depend upon its individual components." For example, a
program explicitly restricted to mostly religious private schools
with no safeguards against religious discrimination would more
likely raise Establishment Clause concerns than legislation that
includes public schools, as well as secular and non-secular pri-
vate schools, and also provides such safeguards.

In the 1971 decision of Lemon v. Kurtzman,9 the Supreme
Court devised the framework still recognized by courts when
adjudicating Establishment Clause challenges against govern-
ment programs. 20 In Lemon, the Court struck down legislation,
enacted in Rhode Island and Pennsylvania, that supplemented
nonpublic teacher salaries. 2' The Court established a three-prong
test to analyze statutes under the Establishment Clause: "First,
the statute must have a secular legislative purpose; second, its
principal or primary effect must be one that neither advances nor
inhibits religion; finally, the statute must not foster an excessive
entanglement with religion."22 (citations omitted). Shortly after
the Lemon three-prong test was developed, the Court used it on
various occasions to strike down legislation that blurred the line
between public funding and religion.2Y

In the 1973 decision of Committee for Public Education and
Religious Liberty v. Nyquist,24 the Supreme Court struck down a

17 See id. at 542-50 (comparing the specifics of the Milwaukee and Cleveland school
choice programs).
'8 See id. at 548 (recognizing that because the Cleveland program is designed to be

neutral, it is probably closer to a constitutionally valid plan than the Milwaukee pro-
gram).

19403 U.S. 602 (1971).
20 See, e.g., Agostini v. Felton, 521 U.S. 203, 222-23 (1997) (Noting that although the

criteria used to assess whether aid to religion has an impermissible effect, the general
principles have not changed); Jackson v. Benson, 218 N.W.2d 602, 612 n.5 (Wis. 1998)
(recognizing that the continued authority of the test established by Lemon is uncertain,
but applying it to the case anyway because the U.S. Supreme Court has not directly
repudiated the test); Christopher D. Pixley, The Next Frontier in Public School Finance
Reform: A Policy and Constitutional Analysis of School Choice Legislation, 24 J. Legis.
21, 50 (1998) ("Despite significant modification, this position continues to influence the
Court's treatment of government aid to religious schools.").2

1 See Lemon, 403 U.S. at 606-07.
2 Id. at 612-13. In Agostini, the court collapsed the second and third prongs into one

category. See infra notes 74-75 and accompanying text.
21 See, e.g., Meek v. Pittenger, 421 U.S. 349, 363 (1975) (holding that the direct loan

of instructional material and equipment to private religious schools has the unconstitu-
tional primary effect of advancing religion); Sloan v. Lemon, 413 U.S. 825, 832 (1973)
(striking down a statute providing a tuition subsidy to parents because its intended con-
sequence "is to preserve and support religious-oriented institutions"). See also Pixley,
supra note 20, at 50-53 (examining Lemon and the cases following Lemon).

413 U.S. 756 (1973).
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New York statute providing maintenance and repair grants, tui-
tion reimbursements, and income tax deductions to parents of
children attending New York private schools.21 Although the
Court accepted the New York legislature's stated secular purpose
in passing the program, 26 it struck down the provisions on Estab-
lishment Clause grounds because their effect "is to subsidize and
advance the religious mission of sectarian schools."27

The Nyquist Court began its analysis by noting that "it is now
firmly established that a law may be one 'respecting an estab-
lishment of religion' even though its consequence is not to pro-
mote a state religion." On the other hand, the Court stated, "It
is equally well established.., that not every law that confers an
'indirect,' 'remote,' or 'incidental' benefit upon religious institu-
tions is, for that reason alone, constitutionally invalid."29 Without
a clear line, the courts must carefully examine the individual law
to determine "whether it furthers any of the evils against which
the [Establishment] Clause protects '30 In other words, it is the
individual components of the program that make the constitu-
tional difference.

After striking down the maintenance and repair provisions of
the New York law that provided direct grants to sectarian
schools,3' the Court then turned to New York's tuition reim-
bursement program, which provided tuition assistance grants to
individual parents.3 2 Since the money went to the parents, the
Court recognized that the grants do not directly support private
sectarian schools, but declined to provide immunity to the pro-
gram based upon that factor alone.33 Next, the Court examined
the subject matter of the program. The Court distinguished
grants to religious schools from public services such as bus
fares, police and fire protection, sewage disposal, highways, and
sidewalks, because "such services provided in common to all
citizens, are so separate and so indisputably marked off from the

25 See id. at 798.
2
6 See id. at 773.
21 Id. at 779-80.
2sId. at 771.
291d.

30°Id. at 772.
31 See id. at 779-80.
32 See id. at 781.
33 See id.
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religious function that they may fairly be viewed as reflections
of a neutral posture toward religious institutions. ' 34

Importantly, the Nyquist Court specifically reserved the ques-
tion as to "whether the significantly religious character of the
statute's beneficiaries might differentiate the present cases from
a case involving some form of public assistance (e.g., scholar-
ships) made available generally without regard to the sectarian-
nonsectarian, or public-nonpublic nature of the institution
benefited."35 As will be discussed later, the Court's decision to
withhold judgment on such matters is important when analyzing
Florida's A+ Plan for Education, since the program specifically
provides benefits without regard to the sectarian-nonsectarian or
public-nonpublic nature of the institution benefited.

In several cases following Nyquist, from Mueller v. Allen,36 in
1983, to Agostini v. Felton,37 in 1997, the Supreme Court has,
"piecemeal answered this question as it has arisen in varying fact
situations."38 In Mueller v. Allen, a group of Minnesota taxpayers
challenged a state law that provided an income tax deduction for
certain educational expenses, including tuition, textbooks, and
transportation.39 Since the law allowed parents of children in
sectarian schools to receive such tax benefits, the claimants
contended that the law violated the Establishment Clause by
providing financial assistance to religious institutions. 4

0 The
Court, however, upheld the law. Writing for the majority, Justice
Rehnquist first emphasized that "the deduction is available for
educational expenses incurred by all parents, including those
whose children attend public schools and those whose children
attend non-sectarian private schools or sectarian private

34 Id. at 781-82. The Court distinguished Everson v. Bd. of Educ., 330 U.S. 1 (1947)
(upholding a New Jersey provision reimbursing parents for the costs of sending their
children to school), and Board of Educ. v. Allen, 392 U.S. 236 (1968) (upholding a New
York law authorizing the provision of secular textbooks to children attending both pub-
lic and nonpublic schools). The Wisconsin Supreme Court characterized this distinction
on the fact that "[t]he New York statute provided financial assistance rather than bus
rides' See Jackson v. Benson, 578 N.W.2d 602, 614 (1998).
35 Committee for Pub. Educ. and Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 781-82

(1973).
36 463 U.S. 388 (1983).
- 521 U.S. 203 (1997).38Jackson, 578 N.W.2d at 614. See, e.g., Agostini, 521 U.S. 203; Roseberger v. Rector

and Vistors of Univ. of Virginia, 515 U.S. 819 (1995); Zobrest v. Catalina Foothills Sch.
Dist., 509 U.S. 1 (1993); Witters v. Washington Dep't. of Serv. for the Blind, 474 U.S.
481 (1986); Mueller, 463 U.S. 388.
39 See Mueller, 463 U.S. at 391.
40 See id. at 392.
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schools.' 41 According to the Court, this all-inclusiveness reflects
the program's neutrality.42 Furthermore, "by channeling whatever
assistance it may provide to parochial schools through individual
parents, Minnesota has reduced the Establishment Clause objects
to which its action is subject."43 Similar to educational vouchers,
the public funds in this case were "available only as a result of
numerous, private choices of individual parents of school age
children."44 In other words, even though the state is providing a
financial benefit, it does not exercise the control over whether a
student will attend a religious school that direct funding might
because the parents have sole discretion as to the distribution of
state funds. This lack of state control over religion removes one
of the most important evils against which the Establishment
Clause protects.4 5

Three years later, in Witters v. Washington Department of
Services for the Blind,46 the Supreme Court was confronted with
the issue of whether the State of Washington was precluded by
the Establishment Clause from extending aid, via a state voca-
tional rehabilitation assistance program, to a blind person
studying at a Christian college who sought to, "become a pastor,
missionary, or youth director."47 The Court upheld the state as-
sistance and reaffirmed the importance of both private decision-
making by individuals and neutrality to support the program's
constitutionality.48 Writing for a unanimous Court, Justice Mar-
shall first pointed out that, as was the case in Mueller, "any aid
provided under Washington's program that ultimately flows to
religious institutions does so only as a result of the genuinely

411d. at 397.
42 See id. at 398-99 (emphasizing that a program "that neutrally provides state assis-

tance to a broad spectrum of citizens is not readily subject to challenge under the Es-
tablishment Clause.').43 Id. at 399.

44Id.
45 Recall that Justice Powell, in Nyquist, framed the Supreme Court's Establishment

Clause inquiry as "ascertaining whether it furthers any of the evils against which that
Clause protects?' Committee for Pub. Educ. and Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S.
756, 772 (1973).

The Mueller Court declined to undertake a statistical analysis of which classes would
benefit the most under the law. In making this decision, the Court argued, "Such an
approach would scarcely provide the certainty that this field stands in need of, nor can
we perceive principle standards by which such statistical evidence might be evaluated."
Mueller, 463 U.S. at 401. This restraint may weaken cases against school vouchers by
foreclosing any evidence that participating schools are mostly religious.

4474 U.S. 481 (1986).
47 Id. at 482.
48 See id. at 487-88.
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independent and private choices of aid recipients." 49 Therefore,
the Court found that any decision to support religious education
is made by the individual rather than the state.50 Second, the in-
quiry is not controlled by Nyquist, because Washington's pro-
gram is "made available generally without regard to the sectar-
ian-nonsectarian, or public-nonpublic nature of the institution
benefited. 5 1 Furthermore, Marshall claimed that the funding
program was sufficiently religion-neutral since: (1) it does not
create a financial incentive for students to undertake religious
education, (2) it does not provide greater benefits to those re-
cipients who apply their aid to religious education, (3) it does
not limit the benefits to students at religious schools, and (4) a
significant portion of the aid would not end up flowing to relig-
ious education.5 2

In Zobrest v. Catalina Foothills School District,53 the Supreme
Court continued on the path set by Mueller and Witters by hold-
ing that the Establishment Clause does not prevent a school dis-
trict from providing a sign-language interpreter to a deaf student
at a private religious school. 4 Drawing directly upon Mueller
and Witters, Chief Justice Rehnquist, writing for the majority,
reiterated that the Court has consistently upheld state programs
that neutrally provide benefits to a broad class of citizens that
are not defined in terms of religion, even though sectarian insti-
tutions may benefit.5 5 Since the Individuals with Disabilities in
Education Act (IDEA) provides benefits to qualifying children
without reference to the sectarian-nonsectarian, or public-
nonpublic nature of the school the child attends, the program in
Zobrest did not create a financial incentive for parents to choose
a religious school.56 Therefore, this is a permissibly religion-
neutral program. In addition, the Court emphasized that "any
attenuated financial benefit that parochial schools do ultimately
receive from the IDEA is attributable to the 'private choices of

49 Id. at 488.
50 See id.
51 Id. (quoting Nyquist, 413 U.S. at 782-83, n.38). The Court, in Nyquist, reserved the

question of whether a program fitting these characteristics would survive Establishment
Clause scrutiny. See id.52 See Witters, 474 U.S. at 488. This last factor could be troubling to some voucher
programs. The first three factors, however, should assure the neutrality of Florida's
program.

53509 U.S. 1 (1993).
4 See id. at 3; 20 U.S.C. § 1401 (1994).
-5 See id. at 8.56See id. at 10.
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individual parents.' ' '57 Once again, the Court highlights facial
neutrality and private choices of individuals as crucial compo-
nents of a valid program.

One after another, each of the cases following Lemon and Ny-
quist blazed the trail for the Supreme Court's momentous hold-
ing in Agostini v. Felton,58 which was delivered in 1997. In this
case, the Court, directly reversing a decision from twelve years
earlier,59 held that a federally funded program providing supple-
mental, remedial instruction to disadvantaged children at sec-
tarian schools does not violate the Establishment Clause. 60 The
controversy involved Title I of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965,1 enacted by Congress to "provide full
educational opportunity to every child regardless of economic
background" '62 Under the statute,63 public funds were channeled
to the states via "local educational agencies" (LEA's) and are
available to all eligible children, regardless of whether they at-
tend public schools. 4 A number of federal taxpayers challenged
the City of New York Board of Education's provision of these
services to private sectarian schools, declaring the program con-
stituted an unconstitutional entanglement of church and state. 65

The issue in Agostini was whether "later Establishment Clause
cases have so undermined Aguilar, that it is no longer good
law."66

57 Id. at 12 (citation omitted). In a footnote, the Court states that the "respondent
readily admits, as it must, that there would be no problem under the Establishment
Clause if the IDEA funds instead went directly to James' parents, who in turn, hired the
interpreter themselves:' Id. at 13, n.l1. This suggests that a program providing funds to
parents, who then apply the funds to the school does not create an Establishment Clause
problem. See Pixley, supra note 20, at 54 (outlining this argument).

-i 521 U.S. 203 (1997). In fact, Justice O'Connor, writing for the majority, disputed
the dissent's contention that this case even created "fresh law." See id. at 225; see also
id. at 240-41 (Souter, J., dissenting).

59 See Aguilar v. Felton, 473 U.S. 402 (1985) (holding that the Establishment Clause
barred New York from sending public school teachers into parochial schools to provide
remedial education through a federal government program to disadvantaged children).
The companion case to this challenge was School Dist. of Grand Rapids v. Ball, 473
U.S. 373 (1985).

60 See Agostini, 521 U.S. at 208-09.
61 20 U.S.C. § 6301 et seq. (1994).
62Agostini, 521 U.S. at 209 quoting 1965 U.S.C.C.A.N. (79 Stat.) 1446, 1450.
63 See 20 U.S.C. § 6312(c)(1)(F) (1994).
6See Agostini, 521 U.S. at 209. The statute, however, places a number of constraints

on services provided to children enrolled in private schools. See id. at 210.
6See Aguilar, 473 U.S. at 414. This was in spite of a number of safeguards taken by

the City of New York to avoid entangling church and state. For a description of these
efforts, see Agostini, 521 U.S. at 210-12.

6Agostini, 521 U.S. at 217-18.
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Writing for the majority in Agostini, Justice O'Connor began
her analysis by recognizing that, although the general principles
that the Court uses to evaluate whether government aid violates
the Establishment Clause have not changed since Aguilar was
decided, 67 the Court's understanding of the criteria used to assess
a law's effect on religion has changed. 68 One significant differ-
ence is the departure from the rule that all government aid that
directly benefits the educational function of religious schools is
invalid. 69 To make this point, the Court invoked Witters and its
criteria for neutrality. The program in Witters, which disbursed
grants directly to students who used the money to pay for tuition
at the educational institution of their choice, "was no different
from a State's issuing a paycheck to one of its employees,
knowing that the employee would donate part or all of the check
to a religious institution. ' 70 The Court went on to caution, how-
ever, that past cases have found that certain criteria might have
the effect of advancing religion because of the financial incen-
tive created to undertake religious indoctrination.71 This is not
the case in Agostini because neither religious beliefs nor the at-
tendance in a certain type of school play any role in allocating
services. 72 The rules regarding the aid's distribution made the
difference: "Where the aid is allocated on the basis of neutral,
secular criteria that neither favor nor disfavor religion, and is
made available to both religious and secular beneficiaries on a

67 Justice O'Connor elaborated: "[W]e continue to ask whether the government acted
with the purpose of advancing or inhibiting religion, and the nature of that inquiry has
remained largely unchanged ... Likewise, we continue to explore whether the aid has
the 'effect' of advancing or inhibiting religion:' Id. at 222-23 (citations omitted).

61 See id.
69 See id. at 225. Justice O'Connor also found significant that through Zobresti the

Court has "abandoned the presumption erected in Meek and Ball that the placement of
public employees on parochial school grounds inevitably results in the impermissible
effect of state-sponsored indoctrination or constitutes a symbolic union between gov-
ernment and religion:' Id. at 223. This finding was important to Agostini because part
of the services provided through the program required teachers to travel to the premises
of religious schools. See id. at 211. The Court also rejected the Establishment Clause
challenge to this aspect of the program. See id.

70 Id. at 226.
71 See id. at 230-31. An obvious example might be a voucher program that gives a

larger grant, or additional benefits, to parents and students who choose religious
schools over public schools or secular private schools. According to the Court, Witters
and Zobrest are two examples of programs that do not create a financial incentive to
undertake religious indoctrination. See id. at 231.

72 See id. at 232. Therefore, the program does not "give aid recipients any incentive to
modify their religious beliefs or practices to obtain those services" Id.
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nondiscriminatory basis ... the aid is less likely to have the ef-
fect of advancing religion. 73

Finally, Justice O'Connor shifted focus to the Lemon's entan-
glement prong, and acknowledged that the factors used to iden-
tify entanglement are similar to the factors used under the "ef-
fects" prong. 74 Therefore, she argued that it would be simplest to
treat entanglement as an aspect of the inquiry into the statute's
effect on religion. After dismissing the argument that the pro-
gram in Agostini created an excessive entanglement between
government and religion,76 Justice O'Connor summarized the
three primary criteria now used to evaluate whether government
aid has the effect of advancing religion: "it does not result in
governmental indoctrination; define its recipients by reference to
religion; or create an excessive entanglement 77 Since the Agos-
tini program passed all three criteria, the Court held that it was
valid under the Establishment Clause. 78

With regard to Florida's A+ Plan for Education, the United
States Supreme Court has yet to directly review the constitution-
ality of a school voucher program.79 As a result, one must ana-
lyze the individual components of Florida's program in light of
the criteria established by the Court's previous decisions to as-
certain its constitutionality, and also analyze how it, as a whole,
fits into the broader principles that underlie the modern Court's
Establishment Clause jurisprudence.

First, under the Lemon test, any statute, in order to survive an
Establishment Clause challenge, must have a secular legislative

731d. at 231.
74 See id. at 232.
75 See id. at 233.
76 See id. at 234. The Court began this inquiry by recognizing that "[i]nteraction be-

tween church and state is inevitable" and the Court has "always tolerated some level of
involvement between the two" Id. at 233.

77Agostini, 521 U.S. at 234.
78 See id. at 234-35. In making this determination, the Court, therefore, overruled

Ball and Aguilar. Nevertheless, Justice O'Connor admonished lower courts not to con-
clude that the more recent cases have, by implication, overruled an earlier precedent.
See id. at 237. "If a precedent of this Court has direct application in a case, yet appears
to rest on reasons rejected in some other line of decisions, the Court of Appeals should
follow the case which directly controls, leaving to this Court the prerogative of over-
ruling its own decisions." Id. (quoting Rodriguez de Quijas v. Shearson/American Ex-
press, Inc., 490 U.S. 477, 484 (1989)). The United States District Court in the Northern
District of Ohio made use of this language in a challenge to a school voucher plan when
it held that it did not have the power to accept the argument that Nyquist has been over-
ruled. See Simmons-Harris v. Zelman, 72 F. Supp. 2d 834, 850 (1999) (holding that the
voucher portion of the Ohio Pilot Scholarship Program violates the Establishment
Clause). As of April 2000, this case is awaiting appeal in the Sixth Circuit.
79 See supra note 8.
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purpose.80 As recognized in Mueller, however, this analysis is
usually perfunctory: "This reflects, at least in part, our reluc-
tance to attribute unconstitutional motives to the states, particu-
larly when a plausible secular purpose for the state's program
may be discerned from the face of the statute." 81 The mission of
the program seeks to improve Florida's educational system by
moving children from failing schools to better schools through
the provision of financial assistance to parents. Under a Mueller
analysis, this would be a sufficiently secular purpose: "A state's
decision to defray the cost of educational expenses incurred by
parents-regardless of the type of schools their children at-
tend-evidences a purpose that is both secular and understand-
able. 82

A constitutional analysis of Florida's school voucher program
is more difficult under the effects prong of Lemon.83 In Nyquist,
New York's educational program was held unconstitutional un-
der the effects prong;84 however, it is uncertain whether Nyquist
would be applicable. The Nyquist Court did strike down a tuition
grant program that, like most school voucher programs, provided
financial assistance to parents whose children attended private
schools.85 Nevertheless, in Nyquist, the Court was not reviewing
a religion-neutral program. 6 The tuition grants in Nyquist were
limited to children attending nonpublic schools. 7 In fact, the
court expressly reserved the question of the constitutionality of
religion-neutral programs, such as the G.I. Bill, which provide
public assistance or scholarships to individuals "without regard
to the sectarian-nonsectarian, or public-nonpublic nature of the
institution benefited. 8 8 Florida's program explicitly fits this

80See Lemon, 403 U.S. at 612-13.
"I Mueller v. Allen, 463 U.S. 388, 394-95 (1983). See also Witters v. Washington

Dep't of Serv. for the Blind, 474 U.S. 481, 485-86 (1986) (acknowledging that the
analysis relating to the first prong of the test is simple); Jackson v. Benson, 578 N.W.2d
602, 612 (1998) (noting that the secular purpose of the program is virtually conceded).
82 Id. at 395.
V See, e.g., Witters, 474 U.S. at 486; Mueller, 463 U.S. at 396; Jackson, 578 N.W.2d

at 612.
1
4 See Public Educ. and Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 751, 779-80, 783

(1973). See also text following note 24.
8 See id. at 783.
86 See id. at 780 (recognizing that the aid is provided to children of exclusively non-

public schools). See also Mueller, 463 U.S. at 398 (distinguishing Nyquist because the
public assistance in Nyquist was provided only to parents of children in nonpublic
schools).
87 See Nyquist, 413 U.S. at 780.
88 See id. at 782 n.38. The Court also distinguished past cases where the "class of

beneficiaries included all schoolchildren those in public as well as those in private
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category since students can use their vouchers at public, secular
private schools, or non-secular private schools.89

With regard to determining whether Florida's program would
have an unconstitutional effect on religion, Justice O'Connor, in
Agostini, set out the criteria for such an analysis. 0 First, does the
program result in government indoctrination of religion? In Ag-
ostini, such concerns were especially pertinent because the pro-
gram in question placed full-time public employees on parochial
school campuses. 91 The same concern does not exist with Flor-
ida's school voucher program because it does not require public
school employees to work at private religious schools.9 On the
other hand, at least one court-a federal district court in Ohio-
has found that a voucher program would result in religious in-
doctrination. 3

schools." Id.
The Supreme Court has affirmed the Nyquist Court's reservation on this question by

subsequently approving public aid programs fitting into this neutral category in spite of
Nyquist's decision on that particular New York program. See, e.g., Agostini v. Felton,
521 U.S. 203, 234-235 (1997); Rosenberger v. Rector and Visitors of Univ. of Virginia,
515 U.S. 819, 845 (1995); Zobrest v. Catalina Foothills Sch. Dist., 509 U.S. 1, 13-14
(1993); Witters v. Washington Dept. of Serv. for the Blind, 474 U.S. 481, 489 (1986);
Mueller v. Allen, 463 U.S. 388, 400 (1983). See also Jackson v. Benson, 578 N.W.2d
602, 614 n.9 (rejecting the argument that the case is controlled by Nyquist because the
voucher program at issue in Wisconsin provided a neutral benefit to qualifying parents
of school-age children in the Milwaukee Public Schools).

89 See FLA. STAT. ANN. § 229.0537(1) (West Supp. 2000).
90 See Agostini, 521 U.S. at 234.
91 Id. at 223-25. This issue also was present in Zobrest. See Zobrest, 509 U.S. at 13.

In fact, the Agostini court credited Zobrest with abandoning the presumption "that the
placement of public employees on parochial school grounds inevitably results in the
impermissible effect of state-sponsored indoctrination or constitutes a symbolic union
between government and religion." Agostini, 521 U.S. at 223.
92 See Michael W. McConnell, Governments, Families, and Power: A Defense of Edu.

cational Choice, 31 CONN. L. REv. 847, 855 (1999).
93 See Simmons-Harris v. Zelman, 72 F. Supp. 2d 834, 849 (1999) ("It can fairly be

said that because the Program does not make aid available generally without regard to
the nature of the institution benefited, the Voucher program results in government-
sponsored religious indoctrination'). The district court in Simmons-Harris followed
Nyquist even though both public and private schools are eligible for assistance under
the program. It did so, in spite of Nyquist's reservation of the question involving cases
providing neutral assistance, because only private schools have chosen to participate in
the program, and most of them are parochial, and because the program provides unre-
stricted tuition grants. See id. Both of these arguments are flawed. First, the district
court departed from Mueller's warning that "[w]e would be loath to adopt a rule
grounding the constitutionality of a facially neutral law on annual reports reciting the
extent to which various classes of private citizens claimed benefits under the law."
Mueller, 463 U.S. at 401. Following the reasoning of the Ohio District Court, a court
could come to a different conclusion about the constitutionality of the program each
year depending upon which schools participate, and how parents make their choices.
Similarly, two identical programs in different locations could receive different judg-
ments by the same court. This approach "would scarcely provide the certainty that this
field stands in need of." Id. In addition, it is logical that a new program might take a
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In spite of what one court may have held, Florida's program
does not constitute government indoctrination of religion. First,
opportunity scholarships are provided to students at eligible
public schools-those schools receiving an "F" for any two
years in a four-year period.9 4 The parents and students make the
decision where to use the scholarships.95 They can choose a sec-
tarian private school, but they can also choose a non-sectarian
private school, or a public school. The program merely grants
poorer students an opportunity that richer students already pos-
sess: a quality education.96 Second, the program explicitly safe-
guards against religious indoctrination by requiring all partici-
pating schools to agree to admit students on a random and re-
ligion-neutral basis, and to agree not to compel any voucher stu-
dent to profess a specific belief, to pray, or to worship.9

The second criteria for determining whether a law has an un-
constitutional effect on religion under Agostini is whether the
program defines its beneficiaries with regard to religion. 8 The

couple years to become established before garnering more widespread participation.
Second, while the Nyquist court did criticize the unrestricted tuition grants, it refused to
decide the question about tuition grants in the context of a neutral program. See Ny-
quist, 413 U.S. at 782 n.38. Both the Nyquist court's example of the G.I. Bill and the
program upheld in Witters involve variations of unrestricted tuition funding. See Wit-
ters, 474 U.S. at 488.

94 See FLA. STAT. ANN. § 229.0537(3) (West Supp. 2000). Pixley notes that "because
tuition vouchers are redeemable at any school-public, private, religious, or for-
profit-their primary effect is to expand educational alternatives for all parents:' Pixley,
supra note 20, at 52.

95 Vouchers opponents argue that even though parents make the decision where to ap-
ply the aid, the state is still providing a benefit to religious schools. See, e.g., Simmons-
Harris, 72 F. Supp. 2d at 849 ("Even though parents must endorse their checks to the
schools, the aid is given directly to participating schools:'). The religious schools, how-
ever, must compete in a market for the funds, and the parents, not the government, de-
cide whether to make the purchase.

96 If voucher programs are unconstitutional on this basis, welfare programs that fail to
limit the recipient's spending to non-religious avenues should be similarly condemned.
In Witters, the Court analogized that "a State may issue a paycheck to one of its em-
ployees, who may then donate all or part of that paycheck to a religious institution, all
without constitutional barrier; and the State may do so even knowing that the employee
so intends to dispose of his salary?' Witters v. Washington Dept. of Serv. for the Blind,
474 U.S. 481, 486-87 (1986).

97 See FLA. STAT. ANN. § 229.0537(4) (West Supp. 2000). Nevertheless, this safe-
guard, while important, does not transform religious schools in the program into secular
schools. Depending upon the school, religious indoctrination may still permeate both
the lesson plans and the atmosphere. In addition, although students may not be directly
compelled to take part in religious activities, it is possible that peer pressure could indi-
rectly influence a student to participate. These safeguards only support the constitution-
ality of the program as a supplement to the necessary choice component. Religious
indoctrination may still exist, but the significant constitutional fact is that the choice to
undertake the indoctrination remains with the parent and the child.

98 See Agostini v. Felton, 521 U.S. 203, 234 (1997).
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Court recognized that the criteria used for identifying benefi-
ciaries "might themselves have the effect of advancing religion
by creating a financial incentive to undertake religious indoctri-
nation."99 Even though the government is not providing religious
instruction, a program may still fail constitutional scrutiny if it is
set up in such a way as to give the individual parents the incen-
tive to choose private religious schools over secular schools,
public or private. On its face, Florida's voucher program does
not encourage parents to select religious schools since all par-
ticipating schools are treated equally. In fact, the schools them-
selves must admit students on a religion-neutral basis.'1° With
this requirement, the program removes religion from the deci-
sion as to where scholarship funding may end up, except to the
extent that individual parents exercise their right to take religion
into account when deciding where to send their children.

Justice O'Connor's last criterion requires assurance that the
state program at issue does not create excessive entanglement
between government and religion.'0' Lemon originally included
this factor as one its three prongs to determine constitutionality,
but Agostini collapsed it into the effects analysis.10 An entan-
glement inquiry would conclude that excessive entanglement
exists if "a comprehensive, discriminating, and continuing state
surveillance will inevitably be required to ensure that these re-
strictions against the inculcation of religious tenets are obeyed
and the First Amendment otherwise respected."' 103 The Florida
A+ Plan for Education does require administrative cooperation
between private schools and the government, but such coopera-
tion most likely is not enough to constitute excessive entangle-
ment. For instance, in Agostini, the Court held that the fact that a
program requires administrative cooperation between govern-
ment and parochial schools is not sufficient by itself to create an
excessive entanglement.0

99Id. at 231.
'0 See FLA. STAT. ANN. § 229.0537(4) (West Supp. 2000).
101 See Agostini, 521 U.S. at 234. Agostini explicitly requires that the entanglement

"must be excessive before it runs afoul of the Establishment Clause." Id. at 233. Agos-
tini also recognizes that the Court has always tolerated some level of involvement be-
tween government and religion. See id.

102 See supra notes 74-75 and accompanying text.
103 See Jackson v. Benson, 578 N.W.2d 602, 619 (1998) (quoting Lemon v. Kurtzman,

403 U.S. 602, 619 (1971)).101 See Agostini, 521 U.S. at 233-34; Hernandez v. Commissioner, 490 U.S. 680, 696-
97 ("[Rloutine regulatory interaction which involves no inquiries into religious doc-
trine, no delegation of state power to a religious body, and no 'detailed monitoring and
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In light of Agostini and its predecessors, Florida's A+ Plan
for Education would likely survive an Establishment Clause
challenge. Since changes in the Court may affect how it would
specifically apply the criteria of its previous holdings, 05 how-
ever, it is critical to understand the fundamental principles un-
derlying the Court's Establishment Clause jurisprudence to fore-
see whether Florida's voucher program, or whether any other
voucher program involving parochial schools, would be upheld.
From its recent opinions, the Court has emphasized the impor-
tance of neutrality and the transfer of control from the state to
the private choices of individuals,3 6 accepting a certain degree of
state-religion interaction so long as the state does not gain con-
trol over religion, or visa versa. By requiring neutral selection
criteria in programs that distribute public aid, 17 the Court pre-
vents the government from gaining leverage over religion, which
the government could achieve by using selection criteria to ac-
quire concessions from religious institutions. Additionally, by
including public schools and secular private schools, Florida's
A+ Plan for Education assures that the state does not favor any
religious institutions. Furthermore, the program's safeguards
prevent religious schools from gaining leverage against the state.
For example, without such safeguards a top performing religious
school could exact concessions from the state in exchange for
opening up its school to a broader range of students. Such bar-
gaining could create a situation in which the school and the state
negotiate over selection criteria and financial assistance, thereby
leading to favorable treatment for one religion over another, or
religious schools over secular schools. In addition, the use of
individual parents as the decision-makers reduces the likelihood
of collusion between the state and religious institutions. 10

close administrative contact' between secular and religious bodies, does not of itself
violate the entanglement command.").
105 See Baukbight, supra note 16, at 541 (recognizing that changes in the Court might

change the analysis, but predicting that the Court will likely maintain the neutrality
analysis of Mueller, Witters, Zobrest, Rosenberger, and Agostini).

106 See Agostini v. Felton, 521 U.S. 203 (1997); Rosenberger v. Rector and Visitors of
Univ. of Virginia, 515 U.S. 819 (1995); Zobrest v. Catalina Foothills Sch. Dist., 509
U.S. 1 (1993); Witters v. Washington Dep't of Serv. for the Blind, 474 U.S. 481 (1986);
Mueller v. Allen, 463 U.S. 388 (1983). See also Pixley, supra note 20, at 58 (noting the
Court's "move away from the separationist standards of the Lemon test toward an
analysis that accommodates the private choices of aid recipients").

107 See Agostini, 521 U.S. at 231.
,03 Admittedly, like any situation where two entities mutually benefit from a relation-

ship, the state and private schools, including religious schools, could develop a depend-
ence upon each other. The state might count on many private schools to educate its
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By focusing more on neutrality and transferring decision-
making down to the individual, the Court is accepting, to a cer-
tain degree, some church-state relationships. There is no bright-
line separation between church and state. Although some might
disagree with even the slightest amount of collaboration, for
better or for worse, the government has been playing an in-
creasingly active role in our lives and religion has not disap-
peared. To demand a complete separation between state and re-
ligion would be unrealistic. Therefore, the question when ana-
lyzing the constitutionality of a state program that confers
benefits to religious institutions should not be whether there is
separation or not, but whether the relationship fits within the pa-
rameters established by the Court, which has shifted toward
neutrality and decision-making by individuals.'19 The Court's
approach allows religion to function in our society on an equal
footing with other entities, but at the same time prevents either
the state or religious institutions from gaining control over the
other. Under this working concept, determining which programs
are constitutionally permissive and which ones are not may be
difficult. One therefore must analyze the specific facts of each
program and, in light of the criteria established by the Court's
recent decisions, determine "whether it furthers any of the evils
against which that [the Establishment] Clause protects.""0 Until
the Court directly reviews the constitutionality of a voucher pro-
gram, however, one cannot be precisely sure where it will draw
the line separating the "evil" from the constitutional.

-Jarod Bona

children each year, while the private schools depend upon a constant flow of income.
This relationship, however, should stay within Establishment Clause bounds so long as
the choice whether, and where, to provide funds stays in the hands of parents.
109 See Bauknight, supra note 16, at 541.
110 Committee for Public Educ. and Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 772

(1973).
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STATE BANS ON CITY GUN LAWSUITS

Faced with the daunting problem of gun violence, thirty cities
and counties have filed lawsuits against firearm manufacturers,
dealers, and trade associations.' In response, a number of states
have enacted laws prohibiting local governments from filing
such suits, 2 with many of them apparently basing their laws on
model legislation provided by the National Rifle Association
(NRA).3 These laws raise an important issue that must be re-

I See, e.g., Bill Miller, District Suing the Gun Industry; Damages Sought for City's
Carnage, WASH. POST, Jan. 21, 2000, at Al (reporting that Washington, D.C. was the
30th local government to file a lawsuit against the gun industry). Thirty local govern-
ments have sued the gun industry: Atlanta; Boston; Bridgeport, Conn.; Camden City,
N.J.; Camden County, N.J.; Chicago; Cincinnati; Cleveland; Detroit; Gary, Ind.; Los
Angeles City; Los Angeles County; Miami-Dade County; New Orleans; Newark, N.J.;
San Francisco; St. Louis; Washington, D.C.; Wayne County, Mich.; and Wilmington,
Del. See id. The city gun lawsuits are not class actions; each city is suing on its own
behalf. The United States Department of Housing and Urban Development has pro-
posed that the nation's 3200 public housing authorities file a class action lawsuit against
the gun industry if the industry does not reach a settlement with the cities. See David
Stout and Richard Perez-Pena, Housing Agencies to Sue Gun Makers, N.Y. TIMES, Dec.
8, 1999, at Al. For updated information regarding the city gun lawsuits, see Firearms
Litigation Clearinghouse, Firearms Litigation: Current Cases (visited Feb. 21, 2000).

2 Fourteen states have enacted legislation that bars city gun lawsuits in some form.
Twelve states have enacted laws that prohibit local governments from suing gun manu-
facturers, trade associations, and dealers: Arizona, Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana,
Maine, Montana, Nevada, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, and Utah. See
ARiz. REv. STAT. § 12-714 (Supp. 1999); ARK. CODE ANN. § 14-16-504(b)(2) (Michie
Supp. 1999); GA. CODE ANN. § 16-11-184 (1999); LA. REv. STAT. ANN. § 40:1799
(West Supp. 2000); ME. REv. STAT. ANN. tit. 30-A, § 2005 (West Supp. 1999); MONT.
CODE ANN. § 7-1-115 (1999); NEv. REv. STAT. § 12.107 (1999); OK. STAT. tit. 21,
§ 1289.24a (Supp. 2000); 1999 Pa. Laws 59 (to be codified at 18 PA. CONS. STAT.
§ 6120); TENN. CODE ANN. § 39-17-1314(c) (Supp. 1999); TEx. CIV. PRAC. & REM.
CODE ANN. § 128.001 (West Supp. 2000) (allowing local governments to file gun law-
suits only with the advance approval of the state legislature); H.R. 199, 53rd Leg.,
(Utah 2000) (to be codified at UTAH CODE ANN. § 78-27-64). Two states, Alaska and
South Dakota, have immunized the gun industry from all lawsuits, not merely those
brought by local governments. See ALASKA STAT. § 09.65.155 (Michie Supp. 1999);
S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 21-58-1 to -4. (Michie Supp. 1999). Louisiana, in addition to
enacting a law prohibiting city gun lawsuits, enacted another law amending the state
products liability statute to provide more general protection to the gun industry. See LA.
RaV. STAT. ANN. § 9:2800.60.

3 See Randy McClain, Administration Will Push Ban on Gun Suits, ADVOCATE (Baton
Rouge, La.), Mar. 15, 1999, at 1-A. Although successful in enacting state prohibitions
of city gun suits in fourteen states, the NRA's nationwide lobbying efforts have not
been without defeats. In Colorado and Oregon, bills that would have barred city gun
lawsuits were vetoed by the governors of those states. See John Sanko, Owens Vetos
[sic] Library Funding Bill; Governor: Measure Doesn't Offer Enough Curbs on Mate-
rial About Hate, Porn, ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS (Denver, Colo.), June 3, 1999, at 7A;
David Steves, Oregon Governor to Allow School Districts to Request More Tax Money,
REGISTER GUARD (Eugene, Ore.), Sept. 7, 1999, at Al. Similar legislation in Florida,
which additionally would have made it a felony for a local official to file such a suit,
was withdrawn in the wake of school shootings. See Lucy Morgan, School Tragedy
Ends Push for Gun Bill, ST. PETERSBURG TIMES, Apr. 27, 1999, at 5B.
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solved before the merits of the city gun lawsuits are considered:
whether the states can and should prevent cities from making
their arguments in court.

Georgia's recently enacted law preempting city gun lawsuits, 4

which was the first of its kind in the nation,5 provides an appro-
priate context in which to analyze this matter. Although the
Georgia General Assembly has the authority to limit the local
governments' power to sue the gun industry, it cannot do so ret-
roactively as the state ban attempts to do.6 Also, the Georgia law,
like its counterparts in other states, is bad policy: local govern-
ments should have the autonomy to confront the problem of gun
violence by seeking judicial remedies.

Each year, thousands of people die from gunfire, and many
more are treated for firearm injuries.' The corresponding costs to
local governments are enormous, including expenditures for po-
lice protection, medical services, and welfare, as well as the de-
terioration of cities that results from gun violence.' As one
commentator notes, a local government's "potential damages can
begin with a 911 call, cleaning blood from the street, and emer-
gency medical care, and continue through support of an or-
phaned child."'9

Lawsuits against gun manufacturers are not a new develop-
ment: individuals have been filing such suits for over 150 years. 0

Cities became inspired, however, by the success of lawsuits filed
against the tobacco industry by state attorneys general." On Oc-
tober 30, 1998, the City of New Orleans became the first gov-

4 H.B. 189, 145th Leg. (Ga. 1999), 1999 Ga. Laws 4 (codified as amended at GA.
CODE ANN. § 16-11-184 (1999)).
5 See Kathey Pruitt, Blocking of Gun Suit Now Law, ATLANTA J. & CONST., Feb. 10,

1999, at lB.
6 See infra note 84 and accompanying text.
7 See TOM DIAZ, MAKING A KILLING: THE BUSINESS OF GUNS IN AMERICA 8 (1999)

(noting that in 1995, 35,957 Americans died by gunfire, while three times that number
are treated for nonfatal firearm injuries each year).

8 See Frank J. Vandall, O.K Corral II: Policy Issues in Municipal Suits Against Gun
Manufacturers, 44 VILL. L. REv. 547, 549 (1999).

9 David Kairys, Legal Claims of Cities Against the Manufacturers of Handguns, 71
TEMP. L. REv. 1, 13 (1998).

10 See Vandall, supra note 8, at 572. Gun lawsuits have become even more common in
the last quarter-century. See DIAZ, supra note 7, at 208 (noting that "[e]ven in 1978,
before the current wave of new research and thinking about gun industry liability be-
gan, losses in product liability cases were causing huge premium increases in the gun
industry").

" See Fox Butterfield, Results in Tobacco Litigation Spur Cities to File Gun Suits,
N.Y TIMES, Dec. 24, 1998, at Al (quoting Miami-Dade County Mayor Alex Penelas as
saying that "[tihe success of the tobacco litigation had a tremendous impact on us").
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ernmental entity in the United States to sue the gun industry.12

The city authorities argued that gun companies failed to provide
safety devices and warnings that would decrease the dangers as-
sociated with firearms. 3 Two weeks later, the City of Chicago
filed its own lawsuit, together with Cook County, Illinois, seek-
ing $433 million in damages.1 4 Unlike the lawsuit filed by New
Orleans, Chicago framed its lawsuit as a public nuisance claim
rather than as a products liability claim, alleging that gun deal-
ers, distributors, and manufacturers knowingly flooded suburban
stores with more guns than needed, since dealers cannot legally
sell guns within city limits.'5

Critics immediately derided the city lawsuits as "wrongheaded
and ill-advised"I 6 They accused the cities of attempting to bank-
rupt gun companies through the expense of defending against
such litigation in an "end run" around the legislative process.17

Safety devices demanded by the lawsuits, they claimed, have not
even been invented yet. 8 In short, gun advocates dismissed the
city lawsuits as "frivolous" assaults on a legitimate industry. 9

It is, therefore, no surprise that, since their inception, the city
lawsuits have been doggedly challenged by the gun industry and
gun advocates. The Second Amendment Foundation, a gun-
rights advocacy group, filed suit against twenty-three mayors
and the United States Conference of Mayors, alleging that the
city lawsuits violate gun owners' constitutional rights to free ex-
pression and to bear arms.20 Also, the NRA continued its effort
to lobby for state laws barring the city suits.21

12 See Michael Perlstein, Morial Files Suit Against Gun Makers; City Seeks Compen-
sation for High Cost of Violence, TIMES-PICAYUNE (New Orleans, La.), Oct. 31, 1998,
at Al.

13 See id.
14 See Jim Allen, City Officials Take Aim at Suburban Gun Sales; Lawsuit Says Deal-

ers Flooding Area With More Weapons Than Needed, CHI. DAILY HERALD, Nov. 13,
1998, at 11.
15 See id. Chicago banned new registrations of handguns in 1983, effectively outlaw-

ing their possession. See id.
16 Editorial, Daley's Unwise Anti-Gun Gambit, CHI. TRIB., Nov. 14, 1998, at 26.
17 John R. Lott, Jr., Will Suing Gunmakers Endanger Lives?, CHI. TRIB., Nov. 17,

1998, at 19.
18 See Fox Butterfield, New Orleans Seeks Millions in Gun Suit, N.Y TIMES, Nov. 4,

1998, at A16 (quoting Richard Feldman, Executive Director of the American Shooting
Sports Council).

19 See James B. Irwin, Outrageous Lawsuit Against Gun Manufacturers, TIMES-
PICAYUNE (New Orleans, La.), Dec. 18, 1998, at B6.

20 See Julie B. Hairston, Gun Group Sues Atlanta Mayor, 22 Others, ATLANTA J. &
CONST., Dec. 2, 1999, at 5C.

21 See David Firestone, Gun Lobby Begins Concerted Attacks on Cities' Lawsuits,
N.Y TIMES, Feb. 9, 1999, at Al.
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Nevertheless, the city gun lawsuits have had a number of ef-
fects on the industry. Bob's Sports Headquarters, a gun shop lo-
cated in the suburbs of Chicago, agreed to strict guidelines for
its firearms sales to settle the lawsuit brought by Chicago and
Cook County, Illinois.22 Fetla's Trading Company, a gun dealer,
settled a lawsuit brought by Gary, Indiana by agreeing to cease
the sale of handguns and pay the city $10,000.23 Colt's Manu-
facturing Company announced that it would stop selling hand-
guns to civilians other than gun collectors.24 And, in the most
significant development so far, Smith & Wesson agreed to a
sweeping set of changes in the way it conducts its business. 2

In early 1999, Atlanta Mayor Bill Campbell announced his
intention to join the nationwide attack on the gun industry, stat-
ing that he planned to file suit that year.26 Soon after, state legis-
lators proposed bills that would bar Atlanta and other local gov-
ernments from doing so.27 On January 29, 1999, the Georgia
House of Representatives passed House Bill 189, barring city

2 See Andrew Martin and Todd Lighty, Gun Seller Ceases Fire Over Lawsuit; Shop
Accepts Sales Curbs, City Says, Cm. TmB., Apr. 14, 1999, at 1. Bob's Sports agreed to
stop selling guns to Chicago residents if the guns are illegal to possess within the city,
and its owner agreed to testify on the city's behalf. See id.

2 See Settling Suit, Gun Dealer Ends His Business, N.Y. TIMEs, Dec. 4, 1999, at A18.
2 See Mike Allen, Colt's to Curtail Sale of Handguns, N.Y TImEs, Oct. 11, 1999, at

Al.
2 See James Dao, Under Legal Siege, Gun Maker Agrees to Accept Curbs, N.Y.

TIMES, Mar. 18, 2000, at Al. As part of the federally brokered settlement, Smith &
Wesson agreed to place a second, hidden set of serial numbers on new guns, to sell
trigger locks with all new handguns, to develop "smart-gun technology" within three
years, and to prohibit dealers and distributors from selling guns at gun shows unless the
buyers passed background checks. See id. Although at least half of the local govern-
ments that filed lawsuits have agreed to the settlement, others, including Chicago,
Camden County, New Jersey, and Wayne County, Michigan, have refused to do so be-
cause the agreement does not provide for monetary damages. See id. See generally U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT, Agreement Between Smith &
Wesson and the Departments of the Treasury and Housing and Urban Development,
Local Governments and States: Summary of Terms (visited Mar. 22, 2000) <http://
www.hud.gov/pressrel/gunagree.html> (summarizing the terms of the Smith & Wesson
settlement).
26 See Carlos Campos, Atlanta Plans to Sue Gun Makers; Tobacco Precedent: Mayor

Follows Chicago, New Orleans Examples, Is Determined to File This Year, ATLANTA J.
& CONST., Jan. 5, 1999, at lB.

2 Two different bills were proposed. Representative Bob Irvin (R-Atlanta) proposed
legislation, House Bill 267, that would have prohibited local governments from filing
most product liability lawsuits against any industry. See H.B. 267, 145th Leg. (Ga.
1999). See also Doug Nurse, Bill Proposed to Block Atlanta's Gun Suit; GOP Legisla-
tor Says City's Plan to Litigate is Motivated by Greed and Would Set a Bad Precedent,
ATLANTA J. & CONST., Jan. 20, 1999, at 1A. One week later, Representative Curtis
Jenkins (D-Forsyth) proposed alternative legislation, House Bill 189, which would have
prohibited only city gun lawsuits. See H.B. 189, 145th Leg. (Ga. 1999). See also Char-
les Waltson, Duel Brews on Barring Gun Suits, ATLANTA J. & CONST., Jan. 27, 1999, at
lB.
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gun lawsuits by a bipartisan vote of 146-25. 28 The bill headed to
the Georgia Senate, where the Public Safety Committee unani-
mously approved it on February 2, 1999.29 Before the full Senate
could consider the bill, however, Atlanta filed its lawsuit on Feb-
ruary 4, 1999.11 The Senate passed the bill several days later, by
a vote of 44-11, 31 and Governor Roy Barnes quickly signed it
into law.32

The Georgia law was strongly supported by the NRA, which
wields enormous power in the Georgia legislature and was heav-
ily involved in House Bill 189's passage.33 Representative Curtis
Jenkins (D-Forsyth), who proposed the bill, has been the "point
man for the [NRA] on previous gun-related legislation."34 Ac-
cording to Representative Jenkins, the NRA was "a great help
with this bill. They had all kinds of suggestions as we were
drafting it ' 3" James Baker, chief lobbyist for the NRA, said that
the organization planned to "devote a lot of time and resources"
to passing similar legislation and predicted that "[i]n the next
year, I think we can probably get 25 or 30 more states to do the
same thing. 36

Atlanta's city officials and others denounced the new law.
Mayor Campbell said, "We do not believe it is legal for the
Georgia General Assembly to prohibit cities from filing lawsuits

28 See Charles Walston, NRA-Backed Bill Senate Bound; Measure Blocks Plan to Sue
Gun Makers, ATLANTA J. & CONST., Jan. 30, 1999, at 3C. The House passed Repre-
sentative Jenkins's bill, House Bill 189, which prohibited only local government law-
suits against the firearm industry, before it considered the bill proposed by Representa-
tive Irvin, House Bill 267, which would have protected all industries. See id.

29 See Charles Walston and Carlos Campos, Officials Vote to Block Gun Suits, AT-
LANTA J. & CONST., Feb. 3, 1999, at lB.

30 See Jay Croft and Carlos Campos, Defying Foes at Capitol, Atlanta Sues Gun Mak-
ers, ATLANTA J. & CONST., Feb. 5, 1999, at 1A.

31 See Peter Mantius, Senate OKs Bill to Kill Gun Suit; Crucial Legislation: Four
Metro Atlanta Lawmakers Reverse Positions in Favor of Bringing Bill to Vote, ATLANTA
J. & CONST., Feb. 9, 1999, at 4B. A proposed amendment that would immunize all in-
dustries from city lawsuits, not merely gun manufacturers, was defeated in the Senate
by a vote of 33-22. See id.

32 See Pruitt, supra note 5, at lB.
33 The NRA claims to have 93,000 members in Georgia, and the organization contrib-

uted $52,321 to state and local candidates in 1998. See Charles Walston, NRA Mobilizes
Forces at Capitol to Kill Lawsuit Filed by Atlanta, ATLANTA J. & CONST., Feb. 7, 1999,
at 5G.

3 Walston, supra note 27, at lB.
35 Firestone, supra note 21, at Al.
36 Id. This prediction proved to be overly optimistic, although the NRA was success-

ful in passing legislation protecting the gun industry in several states. See supra note 2.
Baker made a similar prediction one year later. See Francis X. Clines, Ban on Suing
Gun Makers is Gaining Steam, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 17, 2000, at A16 (quoting Baker as
predicting that 15 to 20 more states would approve bans on city gun suits this session).
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designed to protect the public's interests. 3 7 He also alleged that
the legislation was unconstitutionally retroactive.38 John Lowry
of the Center to Prevent Handgun Violence asked, "If these law-
suits are as frivolous as the gun industry says ... why is the in-
dustry so scared that it has to get the Legislature to try and do
this?"

39

Despite the new law, Atlanta's lawsuit survived a motion to
dismiss in October 1999.40 State Court Judge M. Gino Brogdon
allowed the city's negligence claim to go forward, without ruling
on whether the General Assembly had the power to retroactively
bar the litigation.4' Judge Brogdon's silence on this issue led to
speculation from both sides about the legislation's retroactive
effect.42 Regardless, his ruling allowed the parties to commence
the discovery process, marking the first time that the gun manu-
facturers were required to release information to a city that was
suing the industry.43 The gun manufacturers subsequently re-
quested a writ of mandamus from Superior Court Chief Judge
Thelma Wyatt Cummings Moore, asking that she order Judge
Brogdon to dismiss the lawsuit."4 She refused to issue the writ,
calling the request "an indirect attempt to undo the acts of Judge
Brogdon."45

Elsewhere in the nation, city gun lawsuits have met with
mixed success. Judges dismissed lawsuits brought by Cincin-

37 Pruitt, supra note 5, at lB.
3
S See Bill Rankin, Change in State Law Could Derail Atlanta Suit, ATLANTA J. &

CONST., Feb. 7, 1999, at 5G.
39 Id.
40 See Ben Schmitt, Fulton Judge Shoots But Doesn't Kill Atlanta Gun Suit, FULTON

COUNTY DAILY REP., Oct. 28, 1999, at 1. Judge M. Gino Brogdon did dismiss Atlanta's
strict product liability claim, since a city is not a "natural person" and therefore cannot
sue under the state's strict liability laws. See id.

41 See id. Judge Brogdon rejected the city's argument that the retroactive provision
was not part of the statute because it was not printed in the Official Code of Georgia
Annotated. See id. The city's argument that the statute did not contain the retroactive
provision was obviously flawed, as the retroactive provision is clearly part of the law
signed by Governor Barnes. See 1999 Ga. Laws 4, § 3.

42 See Ben Schmitt, Lawyers Fill in Blanks in Atlanta Gun Suit Ruling, FULTON
COUNTY DAILY REp., Oct. 29, 1999, at 1.

43 See Jay Croft, Atlanta Scores a First in Firearms Lawsuit, ATLANTA J. & CONST.,
Oct. 29, 1999, at 1A.

44 See Jonathan Ringel, Experts: Gun Suit Appeals Next; Superior Court Tactic Called
Companies' First Step in Dismissing Case, FULTON COUNTY DAILY REP., Feb. 23,
2000, at 1.

45 See id. Unlike Judge Brogdon's decision, Judge Moore's ruling is appealable. See
id. The gun industry's chances of winning such an appeal, however, are slim. See id.
(quoting Professor E. R. Lanier as saying that the issues on appeal would be "exceed-
ingly narrow" and that the chances of winning an appeal of a denial of mandamus are
"virtually niF').
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nati,46 Bridgeport, 47 and Miami-Dade County.4 With regard to the
lawsuit filed by Chicago, an Illinois state judge dismissed the
negligent entrustment claim, but reserved judgment on the public
nuisance claim.49 And, like the Atlanta lawsuit, the lawsuits filed
by New Orleans" and by Cleveland" have survived motions to
dismiss. Most of the city lawsuits remain pending.

Georgia's recently enacted law amended Section 16-11-184 of
the Official Code of Georgia Annotated, 52 which already prohib-
ited local governments from regulating firearms.53 The legislation
added two provisions to the code.54 First, it added Section 16-11-
184(a)(2), which states: "The General Assembly further declares
that the lawful design, marketing, manufacture, or sale of
firearms or ammunition to the public is not unreasonably dan-
gerous activity and does not constitute a nuisance per se."55 Sec-
ond, it inserted Section 16-11-184(b)(2), which directly limits
the authority of local governments to sue the gun industry:

The authority to bring suit and right to recover against any
firearms or ammunition manufacturer, trade association, or
dealer by or on behalf of any governmental unit created by
or pursuant to an act of the General Assembly or the Con-

46 See Cincinnati v. Beretta U.S.A. Corp., No. A9902369, 1999 Ohio Misc. LEXIS 27
(Ohio Ct. C.P. Sep. 27, 1999); Fox Butterfield, Judge Dismisses Cincinnati's Suit on
Firearms, N.Y TINMES, Oct. 8, 1999, at A12.47 See Ganim v. Smith & Wesson Corp., No. X06-CV-990153198S, 1999 Conn. Super.
LEXIS 3330 (Conn. Super. Ct. Dec. 10, 1999); Metro News Briefs: Connecticut; Judge
Ousts City Lawsuit Against Makers of Guns, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 11, 1999, at B6.
41 See Gun Suit Voided in Miami, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 14, 1999, at A25 [hereinafter Mi-

ami].
49 See Todd Lighty, Negligence Tossed Out in Gun Suit; Manufacturers Still Face Nui-

sance Claim, CH. TRIB., Feb. 11, 2000, at 1. The city had argued that gun manufactur-
ers and dealers negligently entrusted guns to suspected criminals. See id.

50 See Pamela Coyle, Judge: La. Gun Laws Unconstitutional; Industry Doesn't War-
rant Special Treatment, He Says, TIMES-PICAYUNE (New Orleans, La.), Feb. 29, 2000,
at A9. The judge foreclosed some of the arguments advanced by New Orleans, ruling
that the city may not pursue a negligent marketing or a public nuisance claim, and may
not allege that gun makers hid the risks of their products. See id. See also infra note 111
(discussing the Louisiana ruling).

5 1 See CENTER TO PREVENT HANDGUN VIOLENCE, Federal Judge Rules Cleveland
Can Sue Gun Manufacturers, U.S. Newswire, Mar. 16, 2000, available in LEXIS, U.S.
Newswire database. The Cleveland case is noteworthy because it marks the first sub-
stantive decision by a federal judge in a city gun lawsuit. See id.
52 See 1999 Ga. Laws 4, § 1.
53 See GA. CODE ANN. § 16-11-184(b)(1) (1999). This section provided that "No

county or municipal corporation, by zoning or by ordinance, resolution, or other enact-
ment, shall regulate in any manner gun shows, the possession, ownership, transport,
carrying, transfer, sale, purchase, licensing, or registration of firearms, components of
firearms, firearms dealers, or dealers in firearms components." Id.
54 See 1999 Ga. Laws 4, § 1.
55 GA. CODE ANN. § 16-11-184(a)(2) (1999).
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stitution, or any department, agency, or authority thereof, for
damages, abatement, or injunctive relief resulting from or
relating to the lawful design, manufacture, marketing, or
sale of firearms or ammunition to the public shall be re-
served exclusively to the state. This paragraph shall not pro-
hibit a political subdivision or local government authority
from bringing an action against a firearms or ammunition
manufacturer or dealer for breach of contract or warranty as
to firearms or ammunition purchased by the political subdi-
vision or local government authority.56

The prohibition on city gun lawsuits is retroactive. The law
states that it "shall apply to any action pending on or brought on
or after the date this Act becomes effective. 57

Therefore, the Georgia legislation has three effects. First, it
forecloses certain claims against the firearm industry, namely
that guns are unreasonably dangerous and that they are a nui-
sance per se, thereby affecting any lawsuit brought against the
gun industry, whether by local governments or by private enti-
ties.58 Second, it prevents local governments from filing new
lawsuits against the gun industry, although it does reserve the
state's own power to do so.59 Third, it retroactively bars Atlanta's
pending lawsuit. 60

The legislative declaration may foreclose some arguments
available in city gun lawsuits, but will probably not have a
significant effect in this manner. Under the statute, the "lawful
design, marketing, manufacture, or sale of firearms or ammuni-
tion to the public is not unreasonably dangerous activity and
does not constitute a nuisance per se."' 61 The legislature intended
this provision to "embrace the rule of law" of Rhodes v. R.G. In-
dustries, Inc.,62 which rejected a claim that firearms were unrea-
sonably dangerous, thus prohibiting the plaintiff from suing un-
der Georgia's products liability laws. 63

56 GA. CODE ANN. § 16-11-184(b)(2) (1999).
57 1999 Ga. Laws 4, § 3.
59 See GA. CODE ANN. § 16-11-184(a)(2).
59 See GA. CODE ANN. § 16-11-184(b)(2). The State of Georgia, however, is unlikely

to exercise this power. State Attorney General Thurbert E. Baker, who had received an
endorsement from the NRA, stated that he is "not aware of any basis for a lawsuit."
Jonathan Ringel, Gun Suit Gathers Foes As It Nears Filing Date, FULTON COUNTY
DAILY REP., Feb. 3, 1999, at 1 (quoting state Attorney General Baker).

60 See 1999 Ga. Laws 4, § 3.
61 GA. CODE ANN. § 16-11-184(a)(2).
62 325 S.E.2d 465 (Ga. Ct. App. 1984).
'3 See 1999 Ga. Laws 4, § 2; Rhodes, 325 S.E.2d at 467.
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Although Atlanta's lawsuit did include a strict liability claim,
that portion of the lawsuit was dismissed by Judge Brogdon for
another reason: the City of Atlanta is not a "natural person" and
thus lacks standing to sue under the state's products liability
laws.64 Atlanta's remaining negligence claims do not rely on the
allegation that guns are unreasonably dangerous. 5

Atlanta's lawsuit apparently does not include a public nui-
sance claim.66 Nevertheless, even if the suit were to include such
a claim, the legislative declaration would not necessarily pro-
hibit it. Chicago's suit, which does assert a public nuisance
claim, argues that the gun industry created a nuisance by inten-
tionally flooding suburban gun stores with more guns than nec-
essary so that they would illegally find their way into the city,
not that guns are a nuisance per se.67

The law's central feature is that it prevents local governments
from suing the gun industry.68 Although this undeniably restricts
the power of Georgia cities and counties, the relevant question is
whether this measure is constitutionally permissible.

The general rule in Georgia, as elsewhere in the United States,
is that cities are creations of the state and have only those pow-
ers granted to them by the legislature. 9 The Georgia constitu-
tion, however, provides for local government home rule, which
allows cities and counties some measure of self-government.70

Nevertheless, home rule is unlikely to provide any protection to
local governments from state bans on city gun lawsuits. The
power granted to local governments under Georgia's home rule
system does not extend to matters that are preempted by the
General Assembly through legislation.7' Thus, the state govern-

64 See GA. CODE ANN. § 51-1-11 (1999); Schmitt, supra note 40, at 1.
See Schmitt, supra note 40, at 1.

66 See id.
67 See Allen, supra note 14, at 11.
68 See GA. CODE ANN. § 16-11-184(b)(2) (1999).
69 See, e.g., Kemp v. City of Claxton, 496 S.E.2d 712, 715 (Ga. 1998); City of Atlanta

v. McKinney, 454 S.E.2d 517, 520 (Ga. 1995). See also Hunter v. City of Pittsburgh,
207 U.S. 161, 178-79 (1907) (holding that the federal constitution does not protect
cities from state control).

70 Under the Georgia constitution, the General Assembly is authorized to provide for
the self-government of municipalities. See GA. CONST. art. IX, § 2, 2. This has been
accomplished through the Municipal Home Rule Act of 1965, GA. CODE ANN. §§ 36-
35-1 TO -8 (1999). The Georgia constitution directly provides for a similar form of
home rule for counties. See GA. CoNsr. art. IX, § 2, 1. See generally R. Perry Sentell,
Jr., The Georgia Home Rule System, 50 MERCER L. REv. 99, 105-06 (1998) (summa-
rizing the history of Georgia's dual system for home rule).71See Municipal Home Rule Act of 1965, GA. CODE ANN. § 36-35-3(a).
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ment is within its rights to enact a law that prohibits cities from
suing the gun industry.

The state constitution also enumerates supplementary powers
for local governments. 2 Among these powers are the provision
of police73 and of health and emergency services.74 In exercising
their supplementary powers, local governments are "authorized
to do whatever [is] necessary to carry out this goal. 75

Atlanta and the other cities that have sued the gun industry
allege that gun violence has caused them economic harm, which
is reflected in such local expenditures as police protection and
emergency services.76 As noted above, provision of such services
are powers of local governments under the Georgia constitu-
tion.77 Thus, Georgia cities could argue that suing the gun indus-
try is necessary to carry out these powers and that they are there-
fore immune from a state ban on city gun lawsuits.

This argument, however, would be unlikely to succeed. The
supplementary powers provision of the Georgia constitution does
prohibit the state from withdrawing the cities' powers, but it al-
lows the General Assembly to "regulate, restrict, or limit" the
exercise of such powers through general legislation. 78 Although
it can be argued that a ban on city gun suits limits the ability of
local governments to provide police and emergency services, it
cannot be said that such a ban totally withdraws that power from
local control. Therefore, the Georgia law banning city gun suits
does not offend the supplementary powers provision of the
Georgia constitution.

Another issue is the Georgia constitution's prohibition on lo-
cal or special legislation.79 Besides Atlanta, no city or county in
Georgia had sued the gun industry when the ban on city gun
lawsuits was enacted. Representative Jenkins, who proposed the
legislation, denied that the bill targeted Atlanta. 0 According to
Jenkins, he developed the idea for House Bill 189 in December

72 See GA. CONST. art. IX, §2, 3. This provision applies to both municipalities and
counties. See id. It is sometimes characterized as "Amendment 19"' because of its posi-
tion on the 1972 general election ballot. See Sentell, supra note 70, at 113.

73 See GA. CONST. art. IX, § 2, 3(a)(1).
74 See GA. CoNsT. art. IX, § 2, 3(a)(3).
7- Georgia Ass'n of the Am. Inst. of Architects v. Gwinnett County, 233 S.E.2d 142,

144 (Ga. 1977).
76 See supra notes 8-9 and accompanying text.
'n See supra notes 72-74 and accompanying text.78 GA. CONsT. art. IX, § 2, 3(c).79 See GA. CONST. art. III, § 6, 4(a).
80 See Walston and Campos, supra note 29, at lB.
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1998, before the city filed its lawsuitA' It was, however, his con-
cern that "Atlanta might look at [the possibility of filing a law-
suit]" that spurred him to action.12 Nevertheless, even if the Gen-
eral Assembly enacted the gun lawsuit ban in response to the
Atlanta suit, the law does not violate the Georgia constitution.
As written, it applies to all local governments, not merely At-
lanta. 3

Although the Georgia constitution does allow the state legis-
lature to restrict the powers of local governments, there are some
constitutional limits, including a prohibition on retrospective
legislation. As noted above, the Georgia ban on city gun lawsuits
applies to lawsuits not yet filed and lawsuits already pending, of
which Atlanta's was the only one.84 It is therefore retroactive in
two ways. First, it bars a lawsuit that has already been filed.
Second, it prevents cities and counties from suing for injuries
they sustained prior to the enactment of the new law.

The Georgia courts should find the retroactive application of
the law unconstitutional. The Georgia constitution provides that
"[n]o bill of attainder, ex post facto law, retroactive law, or laws
impairing the obligation of contract or making irrevocable grant
of special privileges or immunities shall be passed" 5 The prohi-
bition on retroactive laws applies only to those laws that affect
vested rights.86 Thus, the ban on city gun lawsuits is unconstitu-
tional only if Atlanta or other local governments in Georgia had
a vested right to sue prior to the law's enactment.

Under Georgia law, a right to sue becomes vested at the time
an injury occurs.87 In Enger v. Erwin, 8 the plaintiff filed a claim
for alienation of affection, but while the lawsuit was pending,

s See Firestone, supra note 21, at Al.
Id.

83 See GA. CODE ANN. § 16-11-184(b)(2) (1999).
8
4 See 1999 Ga. Laws 4, § 3.
"I GA. CONsT. art. I, § 1, 10. The prohibition on retroactive laws in the Georgia con-

stitution is substantially broader than the prohibition on such laws found in the United
States Constitution. Compare id. with U.S. CONsT. art. I, § 9, cl. 3; U.S. CONST. art. I,
§ 10. The United States Constitution's prohibitions on ex post facto laws apply only to
criminal matters. See Marshall J. Tinkle, Forvard Into the Past: State Constitutions and
Retroactive Laws, 65 ThmP. L. REv. 1253, 1256 (1992). Georgia's constitution, like
many state constitutions, provides greater protection. See id. at 1264.

86See, e.g., Bituminous Cas. Corp. v. United States Auto. Assoc., 282 S.E.2d 198,
199 (Ga. Ct. App. 1981).
87 See, e.g., Hart v. Owens-Illinois, Inc., 297 S.E.2d 462, 464 (Ga. 1982); London

Guar. & Accident Co. v. Pittman, 25 S.E.2d 60, 66 (Ga. Ct. App. 1943).
88 267 S.E.2d 25 (Ga. 1980).
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the General Assembly abolished the cause of action. 9 The new
statute expressly provided that it was to apply to pending
claims.90 The Supreme Court of Georgia held that the plaintiff's
right to sue had vested at the time of the injury and therefore
found the law's retrospective application unconstitutional. 9'

Similarly, in Jackson v. Young,9 the plaintiff brought a negli-
gence action against a twelve-year-old defendant.93 While the
lawsuit was pending, the legislature raised the age of discretion
and accountability from ten to thirteen.94 The court held, how-
ever, that the defendant did not become immune from liability as
a result of the new law because the right to sue vested at the time
of the injury, when the defendant was susceptible to suit under
the statute then in effect.95

In Cole v. Roberts,96 a decedent's son sued under Georgia's
wrongful death statute. 97 Subsequent to his mother's death, how-
ever, the State had amended its wrongful death laws to confer
exclusive standing to sue on surviving spouses. 9 Since the dece-
dent's spouse was alive, the new law would operate to bar the
son's suit.99 The federal district court, applying Georgia law, held
that the son's right to sue vested at the time of his mother's
death. 1°0 Therefore, retroactive application of the law was uncon-
stitutional. 0'

According to counsel for Smith & Wesson, the Georgia con-
stitution's prohibition of retroactive laws is irrelevant to Atlanta's
case: "The city is arguing that a municipality has a vested right.
Only people have vested rights." 12 Such an argument is incor-
rect: local governments do have vested rights under Georgia law.
In DeKalb County v. State of Georgia,"°' the issue was whether a

9 See id.
9See id.
91 See id. at 26.
92 187 S.E.2d 564 (Ga. Ct. App. 1972).
93 See id. at 565.
94 See id.
95See id.
96 648 F. Supp. 415 (M.D. Ga. 1986).
9"See id. at 416.
9" See id.
99 See id. The issue in the case was one of subject matter jurisdiction, since the son

was a resident of Florida while his father, like the defendants, was a resident of Geor-
gia. See id.

100 See id. at 417.
101 See id.
02 Ben Schmitt, Wording of State Code at Issue in Bid to Dismiss City's Gun Suit,

FULTON COUNTY DAILY REP., Oct. 21, 1998, at I (quoting Anne G. Kimball, Esq.).
103 512 S.E.2d 284 (Ga. 1999).
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county had a vested right to certain tax proceeds collected by the
state on the county's behalf prior to a change in state law.104 The
Supreme Court of Georgia ruled that the local government did
have a vested right to identified tax proceeds. 0 5

Therefore, the Georgia constitution's prohibition of retroactive
legislation does apply to the state's ban on city gun lawsuits. The
cities' right to sue the gun industry became vested at the time
they sustained their injuries.10 6 The injuries alleged by city law-
suits are the enormous expenditures made by local governments
in response to gun violence, which had been occurring for years
before the Georgia General Assembly acted.

Accordingly, not only is Atlanta's pending lawsuit protected
from the retroactive ban, but also any other lawsuit that a local
government may wish to file against the firearm industry. Be-
cause the other cities and counties in Georgia sustained injuries
resulting from gun violence prior to the new law's enactment,
they all have vested rights to bring suit.107 Since the General As-
sembly does have the power to prohibit city gun lawsuits that
arise from prospective injuries, any such lawsuits must be based
on events that occurred prior to the enactment of the new legis-
lation.1 0

Almost all state constitutions contain language barring retro-
spective laws.'19 Whether these state constitutional provisions
should also be interpreted to prohibit similar state bans on city
gun lawsuits is an issue that is beyond the scope of this Essay,
since it depends on the particular language of the legislation as
well as the respective state's case law.110 It seems likely, however,

10 See id. at 285.
105 See id. at 286. The court ruled, however, that because the tax proceeds were not

identifiable (the tax returns in question omitted the location from which the taxes were
collected), the county did not have a valid claim. See id.
106 Prior to the enactment of Georgia's law barring city gun lawsuits, local govern-

ments like the City of Atlanta had the right to sue the gun industry. Atlanta's charter
provides that the city "may sue and be sued, and plead and be impleaded in all courts of
law and equity and in all action[s] whatsoever." Charter for the City of Atlanta, 1996
Ga. Laws 1019, § 1-102.

107 Atlanta's race to file its lawsuit before the legislation was enacted was therefore of
little consequence, since the relevant time is not when a suit is filed, but rather when the
right to sue becomes vested.

108 Georgia cities therefore might not be able to sue for abatement of a nuisance or for
an injunction, since under the new law they have no vested right to sue for continuing
injuries.
109 See Tinkle, supra note 85, at 1254 (citing retroactivity provisions from the consti-

tutions of forty-four states).
110Not all state statutes barring city gun lawsuits are retroactive. Compare 1999 Ga.

Laws 4, § 3 ("The Act shall apply to any action pending on or brought on or after the
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that a number of other state constitutions also prohibit retroac-
tive bans on city gun lawsuits."'

Aside from the legal and constitutional implications of retro-
active legislation that bars city gun lawsuits, such laws represent
an undesirable policy choice. In essence, the NRA-backed laws
enacted in Georgia and other states are part of the gun industry's
litigation strategy in defending against the city gun lawsuits."'
Adjudication of the lawsuits, however, should be left to the
courts. If the lawsuits truly are "frivolous," as advocates of the
gun industry claim,"3 then the courts will likely dismiss them."'

date this Act becomes effective.") (emphasis added), with 1999 Alaska Sess. Laws 17,
§ 2 ("This Act applies to a civil action that accrues on or after the effective date of this
Act') (emphasis added).

I For example, this past February, a Louisiana judge ruled that the state's laws bar-
ring city lawsuits, see LA. REv. STAT. ANN. §§ 9:2800.60, 40:1799 (West Supp. 2000),
were unconstitutionally retroactive, allowing New Orleans's gun lawsuit to proceed. See
Pamela Coyle, Judge: La. Gun Laws Unconstitutional; Industry Doesn't Warrant Spe-
cial Treatment, He Says, TIrtEs-PICAYUNE (New Orleans, La.), Feb. 29, 2000, at A9.
The judge also held that the laws were invalid for several reasons in addition to retro-
activity: they violated a state constitutional prohibition on local or special laws, they
interfered with the city's home rule powers, and they violated the city's due process
rights. See id. An attorney for the gun manufacturers said that they would appeal the
ruling to the Louisiana Supreme Court. See id. (quoting Scott Delacroix, Esq.).

Professor M. David Gelfand, who represented the City of New Orleans in its lawsuit
against the gun industry, had also argued that the laws were unconstitutional because
they "violate ... the separation of powers:' Pamela Coyle, City Debates Gun Makers
Over 2 Laws; Constitutionality of Barring N.O. Lawsuit in Question, TiumEs-PIcAYuNE
(New Orleans, La.), Jan. 29, 2000, at Al. The judge apparently did not base his deci-
sion on this claim. See Coyle, supra note 50, at A9. Under federal law, the principle of
separation of powers is offended only when a law purports to reopen a final judgment,
not when the law is changed with regard to a pending case or even a case on appeal. See
Plaut v. Spendthrift Farm, Inc., 514 U.S. 211,226-27 (1995).

112
It is true that the NRA claims to represent the interests of gun owners, not the gun

industry. See DIAZ, supra note 7, at 65. This claim, however, "may be a bit like trying
to separate the dance from the dancer." DIAZ, supra note 7, at 65. Several years ago, a
newspaper series on the NRA reported:

The bond between the gun manufacturers and the NRA involves direct
financial contributions, almost-always-favorable reviews of newly developed
products in NRA publications like American Rifleman, and including NRA lit-
erature in the packaging of new guns. The NRA even organizes and promotes
an annual show, at which manufacturers exhibit their wares.

Gregg Kruppa, Gun Makers Have a Friend in the NRA; Guns Aiming for Profits, Bos-
TON GLOBE, Dec. 19, 1993, at 35. For example, in hearings on the federal Brady Bill,
which required waiting periods and background checks for gun purchases, "[t]he NRA
always spoke for the industry." Id. (quoting a congressional staffer). Moreover, the
NRA's recent defense of the industry from city gun lawsuits has provided the organiza-
tion with a way to increase its membership and draw in greater financial contributions.
See James Dao and Don Van Natta, Jr., N.R.A. Is Using Adversity to Its Advantage, N.Y.
TIMEs, June 12, 1999, at A10. 17;nally, although the state legislation is backed and pro-
moted by the NRA, gun manufacturers have joined in the lobbying effort as well. See
Jay Croft and Carlos Campos, Gun Makers, NRA Vow to Fight City's Lawsuit, ATLANTA
J. & CONST., Feb. 5, 1999, at 1A.

13 See supra note 19 and accompanying text.
114 The reality, however, is that many of these suits may not be frivolous. In one recent
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Indeed, three city lawsuits already have been dismissed, thereby
suggesting that the courts are capable of this screening func-
tion.,1

5

Nevertheless, the gun industry and its defenders insist that
lawsuits against gun manufacturers encroach on what is properly
a legislative function."16 They argue that plaintiffs in city gun
lawsuits are seeking to ban firearms through litigation because
they failed to obtain such a result through the political process.1 17

This argument, however, overlooks the fact that these lawsuits
are ordinary damage suits." '8 The gun litigation does not raise
novel or complex issues any more than the other lawsuits that
courts consider every day." 9 Rather, like all tort suits, lawsuits
against gun manufacturers are "simply questions of who should
bear the loss "'12 In the case of the city gun lawsuits, the cities
allege that it is the gun industry that should bear the losses that
result from gun violence, not local governments. If successful,
the city gun lawsuits would force the gun manufacturers to in-
ternalize these expenditures.' 2' As a result, the gun industry
might directly absorb the financial costs of their products' harm
or pass them on to consumers. 22 In addition, the firearm industry
may redesign guns to provide more safety features, or withdraw
the most dangerous guns from the market altogether.'23

At any time, of course, Congress and the state legislatures
could choose to confront the problem of gun violence. 2 4 Cur-
rently, however, meaningful legislative solutions are absent.
Firearms are exempted from the standard safety regulations that

case, Hamilton v. Accu-tek, a federal jury awarded over $500,000 to plaintiffs seeking
recovery from gun manufacturers on a negligent marketing theory. See 62 F. Supp. 2d
802, 848 (E.D.N.Y. 1999). And, like the Atlanta lawsuit, the lawsuits filed by New Or-
leans and by Cleveland have survived motions to dismiss. See CENTER TO PREVENT
HANDGUN VIOLENCE, supra note 51; Coyle, supra note 50, at A9. Such success by
those challenging the gun industry in court suggests that what the gun industry and gun
advocates are really worried about is the legitimacy of these lawsuits.
"5 See Ganim v. Smith & Wesson Corp., No. X06-CV-990153198S, 1999 Conn. Su-

per. LEXIS 3330 (Conn. Super. Ct. Dec. 10, 1999); Cincinnati v. Beretta U.S.A. Corp.,
No. A9902369, 1999 Ohio Misc. LEXIS 27 (Ohio Ct. C.P. Sep. 27, 1999); Miami, su-
pra note 48, at A25.

"1
6 See David B. Kopel and Richard E. Gardner, The Sullivan Principles: Protecting

the Second Amendment from CivilAbuse, 19 SETON HALL LEGIS. J. 737, 749 (1995).
17 See id. at 751.

118 See Vandall, supra note 8, at 575.
9 See id. at 571-72.
,20 Id. at 57 1.
121 See id. at 553.
2 See id. at 553-54.

12 See id. at 554-55.
124 See id. at 574.
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apply to most other consumer products.12 Criminal laws only
limit access to firearms for some people, such as children and
felons, and only restrict the availability of a few categories of
weapons, such as machine guns. 2 6 Under federal law, there is no
agency that "has the power to ensure that a gun is designed and
manufactured in such a way as to minimize its threat to human
life.,127

Therefore, although meaningful gun control legislation is one
possible solution to the problem of gun violence in the United
States, Congress and state legislatures remain reluctant to enact
the broad measures that are necessary. In the meantime, it is ap-
propriate for cities to seek a remedy for their alleged injuries in
the courts.'2 State laws that prevent cities from suing the gun
industry are thus undesirable because they deny local govern-
ments the ability to have their day in court on the issue of who
should bear the financial burden of gun violence. Additionally,
such laws overly restrict the flexibility of local governments to
take appropriate steps to combat gun violence. Damages that re-
sult from gun violence vary from city to city. 29 Individual cities
should be allowed the autonomy to confront the gun problem in
the manner most suitable to their particular situations.

States do have the power to prevent cities from suing the gun
industry, but that power is limited by constitutional prohibitions
on retroactive laws. In Georgia and perhaps in other states as
well, this limitation means that a state cannot stop its cities from
recovering damages for injuries that they already have sustained.
For this reason, Georgia's legislative effort to ban city suits
against gun manufacturers is unconstitutional.

-Brent W. Landau

2 See 15 U.S.C. § 2052(a)(1)(E) (1994); DIAZ, supra note 7, at 12.
n6 See DIAZ, supra note 7, at 12,
127Id. at 13.
12 See Vandall, supra note 8, at 574. City gun lawsuits would continue to be appro-

priate even if the states or the federal government passed meaningful gun legislation,
because cities would still have a right to be compensated for past injuries.

129See Kairys, supra note 9, at 13.




